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Preface

Late in the afternoon on a hot, smoggy, Los Angeles, September day in

1970, a well-publicized contest pitting the most pollution-free vehicles in

the country against each other was coming to an end. It was the second

Clean Air Car Race from M.LT. to Caltech. Among the throngs of digni

taries and spectators at the finish line on Greasy Street that day were two

graduate students, George Rossman and mys(~lf. We hoped to capture a

sample of Clean Air Car exhaust in an evacuated glass cylinder I had

wrapped in some rags and carefully protected from the surging crowd.

When the third car came in, and the crowd around the second car (an

entry from the University of California at Berkeley) began to wane, I

pushed my way up to the Berkeley driver's window, still clinging the

precious evacuated cylinder. I explained to the driver that I wanted a

sample of his exhaust and asked if he would please start the car as I

crawled under his tail pipe. Not only did he start the car for me, but when

I crawled underneath and positioned the mouth of the cylinder in the

exhaust pipe, he drove away! The next time I caught that rascal from

Berkeley I did manage to bottle his exhaust. We scurried off to the lab

where George produced the gas phase infrared spectra shown below.

These spectra pit the Clean Air Car against the Harris S mogmobile and

show that the carbon monoxide emission of my car (two humps near 2150
cm- I

) is absent in the Clean Air Car exhaust. This little episode marked

the start of the section of this book dealing with the carbon monoxide
rotation-vibration spectrum. Not every part of this text has such a color

ful history, but most have benefited from a similar degree of personal
..
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IXPreface

the applications of symmetry in chemistry, as well as for a course in
spectroscopy. We cover most of the topics in Cotton's fine book, Chemi
cal Applications of Group Theory, but do so in the process of teaching
vibrational and electronic spectroscopy and molecular orbital theory.

First and foremost this is a texthook. We have taken great pains not
to assume very much background knowledge on the part of the reader.
To make the exposition clear and meaningful, each new concept is applied
or illustrated with experimental results as quickly as possible. The text
includes some 200 problems with solutions in Appendix G. We consider
these problems to be an integral part of the tex t and sometimes introduce
new material in them. The student is urged to work through as many as
time permits.

The present version of this book was written during a two-year period
of postdoctoral research in the laboratory of Phil Aisen at the Albert
Einstein College of Medicine in New York. The original text was written
in collaboration with Mike Bertolucci who taught the course with me for
a year at Caltech. Don Titus, Benes Trus, and Harry Gray have made
invaluable contributions subsequently. Harry Gray and George Ham
mond were instrumental in initiating the course and capturing my interest
in it (which was similar to capturing the interest of a hungry monkey in
a banana). To keep the price of this volume to a level that students can
afford, my wife Sally devoted more than half a year of effort to the pro
duction of line drawings. Finally, I cannot overestimate the role my stu
dents played in the development of this book. Comments on ways to im
prove the book or on errors are solicited from all readers and will be
greatly appreciated.

I dedicate this book to the student who is willing to take it to bed with
him at night, along with a pencil and occasionally a calculator, and who
falls asleep with a smile on his face.
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involvement on the part of myself and my students during the three years
the manuscript was used for part of an undergraduate spectroscopy

course at Caltech.
This book was written with the goal of introducing the student to vibra

tional and electronic spectroscopy and taking her or him to a rather
sophisticated (albeit qualitative) level in some areas. We have tried to
write a text most suitable for use on the junior to beginning graduate
levels. Taking the approach that group theory is essential to the modern
practice of spectroscopy, we devote the first chapter to group theory and
then make extensive use of it throughout the text. For this reason we
believe that this book may be used as the primary text for a course on

Dan Harris

NOTE (1989): Daniel C. Harris may be reached at Chemistry Division, Research
Department, Michelson Laboratory, China Lake, CA 93555.
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Note on units and conventions
We use the largest variety of units in measurements of energy. Chem

ists familiar with calories will find the use of ioules not too ditlicult be
cause the conversion is simple:

I calorie = 4.184 joule s

In the cgs system, I erg = 10 7 joules. The electron volt (eV) is the kinetic

energy Df an electron accelerated through Olle volt: I electron volt ~
1.602 x 10 '" joules. The corresponding mol'll' energy is I .602 x 10 '"
J x 6.022 X IO:!" mol' = 96.49 kJ mol' = n.o<', kcal mol'.

We very frequently express "energy" as w<lve numbers. The relation
between wave number and energy, in cgs units, is

-
11 =

!Ic

where r; is wave number (cm-'). I:' is energy (erg), !I is Planck's constant

(erg s). and c is the speed of light (cm s '). The SI units arc, respectively,

r; (m '), I:' (1), !I (1 s), and c (m s '). To convert wave number in reciprocal

meters to wave number in recriprocal centimeters, we divide by 100

Since "\\'ilFe IIl/miler" is IllliFersill!y C'xpre.\sed ill reciproc{/I cC'lItimeters.

and since any equation for energy in this book is in joules, unless other

wise specified, the conversion iJ = EIIOO!lc must be used to obtain wave
numbers in reciprocal centimeters. When we want to emphasize that a
quantity is in cm ' units, we will write a bar over the symbol (e.g., E and
(/),.). The use of cm-' units is discussed further in Chapter Three. The

1,000 cm ' unit is a kilokayser (kK).
Units of length often encountered are centimeters and Angstroms (I

A- 10 '" m). Millimicrons (mfJ.) have been largely replaced by nano

meters (I mfJ. =~ I nm = 10 " m). Temperature is generally expressed in

Kelvins. written K (not OK). Concentrations arc always expressed as

moles per liter (1 moll '- 1 M). The molar extinction coefficient (E) used
in spectroscopy is uni\'ersally exprcssed in M 'em' units, and we dare not

tamper with them.

The choice of coordinate systems and symmetry elements can be a

major problem in the literature. We recommend that coordinate systems

and symmetry elements always be defined at the outset of a research
paper, homework problem, blackboard example, or anything else. We

adhere to this policy faithfully. Conventions on coordinate systems and

Although the Systeme International d' Unites (S 1 units) are the primary

units in this book,t a number of other standard units are also used. It is
suggested that the student become familiar with the different units we
employ because all are encountered in practice. Unless otherwise stated,

however, all calculations and all equations here employ SI units. When
we wish to convert an answer to a unit other than an 51 unit, the conver

sion is the last step of the calculation.
In the SI system, the units of mass, length, time, and charge are the

kilogram (kg), meter (m), second (s), and coulomb (C), respectively.
Force is expressed in newtons (I N = I kg m s 2) and energy in joules
(1 J = 1 N m = 1 kg m2 S-2). Coulomb's law is generally written

where F is force, q is charge, r is distance, and k is a constant. In the

centimeter-gram-second (cgs) system, the unit of charge, the electrostatic
unit (esu), is such that k is dimensionless and has the magnitude unity.
In SI units, k is written 1/47TEn , where En(= X.85419 x 10 '2 C2N'm 2) is

called the dielectric constant (or permittivity) of free space. The factor
47TE n appears in several equations in this book and .should alert you to
the fact that coulombs, meters, and kilograms are useu in such equations.

+ f;or discussions of Sf unih. sec A.C. Norris . .I. Chern. f~·d.. 4R, 797 (1(71); (;. Socrates. Ihid., 4{J,

711 (1%9); T.l. Quickcnden and R.l". Mar<hall. lhid .. 49. 114 (1972); J.l. Hoppe", lhid .. 49. 505

(1972); and G. Pass and H. Sutcliffe. Ii"d .. 411.180 (1971).

x

i'(cm ')=
v( m ')

100(cm m ') 100(cm m
£(1)

') h(J s) dm s ')
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the applications of symmetry in chemistry, as well as for a course in
spectroscopy. We cover most of the topics in Cotton's fine book, Chemi
cal Applications of Group Theory, but do so in the process of teaching
vibrational and electronic spectroscopy and molecular orbital theory.

First and foremost this is a textbook. We have taken great pains not
to assume very much background knowledge on the part of the reader.
To make the exposition clear and meaningful, each new concept is applied
or illustrated with experimental results as quickly as possible. The text
includes some 200 problems with solutions in Appendix G. We consider
these problems to be an integral part of the text and sometimes introduce
new material in them. The student is urged to work through as many as
time permits.

The present version of this book was written during a two-year period
of postdoctoral research in the laboratory of Phil Aisen at the Albert
Einstein College of Medicine in New York. The original text was written
in collaboration with Mike Bertolucci who taught the course with me for
a year at Caltech. Don Titus, Benes Trus, and Harry Gray have made
invaluable contributions subsequently. Harry Gray and George Ham
mond were instrumental in initiating the course and capturing my interest
in it (which was similar to capturing the interest of a hungry monkey in
a banana). To keep the price of this volume to a level that students can
afford, my wife Sally devoted more than half a year of effort to the pro
duction of line drawings. Finally, I cannot overestimate the role my stu
dents played in the development of this book. Comments on ways to im
prove the book or on errors are solicited from all readers and will be
greatly appreciated.

I dedicate this book to the student who is willing to take it to bed with
him at night, along with a pencil and occasionally a calculator, and who
falls asleep with a smile on his face.
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This book was written with the goal of introducing the student to vibra

tional and electronic spectroscopy and taking her or him to a rather
sophisticated (albeit qualitative) level in some areas. We have tried to
write a text most suitable for use on the junior to beginning graduate
levels. Taking the approach that group theory is essential to the modern
practice of spectroscopy, we devote the first chapter to group theory and
then make extensive use of it throughout the text. For this reason we
believe that this book may be used as the primary text for a course on
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NOTE (1989): Daniel C. Harris may be reached at Chemistry Division, Research
Department, Michelson Laboratory, China Lake, CA 93555.
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symmetry elements have been recommended by the Joint Commission
for Spectroscopy of the International Astronomical Union and the Inter
national Union of Pure and Applied Physics [1. Chern. Phys., 23, 1997
(1955)]. We generally adhere to these conventions, with some notable
exceptions. We accidentally adopted a coordinate system for ethylene
that differs from the system in common use. We apologize for this but
chose not to change our coordinate system for fear of introducing errors
into the text in the process of making changes. We intentionally disre
garded the recommended choice of symmetry elements for XeF4 (D 4h

symmetry), but not for benzene (D fih ). We recommend that C 2 ' and (T,o

axes always be colinear and C 2 " and art axes always be colinear and that
C 2 ' and a v go through as many atoms as possible and that C 2" and art go
through as few atoms as possible. We further recommend the use of our
convention for all point groups, instead of adopting different conventions
for each point group.

With regard to the naming of symmetry operations (e.g., C2 , C2 ', and
C 2 ") and other conventions in character tables, we adopted the widely
used tables of Cotton (F.A. Cotton, Chemical Applications of Group
Theory, John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1971); we hope that this set of
tables will become standard.

Symmetry and Spectroscopy



O· Opening remarks

Spectroscopy is the study of the interaction of electromagnetic radiation

(light, radio waves, x-rays, etc.) with matter. In this book we will de,d with

a central portion of the electromagnetic spectrum (Fig. 0-1). spanning the

infrared (ir), visible (vis), and ultraviolet (uv) wa velengths.

Molecules, consisting of electrically charged nuclei and electrons. Illay

interact with the oscillating electric and magnetic fields of light and ahsorh

the energy carried by the light. The molecule doc', not interact with ;i1llight

that comes its way, but only with light that carries the right amount of

energy to promote the molecule from one discrete energy level to another.

For example, the diatomic molecule 127)79 Sr in its lowest vibrational state

(ground state) vibrates with an energy 01'2.662 )< 10- 21 J. The next lowest

vibrational energy available to the molecule is "1.961 x 10- 21 .I. Suppose

that far infrared light of energy (7.961 - 2.662) x 10 21 .1 = 5.299 x 10 21

J (= 266.8 cm 1) is shined on a sample of 127 1-() Hr. The light ean he

absorbed and a ground state molecule can be promoted to its first excited

vibrational state. When this happens we say that the molecule has Illade a

transition hetween the ground state and the first excited state. The 1wo
energy levels we have been discussing and the absorptIon specl rUIll or

127 j7Q Hr in the far infrared arc shown schematically in Fig. 0-). light or

energy other than 5.299 x 10 21 .I would not be absorbed by the salllpk'

because the energy carried hy such light docs not precisely span two enngv

levels of the molecule.

Light of infrared frequencies can generally prolllote lllolecules frolll onl'

vibrational energy level to another. Hence. we call infrared spect lllSCOP\
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parallelepipeds in Fig. 0-3. Each of these solid ligures has six stable resting
positions in the earth's gravitational field, whell it is resting on its two ah,

two ac, or two be faces. The potential energy, V, associated with each
position can be calculated from the formula V 0'" mgh, when~ m is the mass
of the parallelepiped, g is the acceleration of gravity, and h is the height of
the center of mass above the surface on which the object rests. The potential
energies of the six resting positions of paralldepiped I arc divided. into
three groups, depending on which face it res ts. The potential energy is
greatest when its center of mass is highest, i.e., when it rest:; on its ,,17 faces
(Fig. 0-3). The parallelepiped II has only two energetically distinc1 resting
positions because the lengths of sides a and b are equal. ;\\1 six (aces of
the cube, III, are equal and hence only a single potential energy is obtained,
regardless of which face it rests on. In this example, as the symmetry of the
solids increases in the order I < II < III, the number of differenl energy
levels decreases. The degeneracy (number of states which have tlte same
energy) of each level increases with increasing symmetry.

The same trend is generally true for molecules also. The more symmetric
the molecule, the fewer different energy levels it has, and the greater the
degeneracies of those levels. The study of symmetry, therefore, helps us

Fig. 0-3. Three parallelepipeds. The length of side a i3 the same for all three ligures.
The potential energy of each para!lelepiped depenc!s on which face it rests. The
higher the center of mass, the greater the energy. The number of r<~sting positions
having the same energy for each figure is the degen'~racy of that energy level. For
example, the degeneracy of the lowest energy level or parallelepip,~d II is 4.
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Fig. 0-2. (a) A molecule of 127J79Br can be promoted from its ground vibrational
state to its first excited vibrational state by light of energy 5.299 x 10- 21 J per
photon (= 3.191 x 103 J mol- 1 ). (b) The schematic far infrared absorption spectrum
of 127 p9 Br shows that only light of this energy is absorbed by the sample. Some
reasons why absorption lines are not infinitely sharp are mentioned in Chapter
Three.

vibrational spectroscopy. Visible and ultraviolet light are much more ener
getic and can promote the redistribution of electrons in a molecule such
that the electronic potential energy of the molecule is changed. Hence, we
call visible and ultraviolet spectroscopy electronic spectroscopy. In order to
treat electronic spectroscopy in a rational way, we will need to study mole
cular orbital theory and gain some understanding of the distribution of
electrons in molecules.

Our study will make extensive use of symmetry. As one simple way to
illustrate the relation of symmetry to energy levels, consider the three

Fig. 0- I. The electromagnetic spectrum. The wavelength, A., is given in units of
meters; the frequency, v, is given in units of hertz (I Hz = I oscillation per second);
and the energy, E, carried by a mole of photons is given in joules (4.184 J = I calorie).
The wave number, v, is expressed in units of cm -1 (read "reciprocal centimeters"
or "wave numbers"). All of these properties of light are discussed in Section 2-2.



simplify some problems by reducing the number of different energy levels
we must deal with. Symmetry is even more powerful than that, because it
helps us decidc which transitions between energy levels arc possible. That
is to say, a molecule may not be able to absorb light even if that light has
precisely tbe correct energy to span two energy levels of the molecule. The
symmetries of the states involved must be "compatible" (in a way we will
-~ - - -

discuss later) in order that the molecule may absorb light. 'The selection rules

which tcll us which transitions are possible will be one of the most impor
tant uses of symmetry and will be explained as we proceed. Since symmetry
will be used throughout our studies, we will begin with a discussion of
molecular symmetry and the tool which makes use of such symmetry, group

theory.

4 SFI711l1ctry alld spectroscopy

1· A chemist's view
o group theory

1-1. Introduction

Our treatment of vibrational spectroscopy, molecular orbital theory, and
electronic spectroscopy will make extensive use of molecular symmetry. One
can reasonably ask, "Why is symmetry so important when the vast majority
of molecules have no symmetry at all T' While it is true that most molecules
considered in their entirety don't possess any symmetry, many moleeules
do have local symmetry. Consider the "representative" large molecule in
Fig. I-I. The molecule as a whole is not only devoid of symmetry, it is a
mess! But if we focus our attention on thc iron surrounded bv four ni trogen.- '---

atoms in an approximately square arrangement, we have found a region
possessing useful local symmetry. For many purposes, only the iron atom
and its four nearest neighbors need be considered to understand tbe spec
troscopic behavior of this region of the molecule.

Many small molecules do possess real symmetry. We must understand
the behavior of these small molecules before we try to understand big ones.

Fig. 1-1. A representative large molecule.

,............
'""'"......-
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-
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Many of the properties of, say, a benzene ring are nearly the same whether
we are looking at free benzene or a phenyl ring bound to a large molecule.
The properties of free benzene are easier to understand if we make use of
its symmetry. What we learn about benzene can then be transferred to the
phenyl substituent.

The mathematical tool which makes use of symmetry is group theory.
Since our purpose is to apply group theory to chemistry, our treatment will
be aimed toward this goal and will be anything but mathematically rigorous.

A chemist's view ofgroup theory
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rotation by 27T/3
" h "t ree-fold rotation

Fig. 1-2. Threefold rotation of BF3'

Symmetry and spectroscopy6

1-2. Symmetry Operations and Molecules

An operator is a symbol which tells you to do something to whatever follows
it. For example, "d/dx" tells you to take the derivative with respect to x
of some mathematical expression. In this book, we will deal with operators
which tell us to do such things as "rotate a molecule by 1800

."

A svmmetry operation is an operation which moves a molecule into a new
orientation equivalent to its original one. For example, consider the three
fold rotation of the planar molecule boron trifluoride in Fig. 1-2. If we
could label the flo urine atoms we could tell that the molecule had been
moved. Since we cannot label the atoms, the second configuration is entirely
equivalent to the first one.

A symrnetry element is a point, line, or plane with respect to which a
symmetry operation is performed. In the BF3 example, the element we used
was the axis passing through boron perpendicular to the molecular plane.
We performed the threefold rotation about this axis.

There are five kinds of symmetry operations we will usc:
1. The simplest operation is the identity operation, usually given the

symbol "E". This symbol tells you to do nothing to the molecule. We need
the identity operation only to satisfy certain mathematical requirements of
groups.

2. Reflection through a plane is denoted by the Greek letter "a". For

example, the pyramidal molecule F 2 SO in Fig. 1-3 has one a plane, also
referred to as a "mirror plane." It passes through the oxygen and sulfur
atoms and bisects the FSF angle. Reflection through this plane interchanges
the two fluorine atoms. If we perform a second a operation on the resulting
figure, we get back the original figure. This means that two successive
reflections have no net effect. We denote the two successive operations as
a . a or a2 and write the operator equation I-I :

••
.-

•

• <T plane

I.t is underst~od :Vhen we write the product of two operations that the opera
tion on the fight IS performed first. In the case of eq. I-I it makes no difference
since both operations are the same. But for two different operations, X' Y
means that Y operates first. The product X' Y is not necessarily eq ual to
y. X. (Two operations whose product does not depend on the order of
mUlitplication (i.e., X' Y = y. X) are said to commute.. Two operations
whose product is the identity operation are said to be each other's inverse,
Thus a is its own inverse. i

3. Rotation about an axis is denoted Cn • C simply means that a rotation
is involved and the subscript n tells us what fraction of a complete rotation
~hrough 2n we are to perform. A rotation of 1200 (2n/3) on BF3 in Fig. 1-2
IS called a C3 rotation. A 90° (or fourfold) rotation of the square planar
molecule PtCl4 2- in Fig. 1-4 is written C

4
. It makes no difference which

Fig. 1-3. F2 SO has a single mirror plane.

Fig. 1-4. Fourfold rotation of ptel 24 .

(I-I)(f . (J = a2 = E
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aXIs of rotation

The ell"cct of ,)'4 on allene. Each solid circlc represcnts a hydrogcn ;IIOIn,

Problems

(In this :lnd futllre illuSlraliolls .
:I wl'd1!l'd line 11'prl'sl'Ilh;\ h()Ild

l'()[J1inf! ('lit nf thlo p!:lnl' ()f lhe

P:l~l' :Illd :I d:1Shu! Illlt.'

represents olle j:()ill/2. heind thl'
pl:lIlL' of the P<lJ-'x )

Molcc~les~I(h a mirror planc. ccntcr of illvcrsiOIl. or improper axis "I' r"lalioll
(/1/ alll (J( « ,I.'/b!i' cOIl/orll/a/lOlI) cannot he 011tiC"lllv' '1"(1'\" 1\1 I I ' I' • "t.. 0 CUI es VI. II lOll I

Fig. 1-7.

Find all of the SV!l1metrv cle 1 • t· 'I' ,, . '. • Ilcn S plcsent III t 1(' folloWlll1' spccics: I'ICI'
(Sljl~dle pla~la~). ethylene. SF, (slructure below). cyclopropane. p-dillll()I()I~cll'
zenc. dnd (ctrdphcnylcycloblltadlcnc in the conformatioll hclo'v

ab~)ut th~ aXi:s of the three carbon atoms amI th'~n reflect through a plane
:eI~endllulai to thlscontalI1lI1g the central carben atol11. Thc result, called
an 54 Il11proper rotatIon, lcave"an equivalent configuration of' the molecule.
The lllverse of Snm IS sn-m if n is evenl'tild (""'", 'f' . Idn . J ( .) fI I 11 IS O( .

5. Inversion involves passing each atom through the center of the molecule
~lJ1c! ~Iacmg It, on the opposite side of the molecule. Shown ill Fig. I,R is
dn example of II1verSlon 01 the molecule Mo(CO I It ,,' " ' . II ,'" (,' lverSIOll IS equlva cnt
to t le operation 52' but IS always given the separate symbol "i".

Fig. 1-8. The effect of inversion on

( I -5)

(1-.\)

( 1-2)

•

smce

C -'
4

( ' 5
7

(C
4

)'1

(C 2 )'1
,

( ' . (' - C 2 - ('
44-4- 2

C
4

4 = 1:'

E What is the inverse of C4 'I' It must be C4
3

H H,

c= C =c - - - SAxis4

H ------------- "
H

H H

(0) (b)
I ·2.

CI, c3
CI

2 C4

CI 3

I I I
( 4CI -Pt-CI CI

3
-Pt-CI

1
) CI -Pt-CI

2 I 4 4 I 2
I

CI3
CI4 CII 1. I .

,<';)'/11171 Ctrl' ([nd spc('/ riI,\' CiI/l.\'

Here we usc the superscript -I to c!enote the inverse of the operation.
4. An ill/proper rotatio/1 consists of a rotation followed by a reflection

through the plane perpendicular to the axis of rotation. Look at the 1110lecule
allene. C,l14' in Fig. 1-6. This molecule can be inscribed in a rectangular
solid such that each hydrogen atom comes at a vertex and the two ends
are rotated 90" from each other. In Fig. 1-7 we rotate the molecule by 2][/4

Fig. 1-6. (a) A molecule of allene inscribed m a sljuare prism. (b) View down the

.)"4 axis.

Fig. 1-5. C
4

-' is a fourfold rotation in the opposite sense of C4 ·

The net effect of C• .J is just rotation in the opposite sense as C4 (Fig. 1-5).

(n general, the inverse of cn
m is C7, m. For example,

Four C
4

operations produce the original configuration.

I II general C n, . "

direction you usc for the rotation, so long as successive rotations arc
performed ill the same direction. For consistency. we choose the clockwise
direction for C

n
rotation in this book. Two C4 operations in a row are the

same as a C
2

operation (Fig. 1-4).
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(1-7)J·A = T

f.l chemist's view ofgroup theory

If Arrowhead operates on a molecule and then Juliet does, the resull is the
same as an operation by Temecula alone:

This equation says that Arrowhead does his job bejc}J'e Juliet doe', hers.
Table 1-1 governs the operations of this group. We read this table by finding
the first operator in the top row and the second in the left column. Thus,
the product of an operation first by Juliet and then by Temecula is the sallJe
as one by Arrowhead alone, In the table look under J and across from r
and find A.

Sr
F CI Br.
\ / H

C CFBr
S/ \H H

F

a. b. c.

Symmetry and spectroscopy

such symmetry elements can be active. Using t~ese cri.teria: which of the
molecules below are optically active? For those which ~re. mac.tlve, state which
elements are present which tell you that the molecule IS mactlve.

10

(18)A . (B . C) = A . (C) = J

Table 1-1. Group Multiplicatiop Table
o'

B C T A G J -..~--_._------- .'B B C T A G J ~

t'
C C B J G A T

T T G B J C A

A A .J G B T C

G G T A C J B

J J A C T B G

You should use Table 1-1 to satisfy yourself that the second grouping also
gives J as the final result. Although multiplication lllUSt be a~;sociative. it
need not be commutative. Thus A . C 7" C· A. If we had a group in which

Every group has four properties:
1. There must exist an identity operator (E) which commutes with ail

other operators and leaves them unchanged. The term "commute" means
that the order of multiplication doesn't matter. Big Bear i:; our identlty
operator since the product of Big Bear and any other operator is jw;t that
other operator. For example, B· C = C. Also, C· B = C. A.lthough Big
Bear doesn't do much, he is a necessary part of 1he group.

2. The product of any two operators must also be a member of the group.
Thus C· T = J, and J is indeed a member of tile group. AIso .J . .J = G,

and G is also a member of the group.
3. Multiplication is associative, which means that you may grou p the

operations as you please, so long as you don't reverse the order of opera
tions: That is, A . (B' C) = (A' B)' C = J. To work out the first product,
for example, we evaluate the product in parentheses first:

(1-6)

e.

(Rotation about the central C - C bond in compound (i) ta~es
about lO hr in solution. For leading references see K.R. Wilson
and R.E. Pincock, 1. Amer. Chern. Soc., 97,1474 [1975].)

T·G = C

Sr

H

•

I.

• d.

H
,/-_-.J

Br

OH H
'VW

mBr HO-C-BrH_C
II HO~C-4H

Br.-C-4H A~ BrOH
, g. h.\

1-3. Groups
The symmetry operations which apply to any particular molecule collec
tively possess the properties of a mathematical group. We shall no~ define
a group and some of its properties using the abstract operators Big B~ar
(B), Cable (C), Temecula (T), Arrowhead (A), Gorgonio (G), an~ Juliet
(1). Whenever they operate on something they obey the properties of a
mathematical group. Whenever Gorgonio operates on a molecule and then
Temecula operates on it, the result is the same as when. Cable operates
alone on the same molecule. We express this by the equatIOn 1-6.



I t t · 't 'ould be· called an Abe/ianmultiplication were a ways commu a Ive, I \\

Rroup. .
4. There must exist in the group an inverse (also called the reCiprocal)

for each operator. The product of an operator and its inverse is the identity

operator. Any operator and its inverse must commute.

In our group, Gorgonio and Juliet are each other's inverse:

A chemist's view ofgl'Oup thcory

-
.-

!""'" --....
"""""""""..........................

(1-13)

( 1-P)C-j . G· C = .I

Cl'(G'C) = C(GC)

= c- (1"
=]

Here X and Yare said to be related by a similarity trans['ormatiol1. They

are therefore said to be conjugatc. Gorgonio and Juliet arc conjugate because

To see this, first note from Table I-I that C I = C. Then
(1-9)

(1-10)G·]=]·G=B E

Symmetry and spectroscopy12

The identity operator is always in a class by ihclf. As with subgroups, the

order of a class must be an integral divisor of the order or the group, but
•

not all integral divisors must exist as classes.

\Vhenever Z I . X· Z = Y, we should be abl,~ to lind another operator,

W, such that W- I . y. W = X. To find W, let" s try some algebra. First we

left-multiply each side of eq. 1-11 by Z: ~ ..

(1-17)

(1-14)

(1-15)

(1-16)

r 1 ·C-]=G·(c-.I) G·T=A
J1·T·J=G·(T·J) G·A=C

r I . A . .J = G· (A' J) = G'· C = T

(Z· Z 1) . X· Z = Z Y

(Z' Z- I ) . X· (Z' Z- l) = z· Y Z I

X =Z·Y·ZIor

So the operator W is just equal to Z- 1. We had to keep track of the order

of mutiplication (right- or left-multiplication) because the operators do not

necessarily commute.

We are now in a position to define a class. A class is a cOJllplete set of

operators which are conjugate to one another. Gorgonio and Juliet form

a class because they are conjugate to each other and to no other operators

in the group. Cable, Temecula, and Arrowhead also form a class, as any

similarity transformation performed on C, T, or A only generates a member

of the class C, T, and A. For example,

Then we right-multiply each side of eq. 1-14 by Z I :

Big Bear and Cable possess the four properties which define a group. Big

Bear and Temecula also form a subgroup. So do Big Bear and Arrowhead.

These are all said to be subgroups of order two, since they contain two

members. A subgroup of order three is Big Bear, Gorgonio, and Juliet.

B G ]
_ ..---

B B G ]

G G ] B

] ] B G

B B C

C C B

Every operator has an inverse and the identity operator is always its own

Note that Big Bear, the identity operator, is a member of all subgroups, as

property (I) says he must be. Big Bear, alone, constitutes a subgroup of

order one. The order of any subgroup must be an integral diVisor of the

order of the main group. Our group of order six can have subgroups of

order 6/2 = 3, 6/3 = 2, or 6/6 = 1. Although these are the only possible

orders of subgroups, there need not be such subgroups for all groups of

order six.
A similaritv transformation is defined by the consecutive application of

the three ope'ration~ Z, X, and Z-l, where X and Z are any operations.

Z-l.X.Z=y (I-II)

•111verse.
A subgroup is just a group within a group, such as Big Bear and Cable.

Their multiplication table looks like this:

B C
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Formyl chloride belongs to the point group C
s

'Fig. 1-10.

Problems

Symmetry and ,Ipectroscopy

In the group below, what is the identity operator? Show that the following

multiplications are associative: J' L· M: K· If· P. What is the inverse of O?

Of K? What are the possible orders of the subgroups of this group? Find

subgroups of order two and four. Find the products If· K· lr 1, L· O· L - J ,

and p- 1 . p. P. Show that Hand P are in the same class.

1-3,

14

Fig. 1-9. HNCIF belongs to the point group Cl' since it has no symmetry.

I
•
,,

,
. I

, .
"

,
•H

~o
\
8-0

H~ / \..
o H

C't F
CI

H .;. /F, -
/C C --

\//H CI HF CI F

HCOCI ( . , .
FI~. 1-10), possesses only Its molecular plane as a symmet

e1eme~t. ThIs (J ?peration doesn't even interchange any of the atoms. T~

reflectIOn ~Iane m F 2 SO (Fig. 1-3), which also belongs to the point group

C" would mterchange the two fluorine atoms.

Point g~oup«!) Molecules possessing only a center of inversion belong

to th.e, pOlllt gro~p Ci • In the particular rotamer (rotational isomer) of

I,2-dlchloro-l ,2-dlfluoroethane shown in Fig I-II th . I

f . . . , ere IS on y a center
o mverSlOn.

Point ~roup Cn · . A molecule in the point group C
n

possesses only an

n-fold aXIs of ro atlon. A molecule of boric acid with the three hydrogen

atoms bent up above the B03 plane as shown in Fig I 12 ha' C
Bef d' ".' - , <s 3 symmetry.

ore procee mg to the more complicated point groups we ought to
see that the t· '

. symme ry operatIOns applicable to a molecule such as 8(OB)

do mde~d form a m~thematic_c:I_I?{OuP. To fOfl!~~:oup, the operation~
must satisfy four reqUIrement.,.' Firstl th t' . h' .. -;._- .._-; _..
-- 1:...__... 7 ere mus eXIst t e IdentIty operatIon,

Fig. 1-11
1
, A rotamer of 1,2-diehloro-I,2-difluoroethane having a center of inversion

as Its on y symmetryelement.·

Fig. 1-12. Boric acid drawn to possess C
3

symmetry.

I

l-/1
..v

.N

C(I "H
F

G K H J L M 0 P
-- ._---------- -------

G G K If J L M 0 P

K K M J P G L Tl 0

If If 0 G L J P K M

J J Tl K G P 0 M L

L L G 0 If M K P J

M M L P () K G J If

0 0 P L M If .T G K

P P J M K 0 If L G

1-4. Point Groups

It is possible to assemble symmetry operations into groups that obey multi

plication tables just as Big Bear and his friends did. These groups satisfy

all the properties of mathematics.! groups and are called point groups. It

will be possible to assign any molecule to one of these groups depending

on what symmetry elements are present. Point groups are so named because

at least one point in space is invariant (unchanged) to all operations in the

group. The space groups used in crystallography contain translation opera

tions which we will not treat in this book.

Point group~(C) This is the trivial group which contains all molecules

having no sym~etry. Such a molecule is HNCIF in Fig. 1-9. There is no

centcr of inversion, no plane or reflection, and no proper or improper

axes of rotation. The only operation we can perform on HNCIF is E, the

identity operation.

Point group ~~ To this point group belong molecules whose only

symmetry element is a plane of reflection. The very unstable formyl chloride,



dnd this operation must commute with all other operations( Secon~j the
~- '_-'_~';'----

product of any two operations in the group must also be a member of the

group. What operations are generated by E and C, ?

lCl Sylllllletry lind spcctroscopv

E·E = E

E· C3 C3

( ' . C' - (' 2
3 '3 - 3

(1-18)

A chemist's view oj'group theury

0;'v

17

The product of C, times itself gives C,2 : so this must also be a member of
the group. Does C,z generate any more operations?

Fig. 1-13. H 2 0 belongs to the point group Co.

e
Cs

general POint
/' o~

/ \, \

\ t k
"-

~or Ing area

- /'-

The raw material for a stereographic projection.

Table 1-2. Symbols for Stereographic Projections

lines may be used anywhere in the diagram for OUl own reference, but will
not represent symmetry elements. We then use the set of symbols in Table

1-2 to mark symmetry elements in the working area. To generate the point

~roup C 2,,, we will first apply a C2 operation to the general point, as shown

m FIg. I~ 15 (a). The C2 operation generates the point 2 from the point 1.
The vertIcal dashed line is just used as a reference for our 180' rotation.

But now let's introduce a (J" plane colinear with the vertical dashed line
as shown at the left of Fig. 1-15 (b). Reflection of points I and 2 across th~

n:,rror p~ane generates the points I' and 2', respectively. But points I' and

2 could Just as well have been generated from points 2 and I. respectively.

by reflectIon across the plane labelled (J,: at the right of Fig. 1-15 (b). The

Fig. 1-14.

( 1-19)

E

C 2
3

E
C 4 = C

33

L' . (' 2
L.. -J

C 2. C
3 3

C 2 (' 2
3 . 3

,

C3 -I E C3-_.. . --- - .
,

E I E C3
I

C3 C C, 2
3

C, 2 C 2 E·3

No it docs not. Let's write out a multiplication table for this group:

C/
-

C/

Thl(thi~propertyis assoei,~tion. Is the product C, . (C3 . C3
2 ) the same as_. .._----

(C, . C, ) . C,2 '? Yes it is. The first product is C, . (C
3

. C
3
2) = C

3
' (C

3
3 )

= C, ./,' = C3' The second one is (C 3 . C,)· C/ = (C/)· C/ = C3' The

<[clurth)property requires an inverse for each operation. The inverse of E is-- ._-~-_ ... -"

E: of C, is C/ : of C/ is C 3 . These three operations do indeed form a

ma thema tical group.

Poillt groups Cn". A molecule in one of these point groups possesses a

C" axis and II ['ertical mirror planes which are, by definition. colinear with

the Cn axis. H 2 0 belongs to the point group C2 " (Fig. 1-13). It has one
twofold axis of rotation and two vertical mirror planes. (J" and (J,,'. We
distinguish these two planes by writing a prime on one of them, and where

possible. draw the molecule to be contained in the (J" plane. If you find a

C" axis and any (J" plane in a molecule, you arc guaranteed that you will

find II (J" planes if you look hard enough. This assertion will be justified
shortly.

At this point it will be advantageous to introduce the notion of a stereo

graphic projection. without bothering to go into the derivation of such

projections. We start by defining a "working area" with a dashed circle.
and marking some "general point" with a little circle, as in Fig. 1-14. Dashed
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Table 1-3. Group Multiplication Table for the Point Group C 2 l'

A chemist's view ofgroup theory

contains two kinds of vertical mirror planes. One kind goes through the
c~ntral atoms and the carbonyl groups and is still designated (Yv' The other
kmd passes through the central atoms but bisects the equatorial C-Mn-C
angles_ It is called a CJd plane, the "d" standing for "dihedral"_

..f..qJ.nt ,gro'!ps Cnh . Such a point group is generated by a C axis and a
horizontal mirror plane, CJh . By definition, a horizontal mirror ~Iane is one
~~i.~_.!~!:p~nd~cuI~~.J.<?_!~.~,:~isofrotat_i~n.···Buhldlen;'-i·~-rtstrans-pl~u'ar·
conformation (FIg. 1-18) belongs to the group C Zh' The CJh plane is the plane
of the molecule. The Cz axis bisects the central C-C bond and is perpendicular
to the ~olecular plane. If these are all the symmetry elements present, their
operatIOns ought to form a complete set. By examining the six products in
eq. 1-20, however, we discover that we have overlooked the operation i.

~., -'-,-,,-/.,. I'" ..•

( CT.·o:=C'
.~ V V 2)

.~-_0. _. __..... '.. ~... ".......-/,/

Fig.. 1-1.6. Operator products for the point group C2V worked out with stereographic
proJectIOns. The small dotted circle is drawn for reference only.
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In this particular group, all of the diagonal elements are E, because
C

z
. C

z
= CJ

v
' CJ

v
= CJ

v
" CJ

v
' = E. We demonstrate this for the case CJ v" CJ v'

in Fig. 1-16 (a). We say that CJ v" CJ v' = E because the net result of these
two operations is just what would have resulted from the operation E alone,
namely nothing. The off diagonal elements of the table can be worked out
similarly; two examples are given in Fig. 1-16 (b) and (c). The final result
is Table 1-3. You might try to verify that CJ v" Cz = CJ v to be sure that you

understand what we just did.
A point of nomenclature can be introduced before we leave the Cnv point

Jl,roup'~. The group C
4V

, exemplified by the molecule BrMn(CO)s (FIg. 1=17)

presence of the Cz axis and one CJ v plane therefore implies that a second
CJ

v
plane must exist perpendicular to the first one. In a similar manner, one

can shown that a C
n

axis and one CJv plane guarantee that there must be a
total of n CJ

v
planes present. The Cn axis and one (Yv plane are therefore

called "generating elements" for the point groups Cnv , since they generate

the remaining elements.
Now let's generate a group multiplication table for the point group Czv

with the aid of stereographic projections. The four operations of the group
are E, C

z
, CJ

v
' and CJ

v
' and we know that E commutes with all operations

and leaves them unchanged. This gives us the first row and column of the

multiplication table:

Fig. 1-15. Generation of the point group C 2V '
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Table 1-3. Group Multiplication Table for the Point Group C 2 l'

A chemist's view ofgroup theory

contains two kinds of vertical mirror planes. One kind goes through the
c~ntral atoms and the carbonyl groups and is still designated (Yv' The other
kmd passes through the central atoms but bisects the equatorial C-Mn-C
angles_ It is called a CJd plane, the "d" standing for "dihedral"_

..f..qJ.nt ,gro'!ps Cnh . Such a point group is generated by a C axis and a
horizontal mirror plane, CJh . By definition, a horizontal mirror ~Iane is one
~~i.~_.!~!:p~nd~cuI~~.J.<?_!~.~,:~isofrotat_i~n.···Buhldlen;'-i·~-rtstrans-pl~u'ar·
conformation (FIg. 1-18) belongs to the group C Zh' The CJh plane is the plane
of the molecule. The Cz axis bisects the central C-C bond and is perpendicular
to the ~olecular plane. If these are all the symmetry elements present, their
operatIOns ought to form a complete set. By examining the six products in
eq. 1-20, however, we discover that we have overlooked the operation i.

~., -'-,-,,-/.,. I'" ..•

( CT.·o:=C'
.~ V V 2)

.~-_0. _. __..... '.. ~... ".......-/"

Fig.. 1-1.6. Operator products for the point group C2V worked out with stereographic
proJectIOns. The small dotted circle is drawn for reference only.
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In this particular group, all of the diagonal elements are E, because
C

z
. C

z
= CJ

v
' CJ

v
= CJ

v
" CJ

v
' = E. We demonstrate this for the case CJ v" CJ v'

in Fig. 1-16 (a). We say that CJ v" CJ v' = E because the net result of these
two operations is just what would have resulted from the operation E alone,
namely nothing. The off diagonal elements of the table can be worked out
similarly; two examples are given in Fig. 1-16 (b) and (c). The final result
is Table 1-3. You might try to verify that CJ v" Cz = CJ v to be sure that you

understand what we just did.
A point of nomenclature can be introduced before we leave the Cnv point

Jl,roup'~. The group C
4V

, exemplified by the molecule BrMn(CO)s (FIg. 1=17)

presence of the Cz axis and one CJ v plane therefore implies that a second
CJ

v
plane must exist perpendicular to the first one. In a similar manner, one

can shown that a C
n

axis and one CJv plane guarantee that there must be a
total of n CJ

v
planes present. The Cn axis and one (Yv plane are therefore

called "generating elements" for the point groups Cnv , since they generate

the remaining elements.
Now let's generate a group multiplication table for the point group Czv

with the aid of stereographic projections. The four operations of the group
are E, C

z
, CJ

v
' and CJ

v
' and we know that E commutes with all operations

and leaves them unchanged. This gives us the first row and column of the

multiplication table:

Fig. 1-15. Generation of the point group C 2V '

18
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Center of inversion

Fig. 1-19. Inversion takes a point above the page (0) to one below the page (x).

0(, <:'0

C
o

Fig. 1-17. By convention, (Jv planes pass through the carbonyl groups of BrMn(CO),
and (Jd planes bisect C-Mn-C angles.
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Table 1-4. Group Multiplication Table for the Point Group e
2h

Fig. 1-20. Stereographic projections showing the products E· i. C
2

. i. (Jh' i and i· i,

(1-20)

E·E E C
2

. C
2 =E

E· C2 C2 C
2

. (Jh =S •
I2

E· (Jh (Jh (Jh'(Jh =E

Fig. 1-18. Trans-planar butadiene belongs to the point group CZh '

Indeed there is a center of inversion where the C2 axis intersects the mirror
plane. For example, in Fig. 1-18, inversion takes C\ into C4 and H a into H f ·

Is the group complete now? To find out, we introduce the inversion operation
into our stereographic projections, and we have to disclose one more fact
about the stereographic projections. The working point we have been using,
the little circle, represents a point above the plane of the page. Inversion will
take the point from above the plane of the page, move it through the center
of the working area, and push it down below the plane of the page. Such a
point below the plane of the page will be designated by the letter "x".

So inversion accomplishes the operation in Fig. 1-19. Finally, Fig. 1-20
shows that the products E· i, C

2
. i, (Jh' i, and i· i are all members of the

group; so the group is now complete. The final set of multiplication rules

for the point grgup C2h is given in Table 1-4.. "',:_--'.'-- ',k
(fo..~lf groups Dn\ A Dn point group is generated by a C axis and a C2

axis perpendicular to the Cn axis. A cation of idealized D 3 symmetry is
Co(H

2
NCH

2
CH

2
NH

2
)/ +. The -CH

2
CH 2 - groups of the ethylenedia

mine ligands are relatively free to move and we represent them by curved
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Fig. 1-23. In crystals of Cs zCuCI4 , the anion has a squashed tetrahedral J) 2d

structure.
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x

a

In the special case D zd , of which the squashed tetrahedral structure in
Fig. 1-23 is an example, there are three Cz axes. One of the two (Jd planes
is shown in this figure. Can you find the second (Jd plane and can you decide
whic~_<?L!~~_~z axes is unique?

(P.0!.lt gro.!:!!!.s7!.;;;) The symbol "Dnh" tells us that we need a Cn axis, n
.1 Cz axes, and a horizontal mirror plane which, by definition, is perpendi
cular ta the principal axis. These symmetry elements will then generate Il

vertical mirror planes. The planar molecule trans-PtClz Brzz- in Fig. 1-24
has. D Zh symmetry. In. groups of higher order, the principal axis is always
deSIgnated as the z aXIs. In the group D zh , the choice of axes is arbitrary.

Benzene has D 6h symmetry. The six .1 C axes fall into two classes. z ,
deSIgnated Cz ' and Cz". The six vertical mirror planes also fall into two
classes, designated (Jv and (Jd' By convention, we will always define (J,_ and
CZ

I

to be colinear, and (Jd and Cz" to be colinear. Further, (J" and C
z

; will
pass through as many atoms as possible, whereas (Jd and Cz" will pass

Fig. 1-24. trans-PtClz BrZ z - is planar and possesses D
2h

symmetry.
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Fig. 1-22. The full D4d representation can be generated by successive applications
of the operations C4' C4' C4' ~ C2' and ()d. Dihedral mirror planes bisect ~Cz
axes in the D4d pointgroup·lG-.?
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Fig. 1-21. Tris(ethylenediamine)cobalt(III) possesses idealized D 3 symmetry.

lines connecting the nitrogen atoms (Fig. 1-21). Notice that there are three

C z axes perpendicular to the C3 axis. A Ch axis and one perpendicular Cz
axis will generate the other (n - 1)Cz axes perpendicular to the Cn axis.
To be sure that you understand Fig. 1-21, you should see that, for example,
C3 takes N s to N 1 and Cz ' takes N s to N 6 . As a point of nomenclature,
the axis of highest order in a point group is called the principal axis. In the
point group D 3 , the C3 axis is the principal axis.

-- ._»- .-_._---."....

(!dtntgraups D n;'> As you might guess by now, a D nd group is generated
by a-'C~-aXi-s,-aperpendicular Cz axis, and a dihedral mirror plane, (Jd'

The (Jd plane is colinear with the principal axis, but bisects .1 Cz axes.
The full D4d stereographic projection can be generated as shown in Fig. 1-22
by the successive operations C4' C4' C4' .1 Cz' and (Jd' In the finished
diagram, we find that (Jd planes are never colinear with .1 Cz axes. We also
find that an Ss axis has been generated by the other operations.

22
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C "2·0;1
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F
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I
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H~:'"
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I

Fig. 1-25. Designation of C 2 '. C 2 ". (J" and (Jd symmetry elements of bcnzcne.

Fig. 1-26. A tctrafluorospirononanc having S4 symmci ry.

Fig. 1-27. H 2 has Don/J symmctry. The notation "C,," means that a rotation through
any arbItrary angle about this axis lcaves thc molecule unchanged.

Fig. 1-28. Operations of the point group Td • of which methane is an example.

through as few atoms as possible. This convention is illustrated for benzene
in Fig. 1-25.

"'-Foinl groups Stl"') A point group of this type is generated by an Sn axis."_...-" - --,..__ . -.- -",~.

The substItuted spirononane in Fig. 1-26 has ollly the elements generated by

S4' riz .. S4' S·/ = C 2 , S4-', and S44 = E. The S2 point group is really
just C j since S2 = i. Therefore, we do not designate anything S2' When 11

is odd, the Sn point groups are just the same as the Cnh point groups and are

designated Cnh · Thusonly S4' S6' Ss' ... have a separate existence.
(Special point groups. ~ variety of molecules can be rapidly assigned to one

"-. "-... ----~._._•..._-_... - ---.- .,-.-

of the special point groups. Linear molecules with a center of inversion,
such as homonuclear diatomic molecules (e.g., H 2 ) are in the point group
Dex'/J' These molecules have a C axis of infinite order and an infinite number

of perpendicular C2 axes, one of which is shown in Fig. 1-27. They also

have an infinite number of vertical mirror planes. The center of the molecule

is an inversion center, and the Cex, axis is also an S", axis. Linear molecules

lacking a center of inversion, such as heteronuclear diatomic molecules,

belong to the point group Crrv ' An example would be HC!.

Tetrahedral molecules belong to the point group Td . There are 24 opera

tions in this group, making use of the symmetry elements E, C~, C2 , S4'
and (Jd' Some of these symmetry elements are illustrated in Fig. 1-28. Note

that there is no center of inversion in this point group.

The anion Cu(N02 )o4- in the salt K 2 PbCu(N02)o has Th symmetry

(Fig. 1-29). The cube with bars drawn on its face in this figure also has Th

symmetry. Four C3 axes pass through opposite corners and three C2 axes

bisect opposite faces. Colinear with the C3 axes are S6 axes. Also present

arc three mirror planes and a center of inversion.

Octahedral molecules, such as AIF6 3 - (Fig. 1-30) belong to the point

group 0h' This group contains C4 , C3 , C2 , So' and S4 axes, as well as (Jh

and (J d mirror planes, and a center of inversion. Subgroups of O/J and Til
possessing only the proper rotations are called ° and T, but are not common.
All of the octahedral and tetrahedral point groups are also called the cubic
groups.

The rare molecules with icosahedral (20 triangular faces) or dodecahedral

(12 pentagonal faces) structures belong to the point group I h (Fig. 1-31).

The B12 H J 2
2

- anion is an example of the regular icosahedral structure.

Atoms, with spherical symmetry belong to the point group Kil whose

properties we will explore later.

To help you work problems with stereographic projections, some

representations of selected point groups are given in Fig. 1-32. A summary

of some of the properties of the point groups is given in Table 1-5.
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Fig. 1-32. A selection of stereographic projections.
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Order of the Group
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Important Symmetry Elements
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I

fJ

Cn

Sn
en, (Iv

en, (Jh

Cn' l.C2

Cn,l.C2 , fJd

Cn,l.C2 , fJ h

linear molecules without center of inversion
linear molecules with center of inversion
tetrahedral symmetry
tetrahedral symmetry, fJh

octahedral symmetry
icosahedral symmetry
spherical symmetry

(Td

C,
C,
C,
Cn

S t
n

C"V
Cnh

Dn

Dnd

Dnh

CrxlL'

Dooh

Td

Th

°h
I h

Kh

26

Table 1-5. Summary of Point Groups

t n must be even, or else S" = C Mh .

Point Group

Fig. 1-30. AlF6 3- has 0h (octahedral) symmetry, which includes four C3 axes,
three C4 axes, three C4 2 (= C 2 ) axes, six C2 axes, four So axes, three S4 axes, three
(Jh planes, six (Jd planes, and a center of inversion.

Fig. 1-29. In the anion CU(N02 )6 4 - in the salt K 2 PbCu(N02 )6' all six Cu-N
o

distances are 2.11 A. The cube at the right with bars drawn on its faces (solid bars on
the front faces) has the same symmetry as CU(N02 )6 4 -, which is Th . Structure
redrawn from D.L. Cullen and E.C. Lingafelter, Inorg. Chon., 10, 1264 (1971).
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1-7. Using stereographic projections, or the drawing of PtClzBrz
z - in Fig. 1-24,

generate a group multiplication table for the point group D Zh which contains
the symmetry elements E, Cz (z), C z (x), C z (y), i, IJ(xy), IJ(xz), and IJ(Yz).

1-8. Determine which point groups are generated by the symmetry elements shown
in the partial stereographic projections below by completing each figure.

1-4.

Problems

Using Fig. 1-21 (c), derive the D
3

mUltiplication ~abl~, part of. which is given
below. Remember the conventions that C3 rotatIOn IS clockwise as you look
down the C

3
axis in Fig. 1-21 (c), and the operation in t~e top row of the

multiplication table is to be performed before the operatIOn ill the left column.

D 3 E C3 C3
Z Cz C' C "z z

. .-

E E C "Z

C3
C3

Z C "z
. --

Z C3 C z"C3
.--

C z C' Ez

C'z
.

C " C " E
z z

You need only manipulate the numbers of the I.igands to get the prod~cts. F~,r
example, we demonstrate below how to determme the product C 3 . Cz = Cz .

1-6. Starting with the stereographic projection below, show that a Cs axis and a
perpendicular Cz axis will generate four more Cz axes perpendicular to the
C5 axis. What point group do these operations ddine?

"''0'I I

\ I , I
\. I '/I ,, '- ....

/~, - ro-....
/I I '\

I
rI / I \f

•
\ \ _.. - -- --

\ J I J
I / \ I /

"- I ~ I-. ./ ___ L- ./

(o) (b)

,

1-9. Using a stereographic projection, verify that the 8 5 point group is just one of
the point groups which we call by a different name. Which point group is it?

c--74

I,
6 6(

5,

2

I

3

~4

5 6

4 ci 2
. .. -t- •

I 3

6 5

2

Determine subgroups of order one, two, and three. Div~de the operations
of D into classes using a few choice similarity transformatIOns.

3

1-5. Classification of Molecules into Point Groups

There exists a systematic procedure for determining the point group of
any molecule. The success of this procedure depends on your ability to
find symmetry elements present in a molecule, a skill which can only be
developed by continued practice. In Fig. 1-33 there is a flow chart which
will lead us through the decision making process necessary for the proper
assignment of a molecule to a point group. In each box is a question which
must be answered YES or NO. The answer to each question leads us to the
next question until a point group is finally determined. The first question,
"Does the molecule belong to one of the special point groups?" may be
challenging for highly symmetric species. The presence of each and every

---"-

Ammonia belongs to the point group C 3v which includes the operations

E C C z IJ (J' and IJ ". These operations are set out in the stereographlc
, 3 ' 3' v' v' v .' hI ?

projection below. Can you generate the C 3v group multiphcatlon ta e.

1-5.
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Special Poinl Groups? / "(C .. v,D.. h,T,Td,Th,
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/
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NO NO

011 CII
'\. / \.

Fig. 1-33. Point group flow chart.

symmetry element should be verified before you can be certain of the point
group of such a symmetric species as CU(NOZ )64 - with Th symmetry in
Fig. 1-29.

Let's work through some examples:
A. 1. Trans-I-bromo-2-chloroethylene (Fig. 1-34) does not belong to the

linear, cubic, or icosahedral point groups.
2. The molecule doesn't have any proper axes of rotation.
3. The plane of the molecule is a mirror plane, so the point group is

Cs ,

B. 1. Dichloromethane (Fig. 1-35) does not belong to any of the special
point groups.

2. There is a Cz axis passing through the carbon atom and bisecting
the CI-C-CI and H-C-H angles.

3. There are planes of symmetry present.

H CI

\ (
/ \

Sr H

Fig. 1-34. Trans-l-bromo-2-chloroethylene.

Fig. 1-35. Dichloromethane.

4. There are no Cz axes perpendicular to the one we already found; so
the molecule does not belong to one of the D point groups.

5. There is no horizontal mirror plane.
6. Colinear with the Cz axis are two mirror planes. One contains the

two CI atoms and the C atom and the other contains the H atoms
and the C atom. So the point group is Czv '

C. 1. PF 5 (Fig. 1-36) does not belong to one of the special point groups.
2. There is a C3 axis passing through the two axial F atoms and a Cz

axis passing through an equatorial F atom and the P atom.
3. There are planes of symmetry.
4. A Cz axis perpendicular to the C3 axis guarantees that there are

three ..lCz axes and that the molecule belongs to a D point group.
5. The equatorial plane containing three F atoms and the P atom is a

horizontal mirror plane. The point group must be D 3h .

Fig. 1-36. Phosphorus pentafluoride.

F

---F . P --f- Cz

F
F

\
i
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Fig. 1-38. M er- trichlorotricyanoferra te (III).
N

1-C' C v~

NC Mo CN

~c; 01-
C
N

Fig. 1-39. Octacyanomolybdate(lV).

G. 1. Ta 6 Cl 1 / + looks like it has an awful lot I)f symmetry (Fig. 1-40).
The Ta atoms are at the vertices of a regular octahedron and the CI
atoms are distributed very symmetrically. One can verify the presence
of each of the elements of the point group 0h'

CI
CI

e. TeCl4 (. f. Sb=O

CI
2- Cl

CI

Fig. 1-40. Ta6 Cl 12 2 +. (Redrawn from L. Pauling, The Chemical Bond, Cornell
University Press, Ithaca, New York, 1967.)

Problems

ti~ Assign each molecule below to the proper point group.

H

,,,

OdHc

H - --

E. 1. Fllc-trichlorotricyanoferrate (III) (Fig. 1-38) does not belong to one

of the special point groups.
2. When viewed properly, a C3 axis is evident. It passes through the

Fe atom and is perpendicular to the plane of the page in Fig. 1-38(b).
3. There are a few mirror planes present.

4. The absence of a .1 C2 axis eliminates the D point groups.
5. No O"h planes can be found perpendicular to the C, (principal) axis.

6. The IT" planes already noted make the point group C J ".

F. 1. In solution, octacyanomolybdate(IV) appears to have the square

antiprismatic structure shown in Fig. 1-39, and does not belong to

one of the special groups.
2. A C4 axis perpendicular to the page passes through the Mo atom.

3. Several planes of symmetry are evident.
4. Four C2 axes perpendicular to the principal axis are evident.

5. There is no horizontal mirror plane.

6. The presence of vertical mirror planes establishes the point group

asD4d ·

D. I. Allene (Fig. 1-37) docs not belong to any of the special point groups.
2. There are three C 2 axes.
3. There are two vertical mirror planes colinear with one of the C2

axes. One is shown in Fig. 1-37 and the other includes the three
C atoms and the two H atoms not in the plane shown in the drawing.

4. Three perpendicular C2 axes must put us in the D point groups.
5. There is no horizontal mirror plane (which, by definition, would

be perpendicular to one of the C2 axes).
6. The vertical mirror planes already noted must put us in the group D2d'

If you had missed the two perpendicular C
2

axes of allene, you might

have concluded that the point group was C2l'. The S4 axis should tell you
that something is wrong. though. since the C 2,. point group doesn't have
an S4 operation. This should lead you to look for more symmetry in the
molecule. There is no substitute for experience in finding all of the symmetry
elements present in a molecule.

Fig. 1-37. Allene.
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• Cu

ON
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o
0= 206A

o
e =2.17A

(Structure redrawn from S. Takagi, M.D. Joesten, and P.G. Lenhert, 1. Amer. Chern.
Soc., 97, 444 [1975].)

q. CU(N01 )6 4 - in Rb1 PbCu(NOJ6
(not the same structure as Fig. 1-29)

(Structure redrawn from M.R. Churchill and S.W.-Y. Chang, Chern. Commun., 1974,248.)
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1-6. Matrix Representation of Symmetry Operations

A vector is a series of numbers which we will write in a row or a column.

We will denote the jth element of the vector, X, as Xj'

n. white phosphorus, P4

•,
;.
,;
,
\

,,
, :,1

•
•

~
'·,1
I,,

a
column

vector

I
3

12

e
cos 2n/17

a row vector

( 13 12 e cos2n/17)

A matrix is any rectangular array of numbers set between two brackets. We
will only be using square matrices with equal numbers of rows and columns.
Equation 1-21 gives the matrix A, with the general element aij. The subscript
"i" gives the row number and the subscript "j" the column.

F

p
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p

p

,
•

F.

p

p. tetrafiuorocubane

,,,,
.... --------,

F
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(1-26)

Y"n• • •

y

•

•
•

Yn]

The column vector, .Yz , for example, is obtained by multiplying A times
the corresponding column vector, xz . Here is an example using numbers.
See if you get the same answer.

~ ~ ~

XI X z X n

a I I a lz • • • a l n XII x IZ x ln• • •

(1-21) a z I X ZI
•

•

•
• •

an I • • • ann x nl X nn• • • •

A • X

•

• • •

• • •

• • •

all a lz a l3

a ZI a ZZ a Z3

A a 31 a 3Z a 33

• •
• •
• •

anI a nz • • •

We will be concerned with two kinds of multiplications, viz., that of a square
matrix times a square matrix and that of a square matrix times a vector.
The product of a matrix and a vector is easy. If the components of the
vector are Xj and the matrix elements are au, the product vector has com
ponents Ym given by eq. 1-22:

Let's see what this means. Using eq. 1-22, YI in eq. 1-23 is just given by the
sum of products in eq. 1-24.

Ym = '" a XL.. mj j
J

( 1-22)
012

2 I 3

102

•

I 2 3

321

012

•

What does a matrix have to do with a symmetry operation? We can use
matrices as representations of symmetry operations. Let's consider the point
group CZh' We will take a vector, VI ' which starts at the origin and terminates
at the point (x l' Yl' Z I) and use a 3 x 3 matrix to represent the effect of
the ~ymmetry operations on this vector (Fig. 1-41). Let the Cz axis be the
z aXIs. The other operations in the group are E, i, and (Jh = (J(xz). The
operation E does nothing to the vector, so we write a representation of
E as follows:

XI YI

X z Yz
• •

(1-23)
• •
• •

xn Yn
~ ~

X Y•A

• • •

a IZ .. ,

•
•

•

•

• •

YI = L:aJixj = all XI + a 12 x Z + a 13 x 3 + ... + a l nXn (1-24)
J

That is, Y] is the sum of the products of the first row of the matrix times
the components of the column vector. Remember "row times column" and
it is simple. Here is an example:

100

010

001

E

•

•

XI X I

Y I )'1 (1-28)

Zl Z I _

~ -.
VI - V- I

Now the product of two matrices is a simple extension of this. Just con
sider the second matrix to be a series of vectors lined up side-by-side and
multiply the first matrix times each vector:

.-)nye~sion changes each coordinate into minus itself:

o 0-1

o -I

XI -x I

Y I
- -Y I (1-29)-

. ZI -z
- I .

~ ~

VI -v
I

•

•

o
o

•
I

o-I

32

16 (1-25)

16

1·4+2·5+3·6

- 0·4+2·5+1·6

1·4+0·5+2·6

4

5

6

123

021

102
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z

x

Fig. 1-4]. A coordinate system showing the vector vand the location of the symmetry
operations Cz(z) and O'h(XY),

Y

__!(~os_ a _ (x .Y )
I I I
I
I
I

: .Rsin a
I

8:
------- .............---l--'--~-; .•, . X

I
I

: - .Rsin (8-a)
I
I
I

-------------
)cos (8-a) (x2.Yzl

Fig. 1-42. Coordinate system showing the effect of rotation of the vector f; through
the angle () to give the vector r-; .

I ',l,.
• ..
'.

t. "
',-\ '

\ "
,i;'

'.i
\,,
\

(Jh leaves the x and y coordinates unchanged but changes z to -.1..
___ .._._._._.,,_,. .• .. , ._'0_'_'" _,,~._.~.~_

-~ ._.- .-"~'-'._.~.,---'-...~~--,.- -_.,.-..._-,-...._- _•.._--,~~-".-.~ ~._-".------ . ._-
I 0 0 Xl Xl

o -I

o
o

I o
-z I

(1-30)

Therefore,

X 2 = ( cos 0 cos 0 + ( sin 0 sin ~
"v v

Xl cos e YI sin e
Y2 - -::t sin ecos a, + ( cos esin a;

v v
(1-34) 'J

• -Xl sin e Y I cos 0

Finally, C2 l~~y~s_~ alo.ne Qutchange§,E.?:!ld .Y: We will derive the new
....,- _. •• _ ••~_.,,-~,.,., ._. "'~ ,:,C:.:,., _ " ", - \L ;~,._ .. .. " .. ',' ~._."._.__ _~._"'__,_..•~__ .. _

X and y coordinates in a general way which will be applicable to rotation

through any angle O. Consider the rotation of the vector 1\ in Fig. 1-42

through the angle e to give the vector 12 , Calling the length of each vector

t. the values of Xl and Y I are just

The matrix R o is a representation of a rotation through the angle O. A C
2

rotation is a rotation through e = 2n/2 = n; so the C2 matrix is

•
·

I

41
/l':1
"III'

.!'I
f, ,'d

I ',' ~!

'1" ,'. ..~.. '

t'
'.)', '

•

(1-37)

(1-36)

(1-35)

' ..._--.._.- ..~..'

o
o -- I

-I

cos n

•
cos n sm n

•-smn

cos e sin e Xl - X- 2

- sin 0 cos 0 YI - Y2-

Ro
~ ~

r\ - r 2
-

C = R =2 •

X 2 = X I cos e + Y I sin e
Y2 = -Xl sin e + Y I cos 0

In matrix-vector language, we say t

t A box around an equation should alert you to its importance.

Or,

(1-32)

(1-33)

(1-31)
Xl = t cos a
Y I = t sin a

X 2 = t cos (0 - a)

Y2 = -tsin(e - a)

But you may recall that

cos (0 - a) = cos 0 cos a + sin e sin a
sin (0 - a) = sin 0 cos a - cos e sin a

The rotated vector has coordinates
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I
i

,j

I

!
•
•,

,
,

I
iI
:1q
'I:.,.,
!I
I

;i
J

,,
•

,
,

(1-42)

(1-43)

o 0 0 0 0: 3,

,

4 3 7: I) 0 0

( 1-4 I)

,,,,
8 I 5:() 00

I 24:0 0 ()
,

. ----------------i--·----------,

00 0!3 1O!0
,,,

o 0 0 j 2 6:0
, '------------.>- .--,

437

8 I 5

124

3 10

2 6

[3]

200

I 0 2

o 1 1

o 2

1 2

•

•

,

2 0 0: 0 0 0

1 02:000,,,

o 1 I!O 0 0
,• 1 _

, '

o 0 0 j 0 2! 0
, ', ', '

o 0 O! 1 2: 0
, '
- - - - - - - - - . -'- . ----,

o 0 0 0 0: 3,,

123

321

012

2 3

1 2

,
,
,,

2 : 0, ,
------------,-----,

o 0: I,oo

[I] [3]

,

1 2 3:000,,,,

o
o 0 0: 1

32 1:000,

o 0 0: 2 3: 0

o I 2: 0 0 0,,-----------------1-----------,, ,

B = Q- j . A .Q (1-44)

Here A and B are said to be conjugate just as symmetry operations related

by similarity transformations are said to be conjugate.

Now suppose we had an expensive machine that takes a matrix, X, and

acts on it with a similarity transformation and then spits out a conjugate

matrix, Y, in block diagonal form. Behold! We have a bunch of matrices

Using a matrix and its inverse, we can perfonn similarity transformations

with matrices:

Each matrix has an inverse matrix just as each operation of a group has

an inverse operation. t Just as an operation times its inverse gives the identity

operation, E, a matrix times its inverse gives the identity matrix, I, which

has ones on the diagonal and zeros elsewhere. Furthermore, a matrix and

its inverse must commute:

That is

The product of two block diagonal matrices with similar arrays of blocks is

another matrix obtained by multiplying the individual blocks:

(1-39)

(1-40)

(1-38)

o

o
o

o

o 0

o

1

o 0-1

o -I

o 0-1

-I

o -I

-I

1 0 0

o 0-1

•
I

o

a block diagonal matrix.

I

o 0

o
o
I

o 0-1

I

o

o

o 0

o
1

o 0 + I

o -1

o -1

o 0

-I

-I

100

010

001

o 0

o -I

o 0

-I

,,,

000: 1 2:0

,o 1 2: 0 0 0

,

I 2 3 000,,,,

32 I: 000

E

,
------------ 1-----------, ',

o 0 O! 2 3: 0

C
2

I1h i

Now let's consider an interesting property of block diagonal matrices. A

block diagonal matrix is one which has blocks of numbers along the top

to-bottom left-to-right diagonal, and zeros elsewhere:

Believe it or not, these four matrices form a mathematical group which

obeys the same multiplication table as the operations. ,The group multi

plication table has already been set out in Table 1-4, and one example is

now presented showing that the matrices obey the same table:

C
2

v
j

- v3

To recapitulate, one representation of the operations of the point group

C 2h is

Our final matrix equation for the C2h point group is then

, '---------- - -'- - - - - - - -,,

o 0 0 0 0: I,
t A matrix has no inverse only if the determinant of that matrix is zero.
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representing the various operations of a point group. Take these matrices,
A, B, C, ... and feed them into the expensive machine. Out comes a new
set of matrices, A', B', C, ... in block diagonal form:

for most point groups. These are the simplest representations of the opera
tions of the point group and we will use irreducible representations through
out the remainder of this book.

These new matrices are still representations of the same operations, because
they still obey the same multiplication table as A, B, C, .... For example,

if A .B = C, we can show that A' .B' = C':

Here we have used the fact that the identity matrix, I, has no effect on any

matrix it multiplies (I' X = X' I = X).
But look at the product A' .B' = C'.

,,

,

An Example.

"Stop! Wait!" you are probably screaming by now. If you feel totally
confused by irreducible representations at this point, you are probably in
good company. To help clarify what we just did, let's look at a specific
example outlined below:

Objective 1. Generate reducible matrix representations of the operations

Cs ' C/, and CS 3.

Objective 2. Verify by matrix multiplication that C s .Cs 2 = Cs3 .

Objective 3. Block diagonalize each of the reducible representations
using a similarity transformation.

Objective 4. Show that the individual blocks of the diagonalized matrices
still obey the same multiplication rules as the reducible
representations.

To generate a reducible representation of the operation C5 , consider the
pentagon in Fig. 1-43. The Cs rotation interchanges the vertices as follows:

1 -> 2
2->3
3->4
4->5
5->1

(1-47)

(1-46)

(1-45)

--------,---------,

: C 2 :
~--------,-------

': C3

,

BI :,,
------~~--------..,

: B2 :, ,L • _

:B3,,

•
•

•

A'=Q-l·A·Q
B'=Q-l·B·Q
C=Q-l.c-Q

A'.B' = (Q-l'A'Q)(Q-l'B'Q)
= Q-l .A . (Q .Q-l ). B· Q
= Q-l .A.I.B·Q
= Q-l·A ·B·Q
=Q-l'C'Q

A'· B' = C'

,

AI:,
--- - -- --,- - - -- - - -..,

: A 2 : ., ,_________ r _

:A3
,

The small matrix CI must be the product Al . BI. Similarly, C2 = A2· B2
and C 3 = A3 . B3. What this means is that each little block of each big
matrix, A', B', C', ... is a new representation of the operation since the little
blocks obey the same multiplication table that the big matrices obey,

The point is that if you have such a matrix-reducing machine, you can
feed in a big reducible matrix representation and reduce it to block diagonal
form. Then take each little block and feed it back into the machine again
and again until you have the simplest representation possible. When you
have either a set of I x I matrices or a set of matrices which cannot be
further reduced by similarity transformations, each member of the set is
called an IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATION. Although the number of
reducible representations of any operation is infinite, all of these representa
tions reduce to just a small, finite number of irreducible representations

Fig. 1-43. A scheme for generating reducible representations of the operations C 5 ,

C/, and C
5

3. .

I

2

3

C2
C3

5 5

4

I 5 4 3

I I 5 4

I,,,
,.,

,
,

•,,
" "

,
i
I
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(1-5.1)

(I-52)

o
o
o
sin 471/5

cos 471; 5/ .

cos 271/5

o
o
o

( I-54)

C()S 1 71 /5, -- I ~

sin ')7[/5,

o
o
o

(I-51)

()

(2/,)TO) sill 4][/5
- (2/JTO) sill 271;5

(2;JT(j) sill 271/5
- (2/ JTIJ) sill 471/5

I n;''oj -

(2/ JTIJ) cos 271,''',
.- (2/ ,)10) sill 271/ "

(2/JIO) cos 4][, 5

- (2/JTIJ) sill 4][/"

o

sin 271;:"

cos 271/5 - sin 271/5,

o
o
o

o

o

: cos 471/5

:- sin 471/5

: cos 271/5

:-sin 271/5,
,

,
- - .- - - - - - - - -

,

2/JTIl
(2;JT<l) cos 4][/5
(2/ JTIl) cos 2][/5
(2/JTIl) cos 2][/5
(2/JTIJ) cos 4][/5

o

o

,,

sin 271/5 • 0
,
,,

cos 271'5. 0,

o

1/y/3

(2/JT1]) cos 4][/5
-(2/JTI]) sin 4][/5

(2/JTi]) cos 2][/5
(2/Jll]) sin 2][/5

o

sin 471/5

cos 471/5,

o
o

o

cos 471/5

()

o

o
cos 271/5

o
o

o
o

o
- --_. - -- - _. ---,

,

cos 471/5 - sin 471;:i : 0
,
,
,

o
o

-0 •• _---. __ - •• 0 - " __ ._ • __ ~_-----.----.-- _

,

,
,

I: 0
,

,
,

I :,

I

0;
,
,

o
o

o
o

o:- sin 271/5

I/.j)
(2/vl1()) cos 4][/5
(2UTO) sin 4][/5
(2/J1O) cos 2][/5

- (2/JTO) sin 2][/5

o
o

o
(2/ ,)10) sin 2][/5
(2/ JTO) sin 4][/5

- (2/JIO) sin 4][/5
- (2/ JTO) sin 2][/5

-._--'.-,
,

0: cos 471/5

0: - sin 471/5

,
------.- ------ -----,o :

,
,
,
,

o : sin 471/5

,
-- ... ,- -_.-------- ---.----- ._-, --- ---

l/.j)
(2/vllO) cos 271/5
(2; ,)10) sin 271/5
(2;,)10) cos 471/5
(2/JIO) sin 4][/5

2/,)10
(2;J1O) cos 271/5
(2/,)10) cos 471/5
(2/ ,)10) cos 471/5
(2;J1O) cos 271/5

=Q'I'C53'Q=

1/.j)
I/.j)
1/.j)
I/.j)
I ' ~5

/ "Vi

Three similarity transformations then producl: the hloek diagolli/fized
matrices, C _' C 2, anti C 3, •

:)~ 5' 5'

C 3;
5

Q=

I/.j)
2/,)1 0

Q 1= ()

2/J1O
o

( 1-48)

o (1-50)

o
o
o

2

3

4

5

I

o 0

1 0

C3
5

o 0 I 0 0

I

o

00010

o 000 I

000 I 0

o 000 I

1 0 0 0 0 (1-49)

o 100 0

00100

4

5

I

2

o 1

o 0

o
o

o
o

C2
5

o I 000

o
1

o 0 I 0 0

00010

o 0 0 0 I

I 0 0 0 0

•

00010·3

o 1 000

o 0 100

o
I

1

o

o 0 I 0 0

000 I 0

o 0 0 0 I

I 0 0 0 0

o 1 0 0 0

1

2

3

4

5

o
o

o
o

c·5

1 0 000

o
o

o 1 0 0 0

o 0 100

C 2
5

!The matrices Q and Q- I have many special properties, not the least of which is that Q- I

is the trallSpose of Q. The transpose of a matrix is obtained by interchanging the rows and

columns. That is, the first row of Q is the first column of Q - I .

The tricky part of our scheme is Objective 3. For this we are going to

introduce a particular similarity transformation with no justification given.

Our objective at this time is to show that block diagonalization is possible,

and not to show how to do it (which is a more complicated matter). We

will call the matrices used to diagonalize the reducible representations Q and

Q-lt:

Objective 1 of our outline above is attained. You should be able to satisfy

yourself that the product in Objective 2 is indeed valid, viz:,

In a completely analagous manner, we can generate representations of the

operations C 52 and C 53 using Fig. 1-42. These come out as follows:

This transformation can be represented by the matrix equation 1-48.
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The similarity transformation Q- 1 . X· Q reduced each 5 x 5 representa

tion, X, to block diagonal.l()rm. It is now a complicated, but not impossible,

matter of algebra and trigonometry to show that Objective 4 is indeed met:

1-13. Using the coordinate system below, write a 3 x :l representation of each of
the operations of the point group C,.: E C C 2 a a' and a N '1-he >

• - t: , 3' 3' t" v' V • repre-
sentatIOns of a v' and av" are not trivially set up. Show by matrix multiplication
that C/ is the inverse of C 3'

I. "

,

.'

.... ,, .,
" I ,

· /', ,,
:i ~

I ,

I

y

CT"v

(I-55): C3
•

,
--------"- .,, ,

:B3:, ,
, ,..... _-- .. __ ._--

,

,

A3:

C 3'
5

C 2'
5

•L ; _

,

. '
: B2.

•

,

A2 ,
---- .. _-~ ...._.,

C'5

A I:
,

.-----~---------., ,

: BI :, ,, ,
L •• __ .. __ • _. __

,

:CI,

The remarkable thing about eq. I-55 is that each small block of each block

diagonalized representation still obeys the product rule C 5 ' C/ = C 5 3.

For example, matrix multiplication would show that the lower right block

in each matrix is such that C 1 . C 2 = C3. The three blocks, C1, C2, and

C3, are irreducible representatiollS as there is no similarity transformation

which can be performed on them to further diagonalize them.

- sin 2n/5J- = [COS 2n/5 sin 2n/5 J
cos 2n/5 - sin 2n/5 cos 2n/5

(I-56)

\

'{

Show that the

CT" , I 0 I 0 1 2,CTvv' , -, -,-
C· 2 0 0 I 2 :1,

:1 I 0 0 :1 I

Write matrix representations of the other operations of C ",.
similarity transformation below will block diagonalize C

3
..

1-14. An easier and completely different way to generate a set of 3 x :1 matrix

representations of the operations of C'v is to use thl~ figure below. To generate
a representation of C3 , for example, we note that C

3
takes I to 2, 2 to 3, and

3 to I. We write this in a matrix equation as follow,:

C3C2C1

[
COS 4n/5 sin 4n/5 ] .l-cOS 2n/5
.- sin 4n/5 cos 4n/5 sin 2n/5

--I ---'. 2 3 44 I 4 :1 4 I 4 3 0 I -
- •

a. -I -2 -I -I b. -I -2 -I -I 2 0 6' 7. 8 9• --• -•2 -I I 0 2 -I I 0 0 0 • -
9 8 ..... 7 --. -_6

Problems

I-II. Determine the products:

1-12. Write a three dimensional (i.e., :1 x 3) matrix representation of each of the
operations of the point group D Zh which are: C 2 (z), C 2 (x), C 2 (y), E, i, a(xz),
a(yz), and a(xy).

This rather complicated example was chosen to show that it is possible to

take a large (in this case 5 x 5) reducible representation and find smaller

irreducible representations by performing similarity transformations. The

smaller irreducible representations still obey the same multiplication rules

as do the large reducible representations.

,
\

:II'I'
I
,,..,
!,
,
•
I,.,,

,I
i,,

", 'j

I

,

I
,I
I

:~
<~~
· jI
· I:, .
• 'I, ', I

Character = trace =

I + 7 + 7 + I + 5 = 21

5

IO

5
- .

2-·. J '. -. _0
•

3 4'5

3

2

4

I

1/.j3 1/.j3 1/J3 0 I 0 1/.[3 2/j'6 0

2/j'6 -1/j'6 -1/j'6 0 0 I 1/,[3 -1/)6 1/..j2 !
\,

0 1/..j2 - 1/..j2 I 0 0 1/,[3 -1/j'6 --1/-J2
I,
,I
•

Q-' c, Q
,,

•I

1-7. Characters and Character Tables

Instead of working with irreducible representations, we are going to make

thmgs even simpler and work with characters of irreducible representations.

The character ofa matrix is the sum of its diagonal ekments. The character is

also called the trace of the matrix. The character of the matrix below is 21.

an irreducible

representation
ofC 3

5

an irreducible
•

representatIOn

ofC/

an irreducible

representation

of C 5



and trying some similarity transformations,

tThe knowledgeable reader will note that we include character tables up through tenfold axes
for each kind of point group in Appendix A. We hope that this will stimulate synthetic chemists

to prepare new compounds with such high symmetry!

O'",C3 'O'v C3
2 C 2 .O'.C " C2·E·C - E- O'v- -

3 " 3
3 3

" C H C3
2 O'v'O'v'O'"

- O'v 0' ·E·O' - E

0'" '3' O'v
- -

V "

C 2 ·C 2 ·C C3
2 C

3
'O'",C3

2
,

0' "·E·O''' E (1-58)-
0'"

-- -
. 3 3 3

v v

,
·C2.O'

, C
II , /I

,
O'v

- a v "(J'v 'a v
- O'v- -

"3 IJ 3

, " ,
O'v . 0'" . O'v - O'v-

we find that C
3

and C/ form one class. O'v, O'v', and 0',," form another class
and E, as always, is in a class by itself. The number of classes of C3" is three

so the number of irreducible representations is also three.
In most, but not all, point groups, operations which produce the same

effect are in the same class. C
4

and C
4

3, for example, both rotate the molecule
by 90° and are in the same class in most point groups. Various 0'" operations

Table 1-8. Condensed C 3v Character Table

C]V E 2C3 3a,

T1 1 I 1

Tz I I -1

T3 2 -1 0

A chemist's view ofgroup theory 49

Table 1-7. C 3v Group Multiplicatioll Table

C 317 E C3
C z av a' N

3 v ,rv

E E C3
C z av a' r "3 v ' v

C3 C3
C 2 E a" av

,
3 v <Tv

C 2 C z E C3
, aN

3 3 av <Tv,

a" a" a' a" E C3
(~ 2

" v "3

, a' a"av av
C z E C3" " 3

a N a" a" a' C3
C 2 ]I;

" " " 3

are ge~era.lly in the same class and 0'd operations form a ditTeren t class.
Inver~lOn IS always in a class by itself because its function is unique. The
s~me IS true for O'h' In general, you will not have to determine which opera

tl~n~ form e~ch class because the character tables in Appendix A contain
thIS mformatlOn.

. Gett~ng back to our C3v character table, the characters for any given
Irred~clble representation must be the same for operations in the same class.
That IS, the characters under C3 and C3 2 must be the same in any row of the

tab.le. Hence the character tables are not written as in Table 1-6, but rather,
as m ~able .1-8. The symbols "2C3 " and "30',," mean that there are two
opera~l~ns m the class containing C3 and three operations in the class
contammg O'v' That the unwritten operations are C 2 in the first instance
and 0',,' and 0',," in the second is understood. 3

Th: character tables of Appendix A are more complicated than what we
have Just seen. The full C4 " table (Table 1-9), for example, is divided into
several areas. The main part contains the characters. On the left are the
names of the irreducible representations, known as Mulliken symbols
Conventionally, w~ use .the letters A, B, E, and T (or F in some tables):
~ and B are one-dImenSIOnal. E is two-dimensional and T is three-dimen
sIOnal. The di~ension of an irreducible representation is the dimension of
any of ItS matr~ces (the number of rows or columns in the matrix). Since
the representatIOn of the operation E is always the identity matrix, the

Symmetry and spectroscopy

E- 1 - E 0'"
-1 =0'- v

C3
- I C3

2 ,- 1 , (1-57)
0'" =0'v

(C
3

2 )-1 C 3

/I-I "O'v =0'v

Table 1-6. A Rudimentary C 3v Character Table

C3v E C3
C 2

, N
a" av a"3

.-.--

T1
1 1 1 1 1 1

Tz 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1

T3
2 -1 -1 0 0 0

There are theorems which tell how to find the characters for any irreducible
representation of any point group, but we shall not be concerned with
deriving these characters. All of the character tables needed for common

chemical problems are given in Appendix A.t
Let's look at Table 1-6, a rudimentary character table for the point

group C 3'" Across the top row is the complete set of operations of the group.
Down the left column are the names of the irreducible representations, which

we are calling r l' r 2' and r 3 for now. The number of irreducible repre
sentations is equal to the number of classes of operations of the point group.
By constructing a C 3" multiplication table (Table 1-7), noting the reciprocal

of each operation,

48
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Table 1-9. Complete C 4v Character Table
A chemist's view ofgroup theory 51

I

;I
I,. I
,.'I- "
• I

•
I '\•

\ ';'

•I\
•

(1-60)

(1-61 )

u

o
o
I

010

--I 0 0

001

x

o

o
o -1

o

I

-1

o

o
I

•

o
cosn

x

•

I-

o

cos 2n/4 sin 2n/4 0

- sin 2n/4 cos 2n/4 0

cosn sinn 0

o

•-Sllln

f (2 2
X X -3y )

Fig. 1-44. The p and f atomic orbitals go into minus themselves upon inversion, and
so have u symmetry. The d orbitals go into plus themselves and have g symmetry.
Dark and light shaded lobes are of opposite sign.

ordinate of any point unchanged, but changes the x and y coordinates
according to the R o matrix in eq. 1-36, in which we use the value 2n/4
for e. Therefore the matrix representation of C

4
would be as follows:

Another way to .derive the same matrix is to note that C
4

(z) takes x to y

and y to - X. USlllg the same reasoning, the C
2

representation is then

There are two (Jv operations, one utilizing the xz and the other the yz plane.
(J(xz) leaves x and z unchanged but changes y to -y (Fig. 1-45[a]). (J(Yz)

leaves y and z unchanged but takes x to - x. Similarly, Fig. 1-45 (b) shows
that (J/ takes the point (x, y, z) to (-y, - x, z). The four (J matrices come out
as shown in eq. 1-62. You should be able to see from what we have done

(1-59)

100

E = 0 1 0

001

IPictures showing the shapes of the s, P. d. and f orbitals appear in Appendix D.

The three columns on the right side of the table contain basis functions
for the irreducible representations. These basis functions have the same
symmetry properties as the atomic orbitals which bear the same names. To
understand what a basis function is, let's write matrix representations for
the operations of C4V ' The C4 operation about the z axis leaves the z co-

character of E is always the dimension of the irreducible representation. For
example, for a three-dimensional irreducible representation, whose symbol
would be T, the matrix for E (the identity operation, not to be confused
with E, the Mulliken symbol) is equation I-59 and the trace of this matrix
is 3. The difference between A and B is that the character under the principal
rotational operation, Cn, is always + I for A and -I for B representations.
The subscripts I, 2, 3, etc., which may appear with A, B, E, or T can be
considered arbitrary labels. The subscripts g and u and the superscripts '
and N are worth knowing about. A g representation is symmetric with respect
to inversion and a u representation is antisymmetric to inversion. The
meaning of symmetry with respect to inversion can be illustrated with the
atomic orbitals. t Any p or f orbital is transformed into minus itself upon
inversion, and is therefore a u function (Fig. 1-44). A d orbital is transformed
into itself upon inversion and is a g function. The symbols g and u stand for
the German words gerade and ungerade, meaning even and odd. In a similar
way, the superscripts' and N denote irreducible representations which are,
respectively, symmetric and antisymmetric with respect to reflection through
a horizontal mirror plane.
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!,

,
"

, ,
,

~ I

-I

+1

Character

•

..

Od
•

E

d 2 y2X -

Fig. 1-46. Transformation of the dx'_y' orbital by the operations of the point
group C4V '

;

(1-62)
1o

I (b)
Od

o -1 0

o

-1 0 0

010

L

y

U/= -1 0 0

o 0 1

C 3
4

O"d pI! = 0d'(p)

- "p(x,y)
, I

--,.~:--"';'--'-~x

6(yZ) =

,
I,n.-.

(-y,-x) p

o
Io

o 0

o

1

010

100

001

pi =O"(yz)(p)

p
---~ (x,y)

I

E

6(XZ) = 0-1

(a)

-'---I--~x

y

p'
(-x y).-----

, I

that z is never mixed with x or y by these operations. But x and yare

mixed with each other by the C4 rotation and two of the 6 operations.
The matrices are all blocked out with x and y in one block and z in another:

Fig. 1-45. Figures used to construct matrix representations of the operations (a)
, .

u(yz) and (b) Ud'.

I 0 0 1 0 -1 -1 0 We say that z forms a basis for the irreducible representation A] in the
T.c. y 0 1 -1 0 I 0 0 -I group C4v because the characters of both rz and A] are all ones. We say

that x and y together form a basis for the two-dimensional irreducible

r [1] [1] [1] [I] representation, E, whose characters are 2 0 - 2 0 O.
•

The function x 2 - y2 has the symmetry of a d x' -v' orbital. Figure 1-46

6(XZ) 6(YZ)
,

shows how this orbital transforms under the symmetry operations of C4 ".6d 6d

The characters of the representation whose basis function is x 2 - 1'2 is
1 0 -1 0 0 I 0 -I therefore:

•rX,y •
0 -I 0 I I 0 -I 0 !.

E 2C4 C2 26" 26d
'.-,

r z [1] [1] [1 ] [1] FX2 _ yl 1 -1 1 I -I

The characters of z are all ones while the characters of x and y, together,

are:

o -2 0 o

But these are just the characters of the irreducible representation B] . We
therefore say that the function x 2 - y2 forms a basis for the representation
B] , or transforms as B] .

Other symbols in the character table are the rotations about the x, y,
and z axes (called Rx , Ry , and Rz ) and the cubic (or f orbital) basis functions.
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Problems

\
,"

o
.0

'. I,

Using the basi s

-- ----._--

z, Rz

I

I

A C 2v character table without the characters is given below.
functIOns at the right side of the table, fill in the characters.

C 2v E C2 lTv (xz) ITv'(yz)

A J
'-- - - ,.""

x 2 y2 Z2 •~

z",Z(X2 _ y 2) ·" , , ·"

A 2 R z xy xyz f.. •,
, I

B1
,

X, R y xz xz2, x(x2 - 3y 2)
o •

B2 y,R x yz yz2,y(3x2_y2)

~ partial D 3 character table is given below. Using the basis functions at the
fight sIde of the table, determine the missing characters.

E 2C3 3C
2

I- I5.

E

I- I6.

-Rz

+Rz

-Rz
•

J..,

•,

,
•,
•

•

,
/7,,

'I:

E a

ov ...

Od ...

R OV
z

Fig. 1-47. Transformation of Rz (rotation about the z axis) by the operations of the
point group C 4v '

Rotation about the z axis is examined in Fig. 1-47. E, C4 , and Cz leave the
direction of rotation unchanged. The two reflections reverse the sense of
rotation. The characters of Rz are therefore

I- I7.

r 1 I 1 -1 -1R,.

Rz , therefore, forms a basis for, or transforms as, the A z irreducible represen
tation. R x and R y , together, form a basis for the E representation in C4v .

The importance of the representation r x. y. z at the bottom of the character
table will be explained in Chapter Three.

Many point groups have imaginary characters given either by + i( +J=l)
or the symbols "6" and "6*". For a group with a principal axis of rotation,
Cn ,6 = e2rri

!n . Notingtheidentitye iO = cos8 + isin8,wefindthat

The imaginary characters always appear in pairs of complex conjugates.
Their application to physical problems requiring real characters wil1 be
described as needed.

The tables for the infinite point groups Coov and Dooh (each of which has
an infinite number of operations) have different names for the irreducible
representations. Instead of A, E, E, and T, these tables use Greek letters.
}; representations are one-dimensional and all others are two-dimensional.

6 = e 2n'!n = cos 2n/n + i sin 2n/n (1-63)

D4 E 2C4 C1 ( = C
4

1) 2C ' 2C1 "2

A
J I I I ---

I I

A 1 I 1 1 -1 -1
B

J I -1 I I -1
B1 I -1 I -1 1
E 2 0 -2 0 0

1-8. Decomposition of Reducible Representations and the Direct Product

When -:ve begin to apply group theory to chemical problems, we wil1 have to
~eal wl~h characters of reducible representations. The task wil1 be to find the
Iffeduclble representations whose sum is our reducible representation
Table 1-10 presents an example. In the point group C' .

.- 21" we come across a

I
" i·
/;~

~'l
I'
I·,

•
•
,..1;
••
0\

I
\
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This formula may appear more formidable than it actually is. To sec how

it works, we go back to the example in Table 1-10. The order of the group
is 4. The number of times the irreducible representation A I appears in the

reducible representation, reed' is given by:

Table 1-10. An Example of a Reducible Representation in the Point Group C zv

C 2v E Cz O"vCxz) O"v(yz)

Al I I I I

A z I I -I ~I

B, I -I 1 - I

Bz I -I -I I

rred 3 I 3 1

= (1/4) L (X R . X R. C R )
R A,

= (1/4)[3 x I x 1 + 1 x 1 x I + 3 x I x I

=2

+ lxlxl]

(1-65)

0,

, \I,
,,'
'/',

" !
, I',

,. \:,,

reducible representation, lred , with characters 3

rred is just the sum 2A 1 + B 1 :

•..
; .\

aA, = (1/4)[3xlxl+lxlxl+3x(-I)xl+lx(-I)xl] = 0

= (1/4)[3 x I x I + I x (-I) x I +3 x I x I + I x (-I) x I] = I (1-66)

= (1/4)[3 x I x I + I x (-I) x I +3 x (-I) x I + I x I x I] = 0

Similarly,

2
-1

I 3 1. It can be found that

2 2
-I 1

=2
1

tInfallible if the order of the group is not infinite. Equation 1-64 will not work for the point
groups C

rov
or D

roh
, for which cases the process of inspection is described in detail in Chapter

Three. Although we find the method of inspection to be the easiest, alternate methods have
been described by L. Schiifer and SJ. Cyvin (1. Chern. Ed., 48,295 [1971]) and by D.P. Strom
men and E.R. Lippincott (1. Chern. Ed.. 49,341 [1972]).

I.

\

,
,

,
I
·'"•

\

, .
. I
i !

Table 1-11. A Reducible Representation in thf Point Group C 3 ,.

C.3V E 2C3 30" v

A, I 1 I

Az I 1 -I

E 2 -I 0

Fred 12 0 2

Table I-II gives an example emphasizing that you need to remember to
include the number of members of each class (CR) in these computations.

aA , = (1/6)[12 x 1 xl + 0 x I x 2 + 2 x 1 x 3] = 3

aA , = (1/6)[12 x 1 x 1 + Ox I x2 + 2x(-I)x3] = 1 (1-67)

a E = (I/6)[12x2xl +Ox(-I)x2+2xOx3]=4

r red = 3A 1 + A Z + 4E

Our final topic concerns the direct product of the representations J'i

and lj. It is obtained by multiplying the characters of the two representa

tions under each operation. Table 1-12 gives some examples of direct

products in the point group D 3 . The characters of the direct product

A z x E, for example, were obtained by multiplying the characters of A z
and E under each operation. The coefficients C R do not come into the direct

product. Notice that the direct product of two irreducible representations

is a new representation which is either irreducible itself, or which can

be reduced.

(1-64)

I1 3

= the number of times the irreducible representation, r i , appears

in the reducible representation, leed

= order of the point group

= an operation of the group
XR = character of the operation R in the reducible representation,

rred

= character of the operation R in the irreducible representation,

r I

= the number of members in the class to which R belongs

h

R

where a·I

How can you determine that r red = 2A 1 + B 1 ? There are two ways. The
decomposition of any reducible representation is unique; so if you find any

combination of irreducible representations whose sum is rred , you have the

answer. Sometimes this process of inspection is the fastest way to decompose

a reducible representation.
The second, longer and infallible t way of decomposing a reducible

representation is to use eq. 1-64:
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Table 1-12. Examples of Direct Products in the Point Group D,

••

\ i,

•..
· I

i
l i
•

H H
H

H
Br H

bromoethanef.

o
I
p

C/ ~CI
CI

d. phosphorus oxychloride

H

Br

Br

H

c. cyclopentadienide anion

H H

.,A °H u ..... Hy
H

e. trans-l, 3-dibromocyclobutaneE

E

D3 E 2C, 3C2
-- . --- --- ---

A, I I 1

A 2 1 1 -I

E 2 -1 0

Al x F. 2 -1 0

A 2 x F. 2 -1 0

E x E 4 1 0

A 2 X A 2 I 1 1

Redrawn from J.L. Hoard,

1. ArneI'. Chern. Soc., 61,

1252 (1939).

Redrawn from C.S. Abrahams,

et aI., Inorg. Chem.,

3,558 (1964).

ReH~ .

(tricapped
trigonal
prism)

..-

h.

eNb
~F

NbP-
7

(monocapped
trigonal
prism)

g.

D 4 E 2C4 C 2 2C2

,
2C

2
"

- . - - ---------- - - -- .- -_. ----.

r l 3 -I -I I -1

r2 2 2 2 0 0

r, 8 0 0 0 0

r 4 -2 0 -2 24

Problems

1-20. In the point group J) 3h , find the following direct products in terms of irreducible
representations: A I' x A 2" A 2' x E', E' X EN, E" X En.

1-21. In the point group Coo v , decompose rred by inspection:

1-18. Decompose the reducible representation 600 in the point group C 'v into a
sum of irreducible representations. Write the product E x E in this group as

a sum of irreducible representations.
1-19. Decompose the following reducible representations:

Coo v E 2Coo1> 'X'J(J
~ v

r I \I
o

I \ITf--- -- --- - -_.- -_.- --- - -

['red 6 2+4cos¢ 2
I. 3.WA 2.82A • 2.90AJ. t,

,,',

Additional Problems

1-22. Assign each molecule below to the proper point group.

a. o-phenanthroline b. stannous chloride

(found in NH
4

+ I -)
3

k. staggered ethane

l. eclipsed ethane

•

:1,.
•

• •• •

.\
•..,,

•
\ ,

Sn
/ '\,

CI CI

m. cyclobutane

n. naphthalene
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In thc drawing of bis[heptanetrionato(2 -) ]bispyridincdicopper(II) below,
o

the six oxygen atoms define a planc. Each Cu atom is displaced 0.24 A from
this plane toward thc pyridine ligand to which it is attached. What is the

point group of the ten atoms of the unit CU 2 06 N 2 ?

To determine the effect of a rotation, R g, on a quadratic function such as xy,
we let R e operate on each component (x and y) separately, and then take the
product. For example, using eq. 1-35,

R,

(x, y)

(x2 - y2, xy)

the characters of the irreducible

x cos 0 + y sin 0
- x sin 0 + y cos 0

R e . X

R .)'e .

Using the basis functions below, determine
representations of the point group C SV'

C S " E 2C5 2C5 2 Sa"

1-27.

The st fUel ure of hi s[ he pt anet riona t() (2- )Ihi spyrid med icoppe[ (II )
redrawn from /\ R Blake and L R Fraser. J Chon, Soc. lJal/o!1,

2))4 (1974)• N

0 0

• Cu

0 C

I-H

projections and label each with the1-24. Complete the following stereographic

proper point group.

-1" .....
/ I '10.

r.... 16o"~"

a.( '-:~~o· \
, I ' ru

x
, ,-,.-,

~ I ....
I /

-..~

b. --
1-28.

Therefore,

Re . xy = (x cos 0 + .I' sin 0)( - x sin 0 + y cos 0)
= xy(cos20 - sin 20) - (x 2 - y2)(COS 0 sin 0)

= xy cos 20 - (l/2)(x 2 - .1'2 )sin 20

Decompose the following direct products in the indicated point groups.
Do not use Appendix B.

Show that the matrix U and its transpose (obtained by interchanging rows and
columns of U) are each other's inverse. (A matrix whose transpose is its inverse
is said to be orthogonal.) Show that the similarity transformation U' B· U- 1

will block diagonalize B.

I/J? -I/J7- 0

1-25.

1/.j2

U - 0

11.j2 0

o 1 B

123

213

339

Point Croup
C4v

C6t.

Direct Products

Al x A"A 2 X B"A 2 X B2 ,B2 x E,E x E
A 1 X A" A 2 X B l' A 2 X B2 , B2 X E], B2 X £2'

E 1 X E 1 , E] X E 2 , E7 X E 2
B I X B2 , B 2 X B3 , B

1
)( B3 , B3 X A

Eg x T2g
B x E, E x E (see text of Appendix B for handling

imaginary characters)

1-26. In the point group D
2

, whose characters are given below, to which irreducible
representations do the functions x, y, z, Rx , Ry , R" x 2 - y2, x 2 + y2, Z2,
XZ, xy, yz, Z3, xz l , yz2, xyz, z(x2 - y2), x(x2 - 3y 2), and y(3x2 - y2) belong?

D2 £ ('2(Z) C 2 (y) C2 (x)
----

--- - - ----- -- - - -- ~--_..----- -

A] I I I I
I

1
•,

B] 1 I -I -I

B2 I -1 I -I

B, 1 -I -I I

Related Reading

D.M. Bishop, Croup Theory and Chemistry, Oxford University Press, London, 1973.
F.A. Cotton, Chemical Applications of Croup Theory. John Wiley & Sons, N. Y., 1971.
J.P. Fackler, Jr., Symmetry in Coordination Chemistry, Academic Press, N.Y., 1971.
L.H. Hall, Croup Theory and Symmetry in Chemistry, McGraw-Hili, N.Y., 1969.
R. M. Hochstrasser, Molecular Aspects of Symmetry, Benjamin, N. Y., 1966.
H.H. Jaffe and M. Orchin, Symmetry in Chemistry, John Wiley & Sons, N.Y., 1965 .
A. Nussbaun, Applied Croup Theory for Chemists, Physicists and Engineers, Prentice-

Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1971.
M. Tinkham, Croup Theory and Quantum Mechanics, McGraw-Hili, N.Y., 1964.
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Electric Field

Magnetic Field '<-.J,..'

•
X ..,r

I

, I

Fig. 2-1. Plane polarized electromagnetic radiation of wavelength A propagating
along the x axis. The electric field is confined to the xy plane and the magnetic
field is confined to the xz plane. The maximum value of £ is £0'

\

\

where c is the speed oflight. The speed of light in a vacuum is 2.9979 x 108

m s-1, but in any other medium the speed of light is c/n, where n is the
refractive index of that medium. When light passes from one medium to
another of different refractive index, the value of v is unchanged, but the
value of ..1. changes to accommodate the different value of c.

If light is viewed as discrete particles calIed photons, each photon carries
the energy E, given byt

2-1. Introduction

Since spectroscopy deals with transitions of molecules from one state (or
energy level) to another, we need some machinery to describe these states.
Quantum mechanics provides that machinery. This chapter is intended to
either introduce some of the ideas and terminology of quantum mechanics
to a reader who has not seen them in an undergraduate physical chemistry
course, or to reinforce the experience of one who has. Readers familiar
with these topics might choose to skim this chapter and proceed to Chapter
Three.

E = hv (2-2)

2-2. Light

A. Some Properties of Light. It is convenient to think of light as having
the properties of both particles and waves. Light waves consist of perpen
dicular oscilIating electric (e) and magnetic (B) fields. To simplify our discus

sion, consider plane polarized light in which each field oscilIates in only
one plane, as in Fig. 2-1. It is the oscilIating field that interacts with the
charged nuclei and electrons of a molecule and results in energy transfer
to the molecule. The wavelength, ..1., is the crest-to-crest distance shown in
Fig. 2-1. The frequency, v, is the number of times per second that a crest
passes a given point on the x axis. The relation between frequency and
wavelength is

Wave number is almost always used with the unit cm -1, read "reciprocal
centimeters" or "wave numbers." Since energy is directly proportional to
wave number,

t We will gloss over an awful lot of profound statements, such as E = hv, in this chapter as
if they are trivial or obvious facts of nature. Among all the spectacular achievements of Albert
Einstein, it was the application of this statement to light for which he was awarded the Nobel
Prize in 1921. Planck first proposed this relationship in connection with black body emission,
but Einstein was the first to apply it to photons.

(2-3)

(2-4)

1/..1.-v

E = hv = hc/..1. = hcv

where h is Planck's constant. The wave number, v, is defined as

(2-1)..1.v = c

62
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It will be of interest later to know that each photon has one unit (1 unit
_ h/2n - Ii) of angular momentum, as well as whatever linear momentum
it carries.

Viewing light as a wave again, the energy density (energy per unit volume),
p, stored in an electromagnetic field is

we will often speak of "energy" in wave number units. An "energy" of
12,000 cm- I really means an energy of hcv = (6.6262 X 10-34 J s) (2.9979
X 108 m S-I) (12,000 cm- I) (100 cm m- I ) = 2.3838 x 10- 19 J or 143.56
kJ mol- 1 or 34.311 kcal mol-I. The energy of a mole of photons of a
particular wavelength is called an einstein of energy. For example, one
einstein is equal to 176 kJ for 680 nm red light and 249 kJ for 480 nm
blue light. Light has momentum, p, as well as energyt:

This says that at time t = 1/4v, the wave has moved a distance A/4 to the
right (Fig. 2-2). To see that this is consistent with the speed being AV, we
compute the ratio Llx/M:

(2-10)
A/4 _ ~
1/4v - , v

(
2nx n) . 2nx (

= Bo cos A - 2 = So Sill A 2-9)
2nv
4v

Llx
speed = M -

2nx
A

B = Bo cos

This equation defines a wave of maximum amplitude Bo' wavelength A,
and frequency v moving in the +x direction. The factor 2nx/A assures that
the wave completes one full oscillation in the interval Llx = A, and the
factor 2nvt fixes the speed of the wave at c = Av. For example, at the time
t = 1/4v,

(2-5)p = E/c

It is often remarkably convenient to use a complex wave equation con
taining the imaginary number i. Making use of Euler's identity,

(2-6)

where Eo is the dielectric constant of free space (see note on units at the
beginning of the book) and the symbol <>denotes the average of a quan
tity. For the plane wave in Fig. 2-1, <B2>= (1/2)80

2 ; so the energy density
is (1/2)EoB0

2 . The intensity, I, of an electromagnetic wave is the energy per
unit time crossing a unit square surface (J S-1 m- 2 ), which would be the
energy density times the speed of the wave:

e ie
= cos e + i sin e

we can write a complex wave equation of the forrn

(2-11 )

(2-7)

We will make use of these equations later in the discussion of the absorption
of light by molecules.

B. Equations of waves. The oscillating electric field in Fig. 2-1 is
described by the equation tt

,I, ( t) = 2rri(X(A - '0
'I' x, Boe = Bo cos[2n ~ - vt ] + iBo sin[2nC -

\._---y---~/

B

vt )]

(2-12)

(
2nx

B = Bo cos A- 2nvt) (2-8)

tThe relativistic expression for the energy of a particle of rest mass mo and momentum p is:
E = (mil c4 + p2 c2)' /2 This reduces to the famous equation E = mo c2 when p = O. For a
photon. ma= 0 and this reduces to E = pc.
ttSeveral potentially confusing uses of the Greek letter epsilon appear in this chapter:

e .. electric field
eo - maximum value of electric field
E - extinction coefficient (Section 2-2-C)
Eo - dielectric constant of free space

x

Fig. 2-2. The wave moves a distance .1./4 in the time 1/4v.



T = 1/10 (2-13)

Percent transmittance (= 100 T) is also often encountered. More com

monly, we are interested in the absorbance, A, defined as
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Frequently Used Units

nm (nanometers, 10- 9 m)
o 0

A (Angstrom units, 10- 10 m )
Il (microns, 10- 6 m)
mil (millimicrons, 10- 9 m)
Hz (hertz, J Hz = I oscillation per second)

- 1s
2.9979 x 10" m s -! in vacuum
cm- t

kK (kilokayser, I kK = 1000 em . ! )
J (I joule = I kg m 2 S-2)

cal (calorie, I cal = 4.184 J)
erg (I erg =. 10- 7 J)

eV (I electron volt = 1.6022 x 10-'9 J)
6.6262 x 10- 34 J s

1.0546 X 10- 34 J s
kg m sOl

dimensionless

litermol-! cm-! (M-! cm ")

moles per liter (M)
cm
einstein m -, s - ,
J m- 2 S-1

= Planck's constant

= hl2n

A skirmish with quantum mechanics

Table 2-1. Important Propertics of Light

= wavelength

v = frequency

e = speed of light
v = wave number

Symbols

E = energy

= momentum
= absorbance
= optical density (OD)

E = extinction
coefficient

= concentration
= light path length
= incident ligh t

intensity
I = emergent light

intensity
T = transmittance

%T = percent
transmittance

h

h
p
A

= Ele
= ECt

C
t

= log,o(loll) 10

Relationship

v = IIA

AV = e

E = hv

= helA
= hcv

T = 1110
%T = 100 T

A

P
A

(2-14)A

The absorbance is often called the optical density, or just OD. When I
la, no light is absorbed and A = O. When I = O.oI 10 , the fraction of light
passing through the sample is 1/102 and the absorbance is 2.

The reason A is the most useful measure of light absorption is that it is
directly proportional to the concentration of the sample, C, as well as the
length of the light path through the sample cell, t. This is expressed by
Beer's Law,

C. Absorption of Light. In the most common fonns of spectroscopy, a
sample is illuminated with light and we measure how much light is absorbed
by the sample as a function of the energy of the light. Two ways are com
monly used to express how much light is absorbed by a sample. If the
intensity of light striking a sample is 10 ' and if the intensity of light which
passes out of the other side of the sample is I, the transmittance, T, is the
ratio

Symmetry and spectroscopy

The real wave form, eq. 2-8, is just the real part of the complex equation
2-12.
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(2-15)
Problems

Fill in thc following table and label the direction of increasing encrgy.

uv = ultraviolet ir = infrared
Thc tcrm "vacuum uv" refers to a region where air (N z , 0z' H

2
0, etc.)

absorbs uv light. In order to study a sample at these wavelengths, one eva
cuates one's spectrometer.

far ir nlicrowave

-_.

33.3

visible near ir mid ir
.. - _. .._-_.... - .... ---- -_._--

I 0 200 380 780
._--- - ----_.- _.. -- -

3333 333
--~.-- ... . --_ .. _- ..

. - - ----- -.-._-

x-ray vacuum uv uv

A (nm)

2-1.in which the proportionality constant, E, is called the extinction coefficient.
If C is in moles per liter, and t is in cm, E has the units liter mole -I cm - 1

(M - 1 cm - I) and is often referred to as the molar absorptivity. When E is
reported without units, as it often is, the units just mentioned are assumed.
The extinction coefficient tells you how strongly a particular sample absorbs
light at a particular wavelength. It is almost always measured in electronic
spectroscopy, but, unfortunately, rarely measured in vibrational spectro
scopy.

A summary of the important equations of Section 2-1 appears in Table
2-1.
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This relationship, postulated by de Broglie and named after him, tt relates the
wavelength of a particle to its momentum, p. The implications of eq. 2-16
are profound. For example, an electron accelerated through a potential of
100 V will have a kinetic energy of

2-3. The Postulates of Quantum Mechanics t

A. Wave-like Properties of Matter. Just as E = hv established the
particle-like nature of light, eq. 2-16 establishes the wave-like properties
of matter:

j

•,
-1,
•

,

,

'. '

, '

•

'.'.,
,.
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(2-18)

(2-19)A = hlp = hl,j2meV = 1.226 x 1O- lom = 1.226 A

A skirmish with quantum mechanics

The momentum is obtained by rearranging eq. 2-17:

m 2 v2 = 2meV

p = mv = ,j"2m-e"V= 5.403 x 10- 24 kgms l

The wavelength of a 100 V electron will therefore be

Problems

That is to say, an electron accelerated through a potential of 100 V will
behave like a wave with A = 1.226 A. Electromagnetic radiation of this
wavelength is in the x-ray region of the spectrum. Experimental confirma
tion of de Broglie's hypothesis came almost immediately, when it was
shown that electrons are diffracted by crystals just as x-rays are. It is there
fore clear that not only does light have particle-like properties, but
"particles" must have wave-like properties.

2-6. What is the de Broglie wavelength of an electron with a kinetic energy of
10 eV? What would your answer be if you used the correct relativistic ex
pression p2 c2

= £2 - rna 2 c4
, where rna is the rest mass and E is the total

energy (= kinetic energy + rnac2 )? Calculate the de Broglie wavelength of
a I MeV electron using the Newtonian and relativistic expressions.

2-7. What is the energy and momentum (in units of J mol- j and kg m s - 1 mol" ')
of 250 nm uv light? Of 500 nm visible light? Of :2000 cm- j ir light? What
is the ratio of the momenta of an electron and a 500 nm photon, if the electron
has the same kinetic energy as the photon?

2-8. In the Davisson-Germer experiment, which confirmed de Broglie's hypothesis,
electrons accelerated through a potential of 54 V were scattered off a crystal
of Ni. Essentially only electrons scattered from the first layer of atoms on
the crystal were detected. Under these conditions, the electron "waves" will

(2-16)A = hlp

Symmetry and spectroscopy68

2-2. The absorbance of a 2.31 x 10- 5 M solution of some compound is 0.822
at 266 nm. What is the value of E at this wavelength if t = I cm?

2-3. What value of absorbance corresponds to 40 % transmittance? If a 0.0100 M
solution shows 40 % transmittance at some wavelength, what will be the
percent transmittance at this same wavelength for a 0.0200 M solution? If
t = I cm, what is the optical density of each solution?

2-4. If all the energy is dissipated as light, how many photons per second are
emitted by a 366 nm uv lamp rated at a power of 150 watts (I watt =

I J S-I)? Would a 150 watt tungsten lamp, which emits mainly visible light,
produce more or less photons per second than the 366 nm lamp?

2-5. Write an equation analagous to eq. 2-8 to describe a wave of wavelength A
and frequency v moving to the {eli along the x axis. A standing wave, one
which oscillates in time but not in space, can be written as the sum of a wave
moving to the left plus one moving to the right. Write an equation for a
standing wave as the sum of eq. 2-8 plus the answer to the first part of this
problem. Using the formulas cos (A + B) = cos A cos B - sin A sin Band
cos (A - B) = cos A cos B + sin A sin B, rewrite the equation of the standing
wave as a product of two cosine terms, one of which depends only on x and
one only on t. Show that the positions of the maxima and minima of this
standing wave remaip fixed in space, even though the amplitude oscillates
in time.

\ .. "

• Ni Atoms

Source

•

e V= (1.602 x 10- 19 coulomb) (100 V) = 1.602 x 10- 17 J(2-17)
2

t We don't have the space in this volume to examine the fascinating history of the develop
ment of quantum mechanics in the first third of this century. But a clear, readable, and his
torically oriented discussion of the foundations of quantum mechanics can be found in Vol.
4 of the Berkeley Physics Series: E. H. Wichmann, Quantum Physics, McGraw-Hill, New
Yark, 1971.
tt This equation is 'lnother of the Gargantuan relationships on which quantum mechanics
was built. De Broglie received the Nobel Prize in 1929. Equation 2-16 can be motivated in
a very simple manner from the relation which applies to photons, p = Ele, by substituting
!lv for E: p = !lvle = hi)...
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(2-23)

(2-24)

(2-25)

(2-26)

(2-27)

(2-28)

V(x,y,z,t) 'P (x,y,z,t)

,

pZ) 'P = __ (2mK) 'P
hZ hZ

iE) IJl ( )h x,t,

ih a'P (x,t)
at

'~-~- v

aZJ+ azz 'P (x,y,z,t) +

= ih a'P (x,y,Z,!)
at

2n Z

A 'P=

a'P (x,t)

at

A skirmish with quantum mechanics

hZ iF'P (x t) a"I ( )
2 --a z' + V (x,t) 'P (x,t) = ih . T x,t
m x Dt

Returning to eq. 2-22, we make the substitution v ,= E/2nh:

But we can rewrite eq. 2-21 using the successive substitutions A=h/p and
pZ = 2mK (where K is kinetic energy):

where h h/2n. But the total energy, E, is the sum of K plus V (x,t), the
potential energy. (For the moment we consider Vas a function of both x
and t. If V is independent of t, the system is said to be conservative, which
just means that no energy is being added or taken out.) Writing K = E

V (x,t), we find that eg. 2-23 becomes

aZ'P(x,t) = _ (2mE 'P( ) (2mV(x,t))
axz hZ x,t + hZ ' 'P (x,t)

Equation 2-27 can be extended to three dimensions in a straightforward
manner, the result being

The Schr6dinger equation (2-27) results from solving eqs. 2-24 and 2-25 for
E'P (x,t) and equating the results:

hZ az'P (x,!)
\- 2-m axz +__V_(_x_,t_)_'P_(_x_,t) = E'P (x,t)

V .-I

h a'P (x,!)

i at
or

(2-21)

(2-20)

2n)ZT 'P (x,t)

Symmetry and spectroscopy

<'FIJI (x,!) _

axz

reinforce each other to produce maxima in the diffraction pattern at angles,
e, such that the distance At (= d sin e, where d is the spacing between Ni
atoms) is an integral multiple of A: I1A = d sin e. At what angle should the

o

first diffraction maximum (II = I) occur if d = 2.15 A (from x-ray diffrac-
tion)? The observed angle was 50°.

2-9. The work function, cjJ, of a substance is defined as the minimum energy
needed to free an electron from the surface of that substance. The values of
cjJ for elemental Ni and Na are, respectively, 5.0 and 2.3 eV. What is the
maximum wavelength of light sufficient to knock an electron off of each of
these metals? Such light loosens an electron which then has zero kinetic
energy. If light of energy E > cjJ is used, the kinetic energy of the free electron
will be K = E - cjJ. What is the kinetic energy of an electron loosened from
each metal by 230 nm uv light?

where a o is a constant and A and v are the wavelength and frequency of the
wave which describes the behavior of the particle. The wave function eg.
2-20 depends on one space coordinate and one time coordinate. Later we
wil1 extend the equation to include three space coordinates. To develop the
Schr6dinger equation, which is just a differential equation describing a
function such as eq. 2-20, we start with some partial derivatives of 'P (x,t):

B. The Schrodinger Equation. For most applications in this volume, the
Schr6dinger equation is the fundamental postulate of quantum mechanics. t

The Schr6dinger equation is an assumption, with no more derivation than
E = hv. Each of these equations has withstood the test of time, so far, so
we use them with confidence. But no derivation exists from more funda
mental principles. What follows is a motivation, not a derivation, of the
Schr6dinger equation.

We start with the desire of writing a wave equation for a particle such as
an electron; since we know that an electron does possess wave-like prop
erties. We cal1 the wave function 'P, and choose to write it in a complex
form analagous to eq. 2-12:

70

a'P (x,t)

at
- 2niv'P(x,t) (2-22) The three derivatives in brackets are usually combined in the symbol

"\7z," read "del squared," to give

," \ ,
,.' r,
\ .
\ .
"

1 Erwin Schrodinger published his equation in 1926 and received the Nobel Prize in 1933. r
hZ \7Z
2m + V(x,y,z,t)

---_._-----

ITI ( ).t. a'P (x,y,z, t)
T X Y z t = In .., , , ;::'l

ot
(2-29)

" ...,- -- ----. '-_.-'



The term in brackets on the left side of eq. 2-29 is called the hamiltonian
operator, ;If.

The form of the wave function we have assumed, eq. 2-20, can be factored
into separate .functions of position and time:
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/12
;If(x,y,Z,t) = - 2m V 2 + V(x,y,z,t) . (2-30)

A skirmish with quantum mechanics

- ljJ(x) . ¢(t)
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(2-33)

l•
",

•
~;,
r,

I
I,

The operator on the right side of eq. 2-29 is called the energy operator, E.

(Do not confuse the energy operator, E, with the scalar quantity energy, E.)
The time-dependent Schrodinger equation can therefore be written in the
famous compact form

E = i/1~
at

~

;If tp = Etp

(2-31)

(2-32)

To characterize the stationary states of a system, we consider what happens
to the Schr6dinger equation if V is a function of x but not 1. Equation
2-26 allows us to solve for ljJ (x) by writing tp (x, t) = ljJ (x) ¢ (t) :

- ~~ a
2
[i/J~:~¢(t)] + V(x)ljJ(x)¢(t) = EljJ(x)¢(t) (2-34)

Since a2/ ax2 does nothing to ¢ (t), we can divide both sides of eq. 2-34
by ¢(t) to get the desired result:

I ".'

, • 'i,
". 1

I '.•
•,
\

,
\
•

Equation 2-35 is the time-independent form of the Schr6dinger equation.
By plugging in a potential function, Vex), which pertains to a particular
physical system, we can, in principle, solve for the wave functions, ljJ(x),
which characterize the stationary states of that system. Equation 2-35
can be written in the more compact form

which differs from eq. 2-32 in that VI is just a function of position while tp

is a function of position and time. Furthermore, the quantity E in eq.
2-36 is the scalar quantity, energy, while the symbol E, in eq. 2-32, is an
operator. The hamiltonian has the same form in both the time-dependent
and time-independent equations.

The solutions of the differential equation 2-35 (or any other form of the
Schr6dinger equation) have several noteworthy properties:

(1) In general, there will be an infinite number of wave functions, '/Ii'
each with a corresponding energy, Ei , which satisfy eq. 2-35. The functions,
i/J, are called eigenfunctions and the energies, E, are called eigenvalues
of the hamiltonian operator. In general, any function which satisfies an

What have we done so far? We started by assuming that a particle could
be described by the wave function eq. 2-20; and we derived the differential
equation 2-32 relating tp to the particle's kinetic, potential, and total
energy. Most of our applications of the Schr6dinger equation will be
to problems in which only the potential energy term varies.

For simplicity, we will confine our discussion to the one-dimensional
equation 2-27. Suppose that the system (a molecule, for example) is con
servative: energy is neither being added to the molecule nor emitted by the
molecule. If V does not vary with time, the molecule has no way of ever
changing its state which is characterized by some distribution of atomic
positions, momenta, etc. It is said to be in a stationary state. It is precisely
the stationary states of molecules in which we are generally interested.
In the lowest energy stationary state of a hydrogen atom, for example,
the electron is in the Is orbital and will remain there forever unless we
change the potential. Spectroscopy deals with transitions between different
stationary states. These transitions can occur only when V varies with
time, as when an oscillating electromagnetic field interacts with the molecule
or when the molecule spontaneously spits out a photon and goes to a lower
energy state. Until we get to the interaction of molecules with light in
Chapter Three, we will be concerned only with conservative systems,
whose wave functions are fully characterized by their spatial dependence
only. It is our immediate task, then, to get rid of time from the Schr6dinger
equation.

/12 a2ljJ(x)
2m ax2 + V(x)ljJ(x) = E~'(x)

;If ljJ = E ljJ

(2-35)

(2-36)

,
Ii,
i

.'

•.\
,
,

\



where ljJ * is the complex conjugate of ljJ, in case ljJ is imaginary. If ljJ; and

Vl j are degenerate, eq. 2-37 does not necessarily hold, but it will always

be possible to find a linear combination, ljJ; + cljJj' which is orthogonal

to ljJ;.

equation of the fonn 2-36 (in which ;If may be replaced by any operator)

is called an eigenfunction and the corresponding scalar is called an

eigenvalue.

(2) Sometimes two or more eigenfunctions (ljJj, ljJj, ljJb for example)

have the same eigenvalues (E; = Ej = Ek). In such a case, the functions

(ljJ;, ljJj' ljJk) are said to be degenerate.
(3) If ljJ is a solution of eq. 2-35, any constant multiple of ljJ, cljJ is also

a solution.

(4) If ljJ; and ljJj are degenerate solutions of eq. 2-35, having the same

eigenvalue, any linear combination, aljJ; + bljJj, is also a solution.

(5) Any two functions ljJ; and ljJj which are not degenerate are orthogonal,
which means that

etc. We will now examine the machinery used to extract this information
from ljJ.

First, it is. postulated that the product ljJ*(x)ljJ(x) gives the probability
that the partIcle can be found in the infinitesimal length interval dx at the. , ,
P?mt x. Ifwe are ~~aling in three dimensions, the product ljJ*(x,y,z)ljJ (x,y,z)
gIves the probablltty that the particle can be found in the infinitesimal

volume element dr (- dxdydz) at the point (x,y,z). For example, if the

product ljJ*(x)ljJ(x) has the gaussian shape in Fig. 2·3, given by the equation

ljJ*ljJ = ,}2i/- X2

/
2 (2-38)

the particle has a maximum probability of being found at the point x = O.
The probability that the particle can be found at x = I is just 0.607 times

th~ probability at x = O. There is less liklihood that the particle will be

at x = I th~n at x = O. The gaussian function in Fig. 2-3 never goes to
zero for filllte values of x, though it gets exponentia!ly smaller as xl in

creases. For example, at x = 10, ljJ*ljJ = 7.69 X 10- 23 , compared to a
value of 0.399 at x = O.

. Since the sum of the probabilities of finding the particle at each point

III space must be unity, the sum (or integral) of ljJ *ljJ over all space must
be unity:

75A skirmish with quantum mechanics

i
i,

i

(2-37)
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Problems

2-10. If Vex) is a constant, show that the functions t/J = e "X , cos f3x and sin f3x
all satisfy eq. 2-35. What are the values of IX and f3?

2-11. Verify that if t/J is a solution of eq. 2-35 (V(x) of- constant), any constant
multiple of t/J is also a solution. Show that if t/Jl and t/J2 are degenerate,
t/J, + Ct/J2 is also a solution of eq. 2-35, where c is any constant.

2-12. Show that cos 4x is an eigenfunction of the operator d 2 /dx 2 and find the
corresponding eigenvalue. Show that xe - x

2
/2 is an eigenfunction of the

operator (- d2 /dx 2 + x 2
) and find the corresponding eigenvalue.

2-13. Using the right hand side of eq. 2-26 and making the substitution 'f' (x,t) =

t/J (x)ljJ(t), derive a differential equation analagous to eq. 2-35, but which is
satisfied by IjJ (t). Show that the form of IjJ (t) in eq. 2-33 satisfies your
differential equation.

(2-39)

Equation 2-39 is the normalization condition which we will demand of all

wave functions. It was noted in the last section that if ljJ is a solution of

th.e Schrodinger equation, any multiple if ljJ, cljJ, is also a solution. We

wIll therefore choose c (which we assume to be real) such that the func
tion c ljJ is normalized:

!

C. The Meaning of 'P. We have so far assumed that the behavior of a

particle can be described by a wave function which satisfies the Schrodinger

equation. But what is the meaning of this wave function? We would like

to postulate that the wave function 'P (or ljJ if we are dealing with stationary

states, as we will in the remainder of this section) contains all of the informa

tion about a particle that one can know··-its position, momentum, energy,

~s a further interpretation of ljJ, the integral j'~ljJ *ljJdx gives the pro
bablltty that the particle can be found somewhere in the interval between

x = a and x = b. For example, in Fig. 2-3, the probability of finding
the particle between x = - 2 and x = - I is

(2-41 )
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.4 --------------- To extract other physical quantities, such as momentum, from til, it is
postulated that there are quantum mechanical operators, g, that correspond
to each physical quantity such that if a large number of measurements
of the property G are made, the average value found, <G), will be given by

,
I I

,."
,

(2-43)

,-------~------,

f 0] IjJ *gljJdx i
<G) -00 J

I L: IjJ *ljJdx J
--- ---------------

.3

If IjJ is normalized, the denominator will be unity. <G) is also called the
expectation value of G. Some of the most common operators are listed in
Table 2-2. The standard deviation, (Y, of some measurable quantity is
given by

,

(2-44)

(2-45)

where <G2) is the average value of G2. If (Y = 0, G is precisely determined.
If (Y of- 0, there is some distribution of measured values of G, a distribution

which might have the shape of the curve in Fig. 2-3. Let's try to understand
eqs. 2-43 and 2-44 with an example.

Suppose we have a particle whose wave function is
32o X-.~I-3

.1

.2

We have already plotted the probability distribution, til *1jJ in Fig. 2-3.
What is the average value of the position of the particle if we measure x
a large number of times? Equation 2-43 says that we get

To evaluate these integrals, you need to be aware of even and odd functions.

If you plot y = f(x) in the xy plane, an even function is one for which
the yz plane is a mirror plane. An odd function is one for which the origin
is a center of inversion. For example, in Fig. 2-4 the function J' =

(l/)2n)e-
X

'/2 is an even function. It is symmetric to reflection a~ross
the y axis. The integral of this function over all space (i.e., from x = "- 00

to x = + (0) has some finite value equal to the area under the curve. The
function y = xe - x', on the other hand, is an odd function. The integral
of this odd function over all space is exactly zero, because the positive

(2-46)

(1/)2ir) L: xe- x '/2dx
-----

(1/)2n) t: e- x '/2dx

f 'XJ IjJ *iljJdx
_ -X)

f m IjJ *ljJdx
-0]

<x)

(2-42)

Fig. 2-3. A gaussian probability distribution, ifJ *ifJ = (J/.j2ii)e- x2
/ 2 . The maximum

probability of finding the particle occurs at x = O. The probability of finding the
particle at x = I is 0.242/0.399 = 0.607 times the probability of finding the particle
at x = O. The probability of finding the particle in the interval from x = - 2 to
x = - I is equal to the hatched area, 0.136. The total area under the curve from
x = - C!J to x = + C!J is unity.

The probability that the particle is in state number 2, for example, will

be given by the magnitude of a2
2. This interpretation requires that a1

2 +
a 2 + a 2 = I since the sum of the three probabilities must be unity.2 3 ,

(The integral was evaluated numerically.) That is, there is a 13.6 % chance
that if you look for the particle between x = - 2 and x = - 1, you will
find it.

If a particle may be found in any of, say, three states, its wave function
will be of the form
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t Both the energy and hamiltonian operators give the energy as their eigenvalue. Eoperates on ¢(r) whileJf' operates on rjJ(x).

area is cancelled by the negative area (Fig. 2-4). In general, any function
involving only even powers of x is even, and any function involving only
odd powers of x is odd.

Observing that the integrand in the denominator of eq. 2-46 is an even
function, we can break up the integral from - 00 to + 00 into a sum of
two integrals from 0 to + 00 :

(1/J2ir.) L: e- x'/2dx = 2(l/J2ir.) [ e- x'12 dx = I (2-47)

2-xy=xe

I '2~:::::::'~~-""x..
cenler of inversion
for odd funclions

y

-.3

-.4

mirror plane
for even funclions~':J

-~

,
I

Operation

multiplication by x

multiplication by x 2

- ih(o/ ox)

[-ih(%x)] [-ih(%x)] = -'12(02/0X2)
multiplication by t

ih(%t)

-(h 2/2m) (02/0X 2) + Vex)

-2
X

-x

-P
-2
P
1
-E

JI{'

Symbol

momentum

Name

time

position

energy

hamiltonian

Table 2-2. Some One-Dimensional Quantum Mechanical Operators

x

Variable

To evaluate the numerator of eq. 2-48, we made use of the fact that the
integrand is even, and used the definite integral S~'x2e-ax2dx = (1/4)Jn/a 3 ,

The standard deviation of a large number of measurements of x would
therefore be:

\

I

, ,

,
i i

I

. '. \

,
I

Fig. 2-4. Graphs of y - (1/ f'F) -x'/2 ,. - v ...7r e , an even functIon and _ ~-~x'.
functIOn. The area under an odd fu 'f f ,y - Xl ,an odd

ne IOn rom - CIJ to + CIJ must be zero,

Th' . . 0

IS IS not over~y surpnslIlg, either, since the probability distributio '
2-38 IS the gaussIan error function, in which x is the quantity kn .n tel

q
:

standard deviation. own as Ie

Before beginning to ap I th S h .. .
ssPY e c rodlIlger equation to some simple
y terns, we should .make a few more points about wave functions:

h(l) ~ ~1U~t be, filllte, or the probability of finding the particle at a point
~ ere f IS I,nfi?,lte would be infinite, (An exception to this would be the

wave .unctlOn for a particle at rest.)

(2) SI.nce the probability of finding a particle in the interval dx at the
pO.lIlt x IS t/J*(x) t/J (x), we will require all wave functions to be single-valued
(FIg. 2-5). A many-valued wave function would be unacceptable' for whO 'h
value of the f t' I ' Ie

unc IOn ,wou d you choose to calculate the probability?
(3) t/J must be contlIluoUs since a r I hOI '

b'I' . ' ea , p ySlca quantIty such as proba-
I Ity cannot be dIscontinuous.

(4) We will also require the first derivative, d·J'jdx, to be
unless V(x) becomes infinite. If continuous

i,,,

i

i
I
I

(2-49)

(2-48)I
I
I

The integral in eq. 2-47 was evaluated with the help of the definite integral
S:e- ax2dx = (l/2)Jn/a which can be found in the Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, or elsewhere. The numerator of eq. 2-46 is the integral of
an odd function, so it must be zero. Therefore (x) = 0/1 = 0, which is

certainly not too surprising, since the probability distribution is symmetric
about x = O. All we have said so far is that if you measure the position
many times of a particle whose wave function is eq. 2-45, the average
position is zero.

But what if you measure x 2 instead of x? x 2 is always positive, so the
average value, (x2

), will be a positive number:

(lULii) [00 x2e- x'/2dx

(I/J2n) r:n e- x'12 dx
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x x

v
<Xl <Xl

(0 '
(b)

.. ",
,

• ,-,
0 x , ,,

Problems

Fig. 2-5. (a) A single-valued function of x. For each value of x, there is only one

value of Jj;. (b) A many-valued function of x. At the value of x indicated by the

dashed line, Jj; has three different values.

,
,

, ".

.',
.' ~

.'

<I
I '. " ,
'/

i "t,
! ""
I : 'I, .,

The infinitely deep potential well in which the particle-in-a-box lives.Fig. 2-6.

t/Jn = (J2/a) sin (mrx/a) (2-53)

f
we

p.ut a subscript "n" on t/J to emphasize that the exact form of the W'lve

unctIOn de d h' (
. , pen s on t e mteger quantum number, 11. What would the

partIcle s energy be? We can find it in t, .
2-43 with ~ _ . wo ways. One way IS to use equation

. . g -, ,ye. The other, ,,:hlch we use here, is to plug eq. 2-53 back

mto eq. 2-50 and solve for the eigenvalue, E:

_ li2 d2[(.j27a) sin (mrx/a)] .
2m dx2 = E[(J2/a) sm (mrx/a)]

li2 n2n2
+ 2m a2 t/Jn = Et/Jn

Equation 2-50 is satisfied, in general, by a solution of the form

t/J = Acosax + Bsinax (2-51)

where A and B are constants. The condition that ./, - 0 at - 0 .
h h . 'I' - X - reqUIres

~ at t e cosme term vanish; A must therefore be zero. The condition that

- 0 at x = a de.mands that a = mr/a, where n is an integer called a

quantum number. Fmally, the requirement that t/J be n ,r d .
the value of B: orma Ize gIves us

f [B sin (mu/a)] [B sin (mrx/a)]dx = B2 a/2 1

B = J2/a (2-52)

The various conditions we just used to find A Band . . II d b
. ,.. d ' , a are ca e oUlldary

(om !flOIlS an are common i .

fi 'I I' . n many quantum mechanical prohlems. Our
na so utlon IS therefore

E = n
2

n2li2

n 2ma2 (2-54)

In ~ very natural way we have discovered that the particle's beh'lvior is

quantized. Dependmg on the value of the integer n, the particle c;n hav~

~
"

l,.

I
I

(2-50)li2 iF t/J
- -- = Et/J

2m Jx 2

2-14. Calculate (p), (p2) and (Jp for a particle whose wave function is given by

eq. 2-45.

2-15. Suppose the wave function of a particle is Jj; = AI(I + x) for 0 ,,;; x ,,;; 10

and Jj; = 0 elsewhere. Find the value of the normalization constant, A, such

that go Jj; *Jj;dx = I and make a graph of this function. What are the values

of (x), (x 2 ), (X)2 and (Jx?

2-16. A linear operator, g, has the property that g[r(x) + sex)] = gr(x) + gs(x),

where rand s are functions of x. Which of the fonowing operators are linear:

x, dl dx, d2 Idx 2 , .J-, ( )2? Are the operators in Table 2-2 linear?

2-4. Some Simple Illustrations from Quantum Mechanics

A. The Particle in a One-Dimensional Box. Imagine a particle con

strained to move along the x axis in the interval 0 ,,;;; x ,,;;; a. In the language

of potential energy diagrams, thi.s corresponds to the infinitely deep, in

finitely steep potential well shown in Fig. 2-6. Between the points x = 0

and x = a, the potential is zero and there are no constraints on the particle's

motion. At the points x = 0 and x = a the potential suddenly goes to

infinity and remains at infinity outside of this interval. By definition, an

infinite potential means that the particle cannot exist in the region outside

o ,,;;; x ,,;;; a. If a particle of mass m lived in such a well, what would its life

be like?

Well, first of all, its wave function must be zero for x < 0 and x > a.

Inside of this interval, the particle should be governed by the Schr6dinger

equation with V = 0:
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~ig. 2-7. Wave functions (left) and probability distributions (r~ght) for the f:ur
.owest enefrgy levels of the particle In a one-dimensional box. Energies are expressed
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I
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Problems

only certain discrete wave functions and energies. The four lowest energy
wave functions and probability distributions are shown in Fig. 2-7. As the

probability distributions show, the particle does not have a uniform prob

ability of being found at any value of x in the lower energy states. For
/I = I, the distribution is symmetrical about x = a12. For n = 2, there is

a /lode (a point at which IjJ = 0) at x = a12. In this state, the particle lives

on either side of a12, but not at a12. As n --> CfJ, the wave function becomes

a smoother and smoother oscillating curve until the probability distribution

is essentially uniform across the entire interval. This would be the classical
behavior of a particle in such a potential field; viz., it could be found any

where in the interval 0 :( x :( a with equal probability. It is a general

feature of quantum mechanical problems that as energies, masses, and

lengths approach macroscopic values, the wave functions approach the

classical limit. They had better, because very few macroscopic phenomena

exhibit quantization. This trend toward the classical limit is called the

Bohr correspondence principle.

A qualitative result which will be of importance to molecular spectro
scopy is that, in general, a particle confined by a potential well of any form

has quantized energies (Fig. 2-8). A particle with energy greater than the

height of the well is not limited to discrete energies, and may possess any

energy greater than the height of the well.

2-17. Use cq. 2-43 with X = j( to find the energy of the particle in a box
2-18. Show that 1/1, and 1/1 2 of the particle in a box are orthogonal, i.e., S(~ 1/1, *1/1 2dx

= O. Do the same for 1/1, and 1/1 J'

2-19. What is the probability that the particle in a box will be found in the region
0.9a 0( x 0( a in the states 1/1" 1/18' and l/1,oo? What is the classical value ex-
pected?

2-20. What are the values of <p) and <p2) for 1/1, ? For 1/1, DO? v

B. The Particle in a Three-Dimensional Box: DeKeneracv of .')'t([tes.

Imagine now a three-dimensional parallelepiped with sides of length a i=
h i= c, as in Fig. 2-9. If the potential is zero everywhere inside this box and

inflnity everywhere outside of it, we can write a three-dimensional Schro

dinger equation which must be satisfied by the particle's wave functions
as follows:

ha ve q uan tized

~ ----------~---

'--------~

Fig. 2-8. A particle confined to any potential well (E <X V ) will
energy levels. When E > VI' any value of the energy is all()~ed.(2-55)EIjJ(x,y,z)ljJ(x,y,z)
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(2-63)

(2-62)

: sin (nxnx ja) sin (nynyjb) sin (nznzjc)
l

~

2 2
a h

t/J(x,y,z) =

and

and the three-dimensional wave function t/J = X(x) Y(y)Z(z) must be

y
(o,b,O)

z

o,o,c)

(0,0,0)
The allowed energy levels are

Fig. 2-9. The three-dimensional box. (2-64)

If we assume that t/J can be written in the form

t/J(x,y,z) = X(x) Y(y)Z(z) (2-56)
,,
!
i

where each quantum number, nn ny, and nZ' can have the values 1, 2,
3, ....

and plug eq. 2-56 into eq. 2-55, there results

2 2 X (x) d 2 Y(y) , d
2
Z(z)

h Y(y)Z(z) d 2 + X(x)Z(z) d 2 + X(x) Y(y) -dz2

2m dx y

We are about to discover for the second time (cf Chapter Zero, Fig.
0-3) that the greater the symmetry of a problem, the more degeneracy is
associated with the solutions. Suppose that a of. b of. c and neither a nor b
nor c is an integer multiple of any other side of the box. The symmetry of

such a box (Fig. 2-9) is D 2h • For a specific example, let a = 1.0, h = 1.1,

and c = 1.8 arbitrary units. The energies of the lowest few stationary

states of a particle inside this box are shown at the left of Fig. 2-10. None
of the states are degenerate (i.e., none have the same energy), though

some, such as (121) and (113) are very close in energy. The notation (l2l)
means that nx = I, ny = 2, and nz = 1. When symmetry does not require
any degeneracy, as in the present case, but two states have the same energy,
they are said to be accidentally degenerate. Sometimes degeneracy is a

relative matter. The separation of the states (121) and (113) is 0.010 energy
units in our example. If we performed an experiment with a resolution of
only O. I energy units, these two states would appear to be degenerate. If

our resolution were 0.001 units, they would not.

At the center of Fig. 2- 10 are shown the energy levels for the case a =

b = 1.0 and c = 1.8 units (symmetry D4h ). Now the two states (121) and
(211) are rigorously degenerate (symmetry required) and no experiment,
no matter how high the resolution, would ever tell us otherwise. At the
right of Fig. 2-10 are the energy levels of a particle in a cube (a = b = c
= 1.3 units), the symmetry of which is 0h' As you can see, a great deal of
symmetry required degeneracy is found. It will be found again and again

that the greater the symmetry of a molecule, the more degeneracy will be
associated with its rotational, vibrational, and electronic states.

I

I
I

I

(2-61 )

(2-59)

(2-57)

X(x) = U2ja) sin (nxnxja)

E = Ex + Ey + Ez

and that eq. 2-58 can be rewritten as a sum of three equations of the fonn

_ h 2 d 2 X(x) = Ex X(x) (2-60)
2m dx2

d . '1 1 for Y(y) and Z(z) We have just separated a three-dimensional
an SimI ar y . . h h 1 ady
problem into three one-dimensional problems, whlc we ave a re

solved in Section 2-4-A. So

= EX(x) Y(y)Z(z)

After dividing both sides by X(x) Y(y)Z(z) and rearranging, this becomes

I d 2 X(x) + I d 2 Y(y) + I d
2
Z(z) _ 2n:E (2-58)

X(x) dx2 Y(y) dy2 Z(z) dz
2

h

But in eq. 2-58 each term on the left is independent of the ~thers, and th.e

term on the right is a constant. The only way such an equatl~n,can .hold IS

if each term on the left is separately equal to a constant. Th.ls Imphes that

the energy can be expressed as a sum of energies due to motIon along each

coordinate,
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o'

(2-67)<x2
) = (2Ia) J:

the . ~esults of any experiment designed to simultaneously measure the
pOSitIOn and momentum of a particle will be such that the product of the
uncer~ainties in each measurement can never be smaller than the order of
magmtude of h:

Ax . Ap ~ h 1 (2-65)

This statement is "fuzzy" in that we have no precise definition of the
uncertainties, Ax and Ap.

For the sake of an illustration, let's take Ax and Ap as the standard
deviations of each quantity, given by eq. 2-44. What would be the value

of (Jx(Jp for the particle in a one-dimensional box? Using eq. 2-43 and the
operators in Table 2-2, we calculate the following:

<x) = (2Ia) Ie: x sin 2 (mrxla)dx = al2 (2-66)

(222)

(122), (212) (220

(113) (131) (311)

JI 22t j2 I 21

.(1 2 II 12 1 II

-.II I 3)

D2h D4h °h
o;l#c o=b;c a=b=c

~
~

-I!..J..!L
9 -llJL

"l2TIr --1illL ill 113 2) (2 13) (23 I) (3 12) (32 I)

8

7

w

(I 1 2) (2-68)

2
(I I I)

(I 1 I)

(I I I)

<p) = (2Ia) [ sin (mrxla) ( - ih~)sin(nnxla)dx = 0
dx

(2-69)

Fig. 2-10. Low lying energy levels of a particle in a three-dimensional box. Values
of a, b, and c for each case are given in the text.

. d2 n2 n 2 h2
sm(nnxla)( - h2 )sin(nnxla)dx = ',_

dx2 a2 (2-70)

(J _ nnh
p-

a (2-71 )

C. The Uncertainty Principle. It should be clear by now that a main

feature of quantum mechanics is that the properties of a particle are gen

erally not precisely determined, but are described by probability distri

butions. Heisenberg made an observation which puts conditions on certain

pairs of probability distributions. According to the uncertainty principle,

2-21.

2-22.

Problems

Show that the particle in a three-dimensional box has degenerate states if b
equals an integer multiple of a, and c can have any value. . .
Write the Schrodinger equation and the solutions for a particle In a two
dimensional box with sides of lengths a and b. Is there any degeneracy if b

is not an integer multiple of a? What if b = a?

I
I,

(2-72)

For the lowest energy.state (n = I), (Jx(Jp = 0.57h. For n = 2, (Jx(Jp =

1.67h, and the product mcreases as n increases. One can do the same kind

of calculation for other quantum mechanical systems to see that the prod
uct Ax Ap never gets much smaller than h.

A corollary of the Heisenberg uncertainty principle is that if we could
measure either Ax or Ap with very great precision, the other measurement

would necessarily have very low precision. If, for example, we measured

the position ?f an electron very accurately by bouncing a short wavelength

y-ray off of It, the photon would transfer considerable momentum to the

,

J

• •
,
\

,



electron, leading to a large uncertainty in the momentum of the electron.
The uncertainty principle also applies to the product f'\.Ef'\.t, which has

a direct implication in spectroscopy. Many molecules fluoresce after absorb
ing a photon and being promoted to an excited state. In fluorescence, the
molecule emits a new photon, typically about 10 - 8 S after the absorption,
and returns to the ground state. This means that the li/etime, f'\.t, of the
excited state is of the order of 10- 8 s. What therefore is the uncertainty
in the energy of the excited state? Fig..2-11. The step-potential barrier. A particle of mass m and energy E is initially

commg from the left toward the barrier.
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(2-75)

(2-76)

Dare con-

t/J I = Ae'"X + Be- iax (x <: 0)

t/J 2 = Ce
fix + De-fix (x ,;' 0)

.J2mEIii and f3 = .J2mevo - E) Iii and A, B, C, andwhere a =

stants.

We first consider the case where E < Va; so f3 is real. This means that
we must set C = 0 or else t/J 2 goes to infinity for large values of x. At the
bamer (x = 0), continuity requires that t/J 1 = t/J 2 :

Since V is a constant, the solutions of the differential equation are gcner
~lly ~fthe form t/J = e+.jlm(V F)x/h. If V < E, the quantity .j2m(V - E) is
Imagmary and the solution is a complex wave of the form e ±ix.j2m(E fl/h. If

E < ~, the quantity .J2m( V - E) is real and the wave function is an ex
ponentIal. For the particle in Fig. 2-11 the wave function must be

(2-73)

Problems

That is, the width of (or uncertainty in) the absorption or emission bands
cannot be less than about 0.0005 cm -I if the lifetime of the excited state
is 10- 8 s. Usually this is not an important limitation in vibrational or

electronic spectroscopy, where the energies of the transitions are measured
in hundreds and thousands of cm -1 and where line broadening due to
other causes is much greater than this uncertainty broadening. However,

in magnetic resonance spectroscopy (which uses radio or microwave
energies), uncertainty broadening is often the main determinant of line
width when the lifetime of the excited state is short.

2-23. The first two wave functions of a harmonic oscillator (a particle governed
by the potential V = ikx2, where k is a constant) are ifJo = (rx!n)I/4 e -.x'/2

and ifJ
1

= (4rx 3 !n)J/4 xe -ax'/2, where rx = JrnR.!h. What is the value of ;'t;.x;'t;.p
for a particle in each state ?

D. Potential Barriers. What happens when a particle of mass rn and
energy E, moving from left to right in the x direction, suddenly encounters
an increased potential, Vo , as shown in Fig. 2-1l? The applicable wave
equation is

(2-77)

(2-78)

=D
+ B ··i,Oe .

+BA

Continuity of the first derivative at x = 0 gives

dt/J 1 . A . £1./,
= la - laB = - f3 D = _'I' 2

dx £Ix

Combining eq. 2-77 with eq. 2-78 yields the ratios BIA and DIA:

B _ ia + f3 D 2ia
A ia - f3 A ia - ff (2-79)

But we have said in Section 2.3-C that if a wave function is written in

the form At/JA + Bt/Jn + Dt/J[), the probability that the particle is found in
each state ~f , t/Jn, or t/J[) is proportional to A2 B2 and D2 respect' >1
Th' h . . ", ' IVC V.

IS as a Simple mterpretation in this case../, (= e i" ) cOI're' d t -.. l' '. 'I'A spon s 0 a
partlc e movmg to the nght m the region x < 0 .f, (_ -iax )
'. ' 'I' n - e corresponds

to a particle movmg to the left in this region .f, (- e - fix)., d
t .' I "" ''I'n - conespon s
o a partlc e Inside toe potentIal barrier (v >c 0) S' h ..

B '. A ~ , mce t e CoeIllclCnts Ai ahnd Dare lmagmary, the probabilities are proportional to the square~
o t emagmtudeslA2, IBI2, and IDI2, given, forexamplebYIA/2 IA*A",

i,,

(2-74)
li2 (Pt/J- -- + [Vex) - E]t/J = 0
2m dx 2

where Vex) = Va for X? 0 and Vex) = 0 for x < O. Classically, the behavior
you would predict is very simple. If E > Va' the particle continues on
toward the right, but with decreased kinetic energy equal to E - Va' If

E < Va' the particle is reflected at the barrier, and returns to the left. But
the solution of eq. 2-74 is not as simple as this, and is much more interesting.
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IBIZ flAlz gives the ratio of the probabilities of finding a particle moving
to the left or right in the region x < 0, and is just

IB* BI = (- ia + [3) (ia + [3) = aZ + [3z = 1
IA *AI (- ia - [3) (ia - [3) aZ + [3z

90

•

,

,,

,..

,

I I
,
,

(2-86)

(2-87)

(2-88)

(2-89)

(2-90)

(2-91 )

(2-92)

(x <: 0)

F. laa== e

RD -pa . F. i.a
- I-' e = la e

. R

(1/11 = I/Iz) : A + B = C + D

dl/l 1 = dl/l Z
dx dx: iaA - iaB = fJ C; - fJD

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

'! ---=::~=''''''r----------r- 2 ~

ElVo

Fig. 2-12. Plot of transmission and reflection coefficients us. E/ V
o

'

1/11 = Ae'·x + Be-lax

I/Iz = Ce Px + De- Px
(0 ~; X ~ a)

1/13 = Fe-
Iax

+ Ge- iax (x> a)

We will throw out the t G -iax . .
'. erm e SIllCC no partIcle can travel to the left
III the regIOn x > a because the particle originally came from the left and
ca~not be reflected after passing x = a. We allow for reflection at the
POllltS x = 0 and x = a with the terms Be- i• x and D -px N .
f th . . e . ow we wIll
ur er restnct our attention only to the case E < V . s fJ' I

Th '. a' 0 IS rea .
e contlllUity conditions are, at x = 0:

Gra?hs of T and R vs. the ratio ElVa are shown in Fig. 2-12.
Flllally tl' b' fl.. we .o~ me, r~e y, the case of a particle coming from the left and

stnklllg the limited harner shown in Fig 2-13 Th(' allo ed I t'be . . , w so u Ions must

and at x = a:

which, after a ton of algebra, yield a transmission coefficient of the form

T IF1z (a Z - [3Z)Z
= JAlz = [cosh

Z
fJa + 4a2 f32 sinhz [3ar 1 (2-93)

I
!
I,

I

i
1

(2-85)

(2-84)

(2-83)

(2-81 )

(2-82)

T=I-R=I

-

All particles striking the harrier are (eventually) reflected. But, there is also

a finite, if very small, probability that the particle can be found inside the

barrier, since D -# O. This penetration of the barrier is a strictly non-clas
sical form of behavior, referred to as tunneling. In general, in quantum

mechanics, unless the potential barrier is infinite, there is a finite probability
that it will be penetrated.

Let's go back and consider the case where E > Va' This means that [3 is
imaginary and we find oscillatory behavior of the wave function in both
regions (x < 0 and x ;;;, 0). If we consider the case where the particle comes
initially from the left, any particle passing the point x = 0 will continue
indefinitely to the right. This means that the coefficient D in eq. 2-76 must
be zero, since De - px corresponds to a particle moving to the left when

x ? O. Solving for A, B, and C, as above, we find

B _ ia-[3 _ fl- jE-Va
A - ia+[3 - fl + .JE- Va

R = IBI-=- = 2E - Va - 2.JE(E- Va)
- IAlz 2E - Va + 2.JE(E - Va)

C 2ia _ 2fl
A ia+[3 .jE + .JE- Va

Iclz _ 4E
--
IAlz 2E - Va + 2.JE(E- Va)

Classically, a particle with E > Va is not reflected by the barrier. It just
continues on to the right with reduced kinetic energy. Our quantum

mechanical solution, however, gives a finite value for the reflection coeffi
cient, R (- IBlz fIAIZ). This means that there is a finite probability that the
particle will be reflected even though it has a greater energy than the height
of the potential barrier. A real example of this effect is that of light striking
a window. Even though a window is "transparent" and you can see through
it, some light is also reflected and you can see your reflection in a window
as well. Since the probability that a particle will be reflected (R) plus the

probability that it will be transmitted (T) must be unity, the transmission
coefficient will be given by
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3 . Vibrational spectroscopy

Fig. 2-13. The limited barrier of height Vo which extends over the region 0 :s; x :s; a.

in which cosh fJa = (1/2) (ePa + ePa) and sinh fJa = (1/2) (ePa - e- Pa ).

We find, therefore, that a particle with E < Vo striking the limited barrier
from the left has a finite chance of tunneling through the barrier and con

tinuing on its merry way to infinity.

2-24.
2-25.

2-26.

Problems
+Jlm~1!)xih . I' f 2 74Verify that e- IS a so utlOn 0 eq. - .

Find the reflection coefficient for a particle of energy E > 0 impinging on
the energy well (a negative barrier) below.

m,E
• •v=o------,

L..- v= -v
O

Calculate the transmission coefficient in eq. 2-93 for an electron passing through
o

a barrier of dimensions Va = 0.01 eV and a = 100 A if E/Va = 0.9. Do the
same for Va = 0.02 eV, a = 50 A, and E/Va = 0.9. Show that for a given
value of E/ Va' the transmission coefficient is constant if Vaa2 is constaat.

i
•

I
i

3-1. Introduction

The job of the spectroscopist is the interpretation-and sometimes even
the prediction-of the interaction of light with matter. In this chapter we
wilI be chiefly concerned with the infrared region of the spectrum, typicalIy
confining ourselves to the region 100-5000 cm -I. The energy of such light,
1.2-60 kJ mol-I (0.3-15 kcal mol-I), is sufficient to excite vibrations of
the molecules which absorb it. Rotational energie:; of molecules are even
smalIer than vibrational energies; so light energetic enough to excite vibra
tions usually simultaneously excites rotations. By the "excitation" of
rotation or vibration, we mean that the molecule is promoted to a state
of higher energy in which its rotational frequency or vibrational amplitude
is increased.

Related Reading

J.e. Davis, Advanced Physical Chemistry, Ronald Press Co., New York, !965.
H. Eyring, J. Walter, and G.E. Kimball, Quantum Chemistry, John Wiley & Sons,

New York, 1944.
W.M. Hanna, Quantum Mechanics In Chemistry, W.A. Benjamin, New York, 1965.
M. Karplus and R.N. Porter, Atoms and Molecules, W.A. Benjamin, Menlo Park,

California, 1970.
W. Kauzmann, Quantum Chemistry, Academic Press, New York, 1957.
E. Merzbacher, Quantum Mechanics, John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1961.
A. Messiah, Quantum Mechanics, North-Holland Publishing Co., Amsterdam, 1961.
L. Pauling and E.B. Wilson, Jr., Introduction to Quantum Mechanics, McGraw-Hill,

New York, 1935.
E.H Wichmann, Quantum Physics, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1971.

3-2. Infrared and Raman Spectra

A. The Phenomena. Vibrational spectra are ordinarily measured by two
very different techniques. In inFrared (ir) spectroscopy light of alI different
frequencies is passed through a sample and the intensity of the transmitted
light is measured at each frequency. TypicalIy the sample is a solution in
a cell transparent to the ir radiation. NaCI and KBr windows are most
frequently used for this purpose. In the far ir region (Fig. 0-1) these salts
are opaque but polyethylene becomes transparent. Alternatively, a solid
sample is mixed with KBr or some other pelIeting agent, ground to a fine

93
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Fig. 3-2. The Raman spectrum of carbon tetrachloride showing both the Stokes and
anti-Stokes portions of the spectrum. Reproduced from R.S. Tobias, 1. Chern. Ed.,
44, 2 (1967).

Fig. 3-1. Schematic representation of infrared and Raman experiments. In infrared
spectroscopy the incident light contains all different infrared wavelengths. In Raman
spectroscopy the incident light is m'onochromatic and of higher energy than infrared
light. Visible laser light is typically used.
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powder, and fused into a transparent disc under high pressure. At fre
quencies corresponding to vibrational energies of the sample, some light
is absorbed and less light is transmitted than at frequencies which do not
correspond to vibrational energies of the molecule. In order to compensate
for absorption and scattering of the light by the solvent and sample cell,
the incident light is split into two beams, one of which goes through the
sample, and the other is passed through a reference usually consisting of
pure solvent in a cell identical to the sample cell. Transmittance is then
defined as Is/Ir where Is is the intensity of light passing through (that is,
emerging from) the sample cell, and I r is the intensity of light passing
through the reference cell (Fig. 3-1).

In Raman spectroscopy we do not observe transmitted light but light
scattered by the sample. Typically the sample is a solution in a glass capil-
lary tube and the incident light passes through the length of the capillary. I
Sometimes a solid sample is simply pressed into a depression in a metal
plate and is irradiated directly. The scattered light may be observed from i
any convenient direction with respect to the incident light. Light of a !

single frequency, monochromatic light, must be used for a Raman experi
ment. Ordinarily if you shine light of frequency Vo through, say, a homo
geneous solution, most of the light will merely pass directly through the
sample. Some of the light (about 1/1000 of the incident intensity) is scattered
in all directions and can be seen from the side of the sample (Fig. 3-1).
This phenomenon, in which light of frequency Vo is scattered in all directions,
is called Rayleigh scattering. A very small fraction of the scattered light
(about 1/1000 of it) does not"have a frequency vo ' Instead, this light has
frequencies Vi such that A E = h Vo - v;j corresponds to energies that are
absorbed by the sample. The frequency Vo may be in any region of the
spectrum (with visible light the most typical), but the difference, Vo - Vi ,

is an infrared (vibrational) frequency. The process which produces light of
frequency other than Vo is called Raman scattering. Vi may be greater or less
than vo , but the amount of light with frequency Vi < Vo is much greater
than that with frequency Vi > vo ' The former, Raman scattered radiation,
is called Stokes radiation, and the latter is called anti-Stokes radiation.

The Stokes and anti-Stokes portions of the Raman spectrum of CCI4 are
shown in Fig. 3-2. The Rayleigh scattering is centered at Vo = 22,938 cm -1,

the position of a blue emission line of a mercury arc lamp used as the light f

source in this experiment. The Stokes lines, to the low energy side, are more
intense than the anti-Stokes lines, whose intensity decreases approximately
exponentially with increasing energy from the exciting line (see Section
3-3-E for an explanation of this).
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Comparing the two techniques, then, we find in ir spectroscopy that
light of infrared frequencies must be used. We simply measure the wave
lengths of absorbed light. In Raman spectroscopy, light of greater than ir
frequencies is used and we measure the differences, IVa - Vi' of the
Raman scattered light. Figure 3-3 shows the ir and Raman spectra of the salt
CI0

2
F 2 + BF4 -. You should notice that some bands are common to both

spectra while some bands which appear in one spectrum do not appear in
the other. The molecular vibrations stimulated in the Raman process are
not necessarily the same as those excited by the absorption of infrared
light. Therefore, the ir and Raman spectra of a particular sample will
generally look different and will complement each other. The selection
rules which tell us which absorptions to expect in each spectrum will be

:,
discussed in Section 3-6. At present, instrumentation of ir spectroscopy is
generally more sensitive than that of Raman spectroscopy in terms of thc
amount of signal one can get from a given amount of sample. This was
not the case before about 1950 when Raman spectroscopy was the better
developed of the two techniques, and it may not be the case too long in
the future. The resonance Raman effect, to be discussed in Section 3-10,

sometimes enhances the sensitivity of Raman spectroscopy by orders of
magnitude and may result in greater-than-infrared sensitivity. It should be
emphasized that the two techniques are compkmentary and both are
needed for a complete picture of the vibrational states of a compound.

Problems

Fig. 3-3. Vibrational spectra ofCl0
2

F 2 +BF4 -. Notice that in an infrared spectrum
absorption corresponds to a decrease in transmittance (Section 2-2-C). Hence in this
figure ir absorption goes down. Raman bands are displayed as upward peaks in a
plot of scattered light intensity us. wave number from the exciting line. The markings
P and DP on the lowest spectrum stand for polarized and depolarized and will be
discussed in Section 3-6-D. Reproduced from K.O. Christe, R.D. Wilson, and E.C.
Curtis, Inorg. Chern., 12, 1358 (1973).

3-1. For an incident frequency, va' a Stokes line occurs when the molecule absorbs
light of frequency v, and light of frequency Vi = Va - V is emitted. In the
process of absorbing light of frequency V, the molecule is excited to a higher
energy vibrational state. What process occurs to account for the anti-Stokes
line of frequency Vo + v?

,

I(3-1)[ f..I._ = er

B. A Molecular Explanation. The preceding description ofir and Raman
spectroscopy was strictly phenomenological. We have merely noted that
matter is observed to absorb certain frequencies of infrared light and to
produce Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering. Now we shall try to understand
on a molecular level why these phenomena occur.

First we need to describe the permanent dipole moment of a molecule.
If two particles of charges +e and - e are separated by a distance r, the
permanent electric dipole moment, f..I., is given by

To see what we might expect for the magnitude of molecular dipoles,
o

consider a proton and electron separated by one Angstrom, a typical
molecular dimension. The dipole moment would be f..I. = (1.602 X 10- 19

coulomb) x (IO-lOm) = 1.602 x 10- 29 coulomb-m. In cgs units, on
which most chemical literature and terminology is based, this corresponds
to 4,803 x 10- 18 esu-cm. The unit 10- 18 esu-cm is called one Debye (l D)
and molecular dipoles arc of the order of one Debye. Heteronuclear
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diatomic molecules must have a permanent dipole moment since one atom
will be more electronegative than the other and will have a net negative
charge. Homonuclear diatomic molecules cannot have permanent dipole
moments since both nuclei attract the electrons equally. Polyatomic mole
cules with a center of inversion will not have a dipole moment whereas
noncentrosymmetric molecules (those without a center of inversion) will
usually have /l i= 0 (Fig. 3-4). An exception would be a highly symmetric
molecule such as CC14 which has no center of inversion and also no per
manent dipole. The direction of the dipole is indicated by an arrow with a
" +" at the positive end of the dipole. In molecules like ethylene and
hexafluorobenzene, each C-H and each C-F bond has a dipole moment,
even though the molecule as a whole has no net moment because the vector
sum of the individual bond dipoles is zero.

Now consider a heteronuclear diatomic molecule vibrating at a particular
frequency. The molecular dipole moment also oscillates about its equilib

rium value as the two atoms (with their net negative and positive charges)
move back and forth. This oscillating dipole can absorb energy from an

oscillating electric field only if the field also oscillates at the same frequency.
If you have ever pushed someone on a swing you know how easy it is to
push the swing at its natural frequency and how difficult it is to try to push
the swing either out of phase with its natural motion or at a different fre
quency. In the case of an oscillating permanent dipole, the "push" is
achieved by, say, the repulsion between the net negative charge on one
end of the molecule and the "negative sign" of the electric field of the
light wave. If the frequencies of the light and the vibrations are not the
same, this resonance energy transfer does not occur. The absorption of
energy from the light wave by the oscillating permanent dipole is a molec
ular explanation of ir spectroscopy.

If a molecule is placed in an electric field, E, a dipole moment, /lind' is
induced in the molecule because the nuclei are attracted toward the negative
pole of the field, and the electrons are attracted the opposite way. The
induced dipole is proportional to the field strength, the proportionality
constant, a, being called the polarizability of the molecule.

~ow we come to a classical explanation of the Raman process. Consider
~ lIght wave whose electric field oscillates at a certain point in space accord
mg to the equation

, 'i

99

'-..-F

F~:;/,F

F..........
H H
\ /
c=c

/ \
H H

Vibrational spectroscopy

H
F-C/
~H

H
• I- • I-

fL(Debye) 1.81 1.85 no p,ermanent dipole moment

Fig. 3-4. Dipole moments of some small molecules.

E = eo cos2nvt (3-3)

where Eo is the maximum value of the field, v is the frequency, and t is time.
The induced dipole moment of a molecule in this oscillating field is obtained
from eqs. 3-2 and 3-3:

/lind = iXEocos2nvt (3-4)

But a is a molecular property whose magnitude should vary as the molecule
osc~ll.ates. The polarizability of a bond stretched 0.1 A from its equilibrium
posItIon ought t? be different from the polarizability of that same bond
compressed 0.1 A from the equilibrium position. Hence a will vary at the
natural vibrational frequency of the bond:

a = iXo + (Aa)cos2nvot (3-5)

where ao is the equilibrium polarizability, Aa i:; its maximum variation
and Vo is the natural vibrational frequency. Putting eq. 3-5 into eq. 3-4, ,

/lind = [ao + (Aa)cos2nvot][Eocos2nvt] (3-6)

which can be rearranged to

/lind = aoEocos2nvt + (1/2)AaEo [COS 2n(v + vo)t + cos2n(v - vo)t]
- --_..._--

---- (3-7)

i
!

I
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/lind = aE (3-2)
Fig. 3-5. Polarizabilities of some representative species.

The dimensions of a are /lIE = charge . lengthI (chargellength2 ) = length3
o

= volume. Typical a values are in units of cubic Angstroms. All atoms and
molecules will have non-zero polarizability even if they have no permanent
dipole moment (Fig. 3-5).

He

a (A• 3) 0.203 1.72

H
F-C/

~H
3.84 H

H H
\ /
C=C

/ \
H H

4.5
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because cosO cos¢! (1/2) [cos(O + (/i) + cos(O - q»J. E4uation 3-7 pre
dicts that the induced dipole moment will oscillate with components of

fl"C4uency v, v + v"' and v - \'0' The oscillating electric dipole radiates
electromagnetic waves of fre4uency v (Rayleigh scattering), v - va (Stokes

radiation) and v + va (anti-Stokes radiation). This simple model serves to

rationalize Raman scattering on a molecular level. t Fig. 3-6. The rigid rotor.

m
2

Center
of Mass

(V))
/Il 1 /Il 2---- ..~-~._- --

/Il] + /Il 2
II

111 1 111 2 .2
--- -- I

e
/Il] + /Il 2

fl2
E = -... J (J + I)

J 21"

1 =

where

The quantity II is called the reduced /Ilass and should not be confused with
the dipole moment which has the same symbol.

The 4uantum mechanical treatment of the rigid rotor (Section 3-3-D)
leads to the important result that the molecule can only rotate with discrete

•
energIes:

about the center of mass defined such that 111 1 r l = nl
2

1'2' The IIIOlllenl o(

inerlia of a system is defined as 1 = L: lII i r? where ri is the distance or mass
I

m i from the center of mass. For diatomic molecules,

f.

H H

H H

b.

e.

H H

'C-c l
1-\
H H

0,

'H I
H

~H 0 F--

H H
I "-

d.

Problems

3-2. In order that a molecular vibration may give rise to ir absorption, the dipole
moment of the molecule must change during the vibration. Which of the

following molecular vibrations can result in ir absorption"

We will often write a bar over a symbol in this chapter to cll1phasi/e that

its units are wave numbers. Thus the number Bin eq. 3-10 has units or
joules but the number B would have units of cm 1

Here EJ is the energy of the Jth rotational energy level, and J is the rola

tional quantum number with integer values 0, I, 2, 3, .... In spectroscopy

we often refer to "energy" and "fre4uency" in wave number (cm -I) units.

To convert a true energy in joules to wave numbers in cm - I, we divide by
100hc: t

(In parts e and f the symbol H denotes bond stretching and >--< denotes bond

compression.)

3-3. Diatomic Molecules

The vibrational spectra of diatomic molecules illustrate most of the funda

mental principles which apply to complicated polyatomic molecules. Since

ir radiation will generally excite not only molecular vibrations but also

rotations, we will need models for both rotation and vibration of diatomic

molecules in order to analyze their spectra.
A. Rolalion. For the simplest model of a rotating diatomic molecule,

suppose the two nuclei are simply fixed at their equilibrium separation, r e

(Fig. 3-6). If the nuclei have masses In 1 and /Il2' the molecule will rotate

E, BJ (.I + I)

E (joules)
:------=- ~- -- -

h (joule-s)' c (m/s)' 100 (cm/m)
.~ E (cm - I )

(3-10)

(3-1 I)

tThis phenomenon was predicted by A. Smekal five years before it was observed by c.v.
Raman in 1928. For his discovery, Raman received the Nobel Prize in 1930.

tOld folks, used to cgs units, will wince at the factor of 100 in eq. 3-11. We apologize "or this,
but it is an unavoidable consequence of using SI units for calculations whieh must finall\' he
converted 10 units of cm - I.
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(3-15)

(3-16)

83.06

103.75
124.39
144.98
165.50

185.94
20630

226.55

_. -

veale ~ 2E(} + I) - 4f)(.J + I)'
- -

(8 = 10.395, f) = 0.0004 em I)

82.72

103.40

124.08
144.76

165.44
186.12

206.80
227.48

Vihrational spectroscopy

Ii cale = 2B () + I)
(with B = 10.34 em -')

EJ = BJ (J + I) - DJ2 (J + IF

AE = B(J + I) (J + 2) - B(J) (J + I)
= 2B(J + I)

83.03
104.1

124.30
145.03
165.51

185.86
206.38
226.50

- --_._------- ._----_._------ - ---

Prcdict the positions in cm -I of thc first threc absorption bands in the rota
tional spectrum of 14Nz (re = 1.094 A, mass = 14.00 a.u.) and I H

2
(I'.. =,

0.7417 A, mass = 1.008 a.u.) using the rigid rotor model.

The microwave spectrum of 79Br l9 F exhibits a serics of absorptions 0.714
cm-

I
apart. Using the masses 7QBr = 78.92 a.u. and I'll" = 19.00 a.ll.,

calculate reo

Problems

3--+4

4 --+ 5

5--+6

6--+7
7 --+ 8
8 --+ 9
9 --+ 10

10--+11

The selection rules for the rigid rotor tell us tha t the transitIons we may
expect to see in the rotational absorption spectrum correspond to J ---+

J + I. Other transitions, such as J ---+ J + 2 are "forbidden" and will be
very weak. The energy difference between levels J and J + I is

That is, each absorption in the spectrum is separated from its neighbors by
the energy 2B for a diatomic molecule.

Real molecules do not behave as rigid rotors, though the approximation
is good. A model for a nonrigid rotor assumes that the bond length in
creases as the rate of rotation of the molecule increases, i.e., as J increases.
Such a model leads to an expression like eq. 3-16 for the energy levels.

D is called the centrifugal distortion constant because it is a measure of
the increased bond length resulting from the rotation of the molecule. The

application of equations 3-10 and 3-16 to HCI is compared in Table 3-2.

Table 3-2. Comparison of Rigid Rotor and Nonrigid Rotor Models for the
Rotational Energies of Hc!a

Transition
}--+}+I

'From G. Herzberg, Spectra oIDiatami(" Mo/eculeJ, Van Nostrand Reinhold. N.Y .. 19.\0.

3-3.

3-4.

I

I

(3-14)

(3-13)

(3-12)

2B

4B

6B

8B

lOB

6.856
- 6.022 x 1026

16
0

15.995

o
3.9

11.6

23.2

38.6

•
1.128A

12
C

12.000

}(J + I)

o
2

6

12

20

Symmetry and spectroscopy

mass

Rotational Energies of 12C160 Calculated with Eq. 3-14

liE(J --+ } + I)}

o
I

2

3

4

1= w/ = (1.138 x 10- 26 ) (1.128 X 10- 1
°)2

= 1.449 X 10- 46 kg m2

Table 3-1.

and the possible rotational energies will be

(1.055 x 1O- 34 kgm 2 s- 1 y J(J+ I)
2(1.449 x 10 46 kg m 2

)

= 3.84 x 10- 23 J(J + I)joule

= 1.93 J(J + I) cm- 1

The calculated values of the energy levels of carbon monoxi?e are shown in

Table 3-1. This energy must be kinetic as we have. ~ot IOtroduced any

potential energy in our rigid rotor model. For a transItion from the J - I
to the J = 2 levels, CO must absorb a photon of wav~ number 11.6 - 3.9
- 7 7 m -1 This radiation is in the microwave portIOn of the spectru~
- . c . . ' r far Ir
(Fig. 0-1). Pure rotational spectroscopy IS generally mIcrowave 0

spectroscopy.

1.138 X 10- 26 kg

The number 6.022 x 1026 is Avogadro's number in SI units. The moment

of inertia is

. I . I' 12C160As an illustration of eq. 3-10, let's find the rotatlOna energIes 0

(Fig. 3-7). The reduced mass is

_ (12.000)(15.995) = 6.856 a.u.
J1 - 12.000 + 15.995

Fig. 3-7. The dimensions of IZC160.
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Fig. 3-8. A model for the vibration of a diatomic molecule. An oscillator which

obeys Hooke's Law is said to be a harmonic oscillator.

v= I
V- V=4

h
t

r v=3
Jw
L

v=2

i v=1
h~

I + =0-rfc., V-

t
V

re r ~

Harmonic oscillator potential well and energy levels.Fig. 3-9.

we c~n calculate the force constant of the chemical bond A list of . 'I

data IS presented in Tabl 33Th . . . sue 1

table will b d' . e -. e precIse meanll1g of the constants in this

e ~scussed 111 the next section. But you should notice tha t the

t
bhonlds we conSIder to be the strongest (such as the triple bond of N ) have

e argest force constants. 2

(3-17)

I-.· r,'--__.,

restoring force = f = - kq

"--- ._-- _._-----

B. The Harmonic Oscillator. As a simple model for the vibration of a

diatomic molecule (Fig. 3-8), suppose the bond between the two nuclei

behaves as a spring which obeys Hooke's Law:

The constant, k, is called the force constant. The SI unit of k is newtons

per meter, which is 100 times smaller than the most commonly encountered
o

unit, millidyne per Angstrom. The vibrational coordinate, r - re will be

called q. The potential energy is then

The quantum mechanical treatment of the harmonic oscillator (Section

3-3-0) tells us that the molecule can have only discrete vibrational energy

levels characterized by the quantum number v:

v can have the values 0, I, 2, 3.... In the lowest vibrational state (v = 0),

the molecule still has the zero point energy, Eo = (1/2)hw. This is different

from the rotational energy levels, whose zero point energy is zero. According

to the harmonic oscillator model, a diatomic molecule has equally spaced

vibrational energy levels starting (1/2) hw from the bottom of the potential

well with spacings between the levels equal to hw (Fig. 3-9). The vibrational

spectra of diatomic molecules usually result from excitation from the v = 0

to the lJ = I energy levels. This gives us the value L\. E = hw from which

. _._.._--_._- -- - --_._.-..-----

,

./
. , "

Table 3-3. Vibrational Constants of Diatomic Molecules
-------

Fundamental

Frequency Bond Enthalpyd
Molecule (em-') (J)e(cm - l)b w"xt>(cm -·l)b

Free Encrgyd
k.(N m-')" kllmol kcal/mol kJ Imol kca1/mol

H, 4159.5 4395.3 117.90 573.4
0, 2990.3

43(, 104.2 406 97.2
3118.5 64.10 576.9

HF 3958.4 4138.52 90.069 965.5
HCI 2885.7

563 134.6 533 127.5
2988.90 51.60 515.74 432

HBr 2559.2
103.2 404 96.5

2649.67 45.21 411.6 366
HI 2230.0

87.5 339 RIO
2309.5 39.73 314.1

CO 2143.3 2170.21
299 71.4 272 65.0

13.461 1902
NO 1876.1 1904.03

1076 257.3 1040 248.6
13.97 1594 630

F, 892
150.5 599 143. I

CI, 556.9
440 153 366 119 28.4

564.9 4.0
79Br81 Br 321

328.6 243 58.0 21 I 50.4
323.2 1.07 245.8 193

I, 213.4 214.57
46.1 162 38.6

0.6127 172.1
a, 1556.2

151 36.1 121 2R.9
1580.361 12.0730

N,
1177 495 118.4 460

2330.7
110.0

2359.61 14.456 2297
Li 2 346.3 351.44

945 225.9 911 2177
2.592

Na, 157.8
25.5 11 I 26.5 86.9 20.8

159.23 0.726
KCI

17.2 75.3 18.0
278 280

52.3 12.5
0.9 85.9 427 102.1 402 96.0

• Data refer to the most abundant isotope of eahI' - -- ------

"Y'I f -- - c e ement.
a ues 0 w" and (p)"X e , defined in Section 3-3-C we

Reinhold, N.Y., 1950. ' re taken from G. Herzberg, Spectra of Diatumi(' Mo{ccull's Va N . j

'h' I
' n oslretn(

'" IS ell eulated from (j)" using the relation k = 200 ,- 2" _

;;3f~r~/onstant is mdynej~. The SI unit, N~wto~jm~~;;~~~'1~.~~ ~J' (j~wasj.:ced ins,tead of (I), .. The almost unlvcr~al tltllt

. m = 5.734 mdynejA. . m yne . The loree constant for H for exam I .,

<lBo d II I .
2' r e, IS

n en 1a pIes and free energies were taken from H.A Bent T > • •

. ,Iu Sctond Law, Oxford Umversity Press, N.Y., 1965,

(3-19)

(3-20)

(3-18)

+ kqdq

1/2)!!"-JKJj1 - (v + 1/2)hw
2n

--_ ..._.__ .

v = (l/2)kq 2

dV = -fdq
._._.._------,

Ev = (v +

where
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Fig. 3-10. The Morse potential (solid line) and harmonic oscillator potential (dashed
line) which best describe the vibrational states of HBr. The parameters used are:
De = 31,590cm- l , f3 = 1.811,.\-1, k = I03,600cm- l 1\-2, 'e = 1.414A, uje =

2649.67 cm- l , and WeXe = 45.21 cm- l .

(Remember that a bar over a symbol implies units ofem -1 and an expression

for the energy in joules would be analogous to eq. 3-19. That is, W = w/100c.)

We and X e may be considered to be experimentally determined constants from
which f3 and De can be derived, as shown in Section 3-3-D.

Transitions from the ground state (v = 0) to higher energy levels will
involve the energies

LiE = Ev - Eo = WeV - WeXeV(V + I) (3-23)

The transition from the v = 0 to the v = 1 state is called the fundamental
transition. The transition v = 0 --+ v = 2 is the first overtone. The transition

v = 0 --+ v = 3 is the second overtone, etc. Table 3-4 illustrates the advantage
of the anharmonic oscillator model over the harmonic oscillator in fitting
the energies of the vibrational levels of HCI. The harmonic oscillator model

predicts equally spaced overtones when, in fact, the vibrational spacing
decreases with increasing values of v. As shown in Fig. 3-10, the true dis-

Q!.s.!..o~atiQ!!_En!rgJ___._------ ---
30,000 H-Br V= De [,-€13(r- r.)J 2

.' ..
I ,
I •,
1 ,,
I

,
1

,
2 1

,,
v=i kCr-ret/\ ,

•,
D. Do1 ,

~

1 ,-'e , ,, ,u- , ,
> I V=!l, ,, ,

I V=410,00 , ,
I, V=3, ,
I ,,

v=2, I, ,,
v=1I I

I
v=o--------- -- --

1.0 re r (A)2.0 3.0
•

(3-22)

(3-21)

(b)

Problems

Calculate the force constants of H 2 and D 2 using the v = 0 -+ v = I funda
mental absorption frequencies listed in Table 3-3 while assuming the harmOlliC

oscillator model. .
The Pt complex, a, shows an infrared band at 822 cm -1 that has been attnbuted
to an oxygen-oxygen stretching mode. This seems to be a mode m which t~e

two oxygen atoms just move away from each other and Pt-O stretchmg IS

insignificant. If you approximate the 0-0 unit as a harmonic oscillator, where
would you expect the lBO-substituted compound, b, to absorb? (The band
in b is observed within 2 cm -1 of this value, which is rather fortuitous m view

of our severe approximation.)

De is the depth of the potential well and f3 is a measure of the curvature at
the bottom of the well. When the Morse potential is used to calculate the

allowed energy levels of the system (Section 3-3-0), we find

The quantity We is nearly the same as W of the harmonic oscillator and. the
second term, containing the quantity WeX e, is a small anharmonic correctIon.

C. The Anharmonic Oscillator. The parabolic potential well in Fig. 3-9

is actually a pretty poor representation of the force felt by diatomic molecules.

A real molecule ought to have an asymmetric potential well. As q decreases
the nuclei come together and repel each other. This repulsion grows very

strong at small values of q. On the other hand, as q gets bigger the re~toring

force eventually levels off and the molecule dissociates. Such a potentIal well

is shown in Fig. 3-10.
An analytical function which has this shape in the region of interest for

real molecules is the Morse potential. This purely empirical function has the

form

3-6.

3-5.
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Table 3-4. Observed Vibrational Energies of HCI and Those Calculated Using the
Harmonic and Anharmonic Oscillator Models'

not generally practical. So we ordinarily content ourselves with simple k
values.

It is tempting to say that a large value of the force constant indicates a
large value of the dissociation energy, Do. FigUle 3-1 I shows a plot of the
bond enthalpies of the molecules in Table 3-3 us. their force constants. You
can see that there is a gross correlation between the force constant and
bond energy, but it is no better than just a gross correlation. For a series
of closely related compounds, such as HI, HBr, HCl and HF (shown hy
squares), there is a fairly smooth correlation.

109Vibrat ional spectroscopy

Anharmonic
oscillator

Harmonic
oscillator

DescriptionTransition

_.------_..-
:;;Olll ~.M-. Bar~ow, Introduction to Molecular Spectroscopy, McGraw-Hill, N.Y., 1962.

Problems

, ,

(3-25)

D. The Quantum Mechanics of Vihration and Rotation. As a model for
the quantum mechanical treatment of the motion', of a diatomic molecule.
we consider the molecule to consist of two atoms of masses m 1 and m

2
separated by the (variable) distance r, as in Fig. 3-12. The potential energy
does not depend on where the molecule is in space, but only on the inter
nuclear separation. The Schrodinger equation for this two-particle problem
will have a kinetic energy tenn (-h 2 /2mJ Vi

2 for each atom and a single
potential energy term:

02 32 32

where V2 = + + ./, is the total wave function for motionI ;"l 2 ;"l 2 :]_ 2 ' '1'1'
UXi UYi GL.i

of the two particles in space, and £1' is the total energy or translation,
vibration, and rotation.

3-7. Calculate the energies (in em - 1) of the fundamental and first three overtones
of N z using the anharmonic constants in Table 3-3. Compare these values to
those predicted by the harmonic oscillator model using OJ = 2330.7 cm- 1

3-8. The radius of curvature, p, of a function y = j(x) is given by

'p = [I + (dy/dx)2pIZ/(d2 y/dx 2 )

I Evaluate the radius of curvature of the harmonic oscillator and Morse poten
tials at their minima. If the best values of k, De, and f3 are such that each curve
has the same curvature at the minimum, what is the relation of k to De and fJ?
(This is, in fact, the relation obtained from the ~;olutions of the Schrodinger
equations for the harmonic and anharmonic oscillators. See Section 3-3-/).)

(3-24)

20

NO-

co.

force constant for some diatomic molecules.

5 10 15

Ke (N nil X10-
2

)

1000

-0
c:
o
co 200

i:;: 600-o
.c-c:
W 400

~-.-o
E
~ 800
~

Fig. 3-11. Plot of bond enthalpy V.I'.

I f - b related to k the anharmonic force constant.The va ue 0 We can e e' b . d
In theory, ke is a better representation of the bond ~orce than k 0 ta~ned
from the harmonic oscillator model. As a companson, ~(HCI) denve
from eq. 3-20 is 480 N/m while k/HCI) calculated fr~m w: IS 520 N/m. ~o
get values of W for polyatomic molecules requires VibratIOnal frequencI~s

of isotopically ;ubstituted molecules or the observation of overtones and IS

of the molecule is not D" but rather, De minus thesociation energy, Do'
zero point energy:

Do = De
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(3-29)

(3-30)

(3-31)
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sin 0 de
---c
d
-
O
'

z

+ V(x,y,z) ." = E ./,0/ rv rvo/ rv
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I
I
I
I
Im, I
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+ Rif> ~
sin edO

2 dR
r

dr

Polar coordinates for treatment of a diatomic molecule,

eif>~
dr

ljJ vib ljJ rot

, "-~v-~

z = r cos e

Fig. 3-13.

_ h
2

[
a2 t/Jt a

2t/Jt a
2t/JtJ

2M aX2 + ayz + aZ 2

h2

2/l

Eq~ation 3-28 .is th~ equation of motion of the molecule in free space and
we Will not c~nslder It further except to say that the translational energies
are not .quantlzed. Equation 3-29 describes the motion of the molecule in
a c~ordlllate system fixed at atom number 1. This equation is most con
~elll~ntly solved by transforming it into spherical polar coordinates defined
III Fig. 3-13, in which '

x = r sin ecos ¢

Y = r sin e sin ¢

d, = dx dy dz = r2 sin edr dO d¢

\72 = ~ ~ r2 ~ I a ( a
2 a +. - sin O-

r r ar r2 Sill 0 ao ao

Writing t/Jrv in the form

+ V(r)R e if> = Erv R e if>

i/trv = R(r)e(O)if>(¢)

eq. 3-29 can be rewritten as

(3-27)

(3-26)

+ V(x,y,z) = E T

--- -- -- -- - - --- - - -- - ---¥

y = m1Yl + m 2Y2
m1 + m2

z = m1z1 + m2 z2

m 1 + m 2

where M = m
1

+ m
2

and /l is the reduced mass. Since the first term depends
only on the coordinates X, Y, and Z and the next two terms depend only on x,
Y, and z, the first term must equal a constant and the second two terms
together must equal a constant. Further, the sum of these two constants
must be E

T
• We can therefore rewrite eq. 3-27 as two independent equations,

the first of which describes translation and the second of which describes

rotation and vibration:

into eq. 3-25. Assuming t/JT = t/Jtt/Jrv, where t/Jt is the translational wave
function and t/Jrv is the wave function for rotation and vibration, it is possible

to rearrange eq. 3-25 to the form

It is desirable to eliminate translation of the entire molecule through

space by transforming to center-of-mass coordinates by introducing the

substi tutions

Fig. 3-12. Cartesian coordinates for treatment of a diatomic molecule.

110
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we can write

(..1-40)()rY]R

(21/321t)'/2 sin () (5 cos 2 Ii - I) cos 'f!
(2IiJ2;r)t'2 sin () (5 cos 2 II - I) sin 1>
(I05/1G,,)'/2 sin 2 () cos Ii cos 2,/,
(105/1(m)'i2 sin 2 () cos II sin 21>
(35/32n) 112 sin' Ii cos 3(/,
(35/32njt'2 sin' Ii sin 3,/,

- (1/2)k(rI)R +

Table 3-5. The Spherical Harmonics

(63/16,,)1/2 (j cosJ (} - cos IJ)

(21/64,,)1/2 sin () (5 cos2 () _ I) ~±i,j>

(105/32,,)'/2 sin 2 () cos () ~±2i1>

o
+1

+ 2

+ 3

J ill Imaginary Wave Function Altentative Real Wave Functions

0 0 (1/4,,)1/2
I 0 (3/4"p/2 cos ()
I + 1 (3/8,,)1/2 sin () ~'i'P (3/4,,) 1/2 sin (J cos 1>

(3/4,,) 1/2 sin (J sin 1>
2 0 (5/16,,)1/2 (3 cos2 (J - I )
2 + 1 (15/8,,)1/2 sin (J cos () e+ i</> (15/4,,)'/2 sin () cos () cos 1>

(15/4,,)112 sin () cos () sin 1>
2 + 2 (15;32")1/2 sin 2 () ~± ".j> (15/16Jt) I 12 sin 2 Ii cos 2,/,

(15/16,,)'/2 sin 2 () sin 21>
3
3

3

3

d (r1dR) -.1(.1 +
dl' dl'

two differential equations t Rather, we will just state the results. The e
equation, 3-38, is satisfied by functions of cos 0 called Legendre polyno/llials.

It is found that J must have an integer value (0, I, 2, 3, ... ) and that lor a

given value of .1, m can only assume the values 0, + I, + 2, ... + .1. The
prod ucts e (e) rp(¢), which are the rotational wavcfililcI ions for the dia tomic

molecule, are known as spherical harmonics and some are listed in Table 3-5.

If you are familiar with the quantum mechanical treatment of the hydrogen

atom, you will recognize the spherical harmonics as the angular parts of
the hydrogen atomic orbitals.

The rotational wave functions, t/Jrol = e rp, arose in a natural way by

separating the original Schrodinger equation, 3-25, into translational,
rotational, and vibrational parts. Since neither e nor qJ depends on the form

of VCr), the rotational wave functions will be the same regardless of the

model we choose for vibration of the molecule. We first sketch the treatment

of the harmonic oscillator and then of the anharmonic oscillator.

In the harmonic oscillator model, V(r) = (1/2lk(r - reF (Fig. ..1-1\)
and eq. 3-39 becomes

'The general method of solution of eqs. 3-3~ and .1-39 can he found ttl I-B_ lIi1dehrand.
AdUJllced CO/Cli/liS .fo/' AI'/'!icoliolls. Prentice-Hall. Englcwolld Clilfs. N ..I .. 196.'. ('haptcr 4.

Specific details of these solutions appear in any of the advanced lJuantulll mcchanics lexts
listed at the end of Chapter Two.

(3-38)

(3-39)

(3-35)

(3-34)

(3-33)

m 2

sin2 0
(3-37)

I !!.- (sin ede \ _
+ e sin ede de )

I d (. de) .'.11
2

e + J(J + I) e = 0
sinO do Sll1 0 dO sin 2 e

!!. (r2 dR) _ .1(J + I)R + 2~l~~ [Erl' - V(r)]R = 0
ilr dr 1

It is beyond the scope of this text to detail the method of solution of these

I d ( .2 ~/R) + 2w
2

[E - VCr)]
R (h~ I dr li2 rv

=0

In this equation, the first two terms and the last two must separately e;ual

constants. With some foresight we will call the first constant J(J + I) and

. rp _ Aim</> + Be - im</> , whereE uation 3-34 has solutions of the form m - e .
Aqand B a;e constants. The condition that the wave function be smgle valued

requires that rpm(¢) = rpm(¢ + 2IT):
2 )

B
-im(</> + 2IT)

Ae im</> + Be -m,</> = AI' im(</> + n + I'

== A e im<p e Im2rr + Be -- im<fJ e - im2rr

., 'bl I'f ,+im2IT - I which says that m must be an integer.This IS POSSI e on y I ( -,

We can rewrite the wave function in the form

qJ = I c im </> (3-36)
m J2ir

if we allow m the values 0, + I, + 2, + 3, ... The value of A (= IIJ'Er.) was

obtained by normalizing the function. .
b t t t - m 2 for the third termWe now return to eq. 3-33 in which we su s I u e

and divide each term by sin2 e:

2W~ sin
2 Q [E _ VCr)] = 0+ ---- rv

li2

in which the term in rp is independent of the other terms and must therefore

be equal to a constant.
h · t t - m2 we can writeNot so arbitrarily calling t IS cons an ,

I (J2rp 2
= -m

rp d¢2

Rearrangement yields the equation

~in~(} __~ (r 2 dR ) + sin e~l (Sin ede
) + ~ ~¢;

R dr dr e dO dO
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~hW

l~hw
E

Fig. 3-14. Wave functions (left) and probability distributions (right) for the
harmonic oscillator.
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(3-42)

(3-41)", = N H - .q2/2
If v v ve

Symmetly and spectroscopy

1/J o = (rx/nF/4e- .q'/2

1/J 1 = (4rx 3 /nF/4 qe- .q
2
/2

1/J
2

= (rx/4n)li4(2 rxq2 - I)e- .q2/2

1/J 3 = (rx 3 /9n)J!4(2rxq3 - 3q)e-·qlI2

Some of the vibrational wave functions of the harmonic oscillator are
shown in Fig. 3-14. These functions have the same qualitative behavior as
the solutions of the particle in a box (Section 2-4-A). In particular, for even
values of v, 1/Jv is an even function of q and for odd values of v, 1/Jv is an
odd function of q. These properties will be important in the discussion of
the selection rules in Section 3-6.

The energy levels of the harmonic oscillator are found to be

where N v is a normalization constant, H v is the vth Hermite polynomial,
rx = J /lk/h, and v is the vibrational quantum number. Specifically, the first
four vibrational wave functions are

This equation is satisfied to a very good approximation by functions of q
(= r - re) which are products of an exponential term and a polynomial
known as a Hermite polynomial. These functions have the general form

114

Eu = (v + 1/2)hw + BJ(J + I) - DJ2 (J + 1)2 (3-43)
i '. _. -

,
•

(3-46)

•
\

'. .-, 1
-', ~

•,

", .'" ..

• •
". 1, '"

hWex =--"-
e 4D

e

D

where

h2 h2

Be = -= ~~
21 2We2

_ 3nh 3 We 1 1rxe
2/lr/ De [3re [32 r/

Equation 3-45 contains something new and useful. The first two terms we
hav.e already stated give the vibrational energies of the anharmonic
OSCillator. The second two terms we have already seen in connection with
rotational energies. But the last term is new and represents an interaction
between vibration and rotation. We will make use of this term in our
treat~ent of the infrared spectrum of CO in Section 3-3-F. Using the
relatIOns 3-4?, we can, in principle, use the experimental values of We and

X e to determme the molecular dissociation energy. In practice, dissociation

(3-44)

DJ2(J + 1)2
(3-45)

E,..J = (v + 1/2)hwe - (v + 1/2)2hwex e + BeJ(J + I)

- rxe(v + 1/2)J(1 + 1)

W = (l /2n) JK{i1
B = h2/21 = h2 /2W/
D = h4 /8n 2 w 2 J3 = B2 /2n 2 w 2 I

This is just the sum of the energies of rotation and vibration given previously
in eqs. 3-16 and 3-19. But now we can relate Band D to molecular properties.

A more important problem is to consider the case where VCr) in eq. 3-39
is the Morse potential, eq. 3-21. We will not detail the wave functions in
this rather complicated problem, but will state that to a good approximation
the energy levels take the form t

where

tIn eg. 3-45 we use the subscript e on B, and rt, to emphasize that these constants correspond
to r = r" the value of r at the minimum of the potential well. In many texts, the constant D
also is written with a subscript e but we avoid this since the symbol D, has already been used
for the depth of the Morse potential well.
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(3-47)

(3-48)

(3-49)
= gj e--I!E/kT

gi
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n· e -E)kT -I!E/kT
::1- =en. - e -E,jkT,

3-9. Verify that ifo of the harmonic oscillator, eq 3-42, is normalized by showing
that S"',nifo*ifodq = 1. Note that J"'",e- ax2 dx = (1/2)Jn/a.

3-10. Verify that ifo and if, of the harmonic oscillator are orthogonal. That is,
show that r"", if0 *if, dq = O.

3-11. Calculate the values of (q), (q2), (p), (p2) and the product O"qO"p (eq. 2-44)
for the harmonic oscillator in the v = 2 state (ef Problem 2-23).

o3-12. Calculate the value of the constant D (eq. 3-46) for H35 CI (r
e

= 1.2746 A)
and compare your answer to the experimental value 0.0004 cm - I.

oscillator in which the average value of r is always reo This skewing of the
wave functions and probability distributions in the anharmonic oscillator
is the source of the last term in the energy expression, eq. 3-45, and has
significant physical consequences which will be discussed in Section 3-3-F.

Problems

E. The Population of Energy Levels. The Maxwell-Boltzmann distribu
tion law states that if molecules in thermal equilibrium occupy two states of

energy Ei and Ej (Fig. 3-16[a]), the relative populations of molecules
occupying these states will be

Here ni and nj are the number of molecules in each state, k is Boltzmann's
constant, al\d T is the temperature (Kelvin). This applies to the case where
there is just one state of energy Ei and one of energy E

j
. Suppose instead

that there are two states of energy E; (Fig. 3-16[b]). The distribution law
will have an additional factor of 2 in the denominator:

In such a case the lower state is said to be doubly degenerate. In general,
for two states of degeneracies gi and gj,

Let's look at the relative populations of the vibrational energy levels

of diatomic molecules. We are interested in the relative populations of the

Symmetry and spectroscopy

. f some vibrational states of an excited
Fig. 3-15. Anharmonic wave functIOns ~ l"d H M James and R.D. Present
electronic state of Hz calculated by A.S. 00 1 ge, ., ,
(1. Chern. Phys., 4, 193 [1936]).

I 16

. • >' • anner are not in very close agreement with
energies obtamed m this m d' t means This should alert you. . '. btained by more Irec .
diSSOCiatIOn energies 0 '. I . tty good approximation
to the fact that although the Morse potent13 IS a pre

. . b means perfect.
of the intramolecular force, It IS ~ no h:" oscillator an excited

The wave functions for one particular an armonlhc f ~ctions and
. Fi 3-15 In general, t e wave u

state of Hz,· are shown m g. . , have reater magnitude
probability distributions are ske:~d s~c~~~~ts~~~~Ching.~his is reasonable
on the side of the well corr.esp?n mg dO I,t' t the harmonic potential

M tentlal IS skewe re a Ive 0 .
~ecause the , orse po (Fi. 3-10). This skewing toward increasm~ q
m Just the same manner. g , , ration increases with increasmg
implies that the average mternuclear sepa h' for the harmonic
value of the quantum number v. Such is not t e case
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Fig. 3-16. (a) Two nondegenerate energy levels separated by the energy !'I.E. (b) Same
as (a) except the lower state is doubly degenerate.
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Fig. 3-17.

Table 3-6. Populations of the L V'b'
Molecules owest I ratIOnally Excited State for S D' ,ome latomlC

(3-51 )

(3-50)

(b)

e
-(v + j)hwlkT

-vhwjkT

e (jlh,olkT = e

E· E·
J J

AE
E· E

I I
(a)

This function does not decrease monotonically, but rather, rises to a

maximum. This is because the exponential part decreases, but the degen-

vth state and the ground state. The relevant distribution, assuming that
the molecule behaves as a harmonic oscillator, is

The vibrational states are not degenerate so gv = go = I. Putting actual
values of ()) into eq. 3-50 shows that for all but the molecules of smallest
vibrational frequency the population of any level above the ground state
is nil at 300 K (Table 3-6 and Fig. 3-17). Further, the populations of
successively higher levels decrease exponentially.

In Section 3-2-A it was stated that the Stokes lines of the Raman spectrum
are much more intense than the anti-Stokes lines. The reason for this is
simply that Stokes lines originate from the v = 0 level while anti-Stokes
lines originate from the v = I level. Therefore only for the lowest vibra
tional energies will there be any significant population of the v = I level
to give rise to anti-Stokes lines.

The population of rotational levels is another matter altogether. Two
factors cause the first few rotational levels of most molecules to be well
populated. One is that the values of t1E are much smaller than those for
vibrational energy levels. The other is that the rotational levels are degen

erate. For each value of J, the rotational quantum number, there are
2J + I wave functions since m = 0, + I, + 2, ... + J (Section 3-3-D). The
J th rotational level is therefore (2J + I)-fold degenerate. This means, for
example, that a molecule in the fourth rotational energy level can be in
any of 2(4) + 1 = 9 rotational states, each of the same energy. Hence
the populations of the rotational energy levels will be given by

nJ _ (2J + I)e-BJ(J + IllkT
= (2J + l)e- BJ(J + 1)lkT

no c:-:[2-c(-:cO-c)-+-----cl'::-je------'B"'O"'(O-'-+'I"lIk"'T~



Fig. 3-18. Relative thermal populations of the rotational energy levels of CO at
300 K.

eracy factor, 2J + I, increases with J. The relative populat~ons of the

rotational levels of CO at 300 K are shown in Fig. 3-18. For this molecule,
the J = 7 level has the greatest population.

12 !

(3-52)

Vibrational spectroscopy

- -
Ej = BJ(J + I)

F. Analysis of the Carbon Monoxide Spectrum. Before taking the
great plunge into the world of polyatomic molecules, we will try to analyze
the rotational-vibrational spectrum of CO. The spectrum of CO in solution
is not very interesting since it just shows a broad band for the v = 0 ->

v = I transition at about 2150 cm -1. The effect of the frequent molecular

collisions in solution, as well as a variety of intermolecular interactions,
is to create a near continuum of very slightly different molecular species
(differing, say, in geometry or the arrangement of nearby solvent molecules).

The result is a broadening of the absorption bands such that rotational
fine structure is generally not seen for liquid or solid samples. However,
Fig. 3-19 shows the beautiful structure of the 2150 em-I band of CO in

the gas phase. What we see are two sets of absorptions called the P and
R branches. The center of the spectrum (which is called the Q branch
when present) is blank. This appearance is determined by the selection
rules which govern the possible transitions. The small peaks which overlap

the P branch in Fig. 3-19 are due to the I /;' natural abundance of 13 C' 6 O .
We will examine the CO spectrum in detail and extract information about

the bond distance in the ground and first excited states, as well as at the
minimum of the Morse potential well.

Let us assume that carbon monoxide has some asymmetric potential
well as shown in Fig. 3-20. Because of the asymmetry of the well, the

equilibrium internuclear separation in each vibrational state is different,
increasing slightly with v (Section 3-3-D, Fig. 3-15). For each value of v,
the molecule may be in many rotational levels. The rigid rotor model led
us to eq. 3-52 for the rotational energy levels.

20
J--.~
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where

Each molecule will be characterized by its v and J quantum numbers and
its total energy will be the sum of its vibrational and rotational energies:

Let's account for the anharmonicity by allowing the value of B to be dif

ferent for each vibrational level, since the value of r is changed. Hence,
we put subscripts on Band r:

Problems

3-13. If you wish to study the anti-Stokes portion of the Raman spect:um fO~ha
sample, should you heat or cool the sample to increase the mtenslty 0 e
spectrum? .

3-14. For which species will the v = 1 state have a greater populatIOn at thermal
equilibrium at 168 K: (a) 35Clz , (b) 35CJ37CI; (c) 3 7 Cl z ?

3-15. What is the value of kT in em -1 at 300 K? If state j is kT em -I above state
i. what is the value of nj/Il;, if gj = gj = I? 1

3-16. Which rotational state (J = ?) of N z (B = 2.01 cm - ) has the great.est
population at 500 K? At 100 K? This problem is best approached by findmg
an expression for dnj/dJ, setting it equal to zero to find the maXImum, and
rounding off to the nearest integer value of J at each temperature.

Ej = BvJ(J + I)
Bv = h/8007[2WI' 2 C

- -

E,.J = UJe(v + 1/2) - (VeXe (v + 1/2)2 + B"J(J + I)

(3-53)

(3-54)

(3-55)

(3-56)
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(3-57)

(3-58)

Av = + 1
AJ = +1

Vibrational spectroscopy

Fig. 3-20. Morse potential well showing the relation of r", r0' and r1 '

Since the infrared spectrum in Fig. 3-19 is that of the v = ° -+ v = 1
transition, all transitions are of the form (0, J) -+ (1, J + 1). This is illus
trated in Fig. 3-21. The center transition of the spectrum, which is not

observed for CO, corresponds to the (0,0) -+ (1,0) transition which violates
the AJ selection rule. The low energy transitions (the P branch) represent
the AJ = -I transitions, while the R branch corresponds to the AJ = + 1
transitions.

By simply subtracting the lower energy from the higher energy for each
vertical arrow in Fig. 3-21, it is possible to derive the following expressions.
For P and R transitions that start from the same J value in v = 0,

For example, a molecule with v = 1 and J = 2 will have the energy
(3j2)we - (9j4)w ex e + 6B1 in units of cm -1.

The ir selection rules for diatomic molecules, which we shall not derive
yet, state that in a transition from the state (v, J) to the state (v', .1') the
only allowable changes in the quantum numbers aret

t The Raman selection rules for diatomic molecules are A V = + 1 and AJ = 0 or + 2,
Diatomic molecules therefore exhibit rotational Raman fine structure with O(A J = ~ 2),
Q(AJ = 0), and S(AJ = + 2) branches,

r

I

0-1
1-2
2-3
3-4
4-5
5-6
6-7
7-8
8-9

10-11
11-12
12-13
13-14
14-15
15-16
16-17
17-"18
18-"19
19-"20

r-- Initial J Value

rFinal J Value

20-19

18-17
17-16
16-15
15-14
14-13
13-12
12-11
11-10

9-8
8-7
7-6

6-5
5-4
4-3
3-2
2-1
1-0

Transmittance •

2200-

2050-

2150 -

2100 -

ii (cni
l
)

Fig. 3-19. High resolution infrared spectrum of gaseous carbon monoxide,
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Fig. 3-21. Some energy levels and transitions of a rotating anharmonic oscillator.
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5 2165.6028 2123.7008 4281.6592 4240.1423
6 2169.1996 2119.6829 4285.0111 4235.9494
7 2172.7604 2115.6309 4288.2918 4231.6874
8 2176.2850 2111.5449 4291.5014 4227.3564
9 2179.7733 2107.4251 4294.6397 4222.9565

15 2199.9317 2082.0037 4311.9630 4195.1200
16 2203.1616 2077.6511 4314.5978 4190.2424
17 2206.3540 2073.2658 4317.1601 4185.2971
18 2209.5087 2068.8480 4319.6498 4180.2843
19 2212.6256 2064.3979 4322.0666 4175.2041

Table 3-7. Vacuum Wave Numbers for the Rotational Structure of the u = 0 -->

u = 1 and u = 0 --> u = 2 Bands of 12C'60"

,,
I

I

10 2183.2251 2103.2715 4297.7065 4218.4880
V=o 11 2186.6403 2099.0845 4300.7018 4213.9509

12 2190.0187 2094.8640 4303.6250 4209.3454
13 2193.3601 2090.6103 4306.4764 4204.6716
14 2196.6645 2086.3234 4309.2558 4199.9298

N It)

t t_ N
•

P Branch
•

R Branch
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•
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Energy J
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An R transition starting at (0, J) goes to (1, J + 1). A P transition starting at
(0, J + 2) goes to the same upper level, (1, J + I). For these transitions,

(3-59)

20
21
22
23
24

2215.7045
2218.7454
2221.7481
2224.7124
2227.6381

2059.9155
2055.4011
2050.8547
2046.2766
2041.6668

4324.4106
4326.6814
4328.8790
4331.0033
4333.0540

4170.0568
4164.8423
4159.5609
4154.2128
4148.7980

• Wave numbers listed in this table have been corrected for the index of refraction of the air and correspond to values which
would be observed in vacuo. Such correction is not necessary unless energies are measured to an accuracy of tenths of em-- I

or better. Data from K.N. Rao and C.W. Mathews, cds., Molecular Spectroscopy: Modern Research, Academic Press, N.Y.,
1972.

25 2230.5252 2037.0255 4335.0310 4143.3167
26 2233.3735 2032.3529 4336.9342

,

4137.7691 ' ,
..'

27 2236.1829 2027.6491 4338.7635
,

4132.1553
,, ',

; \ .
28 2238.9531 2022.9142 4340.5187 4126.4755

' "., ,

29
' ,

22416841 2018.1484 4342.1996 4120.7297
,

By plotting the left hand sides of eqs. 3-58 and 3-59 us. 2J + I and 2J + 3,
respectively, we obtain linear plots whose slopes are 2B 1 and 2Bo ' The
observed frequencies of the P and R branches of CO are given in Table
3-7. Using these data, one can obtain the values of B , and Bo as illustrated
in Fig. 3-22. The excellent linearity of this plot attests to the validity of the
simple rigid rotor model for rotation. We have made no use of the centri

fugal distortion term, DJ2(J + 1)2, in eq. 3-16.
Once we have B , and Bo' we can calculate values of r1 and r0 with eg.

3-55. In Section 3-3-D we found that the Morse potential led to the predic
tion that there will be an energy term that represents an interaction of

30 2244.3757 2013.3519 4343.8061 4114.9183
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(3-58')

(3-59')

Intercept (cm - 1 )

0.0180
0.0184
0.0180
0.0181

Slope (cm - I)

3.8070
3.8420
3.7720
3.8420

Equation
3-58
3-59
3-58'
3-59'

V R (1) - Vp(J) = 2B
2

(2J + I)

VR (J) - vp (1 + 2) = 2Bo (21 + 3)

Transition
0-.1
0-.1
0-.2
0-.2

using the first ten points for each plot. A least squares analysis of these data
gives the following slopes and intercepts:

From these data, determine B2 and Bo ' If you have access to a calculator,
work all answers to four significant figures. From B

2
and Bo ' determine r2

and r o' Find Beo Ct.eo and reo Which two slopes in the table above are expected
to be the same?

Using eq. 3-46, calculate the value of Ct.e for 12Cl60 and compare this to
the observed value given in Table 3-8.

The small peaks in Fig. 3-19 which overlap the P branch are due to the 1%
natural abundance of 13C160. Using the harmonic oscillator approximation
and w (l2C 16 0) = 2143 cm - I, at what wave number should the spectrum of
lJ CI6 0 be centered? Which branch of its spectrum appears in Fig. 3-19? The
well resolved small peaks near 2060 cm -I have nearly 10 % of the height of
the corresponding 12CI60 peaks near 2120 cm- I , instead of 1 %. Why?
(Hint: What is plotted in Fig. 3-19?)

Vibrational spectroscopy

Problems

Table 3-8. Values of Ife , (Xe, re, r0' and r1 for Selected Diatomic Molecules'
-- ._-- . --._-----

Molecule Be (em - 1) Ct, (em - 1) " (A) '0 (A) , I (A)
---'--'-'--

---~.- ------ ---

H 2 60.809 2.993 0.7417 0.7505 0.7702
HD 45.655 1.993 0.7414 0.7495 07668
O2 30429 1.049 0.7416 0.7481 0.7616
HCI 10.5909 0.3019 1.27460 1.2838 1.3028
DCI 5445 0.1118 1.275 1.282 1.295
CO 1.9314 0.01748 1.1282 1.1307 1.1359
N2 2.010 0.0187 1.094 1.097 I. 102

"From G.M. Barrow, Inlrodudion 10 Molecular Specrroscopy, McGraw-HilL N.Y., 1962.

3-17. Using the data in Table 3-7, prepare graphs of the first overtone data analo
gous to that in Fig. 3-22. That is, plot the equations

3-18.

3-19.

(3-60)

50

-Slope=2Bo

20 30 40
(2J+3) •

10

Symmetry and spectroscopy

-C'I

~-
I~a.

I

F=5"- II:
I;:::> 10

(Xe is quite small compared to Be.:-Having values for Bo and B 1 ' it is pos
sible to obtain values for (Xe and Be using eq. 3-60. Be then leads to a value
of r e' Our analysis of the rotational fine structure of the ir spectrum of
CO has therefore given us values of re' r0 and r l' Values of these constants
for several diatomic molecules are listed in Table 3-8.

Fig. 3-22. Graph of eq. 3-59 for 12C160.

vibration and rotation. Specifically, if we focus on the terms which go as
1(1 + 1) in eq. 3-45, we see that Bo must have the following form:

E = B 1(1 + 1) - a (v + l/2)I(I + 1)rot e e

= [Be - rxe(v + 1/2)]1(1 + 1)
.. ...,. "

126
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Fig. 3-24. Temperature dependence of infrared and Raman spectra. (a) Infrared
spectrum of the sugar lactose reproduced from J.E. Katon, J.T. Miller, Jr., and
F.F. Bentley, Carbohyd. Res., 10, 505 (1969). (b) Raman spectrum showing the
structure of the band near 460 em - 1 for CCl

4
. The four peaks are due to the presence

of C35C14 , C35C13
37 Cl, C35 C12 37C1

2 , and C35CJ37CI3 . From H.A. Szymanski,
ed., Raman Spectroscopy, Plenum Press, N.Y., 1970, Vol. 2.

P Branch

looK

R Branch

300K

I
w
(.)

<t

1000 K

~i7

Fig. 3-23. Calculated intensity distribution of the rotation-vibration absorption
lines at 100, 300, and 1000 K for B = 10 em - ". The absorption intensity is not
proportional to the population of the ground state, nJ , given by eq. 3-51, but to
the closely related expression v(J + J' + l)e-BJ(J+IJ/kT, where J applies to the
ground state and J' to the excited state. For this figure the dependence on v was
neglected, as was the variation in B between the upper and lower vibrational states.

G. The Effect of Temperature. In Fig. 3-18 it was seen that at 300 K
the rotational state of CO with the greatest population of molecules is
J = 7. We would expect that the absorption intensity of each rotational
band in the ir spectrum should closely reflect the fraction of molecules in
that rotational level in the ground vibrational state. This is confirmed by
the spectrum of CO in Fig. 3-19 in which transitions originating from
J ~ 7 have the greatest intensity. Since the J value of the state with max
imum population decreases with decreasing temperature (at absolute zero
all molecules have J = 0), we expect the "rotational envelope" of the
absorption band to sharpen at lower temperatures and broaden at higher
temperatures, as shown in Fig. 3-23. Does this suggest a way to measure
temperature using infrared spectroscopy?

The spectra of samples in condensed phases also sharpen at low tem
peratures, but for reasons less well understood. Broadening can be attri
buted in a general way to molecular motion and collisions. As molecular
motion decreases at low temperatures, spectra can sharpen markedly.
Vibrational spectroscopy at liquid nitrogen and lower temperatures is often

very revealing, as overlapping bands at room temperature are often
resolved into distinct bands at low temperatures. Some examples appear
in Fig. 3-24.

Problems

3-20. One mechanism which broadens the individual lines of the absorption spectrum
of a gas is the Doppler effect. Molecules moving away from the light source
"see" a lower frequency light beam than is emitted by the source in the
laboratory frame of reference. Molecules moving toward the beam "see"
higher frequency (energy) light. The average speed of a molecule is given by
v = (8kTlnm)l/2, where k is Boltzmann's constant and 111 is the mass of the
molecule. Estimate the line width of an absorption line at 2000 em - J as the
difference in wave number (in the laboratory frame of reference) absorbed by
molecules of CO at 300 K moving toward the source at speed v and molecules
moving away from the source at speed v. The difference in wavelength. ~A,

seen by a molecule moving at speed v compared to the wavelength, )" seen
by a molecule at rest in the lab frame is given by ~AIA = vic, where c is the
speed of light.
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3-4. Transitions between Stationary States t

Suppose a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator of mass m and charge e
(i.e., a charged particle which feels the potential V = (1/2)kx2 ) is in its
lowest vibrational state described by the wave function lJ'O' As in Chapter
Two, a capital psi, lJ', denotes the total wave function, including time, and
a small psi, t/J, indicates only the spatial part of the wave function. In this
section, we seek an expression for the probability that the transition lJ' 0

--+ lJ'1 can be stimulated by electromagnetic radiation. From this one
dimensional morlel we will then generalize to vibrational transitions of
real molecules which contain electric dipoles oscillating in three dimensions.

We adopt the formalism that the total wave function is

Putting eq. 3-65 into the right side of eq. 3-64 gives

ih~(c ./, e-iEo1Jh + c .J, e-iE,I/h) = ih(lJ' dco + lJ' dC 1 )-+ IT{ Eat 0'1'0 1'1'1 0 dt 1 dt . COT O ' O

+ c1 lJ'1 E 1 (3-66)

Putting eq. 3-65 into the left side of eq. 3-64 gives

(3-61 ) (3-67)

because each wave function is an eigenfunction of the time-independent
hamiltonian:

Equating eqs. 3-66 and 3-67, and dropping the terms which are the same
on both sides, we get

where the coefficient Co is unity at time t = 0, and the coefficient c1 is zero
at time t = O. This just means that the oscillator is in the v = 0 state at
time t = O. If the Schrodinger equation contains no time dependent poten
tial, Co will always be unity and C1 will always be zero; the oscillator will

always be in the ground state. The reason is that we have not provided
any mechanism for the molecule to change its state. So we turn on a one
dimensional oscillating electric field, e, which oscillates along the x axis.
The force exerted on a particle of charge e, will be charge times field,

h2 82 1
- 2 8 2 + 2 kx2

lJ'. = ElJ'.m x I I I
(3-68)

F = ee (3-62) (3-69)

and the potential energy is

V = eex (3-63)
Multiplying both sides of eq. 3-69 by lJ'1 *, and integrating over all space,
we get

So our complete time-dependent Schrodinger equation for the one-dimen

sional harmonic oscillator of charge e is

h2 a2 I- + - kx2 + eex
2m ax2 2

ITI ( ) = 'r. alJ' (x,t)
T x,t 1ft at (3-64)

e f coco ex (co lJ'1 * lJ'0 + c1 lJ'1 * lJ'1 ) dx = ih (dco Jco lJ'1 * lJ' 0 dx
. \ dt _ co

+ dc 1. Jco lJ' * lJ' dx (3-70)
dt _ co 1 I

where Eo and E 1 are the energies of the two states and the form of the
time-dependence comes from eq. 2-33. The coefficients Co and c1 will be
functions of time if the oscillator is to change its vibrational state.

(3-71 )

Let us assume a solution of the form

lJ' = c lJ' + c lJ' = C ,I, e -iEol/h + c ./, e-iE,IJh00 11 0'1'0 1'1'1 (3-65)

But the integral J:'co lJ'1 * lJ' 0 dx vanishes because the wave functions are
orthogonal. Further, the integral eco lJ'1 * lJ'1 dx is unity because the wave
functions are normalized. So eq. 3-70 reduces to

erco ex(co lJ'1 * lJ'0 + C1lJ'1*lJ'1)dx = ih
d
;/

t As you thrash your way through the algebra in this section, you should keep in mind that
the most important thing to understand when you are finished is the significance of the transi
tion moment integral.

Now we are getting to the heart of the matter. Equation 3-71 gives the time

dependence of c1 ' the coefficient of the excited state. How does c1 change

with time at t = 0 when we turn on the electric field? First note that at
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For tp 0 and tp 1 we will use the forms in ell. 3-65. Making these substitutions

in eq. 3-71 yields

t = 0 c = 0 and c = l' so we throw out the term containing c J on the
'1 ' 0' -

left side of ell. 3-71. For I: we will use the exponential form in eq. 3-72:

8 = 8
0

cos2nvt = (1/2)8
0

(e 2rriv,+ e- 2rri
,,) (3-72)

(3-76)

e- 2(6
) which

c *c1 1

_ 1: 0
2 M 01 2 sin2 [(E1 - Eo - hv)t/2h]

(E1 - Eo - hv)2

What we want is the factor c1 *c 1 for all values of incident radiation
frequency since in the ordinary absorption experiment we shine white light
(light of all different frequencies) on the sample. We recognize that only
values of v near to the resonance frequency will be effective in giving
magnitude to c1 *c 1 . To take into account all frequency values, we integrate
eq. 3-76 from v = 0 to v = 00 which gives t

Now we make the tricky substitution
yields

) (ei(E, - Eol'lh) \'" '" ex Ij; 1 *Ij;odx
•

8 0 (e 2rrivl + e -2nivt

2ih
dc 1

dt
or

2 [2 e i(E, - Eo - hv)'lh - e -i(E, - Eo - hvl'lh ]* _ 8 0 M 2 =--~----,--,=------;;~--.-~--- (3-75)
c 1 c1 - 4 . 0] (E

1
- Eo - hv)Z

(3-77)

(3-78)2M 2
8 0 01

'--_._------- .. _--_.-

or

ITo perform the integration, we used the definite integral ]:'",(l/x2 )sin 2 x <Ix = rr and the
substitution x = (hv - E I + Eo)t/2h which converts eq. 3-76 to

e 2M 2t j'Y~ sin2xc *c = _O Q..1___ -~ dx
I 1 4rrh2 _ x x2

The lower limit of the integration, - co, is not rigorously correct, but is a very good approxima
tion. The area under the integrand from the true lower limit, x = (-E I + Eo)t/2h to x = - co
is a very small fraction of the total area under the curve from x = - co to x = + co .

The very alert reader may realize that eq. 3-77 does not have the correct units. c I*c I should
be dimensionless but the right hand side of eq. 3-77 has the units s -1. The way out of this
dilemma is to include a spectral "shape factor" as described by A. Abragam and B. Blcaney,
Electron Paramagnetic Resonance of Transition Ions, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1970, p 100.

Equation 3-78 is the final result we have been seeking. The initial rate at
which the excited state is occupied when the light is turned on is proportional
to the square of the transition moment integral and the square of the
amplitude of the electromagnetic radiation. Because the intensity of light is
proportional to 8 0

2 (eq. 2-7), the rate of population of the excited state is
proportional to the intensity of the incident radiation. The fact that the
transition probability, d(c 1 *c 1 )/dt, is zero if the transition moment integral,
MOl' is zero will be of fundamental significance to the remainder of this
book. We will return to the properties of the transition moment integral
when we discuss selection rules in Section 3-6.

You may wonder what happens when all the molecules in a gi ven sample
have absorbed light and are in the excited state? The qualitative answer to
this question is that molecules in the excited state can lose energy by

(3-74)

(3-73)

+ I-ei(E, - Eo - hvl'lh ]
E - E -hv

1 0

dc 1------
dt

_ 1 [ 1- e i(E, - Eo + 1")'lh
c] - 280 MOl E -E + hv

1 0

by the judicious substitution 2n = h/h. We are almost there.
We will call the integral Loo", exlj; 1 * Ij;odx the transition moment integral for

the transition from the state v = 0 to the state v = 1 and denote it as
M o1 .t This integral is given the symbol J1 with appropriate subscripts in
many texts. We can integrate eq. 3-73 with respect to time over the short

interval 0 to t and. find

•

Now we are interested in the case where hv approaches E1 - Eo smce
we know that the condition for absorption of the light is liE = hv. In
such a case, the denominator of the second term in brackets in eq. 3-74

approaches zero and the second term overwhelms the first term in magnitude.
For this reason, we are going to drop the first term of eq. 3-74.

What we really need is a value of c1 * c1 since the probability of being in

the excited state goes as c
1
* c1 . Discarding the first term of eq. 3-74 and

multiplying by c1 *, we get

I More precisely, M
o

I is the transition moment integral for an electric dipole transition, which
is the only kind we have been considering. In the absence of an electnc dIpole mechamsm,
integrals involving magnetic dipole or electric quadrupole mechanisms would have to be

considered.

or



spontaneous emission of light, by collisional energy transfer, or by stimulated
emission caused by the incident radiation. (Light of energy !i.E, where

!i.E is the difference in energy between two states, can not only be absorbed
but has an equal probability of causing a molecule in the excited state to
emit a photon of energy !i.E and return to the ground state. This is called
stimulated emission.) These mechanisms, which we combine under the
heading relaxation processes, allow excited molecules to return to the ground
state and be available to absorb more incident radiation. Provided that the
incident light intensity is not too great, relaxation can keep up with absorption
and most samples do not run out of their supply of ground state molecules.
At high incident intensities, relaxation cannot compete with absorption, the

ground state population becomes depleted, and absorption of light ceases.
This process is called saturation and is usually not important in vibrational
and electronic spectroscopy unless extremely intense sources of light, such
as lasers, are used (Fig. 3-25). Saturation is very often achieved in magnetic

resonance spectroscopy where relaxation is not efficient.

Fig. 3-25.. Saturation ~urves for SF6 vapor. The higher the concentration, the
more effiCIent IS relaxatIOn and the greater is the power needed to induce saturation.
Rep~o~uced from 1. Burak, 1.1. Steinfeld, and D.G. Sutton, J. Quant. Spec. and
RadiatIVe Transfer, 9, 959 (1966).
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Problems

3-21. Evaluate the transition moment integral es.:'oo t/J 1 *xt/Jodx for the one
dimensional harmonic oscillator and show that it has a nonzero value. Show
that the transition moment integrals M 02 and M 03 are identically equal to
zero and that the v = 0 -+ v = 2 and v = 0 -+ v = 3 transitions are there
fore "forbidden". Some useful definite integrals are

(c)~he expression in part (b) is satisfied when lEI - Eo - hvlnt/h = 1.39.
ThIS Illustrates the HeIsenberg uncertainty principle which says that ~ E ~ (> Ii
where ~.E is the uncertainty of the energy of the state and ~ t is the uncerta~t;
of the time for the tranSItIOn to occur, which is t in the above expression.
What value of t gives a line width (= 21E1 - Eo - hvl) of 0.01 cm- J ?

Eq. 3-76 tells us that the absorption of radiation for an electric dipole transition
sin2[(E - E - hv)t/2h]

has a dependence on v of the formf(v) = 1 0 .
(E1 - Eo - hV)2

(a) Using L'H6pital's rule, show that the value of fey) in the limit hv -+

E 1 - Eo isf(v) = n 2t2/h 2. To refresh your memory, L'Hopital's rule states
that

I
'" 2" -ax'd 1'3'5"'(2n - I)x e x = -----'-----'-
o 2"+1

3-22.

lim
, ~ tE, - Eol/h

hey) _ h'(v)

g(v) g'(v)

n!

3-5. The Normal Modes of Vibration of Polyatomic Molecules

A diatomic molecule is simple since it has just a single vibration. Even at
absolute zero this vibration occurs because the molecule cannot have less
than the zero point energy. Polyatomic molecules undergo much more
complex vibrations. However, all .of this motion may be resolved into a
superposition of a limited number of fundamental motions called normal

mod~s of vibration. t We shall be interested in the number, types, and sym
metnes of these modes.

•

• •
•

•
•

where hand g are functions of v, and h' and g' are the derivatives with respect
to v. If the first derivatives of the numerator and denominator still give an
indeterminate form, the rule may be applied again.
(b) Show that the absorption falls to half of its maximum value when the
condition sin [(E1 - Eo - hv)tn/h] = nt(E1 - Eo - hv)/.j2h is met.

tThis statement is rigorously true only if the vibrations are harmonic in nature, i.e., if the
restonng force IS proportIOnal to the displacement. Such an approximation is not terrible,
however, and Without It the study of molecular vibrations would be hopelessly complicated.
The statements we wIll make about the symmetries of vibrational wave functions arc rigorously
true regardless of qnharmonicity. .
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(3-79)

(3-80)

q = r - ro = Ar(C) + Ar(O)

mcAr(C) = moAr(O)

Ar(C) _ ma 15.995
Ar(O) me 12.000

A collection of three particles, such as a molecule of water with three
atoms, will have 3· 3 = 9 degrees of freedom. Three are again translations
of the whole molecule. This time there are three possible rotational degrees
of freedom about three mutually perpendicular axes passing through the
center of mass of the molecule. This leaves three degrees of freedom for
vibrations. These three kinds of vibration are the three normal modes of

vibration of the molecule. If you were to sit on one of the atoms and translate
and rotate with the molecule, every possible motion you would see could
be decomposed into a sum of the three simple normal modes of vibration.
In general, a molecule with n atoms will have 3n - 6 modes of vibration.
A linear molecule will have 3n - 5 modes of vibration because there is no
rotation about the molecular axis.

What is a normal coordinate, q? A normal coordinate is a single coordinate
along which the progress of a single normal mode of vibration can be
followed. In 12 C 160, for example, a vibration which does not affect the
position of the center of mass, and hence has no component of translation,
will occur if the carbon atom moves 15.995/12.000 as far as the oxygen
atom (Fig. 3-28). By motion along the normal coordinate we mean that the
carbon atom moves a distance Ar(C) and the oxygen atom moves a distance
Ar(O),

and

or

Both atomic displacements occur at the same frequency and in phase.
Displacement would be measured from the "equilibrium" atomic separation,
rain the ground state of CO.

Mathematically, the normal coordinates are defined such that the potential
energy of the molecule can be expressed by eq. 3-81 and the kinetic energy
by eq. 3-82:

.'----<. z·

(b)

z

• /y •
Tx Ty Tz
-.:..: ___.._....:..------J1\ •

Translation

x

(0)

Fig. 3-27. The six degrees of freedom of a diatomic mole~ule. Rotation about the
z axis does not represent any change of the nuclear coordmates.

tx
• •

Consider a single particle in three-dimensional space. The motion of
the particle can be described by three coordinates (Fig. 3-26 [a]). The
particle is said to have three degrees offreedom. Each degree of freedom,
in this case, represents a translation of the particle through space. Now
consider a set of two particles such as the two nuclei of a diatomic molecule
(Fig. 3-26 [b]). Since each particle has three degrees of freedom, the system.
as a whole has six degrees of freedom. Three of these are just translations

of the entire unit in the x, y, or z directions (Fig. 3-27). Two degrees of
freedom are accounted for by rotation about the center of mass. You
might expect a third rotational degree of freedom, but rotation about the
molecular axis of a linear molecule is undefined because it does notrepresent
any change of the nuclear coordinates. For nonlinear molecules, there
will be a third axis of rotation. Finally, one vibrational degree of freedom
is left (Fig. 3-27). Any motion of this diatomic molecule can be obtained 

by superimposing these six kinds of motions.

Fig. 3-26. (a) Three degrees of freedom ofa single particle. (b) Six degrees of freedom
of the two atoms of a diatomic molecule.

Vibration

I I

1-----r=r0+ q---~:
Fig. 3-28. The normal coordinate of CO, q, is equal to M(C) + Ar(O)
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J7
I

Fig. 3-29. The three normal modes of vibration of Hz O.

Fig. 3-30. The Cz operation changes the direction of motion of each atom when
the molecule is vibrating in the normal mode v

3
.

Table 3-9. Determining the Symmetries of the Three Modes of Vibration of H 0
z

C 2 , E C2 O'(xz) O'(y;:)

Vt 1 1 1 I at
v2 1 1 I 1 at
v3 I -I -I 1 b2

H 2 O. Water belongs to the point group C 2v' In order to use our character
table we must assign a coordinate system consistent with the table. Generally,
the only restriction is that the principal axis of rotation be the z axis. We
~an orient x and y as we please. Calling the molecular plane yz, our object
IS to see how three displacement vectors on each atom, representing the
three degrees of freedom of that atom, transform under the operations of
the point group (Fig. 3-31). The operation E is trivial. It accomplishes the
following transformations:

(3-81 )

(3-82)

v = (1/2)~ Aiq?
I

K = (1/2) L (dq;/dt)2
I

Symmetry and spectroscopy

where Ai is a constant. We will concentrate on the qualitative aspects of
normal coordinate analysis only.

What we are very much concerned with is the symmetry of each normal
mode of vibration. Each normal mode of vibration will form a basis for an
irreducible representation of the point group of the molecule. t Let me say
that again: Each normal mode of vibration will form a basis for an irreducible
representation of the point group of the molecule. We have just made the
critical connection between Chapters One, Two, and Three.

Let's illustrate the meaning of this statement with the three normal
vibrations of water shown in Fig. 3-29 and customarily labelled VI' v2 ' and
V 3' In this figure we have shown large displacements of hydrogen and small
displacements of oxygen, because oxygen is 16 times as massive as hydrogen.
One often sees normal vibrations drawn without any displacement of the
oxygen atom, but this is not strictly correct since such motion would displace
the center of mass of the entire molecule and would therefore contain a
component of translation as well as vibration. (For simplicity, however, we
will occasionally be guilty of this omission.) Calling the C2 axis of H 2 0
the z axis, and calling the molecular plane the yz plane, Table 3-9 shows
how each normal mode transforms under the symmetry operations of the
point group C2v' Let's look at v3 in detail. The operation E leaves the
vibration unchanged so it has a character of + 1. The operation C2 changes
the sense ofvibration as shown in Fig. 3-30. Each atom moves in the opposite
direction after performing the C2 operation. The vibration has been trans
formed into minus itself, so the character is -1. Similarly, IT(xz) changes
the vibration into minus itself and IT (yz) leaves the vibration unchanged.
v3 therefore transforms as the irreducible representation of C2v whose
characters are 1 -1 -I 1, which is b2 . Both VI and v2 are unchanged by
any of the operations and transform as a l . The significance of the symmetry
of normal vibrations will become apparent when we get to selection rules.

We will now look at some examples which illustrate a systematic procedure
for determining the symmetries of the normal modes of vibration of any
molecule:

138

t Proof of this statement is offered by H. Eyring, J. Walter, and G.E. Kimbal, Quantum
Chemistry, John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1944, Section lOco

x 2 ~ x 2 x 3 ~ x 3
Y2 ~ Y2 Y3 ~ Y3
2 2 ~ 2 2 2 3 ~ Z3

(3-83)
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The matrix statement of eq. 3-85 is eq. 3-86:

The character of the C z matrix is -- 1.

By constructing similar matrices for the operations rr(xz) and a(y~) we

wilI obtain the remaining characters of the reducible representatioll cor

responding to the nine degrees of freedom of water. This procedure is very

cumbersome, however, and we can streamline it tIemendously. First note

that the only w<iY a vector can contribute to the trace of the matrix is if the

atom on which it is fixed does not change its location during thc symmctry

operation. For example, exchange of the two H atoms by the C z operation

moved all of the vectors fixed on these two atoms ofT the diagonal of the

matrix. So we will confine our attention only to atoms which do not translate
during an operation. Here is the streamilined procedure:

(I) Determine the number of atoms which do not changc location during
each symmctry operation.

(2) For each operation, multiply the number of unmoved atoms by the

character of 1", at the boll om of the character table. This gives the

characters of r . the total representation of all degrees of freedom ofI () I

the molecule, including translation, rotation, and vibration,

Table 3-10 shows how this procedure works in the case of H
2
0. Using

the formula 1-64. we can decompose 1"\0\ to 3(/\ + (/2 + 2h\ -t 3h
z

.

Notice that there are lIille irreducible representations corresponding to the--- ." - -

nine degrees of freedom of the three atoms. If you don't come tip with 311

irreducible representations at this point, you have made a mistake. Wc now

need to subtract translation (1\""" ) and rotation (I",ot ) from 1'0' to 0 btain

I
I,

(3-85)

(3-84)

2

yz•

y

z

I

3

3 = 3a] + a2 + 2b 1 + 3b 2

<J(F)

X 3 -+ -XI

Y3 -+ -Y I

2 3 -+ +2 1

1

1

I

<J (X2)

-1

I

-1

C 2

X z -+ -Xz

Yz -+ -Yz
2 z -++2 z

E

3

3

9

I 000 0 0 0 0 0

o I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

o 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0

000 I 0 0 0 0 0

o 0 0 0 I 000 0

o 0 0 0 0 I 000

o 0 0 000 I 0 0

o 0 0 0 000 I 0

o 0 0 0 0 000 I
L- ~

Symmetry and spectroscopy

Xl -+ -X3

Yl -+ -Y3
2 1 -+ +23

2 I

yz
••

•
i. E ;

number of unmoved atoms

Table 3-10. Determination of the Reducible RepresentatIOn Spanned by the
3n = 9 Degrees of Freedom of H 2 0

The trace or character of this matrix, the sum of the diagonal elements, is 9.

The operation C z is morc interesting:

We represent these transformations by the matrix equation 3-84:

X y,
I

. . f H ° The x vectors come out ofFig. 3-31. Nine cartesIan displacement vectors or 2 .

the plane of the page.
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O"'h

I + 2c<jJ

3

3+ 6c<jJ

E

3

3

9

L + I•
L - 1g

ilg 2

Ltg 2

1; + 1
"

1,' - 1
"

il" 2

Lt" 2

~-r ~--_.~

r x,y,z

Fig. 3-32. Coordinate system and symmetry elements of CO
2

'

~rot to obt~in r yib (Table 3-12). For rrot we use only (Rx,Ry) because there
IS no rotatIOn about the z axis. Now r yib in Tabk 3-12 contains factors of
2c4> under Coo '" and Sex/. Looking at the Dooh character table, 3-1 I, you should
become suspicious that nu is involved because it has characters of 2cep
under Coo'" and Soo"'. So we just try subtracting n

u
from r

vib
as shown at

the b~ttom of Table 3-12. After scratching your head awhile, you recognize
the dIfference at the bottom of the table as the sum (J + + + Th _

9 (J1l' e nor
mal modes of vibration of CO therefore transfor~ as T'. = (J + +

+ . 2 vlb 9

~Il + nil' Countmg nil as two representations, we find four representa-
t~ons for the four degrees of freedom. When two modes transform as a
slQgle degenerate irreducible representation (n or e) they must have the
same energy and are degenerate.

Table 3-11. Determination of the R t t' S depresen a IOns panne by the Nine Degrees
of Freedom of CO

2

unmoved atoms

(3-88)

x

z

y•

s4> 0

c4> 0

o -I

c4>

-s4>

o

x

z

Symmetry and spectroscopy

S::' y

t See the footnote on page 56 for alternatives to the eyeball technique.

The character of the S: matrix is -1 + 2c4>.
We cannot use the formula 1-64 to decompose r tot because the order of

the group is infinite and the term l/h blows up. Instead we resort to the
Eyeball Technique. t You can simplify r tot by first subtracting r trans and

the symmetries of the vibrational degrees of freedom (ryib ). rtrans is just
the set of irreducible representations for which the functions x, y, and z
form bases. These are the representations of translation in each cartesian
direction. The irreducible representations corresponding to rotation are
labelled Rx, Ry, and Rz at the right side of the character table. For H2 0,

ryib = r tot - r trans - r rot

= (3a l + a2 + 2b l + 3b2 ) - (a l + b l + b2 ) - (a 2 + b l + b2 )

r yib = 2a l + b2 (3-87)

So the three normal modes of vibration of water have the symmetries

a I ' a I ' and b2 .

By way of explanation, the characters of rx •y •z at the bottom of each
character table are just the sums of the characters of the representations
to which x, y, and z belong. For example, in C 2V , C,y.z = rx + ry + rz =

bl + b2 + a l . These characters tell us how each vector is transformed
by each operation. For example, under the operation C 2 , x -+ - x, Y -+ - y,
and z -+ +z. So the character of r x (which is b l ) under the operation C2 is
-1; the character of r y (which is b2 ) under C2 is -1; and the character
of rz (which is a l ) under C2 is + 1. The character of r x,y,z for a given
operation will be the same regardless of the point group. That is, the character
of r x.y.z under C2 is always -1 no matter which character table you look at.
\CO~> This molecule (Fig. 3-32) introduces the curiosities of the infinite

point group, Dooh ' r tot is derived in Table 3-11 in which the symbols c and s
are used for cosine and sine when they appear in characters. To understand
this table, let's see what the character -1 + 2c<jJ under Soo'" means. The
operation S:: signifies a rotation through the arbitrary angle 4> about the
molecular axis followed by reflection through the horizontal mirror plane.
The two oxygen atoms are exchanged by this process so only the set of
vectors on carbon need to be considered. Sex,'" changes z to - z and trans
forms x and y according to the rotation matrix, eq. 1-36. The total effect is
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1t -- out of plane
as - asymmetric
s - -- symmetric
d - degenerate

Vibrational spectroscopy

Abbreviations Used for the Descriptions of Vibrations

•

~

v - stretching
Ii - deformation (bending)
Pw - wagging
p, - rocking
p, - twisting

Determining the Symmetries of the Normal Modes in Fig. 3-33

Dooh E 2C 4> 00(1, I 25 </> ooC200 00

v, I 1 1 1 1 1 ~:; a +
9

v., I 1 1 -I -I -I -- a +_.
•

lid 2 2cq, 0 -2 2cq, 0 -- 1t•

Table 3-13.

~eF~. We shall call the C4 axis of this square planar molecule the
aXIs (Fig 3-35) B' . z. '. y conventIOn, the au planes mclude the Xe-F bonds and
the"ad plan~s bisect the bonds. Similarly, C2 ' axes include the bonds and
C2 axes bisect the bonds. In Table 3-15 r . (' d . I .d h vib IS loun to mc ude nme
rna es :v en each eu mode is counted twice. The entry 2e

u
implies that

there Will be two sets of degenerate vibrations, each set having its own
e~ergy. There Will therefore be seven different vibrational energies for the
nme normal modes of XeF A· I' .4' n ana YSlS which we reserve for Section 3-7
allows us to draw these vibrations as shown in Fig 3 36 S' th
four chemiclb' . - . mce ere are

. . a . onds, there are four stretchmg vibrations and 9 - 4 = 5
bendmg VibratIOns.

F;g.3-34. The vibration va. goes to minus itself upon inversion. That is, the direction
o motIOn of each atom changes sign.

Fig. 3-35. Coordinate system and symmetry elements of XeF
4'

25 4> ooC200

- 1+2cq, -I

-I +2cq, -I

- 2cq, 0

2cq, 0

2cq, 0 Table 3-14.

0 0

-
I

-3

-3

2

-2

-2

o

2C 4> 00(1,
00

3+6cq, 3

I + 2cq, I

2cq, 0

2 + 2cq, 2

2cq, 0

2 2

9

3

2

4

2

2

E
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1t.

r trans

TrOI

Table 3-12. Determination of the Symmetries of Vibration of CO 2

Fig. 3-33. Normal modes of vibration of CO 2 , The symbols are defined in Table
3-13. The symmetry of each vibration is given in parentheses.

Since CO
2

has two chemical bonds, we expect two stretching vibrations.
Since there are four normal modes of vibration, two must be stretching
modes and two must be bending modes (Fig. 3-33). The symbols used to
label these vibrations are set out in Table 3-13. Using this table, we deci
pher the names of the CO

2
vibrations in Fig. 3-33 as: vs-symmetric

stretching; vas-asymmetric stretching; and bd-degenerate bending. We
will explain in Section 3.7 how to draw these modes, but for noW we are
more concerned with just understanding the symmetries of the modes.
To find the symmetry of a vibration, we apply the operations of the point
group to its picture and write down the characters, as shown in Table
3-14. To get these characters you need to consider each whole vibration
as a single picture. For example, Vas goes to minus itself upon inversion,
as shown in 'Fig. 3-34. The bending modes transform together as the de

generate representation 1ru . These two vibrations must be considered
together because the two bending vibrations (in the xz and yz planes)
are mixed by the CrJ4> and Sco4> operations. You can see that both bending
modes do exactly the same thing, physically, and therefore have the same
energy. On the other hand, the two stretching modes do not do the same
thing and will have different energies. The asymmetric stretch often (but
not always) has higher energy than the symmetric stretch. The energies of
bending modes generally fall below the energies of stretching modes.

r yib = f tot - f trans - r rot

---------- ------\-
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~(e')

10BCI 995 em'
3

II BCI3 956cml
113

BCI3 · This planar molecule has D 3h symmetry (Fig. 3-37). As shown
in Table 3-16, we obtain six vibrational degrees of freedom spanning four
discrete energies. The four kinds of vibrations are shown in Fig. 3-38.
Notice that the frequencies assigned to the aI' modes of both the lOB
and 11 B species are identical because no B atom motion is involved in the
vibration. In all cases with B atom motion involved, the lower frequency
is assigned to the heavier species. 35 Cl- 37 Cl isotopic splittings are small
and not resolved in this work, though such splittings of the bands are
observed in some other molecules containing Cl.

Fig. 3-38. Normal modes of vibration of a trigonal planar ML
3

molecule.
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Trot = 029 + eg

Tv;b = a ,g + b,g + b 2g + 0zu + bzu + 2eu

"'----

Table 3-1~. Determination of r V>b for XeF4 C..
• 254 2". 2"d ID 4h E 2C4 C2

2C ' 2C " I "h

c~:
2 2

. -.. 'I

1
\ (-I'/:! r

-1 -3 -I 1 1 ,

rx,.I',z 3 1 -I -1

~B ~CI
unmoved atoms 5 1 1 3 1 1 1 5 3 1

CI- I-3 -1 -3 - 1 5 3 1r tol 15 1 -1 I
I

Fig. 3-37. The structure of BCl
3

.

Fig. 3-36. The normal modes of vibration of a square planar M L 4 molecule. The
vibrational frequencies listed are those of XeF4' Only one of each set of degenerate
vibrations is drawn.
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Pr(blu)
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I

v(bsu)
1606enil

vl7

V(bzg)
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V(~
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(1035 eni')
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ring deformati2fl (b1u)
368em
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Fig. 3-40. Normal modes of vibration of B2 H
6

. Frequencies in parentheses are
calculated from a fit of the observed spectrum. As an exercise you might look at
the VibratIOns v 5' v7 ' and vg and see why they are called twisting (P,), wagging
(Pw), and rockmg (p,), respectively.

x
y

z

=a'+2e'+a"1 2

= a I + e"
2

= a I + a ' + 3e' + 2a " + e"1 2 2

rrot

r vib

r f 1/
trans = e + 02

Fig. 3-39. The structure of diborane. The four terminal H atoms lie in the xz plane
and the two bridging atoms lie in the yz plane.

B
2

H
6

. As a final example, we will look at diborane (Fig. 3-39, Table
3-17). This molecule is used primarily to illustrate the numbering and
descriptive naming of the vibrations (rocking, wagging, etc.). The eighteen
normal modes are shown in Fig. 3-40. The usual convention for numbering
normal modes is to order the modes by descending symmetry with totally
symmetric modes at the top of the list. Within a set of modes of the same
symmetry, we order the modes by decreasing energy. For example, vs '
vg , and v

IO
all transform as b lu and the energies decrease in the order

Vs > vg > V
IO

• It is not obvious, from first principles, which picture
describes the vibration of greatest energy. In fact, from one molecule to
another of the same type of structure, the energies of two vibrations may
be inverted. For many simple molecules the numbering of the vibrations
is based solely on pictures agreed upon by convention. Most books and
journal articles you encounter dealing with molecules of the symmetries.
described in this section will use the same numbering systems we have
used in Figs. 3-29, 3-33, 3-36, 3-38, and 3-40.

148 Symmetry and spectroscopy

Table 3-16. Determination of r vib for Bel,

D 3h E 2C, 3C2 Uh 2S, 3uv

r 3 0 -1 1 -2 1x,y,z

unmoved atoms 4 1 2 4 1 2

riot 12 0 -2 4 -2 2
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3-23.

Table 3-17. Determination of r'ib for Bz H 6

D
2h

E C
2
(z) C

2
(y) C

2
(x) I O"(xy) O"(xz) O"(yz)

rx,y,z 3 -I ~I -I -3 I I I

unmoved atoms 8 0 2 2 0 4 6 2

r,ot 24 0 -2 -2 0 4 6 2

r,o' = 4a. + 3b , • + 3b 2 • + 2b 3 • + a. + 4b lu + 3b 2 • + 4b3 •

rtrans = b 1 .. + b2 U + b3 LI

r,o' = b,. + b2 • + b3g

rv;b = 4a. + 2b ,• + 2b 2 • + b3g + a. + 3b,. + 2b2 • + 3b 3 •

Problems

Determine the symmetries of the normal modes of vibration of the following

molecules:

a.

it is stated that rotation about the internuclear axis is undefined because such
rotation does not represent any change of the nuclear coordinates. Calculate
the energy of rotation of a 12C nucleus about its own axis if J = I. For this
purpose, consider the nucleus to be a sphere of mass m and uniform density
whose moment of inertia is given by I = (2/5)mr', where the nuclear radius,
r, is 2.7 x 10- 15 m (= 2.7 fermi). What is the frequency of radiation with
this energy? In what region of the spectrum does this occur'! Will nuclear
rotational transitions (which should have energie:; comparable to the energy
of rotation of the nucleus) give rise to ir or microwave absorption?

3-6. Selection Rules and Polarization

A. What Are Selection Rules? At room temperature most molecular
vibrations will be occurring with their zero point energy. Suppose each
mode of vibration of a molecule is described by the wave function ~/JVJ.t

The subscript i means that we are dealing with the ith normal mode and
Vi is the vibrational quantum number of that mode. If we have a molecule
with three modes of vibration, its total vibrational wave function would
be well approximated by the product of the wave functions describing
each normal mode:

(1-89)

If VI and v2 were excited simultaneously, we could write

(3-91 )

(3-90)

We could represent an excitation of VI from the ground state to the first
excited state as follows:

d. linear C4H

H

(In general the probability of two simultaneous transitions is much less
than the probability of their happening one at a time.)

The selection rules tell us which transitions we might hope to see in the
spectrum. In a real spectrum we find band intensities varying from very
weak to very strong. The selection rules do not distinguish shades of
intensity. They merely tell us which transitions are expected to have zero
intensity (based on the harmonic oscillator approximation) and which

y

•,.-------.. '

x(C~

g. FeF6 3 - (ligands on
cartesian axes)

3-24. The quantum mechanical treatment of rotation of a rigid body showed that
the allowed energy levels are given by E = (h z /2I)J(J + I) (eq. 3-10), where
I is the moment of inertia and J is an integer quantum number. In Fig. 3-27

t Previously we used the symbol !/Iv for Ihe vibrational wave funclion of a diatomic molecule.
Since polyatomic molecules have one wave function for each vibrational degree of freedom.
we now swilch to the notation !/I ,(vJ When the value of i, the number of the normal mode,
is not important to our discussion, the symbol will simply be !/I(v).



have nonzero intensity. Transitions predicted to have zero intensity are

said to be forbidden and those predicted to have nonzero intensity are

said to be allowed. We generally, but by no means always, observe that

transitions forbidden by the selection rules are weak or absent and transi

tions allowed by our simple model are moderate or strong. Transitions

predicted to be observed in the ir spectrum are called infrared active while

those expected in the Raman spectrum are Raman active. Depending on

the symmetry of the molecule, some transitions may appear in one or the

other spectrum, or both, or neither.

B. The Physical Basis of Selection Rules for Fundamental Transitions.

A vibrational transition is ir active if the dipole moment ofthe molecule changes

during the vibration. t A transition is Raman active if the polarizability of

the molecule changes during the vibration. The infrared selection rule follows

from the transition moment integral for the one-dimensional harmonic

oscillator derived in Section 3.4. Using the definition of the dipole moment,

Il = ex, the transition moment integral for the transition v --> v' is written

M vv = ["00 If;*(V')Illf;(v)dx (3-92)

The probability of the transition occurring is proportional to the square

of M vv (eq. 3-78). If Il were a constant, independent of the vibration, it

could be factored out of the integral leaving

M vv = Il roo If;*(v')lf;(v)dx (3-93)

which is zero because If;(v') and If;(v) are orthogonal. Hence Il must be a

function of x and must change during the vibration if the transition is to

be allowed. The Raman selection rule follows from eq. 3-7 in which ,1c.:

must be nonzero in order to produce Raman scattering. As a point of

information, the magnitude of dllldx for the stretching of a C - H bond
o

is of the order of 1 Debye/A and the magnitude of dc.:ldx is of the order of
o 0

1 AJ IA.
The physical statement of the infrared selection rule directly implies

that the fundamental transitions of all homonuc1ear diatomic molecules

cannot be ir active because the homonuclear diatomic molecule has no

llind(X) c.:xx c.:xy c.:xz Ex

11 ind (y) lI.yx GC yy GC yz Ey (3-96)

Il ind (z) GCzx GC zy GCzz Ez

\, /
Y

polarizability tensor

dipole .moment no matter what stage of its vibration you look at. When

we denve the formal selection rules, they had better agree with this simple

state~ent. Of the two vibrations of ethylene in Fig. 3-41, the totally s m

metnc mode d~es not change the dipole moment and will not be ir acZve

Th~ asymmetnc stretch does change the dipole moment and w'lI b> .'
actIve. I C Ir

In the next f~w p.a.ragraphs we will describe some properties of dipole

mo~ents., polanzablhty, definite integrals, and wave functions needed for

a dlscuss~on of the selection rules. For a polyatomic molecule, we associate

an electnc dipole component with each cartesian coordinate. For example

the x component of the moment would be '
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(3-94)

(3-95)

Ilx = L: e·x·. I I,

Vibrational spectroscopy

where ei is the ~harge on the ith atom and Xi is its x coordinate. There will

:: th~ee cartesian components of the dipole moment for any molecule. If

y ne of .t~ese ~omponents changes during the vibration, the funda

mental transitIOn Will be ir active ..

Polarizability is complicated by the directional nature of chemical bo d

In general, an electnc field in the x direction not only I'nd d' In s.
th d' . uces a IpO e III

et IrectlOn, but also in the y and z directions. We represent this by

rna mg c.: a tensor (a square matrix):

ll ind (X) = c.:xxEx + c.:xyEy + (~ Exz z

Ilind(y) = c.:yxEx + c.:yyEy + (~yzEz

Ilind (z) = c.:zxEx + c.:zyE" + (( E
J ZZ Z

••

I
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t In this book wc only consider electric dipole transitions, as in Section 3-4. In the absence of

allowed electric dipole transitions, magnetic dipole or electric quadrupole transitions may

become important and transitions forbidden by our simple model may become allowed when

considered in greater detail. However, transitions forbidden by the electric dipole selection

rules will generally be very weak, even if allowed by other mechanisms.

The tensor is symmetric, with GC = __
t . . . xy GCyx , GCxz - GCzx , and GC = GC A
ransItlon Will be Raman active if one of th . d'ff! yz zy'

th I' . . e SIX I eren t components of

e po anzablhty tensor changes during the vibration.

We now proceed to a very fir
. use u feature of definite integrals We h 11

encounter llltegrals of the type fro cP,J, d ' d foo . s a
ep d cP' - 00 a'f'b ,an _ 00 cPacPbcPcd,. Here cP

b, an c are Just some functions and d, is a generalized differential',
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Fig. 3-41. In the symmetric stretching vibration of ethylene any changes in the
individual bond dipoles cancel each other. In the asymmetric stretch, ehanges on
the right side of the molecule do not cancel changes on the left side of the molecule,
and there is a net change in the molecular dipole.

such as dxdydz in cartesian coordinates. For a molecule belonging to a
particular point group, the functions 1Ja, 1Jb, and 1Jc will each form a basis
for some irreducible representation of the group. Suppose 1Ja forms a basis
for the irreducible representation T a and 1Jb forms a basis for T b. The
direct product T a x T b will be, in general, some reducible representation.

The integral r", 1Ja1Jbdr will have a nonzero value only if the direct product
Ta x Tb contains the totally symmetric irreducible representation of the
point group. For example, in the point group D 3h the integral of the prod
uct of two functions of symmetry e' and a/ will be zero because e' x a/
= eN +- a/. Two functions of symmetry e' will yield a nonzero integral be
cause e' x e' = aj' + a/ + e'. For an integral of three functions we
examine the direct-product of all three irreducible representations to find
out if the integral is nonzero.

The reason for this rule is that the integrand can, in general, be expressed
as a sum of even and odd functions (Fig. 2-4) in three-dimensional space.
The integrand has an even component only if the direct product T a x
T b x T c ." contains the totally symmetric irreducible representation. If
the direct product does not contain the totally symmetric irreducible re
presentation, all components of the integrand are odd and the integral
over all space vanishes.

The vibrational wave functions of the harmonic oscillator were given
in eq. 3-42. We know that each normal coordinate, q, of a polyatomic
molecule forms a basis for an irreducible representation of the point group
of the molecule. What is the symmetry of the wave function l/J(O)? If q
forms a basis for a nondegenerate irreducible representation, then all
symmetry operations of the point group take q into plus or minus itself.
Hence q2 will always go into plus itself. The function l/J(O) will always

remain unchanged under any symmetry operation because it depends on
q2. Hence l/J(O) transforms as the totally symmetric irreducible representa-

II /
H H
\ /
C=C

/ \
H H

f ,

symmetric stretch

dfl./dq=o

I
H H
\ I..c_'-C
I \

H H,

asymmetric stretch
dfLfijq;to

ti~n. If q transform~ as a degenerate irreducible representation, l/J(O) is
stili totally symmetnc but the analysis is a little more complicated. If qa
and qb belong to a doubly degenerate irreducible representation, any sym
metry operatIOn must take ~a into + qa or some linear combination of qa
and qb' Suppose the operatIOn R takes qa into the linear combination in
eq. 3-97:

Rqa = qa' = aqa + bqb (3-97)

in which a and b are constants. If qa and qb were normalized vibrational
~unctions (q/ . qb

2
= I): the coefficients a and b must be such that qa'

IS also a .nor~ahzed functIOn (qa'2 = 1). Since l/J(O) depends on the square
of the VIbratIOnal coordinate, the operation R still has no net effect on
l/J(O) even if qa is degenerate.

To find the symmetry of l/J(I) we need the symmetry of the product
- (I/2)aq' Th . I

qe . e exponentIa part we just found to be totally symmetric,
regar~less.of the symmetry of q. But th: function q has the symmetry of
the VIbratIOn. So the product (q) (e-(1/2)aq

) transforms as q itself:

r[l/J(I)] = T(q) (3-98)

l/J(2) has two components, one of which transforms as q2 and one of which
transforms as unity. Both are totally symmetric. Ip(3) will transform as q3
and q, both of which have the symmetry of q. We find that even wave
functions are. totally symmetric and odd wave functions have the symmetry
of the VIbratIon. The rules for obtaining the symmetries of higher wave
f~nctions if q is degenerate are more complicated and are given in Appen
dIX C.

With the information at hand, we can finally get to the selection rules.
We kno,: .that the transition probability is proportional to the square of
the transItion moment integral:

transition probability ex M vv·2 = [1"'", l/J*(V')Ol/J(V)drJ (3-99)

A transition is allowed if M vv +- O. In eq. 3-99 we have replaced the
dIpole mo;nent operator, ex, by the more general operator 0. For ir ab
sorption, 0 will be the dipole moment operator in three dimensions given by

"o = fi = ~ (eix; + eiYi + e;zJ (3-100)

/1 therefore h~s three components which transform a~ x, y and z. For Raman
transitions, 0 will be the polarizability operator, a, which has six different

components (lXxx, lXyy , IXzzo IXxy , IXxzo lXyz ). We state without derivation that
the six components of IX transform as the hinary products x2, y2, Z2, xy, XZ
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R

(3-107)

(3-106)
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tjJ(l)atjJ(O) ~ (J+ n (J+ - 7r
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1

Table 3-18. Vibrational Analysis of N = N

infrared:

Raman:

r 3 1+ 2cq, I -3 -I +2cq, -Ix,y,z

unmoved atoms 2 2 2 0 0 0

I;ot 6 2+4cq, 2 0 0 0

rtrans = L. + + II. 3 1+2cq, I -3 -I +2cq, -I

rrot = IIg 2 2cq, 0 2 -2cq, 0

r vib - r tot - rtrans

- Trot

The direct products in eq. 3-105 do contain (Jg + so the transition is Raman
allowed and we expect to see it in the Raman spectrum. Indeed, the Raman

•
spectrum shows a band centered at 2331 cm -1 and the ir spectrum shows
nothing.

Symmetry analysis of transition moment integrals tells us only if the
integral is necessarily equal to zero. If the integral is nonzero, symmetry
considerations alone do not tell us what the value is. The strength of the
absorption band cannot be calculated without actually performing the
integration.

Let's try the same vibrational analysis for carbon monoxide (Table
3-19). The two integrals are:

Two different components transform as (Jg + but we need only carry one of
them through the calculation. Putting these components into eq. 3-99,
we get

(3-103)

(3-102)

(3-10 I)

(J +
u

xz,yz~7rg

XZ - yZ, xy ~ bg

(J +
u

MOl = ~ro ro tjJ(l)fitjJ(O)dT

The symmetry of the integrand is

The symbol ~ should be read "transforms as". Let's examine eq. 3-102
carefully. tjJ(O) is always totally symmetric. tjJ(l) has the symmetry of
the normal vibration, (Jg + in this case. The dipole moment operator has
the symmetry of the three functions, x, y, and z. Your D roh character table
tells you that x and y transform as tru and z transforms as (Ju +. The triple
direct products in eq. 3-102 are (Jg + x (Ju + X (Jg + = (Ju + and (Jg + x tru X

(J9 + = 7ru . Since neither triple product contains the totally symmetric
representation, (Jg +, the integral is necessarily equal to zero. The transition
is forbidden and will not be seen in the infrared spectrum. We already
knew this had to be so because vibration of N z does not change its dipole

moment.
What about the Raman spectrum? The polarizability components

transform as

and yz.t These functions (or equally suitable linear combinations such as
X z _ yZ) all appear at the right side of each character table.

The selection rules telling which transitions are allowed in the ir or Raman
spectra are readily derived when we know the symmetries of tjJ(v')tt, tjJ(v),
and the operators fi and &. If the direct product r[tjJ(v' )] x r(~) x r[tjJ(v)]
contains the totally symmetric irreducible representation of the point group,

"-
the transition v --+ Vi is ir active. If the direct product r[tjJ(v')] x rea) x
r[tjJ(v)] contains the totally symmetric irreducible representation of the
point group, the transition v --+ Vi is Raman active.

C. The Selection Rules In Action. Let's try a vibrational analysis for
a homonuclear diatomic molecule such as nitrogen (Table 3-18). You
should have your character tables handy for this section. The lone stretch
ing mode of N z has symmetry (Jg +. The fundamental transition, v = 0 --+

v = 1, is usually an order of magnitude more intense than other kinds of
transitions, when it is allowed. To see if the fundamental transition of N z
is allowed in the ir spectrum, we set up the appropriate transition moment

integral:

t This is shown in Appendix XV of E.B. Wilson, J.e. Decius, and P.c. Cross, Molecular Vibra

tions, McGraw-Hill, N.Y., 1955.
ttSince the spatial part of a vibrational wave function is real, the symmetry of ojJ*ev') is the
same as the symmetry of ojJev').

Both direct products contain (J+ so the transition is both ir and Raman
allowed. A band is seen in both spectra centered at 2143 cm -1. Any hetero
nuclear diatomic molecule will exhibit both ir and Raman spectra.
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3-25. For each molecule in Problem 3-23, determine whether the possible funda
mental transitions are infrared or Raman active or inactive.

3-26. The spectra of HF2 - and DF2 -, isolated as alkali metal salts, are listed
below. From these data, determine the geometry of these anions, which may

Problems

fundamental transitions in the ir spectrum of XeF4. The only possible
Raman active fundamentals will have the symmetries of the six components

of cx. The Raman active bands of XeF4 will have symmetries atg, b1g ,

and bzg • There will be only three allowed fundamental transitions in the
Raman spectrum of this compound. One of the normal modes of XeF4 '

the bzu mode, is both Raman and ir inactive. It should not give rise to
absorption in either spectrum.

Let's pause for a moment to recapitulate because we just passed a mile

stone in this chapter. In evaluating the selection rules for the fundamental
transitions of any molecule, regardless of its symmetry, the only ir active

modes will have the symmetries of the three components of~. The only Raman
A

active modes will have the symmetries of the six components of cx. Our proce-
dure for evaluating selection rules henceforth will be one of inspection.

We merely search the list of vibrational symmetries and pick out those
which transform as components of ~ as the ir active modes and those
which transform as components of aas the Raman active modes.

The analysis of XeF4 illustrates the mutual exclusion rule. In a molecule
with a center of symmetry, ~ will always have u symmetry and &will
always have g symmetry. Therefore, only u modes can be ir active and
only g modes can be Raman active. (But not all modes need be active.)
No mode can be both ir and Raman active. If you find strong bands at
the same frequency in the ir and Raman spectra of a compound, the
chances are that the compound does not have a center of symmetry.

As a final example, we will analyze BCI3 , for which 4ib = at' + 2e' +
az" and f1 - az" + e' and fi - a1 ' + e' + e". By inspection, the az" and
two e' modes will be ir active, and the a1 ' and two e' modes will be Raman
active. Therefore, two bands will be common to both spectra and each
spectrum will have one band not found in the other. The observed spectra
ofloB35Cl3 show bands at 995, 480, and 244 cm-- 1 in the ir and 995, 471,
and 244 cm- 1 in the Raman. From this we immediately assign the a1 '

mode at 471 cm- 1 , the az" mode at 480 cm- 1 , and the two e' modes at
995 and 244 em -1.

(3-108)forbidden

111

infrared:

atg btg

M b btg a 1g allowed (3-109)Raman: 01 - 19 b a 1g =
Zg aZg

eg eg

The symmetry of l/J (0) is always au for any vibration of XeF4· Since au
times any irreducible representation is just equal to that irreducible repre

sentation, the only part of each integrand we need to evaluate is the prod;
uct l/J(1)0. The only way to get au as a component of the product l/J(1)0
is if one of the components of 0 has the same symmetry as l/J(l). Therefore,
the only possible ir active fundamentals will have the symmetries of the three

components of u. The ir active modes of XeF4 can have symmetry az u or
e

u
only. Inspection of TVib immediately tells us that there will be only three

We can now look at the subject of polarization using CO as an example.
The direct product l/J(I)fJA/(O) has the symmetry (J"+. The product

l/J(1)(Jlx l/J(O) is n. Only the z component (parallel to the c-o bond
, . Jl
axis) i/allowed. This means that a molecule of carbon monoxide can
absorb z-polarized light but not x- or y-polarized light. By z-polarized
light, we mean light whose electric vector oscillates in the z direction.

XeF
4

is an instructive example. We found in Section 3-5 that TVib =

a + b + b + a z + b z + 2e . There are nine modes of vibration,
19 19 29 u u U

two pairs of which are degenerate. Hence, there will be a total of seven
possible fundamental transitions. Now you could examine the six different
kinds of integrals if you wish, but that's too much work. Look at b 1g ,

for example:

r
I
I
I
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Table 3-19. Vibrational Analysis of CO

Coov E 2C 1> OCJ(Jvoo

r 3 1+2crj> 1x,y,z

unmoved atoms 2 2 2

rtot 6 2 +4crj> 2

r trans 3 1+2crj> 1

r rot 2 2crj> 0
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be bent or linear. Draw a picture of each normal mode and make an assign
ment of the frequencies of these vibrations.

3-27. The ir and Raman spectra of benzene are shown below. If you knew nothing
of this compound's structure, what symmetry element would you suspect
from these spectra?
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.~

o
"'7yH ~

'"Cl

Scattered Light ..

z

x

III
:s-I-HHHyH~

'-LV .,
Cl

Polarizer

Scattered Light ..

z

x

Sample

and v2 are z-polarized while v3 is y-polarized. Fig. 3-42 is purely fictitious
as there is no way to hold the water molecule oriented to obtain the spec
trum. It is instructive as a hypothetical case because the physical basis of
the polarization rules is easy to see. VI and v

2
only change the z component

of the dipole moment of the molecule (Fig. 3-42). v
3

only changes the y
component of the dipole.

We now discuss the most common use of polarization in Raman spec
troscopy. If the light shining on a sample in solution is plane polarized
it is possible to examine the Raman scattered light through a second
polarizer that is either parallel or perpendicular to the plane of polariza
tion of the incident light (Fig. 3-43). The intensity of scattered light polar
ized in the same plane as the incident light is I", while that of light polarized

Fig. 3-42. (a) Hypothetical polarized infrared spectra of H 0. (b) The vibrations v

and v2 change only the z component of the dipole moment ~f H
2
0 while v

3
change~

only the y component.

Fig. 3-43. To measure the polarization of Raman scattered radiation a solution is
pla~ed a~ the o.rigin ~f the coordinate system and xz plane polarized light is shined
on It. III ~s the mtenslty .of the yz-polarized scattered light. I -L is the intensity of the
xy-p~lan.zed scattered Itght. The polarizer is essentially transparent to light in one
polanzatlOn and opaque to light in any other polarization.

500

"

(3-111)

(3-110)

'"

1000

" '"

'"

"

'"

'"

'"

a l a l

t/J(I)fit/J(O) ~ a l b, a l - b,
b2 b2

a l b2

t/J(I)fit/J(O) ~ b2 bl a l a2

b2 a l

All three transitions are ir allowed and are observed at 3657, 1595, and
3756 cm-I, respectively, in gaseous water. The effect of using polarized
light for the infrared spectrum is shown schematically in Fig. 3-42. VI

Vibrational spectra of benzene reproduced from S.K. Freeman, Applications of Laser Raman
Spectroscopy, John Wiley & Sons, N.Y. 1974.

D. Polarization. We can illustrate the meaning of polarization quite
nicely with H2 0 whose three vibrations transform as VI ~ ai' v2 ~ al ,

and v3 ~ b2 (Section 3.4). Since the components of fi are z ~ ai' x ~ bl ,

and y ~ b2' the three ir transition moment integrals will be

t
III
Z
W
I
Z-

4000 3500 3000 2500 2000
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Fig. 3-44. Polarized Raman spectra of CCI
4

reproduced from Sadtler Standard
Raman Spectra, © Sadtler Research Laboratories, Philadelphia, 1973,

perpendicular to the incident beam is I!-. The depolarization ratio, p, is
defined as I!- / I" . (To measure the intensity of a band, one integrates the
area under the band.) For a sample in solution, theory predicts that a
depolarized (unpolarized) band will exhibit p = 3/4. Polarized bands
exhibit 0 ~ p ~ 3/4. Polarized bands can only arise from vibrations
which are totally symmetric. Therefore the bands which are polarized
can be immediately assigned to the totally symmetric representation and
the depolarized bands can be assigned to modes of any other symmetry.
The more highly symmetric the molecule, the closer to 0 will be p for a
totally symmetric vibration. It should also be pointed out that the totally
symmetric vibrations usually give rise to the strongest Raman bands. In
the spectrum of CCl4 (Fig. 3-44), the band at 459 em -1 almost disappears
when the polarizers are perpendicular to each other. The bands at 314
and 218 cm- 1 exhibit depolarization ratios of 0.75 + 0.02. t The band at
459 cm- 1 must have a 1 symmetry and the ones at 314 and 218 cannot
have a 1 symmetry. Another example of Raman polarization was seen in
Fig. 3-3.

Polarization is nice to deal with in theory but a very difficult tool to use
in practice. Generally molecules can only be held fixed in the solid state.
If you wish to study a molecule in a crystal you must do an x-ray crystal
structure to know how the molecules are oriented in the crystal. Even then,
crystals are often opaque to ir radiation and difficult reflectance techniques
must be used. The polarized ir spectra in Fig. 3-45 were taken using two
different orientations of crystals of dimethyl sulfone, (CH3 )2 S02' which
has local C2V symmetry about the sulfur atom. Analysis of a spectrum of
a crystalline sample is complicated by the fact that the site that the mole
cule occupies also has symmetry and can affect the spectrum. The point of
this illustration is the drastic change in the spectrum when the sample
orientation is changed.

Four polarized Raman spectra of solid pentaerythritol, C(CH2 OH)4'
are shown in Fig. 3-46. This molecule has S4 symmetry, as does its site
in the crystal lattice. In this particular case, various combinations of polar
ization of incident and scattered radiation allow modes of only selected
symmetry to be seen in each spectrum. For example, in the bottom spec
trum only modes of symmetry e are seen.

600'00024003200 1800 1400
ji(crTi')

Fig. 3-45. Polarized infrared spectra of dimethyl sulphone. Solid line: Electric
vector parallel to the direction of crystal growth, Dashed line: Electric vector per
pendicular to the direction of crystal growth. Reproduced from T. Uno, K, Machida,
and K. Hanai, Spectrochim. Acta, 27A, 107 (1971).

t Theory and practice are often not well aware of each other. Since the depolarization ratio
may not always agree with the theoretical value for a given spectrometer, one usually calibrates
one's machine with CCl4 using the values p = 0.75 for the 218 cm- 1 band of CCl4 and p =

0.005 + 0,002 for the band at 459 cm - 1.
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Fig. 3-46. Polarized Raman spectra of crystalline pentaerythritol, C(CH20H)~.

Only the vibrations of symmetry a, b, or e, as labelled in each trace, are actIve III

a given polarization. From. R.D. McLachlan and V.B. Carter, Spectrochlm. Acta,
27A, 853 (l971).
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(3-112)

(3-113)

(3-114)

(3-115)

Vibrational spectroscopy

ljJl (0)ljJ2 (0)ljJ3 (0) -+ ljJl (l)ljJ2 (1)ljJ3 (0)

ljJ 1 (O)ljJ 2 (O)ljJ 3 (0) -+ ljJ 1 (2)ljJ 2 (O)ljJ 3 (l)

ljJa(O)ljJb(O) -+ ljJil )ljJb(O)
or ljJa(O)ljJb(O) -+ ljJa(O)ljJb(l)

ljJa(O)ljJb(O) -+ ljJi2)ljJb(0)
or ljJiO)ljJb(O) -+ ljJil)ljJb(l)
or ljJa(O)ljJb(O) -+ ljJa(0)ljJb(2)

and

In the first case the energy of the combination band should be the sum of
the two fundamentals, VI + V2' In the second case the energy will be the
sum 2V 1 + V3 . A hot band is observed when an already excited vibration
is further excited. For example, the transition 1//

1
(O)ljJ 2 (l)ljJ3 (0) -+ ljJ 1 (0)

ljJ 2 (2)ljJ 3 (0) gives rise to a hot band, the energy of which is slightly less
than v2 · Since the thermal population of the initial state is probably low,
the intensity of the hot band will usually be weak. However, since the
population of the initial state increases with increasing temperature, the
intensity of the hot band will increase with temperature. Hence the name
"hot band."

To decide whether a transition is allowed or not, we evaluate the transi
tion moment integral eq. 3-113,

estimate that the energy of this transition will be about three times that of
the fundamental. A more realistic guess is that the energy will be somewhat
less than three times the fundamental energy. A combination hand is
observed when more than one vibration is excited by one photon. Two
examples are

For the first overtone there are three possibilities:

where ljJes is the excited state wave function and ljJgS is the ground state
wave function. Consider an overtone first. Suppose a vibration, Vi, is excited
to its vth level. ljJgs is totally symmetric and only ljJes needs thought. If Vi

is not degenerate, the rule we discovered inSection 3-6-B was that if v is
even, ljJ(v) is totally symmetric. If v is odd, ljJ(v) has the symmetry of Vi'

Now suprose Va and Vb are degenerate. In the fundamental transition, just
one mode is excited:

8001600 1200
t. V (em"l)
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3200 2600 2000

(0)

'" •

(o+b)

'"

(b)

~ , I - j

(e)

, l !L
400 0

t

-

Problems

For each ir allowed fundamental transition of each molecule in Problem 3-23,
determine the direction of polarization of the absorption. Determine w.hich
Raman active fundamentals of these compounds are polarized or depolanzed.

E. Overtones, Combination Bands, and Hot Bands. Most infrared
spectra show vastly more than the number of bands predi~~ed for the
fundamentals. There are some other common kinds of transItIons whose
intensities are generally less than those of fundamentals. Overtones occur
when a mode is excited beyond the v = 1 level by a single photon. For
example, in the transition ljJ 1 (O)ljJ 2 (O)ljJ 3 (0) -+ ljJ 1 (O)ljJ 2 (3)ljJ 3 (0), v2 is
excited to its v = 3 level. The absorption band would be called the second
overtone of V2 . The harmonic oscillator approximation allows us to

3-28.
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Problems

3-29. What are the symmetries of the v = 0, I, 2, and 3 levels of an e' vi bration in
the point group D 3h ? Is the first overtone of an e' vibration allowed in the ir
spectrum? In the Raman spectrum?

The transition moment integrals for hot bands are slightly different from
the examples so far, in that l/J9S will not generally be totally symmetric since

one of the vibrations is not in the v = 0 state. If Vi has symmetry b1 ' the
transition l/J;(1) ----> l/Ji(2) will be characterized by the symmetries l/Jgs ~ b1

and l/J es ~ a1.
Although overtones and combination bands are generally much less

intense than fundamental transitions, an "intensity borrowing" mechanism
is possible which can add intensity to otherwise weak absorptions. In COz '
for example (Fig 3-33), VI (II;) should be found at 1337 cm- land v1(nlJ)

occurs at 667 cm -1. The first overtone of v1 ' with symmetry species (fg" + Og

(by use of Appendix C) is expected near 2 x 667 = 1334 cm - 1. However,
quantum mechanics allows a "mixing" of the two II; states expected at
1337 (VI) and 1334 (2vz) cm- 1 . This mixing, called Fermi resonance, has
two effects: (1) The overtone can gain intensity from the nearby fundamental
of the same symmetry; and (2) both energy levels are shifted away from each
other. Instead of observing a strong band at 1337 cm - 1 and a weak band
at 1334 cm -1, two strong bands are observed in the Raman spectrum at

1388 and 1286 cm-1. Of course the spectrum does not run up to you and say,
"Look at this marvelous Fermi resonance!" The interpretation of the two
strong bands is just that-interpretation. Such pitfalls in spectroscopy are
commonplace.

T[l/Jes] = T[l/Jl(2)] x T[l/J3(l)] = (a 1 + b1 + b1 ) x a1 = az + bz + b1

(3-118)

Combination bands are not much more complicated. Again we seek the
symmetry of l/Jes to plug into the appropriate transition moment integrals.
Suppose we want to knowifthetransition l/J 1(O)l/J 1 (O)l/J3(0) ----> l/J 1(2)l/J 1 (O)l/!3(I)
is allowed. The symmetry of the excited state win be the symmetry of the
product T[l/JI(2)] x T[l/J3(l)] regardless of whether either or both modes
are degenerate. If VI is degenerate in this case, though, you will have to use
Appendix C to evaluate r[l/J 1 (2)]. If VI has symmetry e and v3 has symmetry
a1 in the point group C4v , we get:

(3-117)

(3-116)

l/Ja(O)l/Jb(O) ----> l/Ja(4)l/Jb(O)

l/Ja(O)l/Jb(O) ----> l/JaC3)l/Jb(1)
l/Ja(O)l/Jb(O) ----> l/Ja(2)l/Jb(2)

l/Ja(O)l/Jb(O) ----> l/Ja(1)l/Jb(3)
l/Ja(O)l/Jb(O) ----> l/Ja(0)l/Jb(4)

Symmetry and spectroscopy

or
or
or
or

b1 vibration e vibration

• •
• •

• •
• •

• •
• •

v = 4 a 1 v = 4 2a 1 + a1 + b1 + b1

V = 3 b 1 V = 3 2e

v = 2 a 1 v = 2 a1 + b 1 + b1

I b 1 V = I ev =

v = 0 a 1 v = 0 a 1

Note that even numbered levels always contain at least one totally symmetric
component. Suppose we wish to know if the third overtone of the e vibration

is allowed. The transition moment integrals are

a 1 a l

a1 bI

b l b1

b1 e

which show that the third overtone is allowed in both spectra. This does not
mean that the third overtone will be strong in both spectra. It only means

that it may have some nonzero value.

Suppose Va and Vb transform as e in the point group C4V ' The symmetry of

l/J a(O)l/Jb(O) is a1. The symmetry of [l/J aO)l/Jb(O), l/Ja(O)l/Jb( I)] is e. The symmetry
of [l/Ja(2)l/Jb(0), l/Ja(I)l/Jb(1), l/Ja(0)l/Jb(2)] is not e x e = a 1 + a1 + b 1 + b1 ·

It cannot be e x e since there are three wave functions and e x e has a
dimension of four. A formula which allows us to determine the proper
symmetries is given in Appendix C. The excited state vibrational wave
functions of b

1
and e vibrations of a C4v molecule are found to transform as

follows:

The third overtone would represent five possibilities:
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Fig. 3-48. Double-.minimum potential well for umbrella-like bending of NH
showmg the vibratIOnal energy levels. The abscissa is the distance of N from the H

3

plane. 3

Fig. 3-49. Wave functions for some of the lowest energy levels of a particle in a
double-minimum potential well.

0

HId=0.38A N
10 -I

- H3
10 5

H2/ •.' •""
HI' H2 N

tGood discussions of this subject appear in G. Herzberg, Inlrared and Raman Spectra ol
Polyatomic Molecules, Van Nostrand Reinhold, N. Y, 1945; and in Chapter 12 of C. H. Townes
and A.L. Schwa1ow, Microwave Spectroscopy, McGraw-Hill, N.Y., 1955.

Fig. 3-47. Inversion of gaseous ammonia occurs more than 1010 times per second.

F. Inversion Doubling. t The ammonia molecule is pyramidal with the
o

nitrogen atom lying 0.38 A above the plane of the hydrogen atoms. It is
known that the barrier to passage of the nitrogen atom through the H 3

plane cannot be too great since such pyramidal inversion occurs more than
lOla times per second at 300 K (Fig. 3-47). If one considers the potential
energy diagram for N-H umbrella-like bending, it ought to be as shown in
Fig 3-48.

The quantum mechanical consequence of such a multiple-minimum
potential well is that there are two states for every one state of a single
minimum well. This is illustrated for NH3 in Fig. 3-48. This figure is con
structed by superimposing two single-minimum potential wells. The splitting
between the states increases with increasing v until each state is split by half
the energy separation of successive states of the single-minimum wells.
Each splitting of vibrational levels is a result of symmetric ( +) and anti
symmetric ( - ) combinations of the wave functions of the single-minimum
potential wells (Fig. 3-49). In each case, the symmetric combination is of
lower energy than the antisymmetric combination.

For NH3 the height of the potential barrier is 2076 cm - I and the N-H
bending frequency (v 2) is 950 em-1. Therefore the v = 2 level of v2 is just
below the potential maximum, and the v = 3 level is above the maximum
(Fig. 3-48). NH

3
molecules undergoing 10 1 0 inversions per second at 300 K

are largely in the v = 0 state, so they must be tunneling through the potential
barrier (Section 2-4-0).

The selection rule for infrared transitions in such a case is + <-> -. For
Raman transitions, the rules are + <-> + and - <-> -. As a result, the
fundamental transition will be split into two components as shown in Fig.
3-50. For NH3 the largest splitting (37 em-I) is observed for v2 (6s), which
is an umbrella-like bending motion. The other vibrations of ammonia do
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Fig. 3-50. Inversion doubling of the v2 fundamental of ammonia. The ir frequencies
are observed at 931.58 and 968.08 cm -', and the Raman transitions occur at 934.0

and 964.3 cm - , .

involve some change in the NH 3 distance and so, in principle, will also
exhibit inversion doubling of the bands. For v, (vs ) the ir splitting is only
2 cm - I, and for v

3
and v4 the splittings are too small to observe. The transi

tion v = O( +) -+ v = (0)( -), which does not involve a quantum of vibra
tional energy, is observed at 0.8 cm - I, in the microwave spectrum. By v = 0,

of course, we really mean VI = V z = v3 = v4 = O.
In general, any nonplanar molecule may exhibit multiple minima in its

potential well and inversion doubling in its vibrational spectra. In practice,
few molecules exhibit such doubling, and those which do not exhibit doubling
can just as well be treated as if their potential wells were single-minimum.

Symmetry and spectroscopy
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(3-119)

Vibrational spectroscopy

Sl = Atl + Atz + At3 + At4

Sz = Ab l + Abz + Ab3 + Ab4

S3 = Act, + Actz + Act3 + Act4

S4 = A/31 + A/3z

The symbols in eq. 3-119 are defined in Fig. 3-51 in which Ati represents
stretching of terminal Au-Cl bonds, Ab j represents stretching of bridging
Au-Cl bonds, and Actj and A/3i represent bending of the indicated bonds.

symmetries of the normal modes. Such pictures represent symmetry co
ordinates. In favorable circumstances, the symmetry coordinates are very
nearly the normal vibrations. Only a numerical normal coordinate analysis,
which is beyond the scope of this text, t making use of force constants derived
from vibrational spectra can establish the relation between the symmetry
coordinates and the normal modes. We will discuss the factors which deter
mine how closely the symmetry coordinates may resemble the normal
vibrations.

To illustrate a case in which the symmetry coordinates are not good
approximations of the normal modes, let's consider the totally symmetric
(a I9) modes of AuzCl6 which has the planar structure shown in Fig. 3-51.
Four independent totally symmetric vibrations can be drawn. By indepen
dent, we mean that none are linear combinations of the others. We call
these four symmetry coordinates S S S anel S .l' 2' 3' 4·

+
-

+

-

-----

Romon
+---+

•
If

+---
----+

V=o (

V= I {
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CI
Problems

3-30. The time for inversion of a pyramidal molecule is given by t = 1(2Aoc),
where A

o
is the splitting of 1jJ(0) ( +) and 1jJ(0) (-) in cm -, (Fig. 3-50) and c is the

speed of light in cm S-1 Calculate the inversion times for NH3 , PH 3 , and
AsH

3
, given that Ao (NH

3
) = 0.79 cm-'(observed); Ao (PH 3 ) = 4.8 x

1O-4cm-' (calculated); and Ao (AsH 3 ) = 3.7 X 10-'8 cm-' (calculated).
Which kinds of compounds, NR,R 2 R 3 , PR,Rz R 3 , or AsR,R2 R 3 (where R j

is an organic substituent) might you expect to exist in optically active forms?
Ref.: c.c. Costain and G.B.B.M. Sutherland, J. Phys. Chern., 56,321 (1952).

Fig. 3-51.

CI
Vibrational parameters of AU 2 Cl6 •

3-7. Symmetry Coordinates and Normal Modes

So far no derivation of the pictures of molecular vibrations, such as those
in Figs. 3-29, 3-33, 3-36, 3-38, and 3-40 has been offered. In this section we
will consider the problem of drawing pictures which have the required

t A readable, but elementary, discussion of normal coordinate analysis can be found in K.
Nakamoto, Infrared Spectra of Inorganic and Coordination Compounds, John Wiley & Sons,
N.Y., 1970. A readable, and very complete, discussion of this subject appears in L.A. Woodward,
Introduction to the Theory of Molecular Vibrations and Vibrational Spectroscopy, Oxford
University Press, Oxford, 1972. The most authoritative, but least readable, treatment is found
in E.B. Wilson, Jr., J.e. Decius, and P. e. Cross, Molecular Vibrations, McGraw-Hill, N.Y.,
1955.
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The pictures corresponding to SI-S4 are shown in Fig. 3-52. These pictures
were constructed by drawing arrows at each Cl and Au atom to indicate
the proper stretching or bending motions and then adding all arrows on
each atom vectorially. It should be clear to you that each vibration is totally
symmetric, which is to say that application of each symmetry operation of
the group D Zh leaves the picture unchanged.

In the remaining examples in this section, the symmetry coordinates will
generally be good representations of the normal modes of vibration. In this
case, however, they are not. Four totally symmetric (polarized) Raman bands
are observed at 380, 331,168, and 99 cm- I . These are labelled v!' vz , v3 '

and v4' respectively. Normal coordinate analysis indicates the fractional
composition of each vibration shown in Table 3-20. An example of what
this means is that VI consists of 71 % SI' 28 % Sz, and very little of any
thing else. This mode, consisting of predominantly terminal bond stretching,
might be called v(Au-Cit), but a more accurate description would be
v(Au-Cit) + v(Au-Clb). Similarly, Vz is v(Au-Clb) + V (Au-Cit). v3 and v4
are thorough mixtures of bending modes.

The reason the vibrations of this molecule do not correspond more
simply to the symmetry coordinates is that the energies of all the "pure
symmetry coordinate" vibrations are very close together. Had the modes
been separated by greater energies, such as C - H stretching (3000 cm - 1 )

and C = ° stretching (1700 cm -1), there would be much less mixing of the
symmetry coordinates. Another point is that only symmetry coordinates of
the same symmetry can be mixed. Therefore, we did not consider other
modes of AuzClz which have nearly the same energies as vl' vz' V3' or v4'
but which have different symmetries. In the remainder of this section, we
will consider cases in which the symmetry coordinates more closely resemble
the normal modes of vibrations, and we will discuss a method of con
structing the symmetry coordinates.

Let's try HzO again. The three normal modes transfonn as 2a1 + bz
(Section 3-5). It is easiest to construct the symmetry coordinates if we can
separate the stretching vibrations from the bending vibrations. To isolate
the stretching modes, draw a two-headed arrow between each set of atoms

Table 3-20. Fractional Composition of the Normal Modes of Vibration of Au CI a
Z 6

5, 52 53 54
- ~~ ~---_ ..- ----~-- - - -

V 0.71 0.28 0.01I

V 0.35 0.62 0.032

V3
~~--~ 0.09 0.56 0.35

V4
-- 0.02 0.55 0.43

-From D.M. Adams and R.O. Churchill, J. Chem. Soc. A, 1968, 2141.

in the molecule (Fig. 3-53 [a]), and determine how these arrows transform
under each operation of the point group (Table 3-21). The 0- H stretching
modes of water are classified as symmetric (a

l
) and antisymmetric (bz)

because one is symmetric to the Cz operation and the other is not. A sym
metric stretch is easy to construct and is shown in Fig. 3-53 (b). The anti
symmetric stretch involves stretching of one 0- II bond and compression
of the other (Fig. 3-53 [c]). The bending mode of HzO must have a

j
sym

metry since the three vibrations have symmetry la
l

+ bz and stretching
used up a1 + bz. In Fig. 3-53(d) the only reasonable way to illustrate
bending of the H - ° - H bond is shown.

We have just constructed stretching and bending symmetry coordinates
for any symmetrical, bent XYz molecule. How close are the symmetry
coordinates to the actual vibrations? As shown in Fig. 3-54, in the cases
of Hz0, NOz' and Fz0, the symmetry coordinates are good approxima
tions of the normal modes. For ClzO, however (which is not shown), the
two symmetry coordinates of a l symmetry are extensively mixed and v j

and Vz are difficult to classify. as either pure stretching or pure bending
modes.

Linear COz has four normal modes of symmetry IJ"; + IJ" ~ + n". The
stretching modes transfonn as a; + a: (Fig. :I-55 [a] and Table 3-22).

(0)

Fig. 3-53. (a) Bond stretching vectors for Hz 0. (b-d) Normal modes of vibration
of HzO.

Fig. 3-52. Four independent, totally symmetric symmetry coordinates of Auz C16 .
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z
'CI cr·.... CI ....... C, .........

): -'C"""'"x
£%:,'/

HH HH
lis (C-Cl) a, lias (C-CO b.

(b) (e)

Table 3-22. Stretching Analysis for CO
2

'CI

r stretch 2 2

(a)

CI

Hence the two bending modes must transfonn as nu and must be degenerate.
Once again we can construct symmetric and antisymmetric stretching
vibrations, as shown in Fig. 3-55 (b) and (c). You can draw bending in the
plane of the page and perpendicular to the page to account for the degen
erate Jru modes (Fig. 3-55 [dJ).

Let's make a generalization. In any molecule with a Cz axis (and no
higher order axis), you can construct symmetric and anti symmetric stretch
ing modes. For example, in dichloromethane (Fig. 3-56[aJ), the two C-Cl
stretching modes transform as a l + b l and the two C-H stretching modes
transfonn as a1 + bz (Table 3-23). Both sets of vibrations just amount to
symmetric and antisymmetric combinations (Fig. 3-56 [b-eJ). While the
symmetry coordinates in Fig. 3-56 might be good representations of the
normal modes of vibration of CHzClz , they might not be such good

Fig. 3-56. (a) Coordinate system for CH2 Cl
2

stretching analysis. The CI atoms are
in the xz plane and the H atoms are in the yz plane. (b) Symmetric C - Cl stretching.
(c) Antisymmetric C-Cl stretching. (d) Symmetric C--H stretching. (e) Antisym
metric C - H stretching.

= a, + b22o

E C2 a (xz) a(yz)

(a)

r stretch 2 0

Symmetry and spectroscopy

Table 3-21. Stretching Analysis of H 2 °

oocoa
(a) Stretching vectors for CO

2
, (b-d) Normal modes of vibration of CO2 ,

o--c a·
+I'a. (cru )

(e)

Fig. 3-55.

Fig. 3-54. Actual forms of the normal vibrations of H 20, ~02' and F2?' The
scale of vibrational amplitudes is much larger than the scale of mter.nuc!ear distance
if the v = 1 states are considered. Vibrations have not been normahzed, so different
pictures are not directly comparable. Calculated from data in G .. Herzberg, Infrared
and Raman Spectra of Polyatomic Molecules, Van Nostrand Remhold, N.Y., 1945,

Section II, 4.
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Table 3-23. Stretching Analysis of CH 2 Cl2

C zv E C2 u(xz) u(yz)

Vibrational spectroscopy 177

char~cters into pairs of real characters. This is done by adding and s b-
tractmg th t r f ' u. e wo mes or each degenerate representation and dividing the
resultmg c?aracters by the greatest common denominator. For the E
representatIOn of C4' this recipe translates as follows:

line b

line a
•
1

•
-I

-1

•
1 -I
•

-I

I

I
E

\

= a , + b,

= a , + b 2

o
2

2

o
r(C-Cl) 2 0

r(C-H) 2 0

176

I -I I -I B I -I I -I;>
I •

-I •I -I 5I 0 -I 0
E

I •

-I to-I •
1 I 0 ~I

IIII

line c

line d

real characters for the E
representation

A

o

C4 character table into a more useful one

o -2i

-2

-I 0

o -I

o
I

2i

I

C 3
4

o2

o

I

I

o

II

E

A

B

E

add (a + b):

subtract (a - b):

divide c by 2:

divide d by 2i:

We therefore convert the true
of the following form:

representations of the normal modes of CCI2 Br2' There will still be two
a I stretching modes in CCl

2
Br2' but neither will be pure C - CI or C - Br

stretching.
To handle molecules with axes of symmetry higher than C 2 , such as

XeF4' we will introduce a more systematic procedure for constructing
symmetry coordinates. Using the symmetry elements defined in Fig. 3-57,

we find that the four Xe - F stretching modes transform as au + hi 9 +
C

u
(Table 3-24). Since all of the vibrations together transform as al9 +

big + b
29

+ a
2u

+ b
2u

+ 2eu ' we deduce that the bending vibrations

transform as ['bend = r vib - rstretch = b29 + a2u + b2u + eu '

For a molecule with a principal axis C, the character table for the pure
rotational point group Cn usually contains all of the information we need
to construct symmetry coordinates. (Complications may arise in the cubic
or icosahedral point groups where there are more than one axes of sym
metry > C

2
.) Since the C

n
character tables contain imaginary characters

for the degenerate representations, we will transform the pairs of imaginary

Table 3-24. Stretching Analysis of XeF4

Now consider the four stretching modes of XeF whl'ch t fa b 4 rans orm as
19 + 19 + Cu' To generate a symmetry coordl'nate SX ' i, from a single
e - F stretching vector, &s, we use the formula 3-120:

rstretch 4 0 o
2C '

2

2

2C " . 2S
2 I 4

o Sj ex. L R· X· R . &s
R I

(3-120)

Fig. 3-57. Symmetry elements and stretching vectors for XeF4'

F
t I

F... Xe •• F C2 ,C7'y

~ "e"F 2'Od

in h' h' .W IC R IS an operatIOn of the point group C X R is th h
under th t '. 4 ,i e c aracter

a operatIOn m .the ith irreducible representation, and the sum is
extended over all operatIOns of the group. To construct the a str t'h'
symmetry coordinate I 3 12 . 19 e c mg" ' we app y eq. - 0 to &s usmg the characters of the
A_ Irreducible representation of the C4 character table, as shown in Fig.
3 58. W~en we ad.d the four components in Fig. 3-58, we obtain the totally
symmetnc stretchmg coordinate Sa :

"

Sa" ex. &5 1 + &52 + &S3 + AS4 (3-121)
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F.:- e-F.
3 I I

Fzt(b)

sum
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--sum

F4
I

&- ·Xe-F."
3 I I

~

-

(0)

E
E·X =E·I

B ....·Xe-F..•
C4 ·X C

• =C '-1
B 4 ..

-Xe-F..
65 c2

C2' XB =C2·'
-F--Xe~..

3
3 C. 3

C4 ·X =C '-1B 4
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sum

....
'~b

IQ

~~g. 3-59. Applicati~n of eq. 3-120 to a single Xe- F stretching vector to produce
e symmetry coordmate Sb '

"

Fig. 3-60. Application of eq 3-120 'h .
r
or

the E ' d 'bl . uSlllg t e two different sets of real characters
l' lrre UCI e representaf tof XeF

4

. lOn 0 generate the two degenerate stretching modes

E
E'XE =E·I E

-Xe-F+- E·X =E'O
• E

C 'X C
4 =C ·0

• Xe-F
C 'XC

4 =c .,4 E 4 Xe •• 4 E 4

+Xe-F+- 1 • Xe

IlS C2'X~ =C2'-1
F -Xe-F+- I

Cz ~t:.S
F· ·Xe

C2,X
E

=C2·O
• F-Xe•

3 c3 F 3
C4 'X 4 =C3'0 I 3 C4 3

E 4 Xe C4 ·X =C'-I
• E 4

• e

(3-123)
(3-124)

E
E'X =E·\ -Xe-F"A •

CC . X 4=C .\ •4 A 4 Xe• I
-Xe-F" F

C2 t
65 C2' XA =Ci' -F-Xe"•

•3 F
3 C4 ~ IC .X = .,
4 A 4 Xe• t

•f4
sum - -F.:-Xe-F."-

3 I I

F2t

5
0'0

17R

We write a proportional symbol (ex:) instead of an equality because the
symmetry coordinates we will derive are not normalized. Since normal

ization serves no purpose in this chapter, we will not introduce it. In
deriving Sa ,we used the A irreducible representation of the C4 character

"table. Since this really only guarantees us that we have constructed a
stretching coordinate of symmetry a, you should check that the function
in eq. 3-121 does indeed possess the full symmetry a i9 in the point group

D4h ·

In Fig. 3-59 we use the same procedure with the characters of the B

representation of C
4

to generate the symmetry coordinate Sb" :

Sb" ex: AS
i

- Asz + AS 3 - AS4 (3-122)

Finally, we apply both sets of real characters of the irreducible representa
tion E to produce the two vibrations which together transform as eu and

are shown in Fig. 3-60:

Fig. 3-58. Application of eq. 3-120 to a single Xe-F stretching vector to produce
the totally symmetric stretching symmetry coordinate. The four vectors on Xe add

up to zero.
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(3-129)

(3-130)

(3- 131)

(3-132)

)~--

Vibrational spectroscopy

RZ (a29) oc Aa l + Aa2 + Aa3 + Aa4

i5 (b29) oc Aa 1 - Aa2 + Aa3 - Aa4

Aa l - Aa3

The four Xe - F stretching motions, two out-of-plane bending motions,
and three in-plane bending motions account for all nine vibrational de
grees of freedom. The pictures of these modes in Figs. 3-58, 3-59, 3-60,
3-62, and 3-64 agree with those in Fig. 3-36, except that the degenerate
vibrations in Fig. 3-36 are drawn as linear combinations of the degenerate
vibrations in Figs. 3-60 and 3-64. For example, v6 (eJ in Fig. 3-36 is the
sum (eq. 3-123) + (eq. 3-124). The other linear combination, (eq.3-l23)
- (eq. 3-124) is not shown.

We have now invested some effort in using eq. 3-120 to generate sym
metry coordinates. This is justified because there are other places in this
book, notably in the study of molecular orbital theory, where procedures
directly analogous to the use of eq. 3-120 will be of great importance.
The operator in eq. 3-120, LR· Xi R, is a rudimentary form of a projection

R

Two are true out-of-plane bending motions, designated by the symbol n
(Table 3-13), and two are degenerate rotational motions (Rx,R y ). Finally
we come to in-plane bending which can be represented by the four arrows
in Fig. 3-63. As shown in Table 3-25, in-plane bending transforms as a29

+ b29 + eu • Applying an equation analogous to eq. 3-120 to in-plane
bending, Aa, generates the three true bending modes and one rotational
mode shown in Fig. 3-64:

Fig. 3-63. In-plane Xe - F bending motion can be represented by four arrows in
the plane of the molecule. This picture is not meant to indicate rotation of the whole
molecule about the C.. axis, which would be drawn the same way. Rather, it is
supposed to indicate bending of each Xe - F bond while the other three remain
fixed. In-plane bending of a single Xe - F bond results in a change in the angle cx.

(3-125)

(3-126)

(3-127)

(3-128)

I

F F

F

,

F

+
F

+
F

+
;:--"A F

F

Table 3-25. Bending Analysis of XeF4

2C ' 2C "
• 284 /J. 2/Jv 2/Jd

E 2C4 C2
I

D 4 • 2 2

= a 2 • + b2 • + e.---
-4 2 0

0 -2 0 0 0
r out-of-plane 4 0

0 4 -2 0 = au + bu + e.
0 0 -2 0 0

rio-plane 4

. f X F Two are true bending motions
Fig. 3-62. The four out-of-plane motIOns 0 e ...
and two are rotations of the whole molecule.

To handle bending vibrations of XeF4' we consider first out-of-p1.ane
bending and then in-plane bending. As a basis for .out~of-plane m~~on,
consider a vector in the z direction on each F atom m Fig. 3-61 (a).. ehse

h . th t line of Table 3-25. Usmg t e
four vectors transform as sown m e op .

. . Af3 d fi d in Fig 3-61 (b) as a basis functIOn, and apply-
bendmg motIOn a e ne· . Af3 f A

. I s to eq 3-120 in which we substitute a or s,
ing an equatIOn ana agou ., .. 3 62.
we generate the four out-of-plane motions shown m Fig. - .

n(a2u) oc Af3I + Af32 + Af33 + Af34

n(b2u) oc Af3 I - Af32 + Af33 - Af34

Rx oc Af3I - Af33
eg

R y oc Af32 - Af34

a. b.
.. h F t are used as bases for out-of-

FI'g 3-61 (a) Vectors in the z directIOn on eac a om d . t d by. . . f . I X F bon IS represen e
plane bending. (b) Out-of-plane bendmg 0 a smg e e-
changes in the angle f3 .
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Fig. 3-65. Three B - Cl stretching vectors.

-----,'F

Fig. 3-64. The four in-plane bending motions of XeF4' Three are true bending
modes and one is rotation about the C4 axis.

characters of the irreducible representation A of the point group C
3

.

These are all + 1 so the totally symmetric mode is simply simultaneous
stretching of all three B - Cl bonds.

vial') ex AS l + AS2 + AS3 (3-133)

The construction of the degenerate stretching modes, vd(e'), using th'~ real
characters of the modified C3 character table, is illustrated in Fig. 3-66.

vie') ex f 2As l - AS2 - ~S3 (3-134)
l AS2 - ~S3

You should realize that the coefficients in eq. 3c I:l4 are just the real forms
of the characters of the E irreducible representation in the C

3
character

table.

So far we have been simplifying our work by using the pure rotational
groups as guides for constructing symmetry coordinates. In Fig. 3-67 we
consider an example in which we use the full D Zh character table to construct
the b 3u C-H vibrational symmetry coordinate of ethylene. You can see
that the first four operations, E, Cz(z), C2 (y), and C

2
(x), are sufficient to

generate the symmetry coordinate and that the next four operations just
duplicate the effects of the first four. This means that we could just as well
have used the D 2 point group and could have cut our work in half. The
symmetry coordinate constructed in Fig. 3-67 would be written

Table 3-26. Stretching Analysis of BCI
3

(3-135)

-a'+e'- 11o31r,lrelch 3 0

1 e* 1
1 ..)3 1 ..)3 line a-- + I - -- - I -
2 2 2 2

C3 : E -
1 ..)3 1 ..)3-

line b1 e* e 1 -- - I - -- + I -
2 2 2 2

add (a + b): 2 -1 -1 line c

subtract (a - b): 0 i.)3 -i.)3 line d

divide d by iJ3: 0 I -I

C3 E C3
C 2 C3 E C3

C 2
33

A 1 I I A I I 1

1 e* ;> f 2 -1 -1e
E E lO1 e* 1 -1

t For a derivation and other applications of the projection operator, see A.B. Sannigrahi,

1. Chern. Ed., 52, 307 (1975).

The three B-CI stretching vectors (Fig. 3-65) transfonn as aI' + e'

(Table 3-26). To construct the totally symmetric mode, vS(a l '), we use the

operator. t This operator has also been called a "function genera~ing ~a

chine" since it generates functions of the desired symmetry startmg wIth
a single basis function, such as a stretching or bending motion.

As a further illustration of the use of eq. 3-120, as well as an important
example of handling imaginary characters, we will construct the B - Cl
stretching coordinates of BCI3 . This molecule belongs to the point group
D but we will be most successful in treating it with the character table

3h, ed
for the point group C

3
• The imaginary characters of C3 are transform

. f II h 2.if3 .mto real characters as 0 ows, were e = e .
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E
E·X,=E·2 t E'X

E
=E'OE

•
~

E' E·1
~

•

CI
•

CIt+ +S s c2(zHL0.s I C3 L0.s I C3 "CI Ci XEo =C3'-\ CI, •
CI C'X =C'I CI

t 3 EO 3 "-• S t • S"
z

C2(y)·-1

2 C3 z •
C3'XE' =C3'-1 /CI 2 C3

s/CIC'X =C'-I
• B 3 EO 3

•
C2(xH

L(0)
•

sum - CI2 t CI3 " ~c=/
- (b) sum = CI

2
CI3'r/ x

"~:::- / \ •

H H ~. -I
CII CII •
t

CT(yz)·-1

Fig. 3-66. Generation of the two degenerate B - CI stretching modes of BCI3

using the two different sets of real characters for the E representation.

The fact that the operations performed in Fig. 3-67 add up to 2~s1 + 2~S2 
2~S3 - 2~S4 is of no consequence because we are free to divide through
by 2 and reduce the symmetry coordinate to its simplest form. For quantita
tive work, the simplest form of the symmetry coordinate would then be
multiplied by a normalization coefficient.

CT(xy)·1

CT(xzH

•

•

•

~c=!
/ \

H H

H H

b=1
l \
\, l

C=C
/ \

H H

H H
\ /
C=C

/ ,
H H

H\ J
l=\
H H

H H

\=1
/ \

H H

Ii H
\ /c=c
l ~
II H

\=1
/ \

II H

--sum
H3 Hz
~ I
l=\
H4 HI

Fig. 3-67. Construction of v(CH)(b 3U) of ethylene using the full D'h character
table. In thiS figure <-> denotes bond stretching and >--< denotes bond compression.

Problems

3-31. PH
3

(pyramidal, C3V symmetry) has ir and Raman active vibrations at 2421,
2327, 1121, and 991 cm- I . PD3 exhibits its fundamentals at 1698, 1694
806, and 730 cm - I. Suggest an assignment of these frequencies and draw a
picture of each normal mode.

3-32. Construct symmetry coordinates for the bending modes of BCI 3 .

3-33. Construct symmetry coordinates for all of the stretching modes of a hypotheti
cal planar M Ls molecule of symmetry D 5 h .

185
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,

+ /z

! e I

2.100 2000 1900

em"

2 = /1 1

(b)

1 = 2a I

o

3

o

I

t
c

H'l' \
H H

I

c
c '0

Mn

Table 3-27. Stretching Analysis of CH
4

Td E BC) 3Cz 6S. 6"d
-

r stretch 4

/c
o

(0)

C. v E 2C.----, ,-+ '--.
5 I

Fig. 3-68. Four stretching vectors of methane.

I

Table 3-28. Stretching Analysis of Mn(CO)sl

ir: 2a I + e

Raman: 2a, + b l + e

Fig.. 3-69. (a) Five C-O stretching vectors of Mn(CO)s' (b) Carbonyl strctchin
regIOn mfrared spectrum of Mn (CO)5 I in CCl

4
. From' M.A. EI-Sa ed ami H [g

Kaesz, J. Mol. Spec., 9, 310 (1962). y. J.

compl~x.~.n(CO)51 (Fig. 3-69[a]) in this region of the spectrum? The
analySIS m Table 3-28 indicates that there should be three ir bands (F'
3-69[bJ) and four Raman bands. 19.

Wha~ if you replace the iodine atom by a more complex ligand such as a
phosphme? The true symmetry of the molecule may be Core at b tb hi' , es ,

ut t e carbonyl. region of the spectrum does not suddenly exhibit five
bands. The effective symmetry of the complex is still close to C

4
" and most

lIkely the pattern of the bands will not be very different from the true C
case. 4"

3-8. Stretching Mode Analysis

A frequent use of vibrational spectroscopy is to distinguish possible isomers
of a compound. Often particular modes of vibration occur in characteristic
regions of the spectrum and can be distinguished from other transitions.

Modes in which bond stretching occurs are found at higher frequencies
than bending vibrations involving those same bonds. The difference in
frequency is often large enough to say clearly which transitions represent

nearly pure stretching.
In Section 3-7 we introduced a simple procedure for determining the

symmetry species of the stretching vibrations (i sIrelch) for any molecule.
Knowing the symmetry species of the stretching vibrations, one can tell

by inspection how many stretching vibrations will be ir or Raman active.
Suppose you wish to know how many C - H stretching modes will be seen
for methane. The region where these occur is 2800-3100 cm - I . To represent

the stretching, we draw a two-headed arrow in the middle of each C - H

bond (Fig. 3-68). Table 3-27 shows how these four arrows transform under
the operations of Td • We find only two distinct vibrational energy levels,

one of which is threefold degenerate. The Td character table tells us that

both possible transitions are Raman active, but only the t2 transition is ir

active. Therefore, we expect only one band in the ir spectrum in the C - H

stretching region and two bands in the Raman spectrum.
Carbonyl stretching in transition metal complexes typically occurs in

the region 1700-2100 cm - 1. How many bands would one expect for the

3-34 The fundamental frequencies of ethylene and ethylene-d4 are listed below.

Draw a picture of each normal mode using the diborane vibrations (Fig. 3-40)
and the J)ih character table as guides. Use the coordinate system of Fig. 3-67.

C 2 11 4 CZ f)4 number symmetry description activity

310R 2304 \' hi q v(CH) R
5

3106 2345 1'9 h 2u
v(CH) II'

3019 2251 v aq v(CH) R
I

2990 2200 h, " v(CH)
•

\' I J II'

1623 I 5 I 5 v aq v(CC) R
2

1444 \078 h,u <5 a ,(CH 2 )
•

"12
II'

1342 981 v a" b,(CH 2 ) R
3

1236 1009 \' hi q p,(CHz ) R
6

1007 726 1'4 au p,(CH z) inactive

949 721 \' h zq p..(CH z ) R
8

943 no hi u Pw(CH z )
•

1'0 II'

RIO 5R6 h zu p,(CHz )
•

" I ()
II'
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• •

II' actIve

L-'II Jl

I
L

b,
below have just a single

C
5
H
e
- CeHe

H H

H H
H H

H H
H H ,.

I C2.0iI
C~.oy

L

L-

(0)

L

C H + C..H..II II

H H !i,

0
H H H'

Problems

/

C"2'O(j

L--

Two important idealized geometries for seven coordination arc the mono
capped trigonal prism (a) and the pentagonal bipyramid (h) The seven
coord mate complex Mo(CN)7 4 - has been examined both as solid
K 4Mo(CN)7 . 2H 2 0 and in aqueous solution. In the C- N stretching region
the II' spectrum has bands at 2119, 2115, 2090, :'080, 2074. and 20W cm I

for the solid and at 2080 and 2040 cm ., for solutions. How many Raman and
mfrared bands would you expect for each geometry above and how many
comcldences (bands present in hoth the ir and Raman spectra) should there
he for each geometry') How do you interpret these data'l

(a) Determine the number and activities of the carbonyl stretching modes of
both the CIS and fralls Isomers of L z M (CO)4' (b) Fe(CO)4 Cl

2
has ir bands

at2167, 2126, and 2082 cm- 1 in CHC13 solution How would you interpret
thiS spectrum? (c) Draw a pIcture of each carhonyl stretching symmetry
coord mate of each Isomer of L 2 M (CO)4' As all example of what we are
lookmg for, the modes of mer-L, M (CO)] are drawn below. The symbol H

stands for bond stretching and the symbol ~ denotes bond compression.
Note that the stretchIng of a unique chemical bond, as in the center diagram
below, IS always a legItimate basis for a symmetry coordinate.

L / L L /

0, 01
Show that all of the CnHn hydrocarbons
C - H stretching mode.

3-35.

3-36.

\
L 0

o
•C

•

u:a, +e

Raman: a, + e

C," E 2C3 3a"
---

joe: r'lretch 3 0 1 = a, + e

C ZV E C2 a(xz) a(yz)
- --_.-- - 3-37.

nler: rstretch 3 I 1 3 - 2a + b2- ,
ir: 2a, + b2

Raman: 2a, + h 2

L
/y

,0
L C

M mer

0/
C L

L '0
\x

Carbonyl Stretching Analysis of the mer and(ae Isomers of ML3(CO)3Table 3-29.
Complexes

What then, would you expect for the mer andjac isomers of an M L 3 (CO)3
complex (Fig. 3-70)? Table 3-29 indicates that we can expect two bands for
the lac isomer and three bands for the mer isomer in both the ir and Raman
spectra. Thus, the compound MO(CO)3 [P(OCH 3)3 h, whose ir spectrum
exhibits bands at 1993, 1919, and 1890 cm -1, is assigned the mer structure;
and the complex Cr(CO)3 (CNCH 3)3' with bands at 1942 and 1860 cm - 1,

is assigned the .lac structure. You might also wish to use the metal-carbon
stretching vibrations to tell the same thing since the M-C stretching vectors
have the same symmetries as the C - 0 stretching vectors. Unfortunately,
the energies of the M - C stretching vibrations are low enough so that these
modes are extensively mixed with the M- C - 0 bending modes ..

Fig. 3-70. Mer and jile isomers of an octahedral M L 3(CO)3 complex showing
carbonyl stretching vectors. The prefix mer stands for meridional since similar
ligands are arranged on a meridian of the octahedron. The prefixjae stands for facial
since similar ligands are situated on the same face of the octahedron.



Table 3-30. Predictions About the Spectra ofXeF4 with Square Planar or Tetrahedral
Geometry

3-9. Assignment of Real Spectra

Lest the reader be led to believe that spectra are very much more straight
forward than they actually are, we feel obliged to present some typical
vibrational analyses. Most spectra do not exhibit as many strong bands
as one would predict based on the number of allowed fundamentals. "Fine,"
you respond, "let's count the weaker bands." The trouble now is that if
you count the weaker bands you have many more bands than you expect
for fundamentals. The reason is that the weaker bands include combina
tion bands and overtones as well. One cannot generalize on the method of
assignment of vibrational spectra. Each molecule is a unique case which
requires resourcefulness on the part of the spectroscopist. In this section,
we will examine the assignment of the spectra of two rather simple com
pounds.

XeF4' Two possible geometries would be square planar (D4h ) and
tetrahedral (Td). The predicted activities of the fundamentals in each case
are shown in Table 3-30. It should certainly be possible to distinguish
these two geometries spectroscopically since the predictions are different.
For example, in the Xe-F stretching region (500-700 cm- 1 ) we expect
one allowed ir band and two allowed Raman bands for both D4h and Td

geometry. However, if the molecule is tetrahedral the ir absorption will
coincide with one of the Raman bands. In planar geometry this is for
bidden by the mutual exclusion rule (Section 3-6-C). That is, there will be
no ir-Raman coincidences. In the Xe - F bending region « 500 cm -1 )

we expect two ir and one Raman band in D4h symmetry and one ir and
two Raman bands in Td symmetry.

We now reproduce an entire paper from the Journal of the American
Chemical Society in which the fundamental frequencies of XeF4 are as
signed. Before reading this paper you should be told that the irreducible
representations which we call bIg, blg , b lu ' and blu are called blg , bIg,

b lu ' and hlu ' respectively, in this paper. That is, the I and 2 subscripts on
the b representations have been reversed. (This happens if you reverse the
conventions we have adopted on the definitions of Cl

' , Cz", (Jv and (Jd')

Introduction

The preparation of XeF4 has been described previously' and the results of a
preliminary study of its vibrational spectra reported briefly.4 We report here the
results of a more complete study of the Raman spectrum of the solid phase and
the infrared spectrum of the vapor.

The infrared spectrum ofXeF4 vapor has strong bands at 123,291, and 586 cm-I.
The Raman spectrum of the solid has very intense peaks at 502 and 543 cm - I and
weaker ones at 235 and 442 cm -I. These data show that the molecule is planar and
of symmetry D 4h · The seven fundamental frequencies have been assigned as 543
(a I9), 291(a zJ, 235(b lg), 221(b lu), 502(bzg), 586 (eu). and 123 (e

u
)' The (blJ fre

quency value is quite uncertain.
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Vibrational Spectra and Structure of Xenon Tetrafluoridel

By Howard H. Claassen,z Cedric L. Chernick, and John G. Maim
(Received March 18, 1963)

Vibrational spectroscopy

(Reproduced from J. Am. Chem. Soc., 85, 1927 [1963].)

Experimental Procedures

Preparation The purity of the XeF4 , prepared as described clsewhere,4 was
checked by infrared analysis. The probable impurities are XeF and XeF which
h b

. 6 Z
ave a sorptIOn peaks at 612 and 566 em-I, respectively. The sample was found

to contain small amounts of the more volatile XeF6 but this was easily removed
since Its vapor pressure is higher by a factor of 10. Pumping the equilibrium vapor
rapIdly out of the storage can several times removed the XeF

6
so that none of the

612 cm -I absorption could be detected in the bulk of sample remaining.
Infrared Spectra The vapor pressure of XeF4 (approximately 2 mm at 20')

was sufficient to allow the observation of the fundamentals at or slightly above
room temperature in a lO-cm cell. For weaker bands a 60-cm absorbing path was
obtained by use of the mirror cell designed at this Laboratory and previously
descnbed. 5 The cells were made of nickel and were used with either AgCl or poly
ethylene windows. The spectra were obtained with a Beckman IR-7 with Csi prism
and Perkin-Elmer 421 and 301 spectrophotometers. We are indebted to the Perkin
Elmer Corporation for the opportunity to use the 301 instrument at Norwalk,
Conn., and to Charles Helms and Robert Anacreon for their help with the opera
tion of that spectrophotometer.

The reproducibility of the spectrum and uniform composition of the sample
were established by scanning several samples. A nickel can containing about I g

Symmetry and spectroscopy190

Number of Active Fundamentals

All Vibrations Xe-F Stretching Xe-F Bending

ir Raman Coincidences ir Raman Coincidences ir Raman Coincidences

D4h Structure 3 3 0 I 2 0 2 I 0

Td Structure 2 4 2 I 2 I I 2 I

I Based on work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
2 Permanent address: Wheaton College, Wheaton, Ill.
3 H.H. Claassen, H. Selig and 1.G. Maim, 1. Am. Chern. Soc., 84,3593 (1962).
4C.L. Chernick, el al., Science, 138, 136 (1962).
5B. Weinstock, H.H. Claassen and c.L. Chernick, J, Chern. Phys., 38, 1470 (1963).
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Fig. 2. Raman spectrum of solid XeF4'

Fig. 1. Infrared spectrum of XeF 4 vapor.
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Results and Interpretation

Figure 1 shows tracings of the regions of the infrared spectrum where bands
were observed, and Fig. 2 is a tracing of the Raman spectrum. Judging from
their positions and intensities the three infrared bands at 123, 291, and 586 cm- I

are probably fundamentals. Of the four bands observed in the Raman spectrum
the one at 442 cm -1 is the least intense and may not represent a fundamental. In
fact, the reality of the 442 cm- I frequency is doubtful since the 543 cm- I vibra-

o 0

tion excited by 4339 A and the 502 cm -lone excited by 4337 A would occur at
o

apparent shifts of 442 and 445 cm - 1, respectively, from 4358 A.
In considering the information the spectral data furnish on the molecular sym

metry, it must be noted that the Raman measurements are for the solid compound
and the infrared ones are for the vapor. Some solid-vapor shifts in frequencies are
to be expected.

From the infrared spectrum alone one can conclude that there is high symmetry
in the XeF4 molecule. Only one band is observed in the region where bond stretch
ing motions occur (500-700 cm" 1). Of all the symmetries possible for a YZ4 

molecule, only for Titetrahedral) and D 4h (square-planar) would there be just one
infrared-active bond stretching fundamental. The infrared spectrum also allows the
distinction to be made between these two symmetries since a Td molecule would
have one bending mode that would be infrared active while a D4h molecule would
have two. As two are observed for XeF

4
the D 4h model is the preferred one. Strong

support for this is provided in the Raman spectrum, also.
The fundamental vibrations of a D 4h , YZ4 , molecule are described in Fig. 3 as

to their symmetries, numbering, spectral activity and modes of atomic motions.
The assignment of v2 is definite from the band contours expected according to
Gerhard and Dennison 6 Only for the out-of-plane motion, v2 , should there be a
very intense Q-branch and this is observed at 291 cm -I. The other two infrared
fundamentals are then assigned without ambiguity.

The Raman spectrum of the solid fits very well and lends strong support for the
•

planar model. The two very intense bands at 543 and 502 cm -1 must be due to the
two stretching vibrations. Although polarization measurements could not be made
it is quite certain that the symmetric vibration is the higher one because any signi
ficant repulsion between fluorines would almost require this. Further support for
this interpretation of the Raman spectrum of the solid has recently been obtained

of XeF4 was connected to the cell and to a similar can. The whole sample was
transferred batchwise to the second can and vapor samples of each batch were
taken into the cell. In most cases just the two most intense bands were examined
to look for possible changes which would be indicative of impurities, but several
complete spectra were also observed.

Raman Spectra The sample used was approximately 1 g of XeF4 that had grown
to a single crystal in a sealed quartz tube. The spectrum was obtained using a Cary
81 photoelectric instrument with the lens system designed for solids.

"S.L. Gerhard and D.M. Dennison, Phys. Rev., 43,197 (1933).
193
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PuFo
1.972
3.59
0.22

-- 0.08O. I I

XeF
2

2.00 [4

2.85

XeF4

1.928

3.00
0.12

~. 0.06

cm -'. 0 The observed splitting is much too large to ascribe to isotopes of xenon,
and may be due to a Coriolis coupling between the doubly degenerate vibration
and rotation.

The structure of XeF4 has been obtained by X-ray diffraction by Ibers and
Hamilton. 8 They find that for the solid, also, the molecule is square planar within
experimen tal error.

Several theoretical discussions9
- 11 have stated that the square planar model

best fits the theory and one of them9 suggests that the molecule could possibly be
distorted by coulomb repulsion. Therefore, it seems interesting to question whether
the vibrational data require an exactly planar molecule or whether the "ring" of
fluorines might be slightly puckered. If the latter were true the Raman-active v5

would be infrared active, but a slight distortion would, of course, result in a very
weak infrared band. One can set a rough upper limit to the amount of possible
puckering if one looks at the infrared spectrum in the region of 502 cm - I and makes
the plausible assumption that the rate of change of bond moment with stretching is
approximately the same for Vs and vo ' The result is that an upper limit can be set
for deviation of the Xe - F bond from the plane of about 0.5 degree, or fluorine

o

distances of 0.02 A from the plane.

The Q - R separation of I I + I cm -1 in the 29 I cm - 1 band can be used to
o

calculate a bond length. This gives 1.85 + 0.2 A· for the Xe - F bond, in good
o

agreement with the value of 1.92 A for the solid obtained from X-ray diffraction.8
Since a more precise value of the bond length for the vapor molecule will probably
be available soon from electron diffraction studies, we have not calculated thermo
dynamic functions.

Preliminary force constant calculations using a valence plus interaction terms
type of potential function similar to that used by Claassen for hexafluorides l2 gave

o

a value of 3.00 mdynes/A for the bond stretching constant and 0.12 for the inter-
action constant between bonds at right angles. The interaction constant for opposite
bonds cannot be determined accurately, but is approximately 0.06 mdyne/A.
These may be compared with values given by Smith '3 for XeF

2
and with those

for PuF0,'2 a molecule that also has fluorine bonds at right angles and a comparable
bond length.

Molecule
o

Bond length, A
o

Stretching force constant, mdynes/A
Interaction constant for perpendicular bonds
Interaction constant for opposite bonds

8 J.A. Ibers and W.e. Hamilton, Science, 139, 106 (1963).
9 R.E. Rundle, J. Am. Chern. Soc., 85, 112 (1963).
10 L.L. Lohr and W.N. Lipscomb, ibid., 85, 240 (1963).
II L.e. Allen, Science, 138, 892 (1962).
12H.H. Claassen, J, Chern. Phys., 30,968 (1959).
13 D.F. Smith, ibid., 38, 276 (1963).

14 P.A. Agron, G.M. Begun, H.A. Levy, A.A. Mason, e.F. Jones and D.F. Smith, Science,
139, 842 (1963).

123 em:-'?

291 em:-I

221 ?

235 em:-'

543 em:-'

586 em:-'

502 em:-I

R

R

R

IR

Inactive

IR

IR

Xe F4 Fundamentals

(D4h Symmetry)

Fig. 3. Numbering, spectral activity, and assignment of fundamentals.

in this Laboratory 7 The 235 cm -1 Raman band is then assigned to v3 and this
leaves 442 cm -1 to be assigned. If the band is real it cannot be a. fundamental and
it must be an overtone or combination band and the only plausIble assignment IS
that it is 2v4' This gives the value of 221 cm -1 for v4 that IS listed with a questIOn
mark since the assignment is not certain. The infrared absorptIOn peaks at 1105
and 1136 cm- I may be assigned as Vs + Vo = 1088 cm- I and v, + Vo = 1129
cm -I. The fit is satisfactory when account is taken of correctIOns needed due to
vapor to solid shift of frequencies.

There is one feature of the infrared spectrum that we do not understand and that
is the doublet appearance of vo ' This has been traced many times and the peaks
reproducibly found at 581 and 591 cm- I . Expected IS a tnplet band WIth all three
peaks of about equal intensity and with a P-R separatIOn of approxImately 14

7 H.H. Hyman and L.A. Quarterman observed a Raman bandat 553 cm- I of XeF4 in HF
solution. This must correspond to the 543 cm -I band for the solId. The vs .band was so broad
ened however, that it was not definitely observed in the very dIlute solutIOn. That the hlgh~r

freq~ency band remained sharp is good indication that it represents the totally symmetrIc
vibration.



Since the publication of the paper which was just reproduced, the same
research group has succeeded in recording the laser Raman spectrum of
gaseous XeF4 (as opposed to the solid state spectrum in the 1963 paper).
The following passage, which serves to update the XeF4 results, is repro
duced from P. Tsao, c.c. Cobb, and H.A. Claassen, J. Chem. Phys., 54,
5247 (1971).

"Figure 2 is the Raman spectrum of XeF4 in the gaseous state. The
three strongest bands at 554.3, 524, and 218 cm- I are shifted by II, 22,
and -17 cm -I, respectively, from corresponding bands for solid XeF4'

In addition to these fundamental frequencies, two very weak bands are
observed at 322 and 433 cm -1. The polarized band at 554.3 cm -1 is
overlapped by the depolarized band centered at 524 cm -I, hence its
depolarization factor cannot be measured accurately. It is very probably
below 0.05.

"Although the gas phase frequencies are appreciably shifted from those
observed earlier for condensed phases, as noted above, the present results
suggest no changes in assignments from the earlier work. The fundamental
frequencies for both XeF4 and XeOF4' from present and earlier work,
are listed in Table 1, together with the symmetry designations and spectral
activity. For XeF4 two of the seven fundamentals are not observed directly,
but they can be estimated rather closely. The out-of-plane puckering
motion, v4' is inactive. The force constant for this motion must be very
close to that for the other out-of-plane fundamental, v2 , observed at 291
cm-I. If one assumes the same force constant, the calculated value for v4

is 232 cm - 1. In the octahedral hexafluorides, v6 is an exactly identical
motion, and its overtone usually shows up as a surprisingly intense band.
Thus, it seems very probable that our observed Raman band at 433 is the
overtone of the inactive v4' and therefore we list 216 cm - 1 in parentheses
for v4' The other fundamental that has not been observed is the infrared
active v

7
. The value of 123 cm- I listed for it (in the previous work) with

a question mark is not correct, but was due to some HF impurity. The
band must be very weak, for we have not been able to observe it in several
attempts. Its approximate value can be obtained from the essentially
identical motion in XeOF4 , there labelled vy , and observed at 161 cm- j

in the Raman effect. This means that the Raman band of XeF4 at 322
cm -I must be the overtone of v7 ' and we list 161 cm- I as the fundamental
frequency. It is rather remarkable that the only two overtones observed
in the Raman effect happen to be those for the only two fundamentals
not directly observed."

Table I. Fundamental Frequencies for XeF
4

and XeOF
4

a

197

--'-'-

Description

XeOF.

Vibrational spectroscopy

926.3 v, (a,) R, ir Xe - 0 stretch584.3 v, (a,,) R 576.9 v2 (a,) R, ir XeF. in-phase stretch291 v2 (a 2u ) ,r 285.9 v3 (a,) R, ir XeF. out-or-plane bend218 v3 (b,,) R 225 v.(b,) R XeF4 in-plane scissor524 v, (b2g) R 543 v,(b2 ) R XeF. out-or-phase stretch(216) v. (b,.) inactive (219) v6 (b
2

) none observed F4 out-of-plane pucker586 v6 (e.) 'r 609 v, (e) R, ir F. degenerate stretch

(161 )
362 v, (e) R, if Xe-O bendv, (e.) none observed 161 v. (e) R, ir F. degenerate bend

._-----

Fig. 2 From P. Tsao C C C bb d HAC
' . . 0 , an " laassen, J. Chen!. Phys 14 5247 (1971) R

spectrum of gaseous XeF t 09 dO" - , . aman
A -IO . 1 d B 4 a .' atm an 105 C. Excitation lille at 6471 A. Spectral slitwidths'em an -- 3 em '. . . .

CIF3 : The ir and Raman spectra of this compound are shown in Fig
3-71. Smce. CIF3 is known to have C2v symmetry (roughly a T-sha ed
structure wIth a fluorine at the end of each line of the T and hi . P
th ) . c onne at

e. vertex, we predIct that all six fundamentals will be both ir and Raman
actIve. The ~a.man spectrum shows only two strong bands and the ir
spectrum exhIbIts ~ multitude of bands. It should be pointed out that th
Raman spectrum In Fig 3 71 die. . - pre ates aser Raman spectroscopy and a
modem Instrument would probably reveal more bands. But the ir spectrum
recorded today would probably be quite similar to that shown in Fl'

g.

Frequency Spectrum F
(

requency Spectrum
cm -, ) Designation observed ( 1)

_____________~c_m_- D..:e:.:.si:gn:::a:..:lI=·o_:.n_.::o:b,er_v_ed _

a From P. Tsao, C C Cobb and H A CI
.. , .. aassen. J. Chern. Phys. 54, 5247 (1971).
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Fig. 3-72. Resonance Raman spectrum of the product of chlorine molecule-cesium
atom matrix reaction. Laser exciting line is at 457.9 nm. Receiver gain is increased
in trace B, From W.E Howard, Jr. and L. Andrews, Inorg. Chel11., 14,767 (1975)

band consists ofa doublet duc to 35CI- 35 Cl and ·";CI-.'7CI. Also scen in

this spectrum is some unreacted Cl2 at 530 cm" J. As the laser wa vciength

is increased (Fig. 3-73), fewer and fewer overtones are seen and the inten

sity of the fundamental decreases as the laser frequency becomcs morc
and more removed from the Cl 2 - visible absorption band.

The resonance Raman effect is generally 0 bservl~d when the freq ucncy

of the incident light is such that the molar extinction coefllcicnt of the

sample is <: 103. A lesser effect ("pre-resonance Raman") is observed

when E ~ 10° - 102
, and ordinary Raman spectra are observed ir E

;:S 10
0

Since a sample in a resonance Raman (~xperiment is actually

absorbing the intense laser light, it can be quickly burncd to a crisp if no

precautions arc taken. To counter this problem, the sample is spun at

about 3000 revolutions per minute and the laser is aimed at some point

other than the axis of rotation. This way no part or the sample is seriously

overheated. For the ordinary Raman spectrum it was stated that p =

I~/ I" ;( 3/4 for solution spectra (Section 3-6-0). In resonance Raman

spectra this is no longer always so and anomalous polarization (p > 3/4)

may be observed. In fact, complete inverse polarizatio/1 (p ~ C0) is possible
for some non totally symmetric vibrations.

The resonance Raman effect is of potential value in biology for the study

of colored metalloproteins and other colored macromolecules, Since thc
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3-10. The Resonance Raman Effect

If a compound is irradiated at a frequency within an ele~tronic absorption
band the Raman emission may be greatly enhanced. ThiS effect, known as

the r~sonance Raman effect is illustrated in Fig. 3-72 in whi~h we ~ee the
spectrum of Cs+CI

2
- produced by codeposition of CI2 mixed with AI'

(Ar/CI = 100) and Cs vapor on a surface cooled to 15 K. The fundamental

appears at 259 cm -1, and the first seven overtones are clearly seen. Each

Problems

3-38. Derive the results in Table 3-30.

3-71. Notice that some of the bands assigned as overtones and combina

tion bands are more intense than some of the bands assigned as fun~a

mentals. The assignment of vibrational spectra is generally done to give
. F 3 71the greatest overall consistency of the observed frequencies.. Ig~r~ -

should dispel any illusions you may have had about the slmphclty of

vibrational spectroscopy.

Fig. 3-71. Infrared and Raman spectra of gaseous CIF3 . Reproduced from H.H.
Claassen, B. Weinstock, and J.G. Maim, j, Chern. Phys., 28, 285 (1958).
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5145 A

.,
4880A

3-39. Thc observed frequencies of the first eight vibrational transitions of Cs I Cl z
in Fig. 3-72 are listed below. Show that the anharmonic oscillator model

leads to an expression of the form 1',./11 = (w" - (tj"x,,) - (;)ex"I', where v" is
the wave number of the nh transition, From a plot of V,/I' f·,\. 1', find the
values of We and WeX" for J5Cl z - and ,"Cl·nCI . Why don't we observe the
spectrum of .17 el z - in Fig. 3-72 ?

>
f-

til
Z
W
f
Z

w
>
f
<{
-l
W
a::

4765 A

.,

1'=0-+1'=

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Cs ' .1 5 Cl '.
Z

259.0
515.0
767.8

1017.8
1264.2
1508. I
1749.3
1984.5

C s J5Cp 7 CI

508.4
758.4

1005.7
1249.3
1489.1
1726.2
1960.0

4579A

1100 800 500 200

FREQUENCY SHIFT (cm-1)

Fig. 3-73. Wavelength dependence of laser excitation on the resonanc.e Raman

t f C + Cl - All spectra were recorded at the same receiver gam but thespec rum 0 s 2'

laser power was 150 mW at 514.5 and 488.0 nm, 100 mW at 476.5 nm. and 75 mW
at 457.9 nm. Reproduced from W.F. Howard, Jr. and L. Andrews, Illorg. Chem.,

14.767 (1975).

emission intensity is greatly enhanced, the available low concentrations of
macromolecules do not prohibit observing a spectrum. Further, the reson
ance Raman spectrum is generally just associated with the regi~n of the
molecule responsible for the electronic absorption band.. For this reason
the immediate environment of colored transition metal IOns may be es

pecially amenable to study by resonance Raman spectroscopy. t When uv

lasers become available the potential of resonance Raman spectroscopy as

a probe of colorless compounds, as well, will be enormous.

t For a review of Ihis subjeel, see T.G. Spiro. Ace. Chel1l. Res .• 7. 339 (1974).

3-11. Functional Group Analysis

Probably the most routine usc of vibrational spectroscopy is to ascertain

which functional groups are present in a compound. If you had no idea of

the composition of the compound, this would probably be impossible

because more than one functional group absorb:; in most regions of the

spectrum. But with a knowledge of the compound's origin, its elemental

composition, its mass spectrum, and its other spectral properties (nuclear

magnetic resonance, uv, etc.), vibrational spectra can be very useful. We

have already alluded to some inorganic functional groups. For example,
C - a stretching of terminal metal carbonyl groups comes in the region
1800-2100 cm - I, and Xc - F stretching frequencies come in the range

500-700 cm 'I. In this section we will examine the infrared spcctra of

some small organic compounds ·-and a few more exotic samples . with

special reference to characteristic frequencies of the functional groups
presen t.

When scanning a spectrum for the purpose of identifying functional

groups present, it is most useful to begin at the high frequency side of the

spectrum « 1500 cm -I) and work down to lower frequencies. This is
because the stretching frequencies are usually much more useful than

bending frequencies for preliminary identification of functional groups.

In Table 3-31 are listed some of the more useful stretching frequencies.
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Table 3-31. Characteristic Stretching Frequencies
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Bond

C~H

=C-H
=C-H

C=C
C=C
C=N
C=O

O-H

N-H

Type of Compound

alkane
alkene or arene

alkyne
alkene
alkyne
nitrile

ketones, aldehydes
acids, esters
alcohols
H ~ bonded alcohols
H - bonded acids

•

ammes

2800-3000
3000-3100
3300
1620-1680
2100-2260
2200-2300
1700-1750

3590-3650
3200-3400
2500-3000
3300-3500

Intensity

strong
medium
strong
variable
variable
variable
strong

variable, sharp
strong, broad
variable, broad
medium

Zl
S

symmetric stretch

Pr
rocking

Z&s
asyrrmetric stretch

/H, ......... H........
C

f:::.
13

bending

~ .........ec
J ~:::-

Pt
twisting

Once you suspect the presence of a functional group, use Table 3-32 to
locate its other characteristic absorption frequencies. These tables are by
no means infallible, but they provide a good start in identifying a functional
group.

The spectrum of hexane, Fig. 3-74, exhibits an intense set of absorptions
just below 3000 em -1 characteristic of C - H stretching of saturated hydro
carbons. According to Table 3-32, there should be bending frequencies of
methyl groups in the region 1350-1400 and 1430-1480 em -1. Overlapping
the 1430-1480 absorption should be the methylene (CHz) bending mode.
In the spectrum we observe strong bands near 1450 and 1375 em -1. Table
3-32 also leads us to expect a medium intensity band near 720 em -1 due
to CHz rocking when several adjacent methylene groups occur in the same
compound. Indeed, this is the next most intense band in the spectrum.
The vibrations of a methylene group are shown in Fig. 3-75. Figure

Fig. 3-74. Infrared spectrum of hexane. From Sadtler Standard Infrared Grating
Spectra, © Sadtler Research Laboratories, Philadelphia.

Microns
7

Fig. 3-75. Vibrations of a methylene group.

3-76 illustrates how the absorption bands due to CH
3

groups can be
distinguished empirically from those of CHz groups. In the series of com
pounds whose spectra are shown, the bands whose intensity grows with
~n increasing number of CHz groups are logically assigned to CH

z
absorp

tions.

The spectrum of I-butene in Fig. 3-77 illustrates the bands characteristic
of a vinyl (-CH=CHz) group. We observe =C-H stretching near 3100
cm-

1
, C=C stretching near 1650 cm- 1 , and a combination band that is

often present in compounds with C = C double bonds near 1900 em - 1.

Table 3-32 indicates that strong bands, due to bending vibrations of the
vinyl group, should be found near 1425, 975, and 925 cm- 1 , and these
bands are all seen.

Toluene (Fig. 3-78) exhibits aromatic C - H stretching near 3030 em - 1

.as well as the asymmetric and symmetric methyl stretching below 3000
em -1. Variable intensity C = C stretching modes (in this case medium to
strong) of a benzene ring are seen at 1600, 1500, and 1450 em - 1. Benzene
rings also have a relatively rich spectrum of overtones and combination
bands in the region 1650-2000 em -1 whose pattern is characteristic of the
geometry of substituents on the benzene ring. Strong bands near 700 em-I
are due to C- H out-of-plane bending and are also characteristic of the
pattern of ring substitution.

Noteworthy features of the spectrum of phenylacetylene (Fig. 3-79) are
alkyne C-H stretching near 3300 cm- 1 and sharp, weak C=C stretching
near 2100 em -1. Although the ir absorption of C -= C triple bonds is usually
weak, the Raman spectrum is usually quite strong. (The same is true of
symmetrically substituted alkenes.) In Fig. 3-80 we see the C C stretching
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Fig. 3-77. Infrared spectrum of I-butene. From J.D. Roberts and M.e. Caserio,
Basic Principles of Organic Chemistry, W.A. Benjamin, N. Y., 1964.
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Fig. 3-78. Infrared spectrum of toluene. From Sadtler Standard In/rared Grating
Spectra, © Sadtier Research Laboratories, Philadelphia.
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Fig. 3-79. Infrared spectrum of phenylacetylene in CCI
4

solution. From .J.D.
Roberts and M.e. Caserio, Basic Principles of Organic Chemistry, W.A. Benjamin,
N.Y., 1964.
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Stretching vibrations

d' d in saturated hydrocarbons.
Fig. 3-76. CH2 and CH3 stretching and be~ ~gB~i~ta~~, W.O. George, and e.H.J.
In this figure absorptIOn goes up. From E. . . d . P ess London 1970.

I I S ·t scopy Aca emlc r, 'WeIl, Introduction to Mo ecu ar pec ro ,
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CH - O-H"'O-CH
3 / 3

H

ing near 1050 em-1, and a broad C - 0 - H bending absorption underlying
the sharper C-H bands in the region 1400-1500 em-I. In dilute solutions
alcohols exhibit a relatively sharp 0 - H stretch near 3600 em -1 due to
monomeric species (Figs. 3-82 and 3-83). In more concentrated solutions,
broad 0 - H bands at frequencies down to 3200 em -1 due to dimers and
polymers appear. In carboxylic acids (Fig. 3-84) extensive association in
solution can lower the very broad 0 - H absorption to 2600 em -1.

A primary amine (RNHz ' Fig. 3-85 [aD exhibits two sharp N - H stretch
ing absorptions (vas and vs) in the region 3500~3JOO em-I. A secondary
amine (RzNH, Fig. 3-85 [b]) has only one such absorption.

The spectrum of heroin hydrochloride (Fig. 3-86) (yes, I said heroin)
exhibits two C=O absorptions near 1750 cm- 1 due to the two different
acetate groups present. The strong, broad band at 3400 em -1 is due to
water present in the sample. (Most spectra obtained by grinding a com
pound in KBr and pressing the finely ground mixture into a translucent
pellet exhibit strong HzO absorptions due to water adhering to the KBr.)
The ammonium N - H stretch gives rise to the broad band at 2600 em - 1 .

The drug LSD (Fig. 3-87) exhibits the amide carbonyl absorption just
above 1600 em -1. C = C stretching bands are weaker than carbonyl absorp
tions and are probably buried under the carbonyl peak. Primary (CONHz)
and secondary (CONH -) amides exhibit several characteristic bands in
the region 1250~I650 shown in detail for N-methylacetamide in Fig. 3-88.

The drug STP gives a very intense, broad band at 3000 em - 1 due to the
- NH 3 + stretching vibrations (Fig. 3-89). Sharp bands near 1600 and 1510
em -1 are due to (jd and (js of the ammonium group. R z NHz + salts show
corresponding stretching in the region 2700-2250 (broad) and bending
occurs near 1600 em -1. The R 3 NH + group, already seen in heroin hydro
chloride (Fig. 3-86) exhibits N - H stretching also in the region 2700-2250
em -1.

Fig. 3-82. Methanol and possible structures of hydrogen-bonded aggregates.

I
ii (cnf'l

2205

2231

2298

F' 3-81 Infrared spectrum of methanol. From Sadtler Standard Infrared Grating

;:~ctra, '© Sadtler Research Laboratories, Philadelphia.

«

•

re ion of the Raman spectrum of 3-hexyn-I-ol. .The s.trong band at 2237 is
v(~=C) and the moderate band at 2298 cm- 1 I~ attn~u~:d to a~ overtone

b· t' band which has "borrowed Intensity (SectIOn 3-6-E)
or com Ina IOn d' h

h f d t I at 2237 em -1 A similar pattern of ban s In t e
from t e un amena· . d'
C = N stretching region of nitriles is commonly found and ~xplal~e m

- The weak band in Fig. 3-80 at 2205 em -1 IS attnbuted
the same manner.
to v(l3C_ IZ C). .

Methanol (Fig. 3-81) exhibits the expected two m.ethyl C - H stretchm
1

g

b
· 2900 em -1 and bending absorptIOns near 1400 em .

a sorptlOns near . -1 C _ 0 stretch-
In addition, we find strong 0 - H stretchmg near 3300 em ,

C t h· ion of 3-hexyn-l-ol. From
F' 3-80 Raman spectrum of the C = stre c mg reg .
S~~. Fr~eman, Applications of Laser Raman Spectroscopy, John WIley & Sons,

N.Y., 1974.
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Fig. 3-85. Infrared spectra of (a) cyclohexylamine and (b) methylanilinc. From 1.D.
Roberts and M.C Caserio Basic Principles of Organic Chemistry, W.A. Benjamin,
N.Y., 1964.

Fig: 3-86. Infrared spectrum of heroin hydrochloride in a KBr pellet. From 1.S.
Swmehart and R.C Gore, Perkin-Elmer Infrared Applications Study No.6, Perkin
Elmer Corp., Norwalk, Connecticut, 1968.
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Fig. 3-84. Infrared spectrum of acetic acid. From 1.D. Roberts and M.C Caserio,
Basic Principles olOrganic Chemistry, W.A. Benjamin, N.Y., 1964.

Fig. 3-83. Infrared spectrum of cholesterol as a function of (a) concentration and
(b) temperature in CCI

4
solution. The sharp band near 3620 cm - 1 is assigned to

monomeric species while broad bands near 3500 and 3350 cm - 1 are assigned to
H-bonded dimers and trimers, respectively. Reproduced from F.S. Parker and K.R.
Bhaskar, Biochem., 7, 1286 (1968).
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Figure 3-90 shows the spectrum of mastodon tooth enamel. The spectrum
and elemental analysis establish this enamel as the mineral Dahllite, a
calcium phosphate carbonate. Besides the characteristic Hz° bands, we
see a few relatively broad bands at lower energy than we have been observing
so far for stretching vibrations. The phosphate anions give rise to Vd near
1050 cm - I, V

S
as a doublet near 600 cm - 1, and bd near 300 cm -1. The

asymmetry or splitting of these bands can be due to several effects, such as
lower than T

d
crystal site symmetry or chemically different phosphate

groups present in the crystal lattice. V d (C0 3 ) is similarly split into a doublet
near 1500 cm - 1. The point of this illustration is that vibrational spectra
are of importance to inorganic functional group analysis as well as organic

functional group analysis.

Fig. 3-87. Infrared spectrum of LSD in a KBr pellet. From J.S. Swinehart and R.C.
Gore, Perkin-Elmer Infrared Applications Study No.6, Perkin-Elmer Corp., Norwalk,

Connecticut, 1968.
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Problems

3-40. Suggest a structure consistent with the molecular formula and the ir spectrum
for each compound below. A compound with the composition CxHyNzOn will
have (x + 1 - ~ y + ~ z) (rings plus double bonds). For example, ethylene,
C2 H4 , has (2 + I - 2 + 0) = 1 (rings plus double bonds). Ethylene has one
double bond. A triple bond counts as two double bonds, and multiple bonds
may include atoms other than carbon (e.g., C'=N and C=O). Toluene
(C7 H 8 = 7 + I - 4 + 0 = 4) has one ring and three double bonds. For
compounds with other elements present, monovalent elements count in y
and trivalent elements count in z. Divalent elements do not contribute to the
total count of rings and double bonds. Spectra a-c below are from Sadtler
Standard Infrared Grating Spectra. © Sadtier Research Laboratories, Phila
delphia; and spectra d-f are from F. Scheinmann, ed., An Introduction to
Spectroscopic Methods for the Indentification of Organic Compounds, Vol. I,
Pergamon Press, Oxford, 1970.
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Fig. 3-90. Infrared spectrum of mastodon tooth enamel ground in a KBr pellet.
Courtesy George Rossman, California Institute of Technology.

OCH,

Fig. 3-89. Infrared spectrum of STP in a KBr pellet. From J .~. Swinehart and R.C.
Gore, Perkin-Elmer Infrared Applications Study No.6, Perkm-Elmer Corp., Nor
walk, Connecticut, 1968.
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The Raman spectrum of the pyramidal (C3V ) anion, S032 -, in aqueous solu
tion, exhibits four bands: 966 (strong, p), 933 (shoulder, dp), 620 (weak, p),
and 473 cm -1 (medium, dp) (p = polarized, dp = depolarized). Make an
assignment of these bands, labelling each with the proper symmetry and
descriptive symbol from Table 3-13.

The linear X -C-N molecules below exhibit the indicated ir bands. (a)
Determine the number, symmetries, and activities of the fundamentals for
the X - C - N structure. (b) Draw a picture of each ir active mode and label
it with its symmetry and proper symbol from Table 3-13. (c) Fill in the table
below and reorganize the frequencies such that each column of the table has
the same kind of vibration for all six molecules. Pay attention to the effect of
increasing mass when you do this.

3-41.

3-42.

Additional Problems
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3-43. Four reasonable structures for Os04N (N = pyridine) are given below:

0 N N 0
0 0

0 0 0

N

0 0 N
0

0
0

0

A B C 0

Fill in the following table just for Os - 0 stretching modes:

---- .~--------

structure

A
B
C
D

point
group

number of
ir bands

number of
Raman bands

.~-----_.

number of
coincidences

number of
polarized

Raman bands

2000

L •
.~

""'1 {;..\ .'• •••• •. ,
~ ......, ... !

..~.j...- ,
II c

\
•

'::.-' "•tJ ,

4000

(b)

t
t-
O"

4000 4

(a)

t
•

The observed spectra in the Os-O stretching region are as follows:

ir: 926, 915, 908, 885 em - 1 .

Raman: 928 (p), 916 (p), 907 (p), 886 (dp) em-I.

With which structure are these data consistent?
3-44. Determine the number, activities, and polarizations of all of the normal modes

of vibration of Pd
2

Cl
6
2- which has the planar structure below. Determine

the number and symmetries of the stretches of terminal Pd-CI bonds. Try
the same for bridge Pd-CI bonds. Draw a picture of each terminal and bridge

stretching mode.

3-45. The ir spectrum of Os(NH
3

)4 (N2 )2 2 + is shown in (a) below. Based on the
appearance of the N - N stretching region (~2000 em -1), is this a cis or
trans isomer? The ir spectra of I and II below are shown in (b). What is the
formal oxidation state of Os in I and II? Can you interpret the spectrum of
the N = N stretching region in terms of local symmetry about the N 2 groups?
Local symmetry means just considering nearest neighbors, i.e., X- N - N - Y.

Reproduced from (a) H.A. Scheidegger, J.N. Armor, and H. Taube, J. Amer
Chern. Soc., 90, 3263 (1968) and (b) R.H. Magnwion and H. Taube, J. Arne;
Chern. Soc., 94, 7213 (1972). .

3-46. Construc~ a pi~ture of each of the symmetry coordinates of a linear molecule
of C4 whIch eXIsts to a small extent in the vapors of molten carbon.

3-47. Suggest a structure consistent with the molecular formula and the ir spectrum
of each compound below. Spectra a and b are from Frequently used Spectra
for the Infrared Spectroscopist, © Sadtler Research Laboratories, Philadelphia.
Spectra c-f are reproduced fro~ Sadtler Standard Infrared Grating Spectra,
© Sadtler R~search LaboratOrIes. Spectrum g is from F. Scheinmann, ed.,
An IntroductIOn to Spectroscopic Methods for the Identification of Organic
Compounds, Vol. I, Pergamon Press, Oxford, 1970.
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3-52. The compound Mn 2(CO)10 has the same staggered D4d structure shown for
Cr2(CO)10 2- in Problem 1-IO(k). An interesting kind of polarization study
has been done (R.A. Levenson, H.B. Gray, and G.P. Ceasar, J. Amer. Chem.
Soc., 92, 3653 [1970]) in which Mn2 (CO)10 was dissolved in an oriented
nematic liquid crystal. Such a solution consists of long, thin, solvent molecules
aligned so that their long axes generally point in the same direction. Since
. Mn2(CO)10 also has one unique long axis, it is presumed that the solute
molecules align themselves parallel to the solvent molecules. The ir spectrum
of the carbonyl stretching region with the electric vector parallel and perpen
dicular to the long axis of the solvent molecules is listed below. (a) What are
the symmetries and activities of the v(CO) vibrations of Mn2(CO)10 ? (b) Which
absorptions will be polarized parallel and perpendicular to the long axis of
the molecule? (c) Assign the proper symmetries to the three observed absorp
tions.

3-51. The compounds RU(CO)3 (P4>3)2' Fe(CO)3 (P4>3)2' and Ru (CO)3 (As4>3)2
(4) = phenyl) each exhibit just a single ir active CO stretching mode. Six plausible
structures for these compounds are drawn below, in which CO ligands are
indicated by dark circles. How many ir and Raman bands are expected in the
carbonyl stretching region for each structure? With which structure is the spec
trum consistent? Draw a picture of this ir active CO stretching mode.

900

2750.13
2725.92
2701.18
2675.94
2650.22

ii em')

Fundamental
2981.00 2863.02
2963.29 2841.58
2944.90 2819.56
2925.90 2796.97
2906.24 2773.82

Absorption Lines of H35 Cia

3059.32
3045.06
3030.09
3014.41
2998.04

H3 5 CI exhibits the vibrational spectrum tabulated below. From this spectrum,

calculate the values of B" IX., r" r0' r1 ' r2' and r3 .
3-48.

t
I
:.!!o

• Report of the Commission on Molecular Structure and Spectroscopy, IUPAC, Pure and Applied Chemistry, 1, 573 (1961).

5739.29
5723.29

8412.25
8398.70

First Overtone
5706.21 5647.03
5687.81 5624.81

Second Overtone
8383.29 8326.10
8366.02 8303.39

2045 2009 1980 cm- 1

5602.05
5577 .25 All * 0.62 0.81 0.21

A ** 0.54 0.92 0.191-

8278.99

• All is arbitrary relative absorbance or light polarized parallel to the long solvent axis.
..A1- is relative absorbance of light polarized perpendicular to the long solvent axis. Relative absorbance is to the same scale
as the All data.

3-49. Assign symmetry labels and descriptive symbols (Table 3-13) to the fun
damental frequencies of CH

4
which appear at 3019 (ir, R), 2917 (R), 1534

(R), and 1306 (iI', R) cm - 1.
3-50. Suggest an assignment with symmetry labels and descriptive symbols for the

fundamentals of CH3CN which appear at 2999,2942,2249, 1440, 1376, 1124,

918, and 380 cm - 1.

3-53. The fundamentals, V1 -V6 , of CH3 Cl are observed at 2966, 1355, 732, 3042,
1455, and 1015 cm - 1, respectively, and are labelled on the spectrum below.
Assign a symmetry label and descriptive symbol (Table 3-13) to each frequency.
Notice that the bands fall into two distinct classes based on their appearance.
On this basis, what is the symmetry of the absorption centered at 2879 cm -1,
which is not a fundamental? Suggest an assignment of this band consistent
with its bandshape and position. Spectrum reproduced from Sadtler Reference
Spectra Collections, © Sadtler Research Laboratories, Philadelphia.
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4 . Molecular orbital theor.y

4-1. Introduction

The qualitative molecular orbital (mo) theory developed in this chapter
will form a foundation for our study of electronic spectroscopy. It should
be stressed that there are a variety of ways to treat the electronic structure
of molecules and we are taking a rather naive qualitative approach chosen
to emphasize the symmetry of molecular orbitals. What you should get
out of this chapter is an appreciation of th~ distribution of electrons in
some selected small molecules, and some idea of the relative energies of
the molecular orbitals of those molecules. You should also have some
appreciation of how the electron distribution changes upon going to some
low-lying excited electronic states. Electronic spectroscopy deals with
changes in the distribution of electrons within a molecule. The symmetries
of molecular orbitals are important to electronic spectroscopy in the same
way that the symmetries of vibrational wave functions were important to
vibrational spectroscopy. The experimental technique most closely related
to molecular orbital theory, photoelectron spectroscopy, will also be
introduced in this chapter.

4-2. Atoms

A. Atomic Orbitals. Let's see how the time-independent form of the
Schrodinger equation (2-36) applies to an atom with a nucleus of charge
+Ze and mass M and a single electron of charge - e and mass m. We can
make best use of the inherent spherical symmetry of this problem by using
the spherical polar coordinate system defined in Fig. 4-1. The relations between
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Fig. 4-1. A spherical polar coordinate system fixed at the nucleus of a one-electron

atom.

(4-4)

(4-3)

£ =n

t/J(r,O,(p) = Rnl(r) elm,(O) cP m,(¢)
'---v--' '---v--' '----v--'

The total wave function, t/J (r, 0, ¢), is called an atomic orhital and describes

the behavior of the electron with respect to the nucleus. The function

RnAr) depends on two integer quantum numbers: n, the principal quantum
number, and t, the azimuthal quantum numher. n can have the values

1,2,3,4 ... and t ranges from 0 to n - I. For example, for n = 4, (can

be 0, I, 2, or 3. elm, (8) depends on t and 111(, the magnetic quantulJI
number, which can have the values -t, -t -I- I, .. 0, I, .. +(. For

t = 3. for example, 1Il( can be -3, -2, -I, O. 1,2. or 3. cPm,((j;) depends

only on the magnetic quantum number. A list of some one-electron wave

functions is given in Table 4-1. In this table the constant 110 is called the

Bohr radius. It is the most probable distance of the electron from the nucleus

in the lowest energy (Is) orbital and is equal to the electron-nuclear

separa~ion predicted by the "old quantum theory" of Bohr. You may

recogmze the angular factors in Table 4-1 as the same spherical harmonics

of Table 3-5, which are the rotational wave functions of diatomic molecules.

In Table 4-1 we show only the real wave functions of Table 3-5. Dircct

solution of the cP part of the Schrodinger equation gives imaginary wave

functions (eq. 3-36). The real functions are linear combinations of the

imaginary functions and, therefore, also satisfy the Schrodinger equation.

The value of n determines the shell. Values of n = I, 2, 3. 4 ... are

called K, L, M, N ... shells, respectively. The value of ( determines the

name of the orbital. t = 0, I, 2, 3 ... corresponds to s, p, d, I' ... orbitals.

~ complete set of each of these types of orbitals (such as Px, Py, and pz)
IS called a subshell. For the one-electron atom, the energy of the orbital is

completely determined by n:

particle of mass fl moving about the origin of the coordinate system. Since
fl is so nearly equal to m, we are effectively describing an electron moving

about a nucleus fixed at the center of the coordinate system. Since we will

only deal with electronic wave functions throughout the remainder of this

chapter, we will drop the subscript on t/J e and it will be understood that
any wave function is an electronic wave function.

The process of solving eq. 4-2 is complicated and can be found in the

quantum mechanics texts mentioned at the end of Chapter Two. We will

only look at the final result. The electronic wave function, v/, can be factored

into a product of functions of the individual coordinates, r, 0, and </;:

(4-2)

electron
-e,

z

nucleus
M,+Ze

: ", Y
"'-- ......... :,'

,.J... ............ : ,,'
'jJ ...... I "

, "X -------------------"'::..'

£= il
2

V 2 _ il
2

V 2
Ze2

(4-1)- - .

2M n 2m e 4rrEor
•

"
•
~

kinetic energy potential

terms energy term

where V 2 has the polar form in eq. 3-30, t/J e is the electronic wave function,

and II is the reduced mass of the atom (= Mm/(M + m)). The reduced

mass is very nearly equal to the mass of the electron because M is thousands
of times larger than IJI. The term - il 2 V2 /2/1 gives the kinetic energy of a

where Vn 2 applies to the nuclear coordinates, V/ applies to electron

coordinates, and - Ze2 /4rrEor is the Coulombic energy of attraction of the

two particles. In this expression the charge on the electron is given in SI

units. (See note on units at the beginning of the book.) In a manner analagous

to the treatment of diatomic molecules in Section 3-3-0, it can be shown
that the solution of the Schrodinger equation for the one-electron atom

can be factored into a product of two functions. One gives the electronic

energy of the atom and the other gives the translational kinetic energy.

We are not at all concerned with translation of the entire atom through

space and will disregard the translational equation. The "electronic"

Schrodinger equation which is left has the form

il 2 Ze 2
- _V2 - ,I, - £'/,

2/1 4rrE r 'lie - 'lie
t'" 0

spherical polar and cartesian coordinates were given in eq. 3-30. The

hamiltonian will have kinetic energy terms for both the nucleus and the

electron, as well as a potential energy term describing the electrostatic

in teraction between them:
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4

3

quantum numbers
n t me

2s
3s
2p
3d
4f

orbital

Problems

4-1. Fill in the table below.

The values of t and me determine the orbital angular momentum of the
electron. t

If the atomic orbitals are factored into radial (R) and angular (e ep)

parts, the radial functions are as shown (by dashed lines) in Fig. 4-2. The
Is radial wave function goes to a maximum at r = O. But the maximum
probability of finding the electron is not at r = 0, but at r = au if Z = 1.
The reason is that although the value of R~I (r) is proportional to the
probability of finding the electron in a given infinitesimal volume element
at a distance r from the nucleus, there are more such volume elements for
each value of r as r increases. In fact, the number of volume elements
increases as r 2 since the area of a sphere is 4nr2 and the number of volume
elements is proportional to the surface area of the sphere. Hence the radial
distribution function of interest is proportional to r2 R;'e (r). These functions
are given as solid lines in Fig. 4-2. We see in this figure that there are some
points where the wave functions change sign and the probabilities go to
zero. Such points are called nodes.

The angular parts of some of the wave functions are shown in Appendix
D. The sign of each lobe represents the sign of the wave function in that
region of space. The probability of finding the electron in a region of space
does not depend on the sign of the wave function, but on its square. However,
the bonding interactions between different orbitals will depend very much
on the signs of the individual wave functions. This will become clearer
later in this chapter.

L Shell

_ I (~)312 (2 _ 0")C-aI2

4.J2n aD

_1= (2 )312 O"e-al2 cos IJ
4.J2n Gu

I (2)312 O"e-al2 sin IJ cos q,
4.J2n Go

I ( 2) 3/2 .'_~ O"c- al2 smlJsmq,
4.J2n Go

!/J(3p,)

1/1 (3s)

1/1 (2p,)

!/J(2s)

+ I b

+ I b

o

o

+2b

o

+ )b
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Table 4-1. Wave Functions for the One-Electron Atom
a

o

o

o

2

1

2

2

I

I

1

o

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

t m{ Name Wave Function
n

K Shell
I 2 J/2

~- a

1 0 0 1/1(ls) c
.Jii an
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•

arr = Zr/ao : Q o = 4rrEoh1 /J1e
2

= 0.5292 A 2 ' '0 ry The real functions given in this table arc
. . . I + I - I (or +2 or - ) are Imagl a . . . '

bThe atomiC orbltals havmg ~nl e~ua to . or ~ A. ¢ where 4J+ is the imaginary funcllOn haVIng
linear combinations of those Imagmary functIOns. For example, 2px oc '+'+ + ~,
mt = + I, and q,_ is the imaginary function having m (= -1.

tThe magnitude of the orbital angular momentum of the electron of a hydrogen atom is given
by .Jt(t + 0 h. The only measurable component of angular momentum along a given direction
is /11t h.
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Fig. 4-2, Graphs of radial wave functions, R nl (r) (dashed lines), and distribution
functions, r 2 R~I (r) (solid lines), for the hydrogen atom. Units of Rare m J/2
and units of,.2 R2 are m - I. Vertical lines mark the average value of,. for an electron
in each orbital.
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Molecular orhital theon'
•

electrons behave as if the h' '". '. .' y ave an IntnnsIC angular momentum called
Spill. SpIn IS quantIzed and an electron may have either + I or - I' 't r
angular momentum W k r h . unl 0+ 1/2 or _ I ' . e spea 0 t e Spill quantum number, In" as being

. !2 and represent these two numbers by the symbols i and 1
respectively In Chapter Five th t . "m _ 1/2" . e wo Spill wave functions corresponding to

s - + and ms = - 1/2 Will be called ex and f3. For the present ur oses

the arr~ws Will serve welL Electron spin did not come out of the ~lI(~l;Un~
mechanIcal treatm.en~ of the one-electron a tom ou tlined above. I t also does

not. come out ~f.slmilar treatment of the many-electron atom. S in can be
denved If relatiVistic effects are taken into account, or it can justbe tackcd
on to the results we already h .
t
' k th I ave III a completely ad hoc manner. We will
a e e atter approach.

Putting all of this information t th h .. ifi" oge er, t en, what IS the electronic
con guratlOn of a given atom? That is, what are the values of /
and m f h f' ' n, ", 111

s or eac 0 ItS electrons? We need two more guidi " I I'

one of wh' h' th P r ng pnnclp es,
th IC IS e. au 1 exclusion rule (or Pauli principle), which states

C at ~~ tw~electrons In ~n atom can have the same set of quantum numbers
onsl er t e He atom With two electrons, eland C , If e has the quant ,.

numbers n = I t = 0 _ 0 d 2 1 um, , In / - , an m = + 1/2 (' can ha thb . s , 2 ve e quantum
nu~ ers n =. I, t = 0, m/ = 0, and m s = -1/2. e

2
could not have had

ms - + 1/2 SInce we have already assigned th' ., . , IS SpIn quantum number to
(I , and n, t, and m / are all the same for both el 't Th(and d'b' ec rons. esc valucs of 11
., m/ escn e a Is orbital and h '
f H f

' wc represent t e electronic configuf'ltion
o e as ollows: '

For Li we would have

He --tt-- Is

-H-
Is 2s

These configurations arc degenerat . th 'b -field . . e III e a sence of an external magnetic
so we Will only wnte one of them from now Oll.tt Continuing d-'

Be and B as follows. ,we taw
•

'The magnitude of the angular momentum of an I' .. ~I~
measurablc componcnt of an 'ula c ectron IS glvcn by ...; 111,(111, + I) h. The

g r momcntum along a given di -( I
cxIcrnal magnclic ficld, is III I, = + (1/2)1 rec lon, sue I as that of an
tt S - l.

In the prcscnce of an exlernal magnetic field thc ener' . . .. -
momentum is parallel to the f Id tho .f.. .. gy IS 10\Ver If thc electron angular

Ie an I It IS antlparallel.

yx

_ _(I I)E = 100hev = 1OOhc R -- ----
If 1/' II 2

1 2

where 1/
1

and 11
2

arc integers and 1/2 > 111' Rlf is called the Rydbcrg constant
and is equal to 1.097 x 10' cm - I. Dcrivc this equation using the quantum
mcchanieal rcsult, eq. 4-4, and express RJI in terms of fundamental constants.
Calculate the wave number of the highest energy hydrogen atom emission. To
what atomic electronic transition does this corrcspond? Calculate the ionization

energy of a hydrogen atom in its ground statc.

Symmetry and spectroscopy

if; (3d xv) 'X. xy

Using polar graph paper, plot thc angular part of the 3dxy function in thc xy
plane (i.e., () = 90"). What you are really plotting is the function if; = sin

2
()

x sin 2e/>, where if; will bc thc distance from the origin of the graph and </>

dctermines which radial you are on. Do the same for the 3d" function in the
xz plane. Write the angular part (just the angular part) of the 4fy(z' -x') orbitaL
Long before the advent of quantum mechanics, it was known that very hot
atoms of hydrogen in the sun emit light of discrete cnergies given by thc formula

Atomic orbitals arc oftcn namcd aftcr cartcsian functions. The cartesian
dcscription of, say, a 3d xy orbital comcs from transforming the spherical
polar form of thc wavc function in Table 4-1 :

1/f(3dxy ) = (81J2n)-1 (Z/Q,yI2(T2('-"/J sin' () sin 2e/>

ex- r2 sin 2
() sin 2,/>

ex r2 sin 2 () sin e/> cos e/> (since sin 2e/> = 2 sin </> cos 4»
= r sin () cos 4> . r sin () sin e/>

B. Atomic Configurations. The wave functions discussed so far apply

only to atoms with just one electron. To calculate wave functions for atoms

with more than one electron is exceedingly complex because the repulsion

between electrons must be considered as well as the attraction between

electrons and the nucleus. The problem of many-electron atoms is well

beyond the scope of this text, except to state that the qualitative shapes

of the many-electron wave functions are similar to the shapes of the orbitals

we have already encountered, We will call these many-electron atomic

orbitals "hydrogen-like" and will use such orbitals through the remainder

of this chapter. The energy of a one-electron atomic orbital depends only

on n, the principle quantum number. For a hydrogen atom the orbitals

3s, 3p, and 3d, for example, are degenerate, The energy of a many-electron

atomic orbital depends on both nand t. For many-electron atoms, the

order of orbital energies is generally Is < 2s < 2p < 3s < 3p < 4s < 3d
< 4p < 5s < 4d < 5p < 6s < 4f < 5d < 6p < 7s < Sf < 6d, but there

are atoms and ions for which some levels are reversed,
It was known before the Schrodinger equation was postulated that

4-2.
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(4-7)

(4-8)

(4-5)

(4-6)

Molecular orbital theory

n

M L
- L (mJi

i= I

n

Ms - L (ms)i-
i= I

M L = L, L - 1, L - 2, - L

M s = S, S - I, S- 2, - S

Equations 4-7 and 4-8 are analagous to the relation given in Section 4-2-A
between m( and t' for an individual electron.

To classify the states of carbon, we set up Table 4-3 in which each set
of parentheses contains a microstate of the p2 configuration. The symbols
1, 0, and - 1 give the value of m( for each electron. Since each electron is
in a p orbital, t' = I and m ( may be only 1, 0, or - 1. The symbols + and 

give the value of ms (= + 1/2 or -1/2) for each electron. Therefore the
+ -

symbol (1,1) at the top of the table means that electron 1 has the quantum
numbers (m( = 1, ms = + 1/2) and electron 2 has quantum numbers
(m( = 1, ms = -1/2). Table 4-3 contains all possible microstates that
can be written for the configuration p2 which do not violate the Pauli prin
ciple. For example, in the box (ML = 0, M s = 1) we might have written

where n is the total number of electrons. These equations say that M L ,

for an atom, is the sum of the values of m( of all of its electrons, and similarly
for Ms. It is also true that

By Hund's first rule, we concluded that the first arrangement represents
the ground state since it has the greatest number of unpaired electrons.
But all three of these diagrams represent energetically distinct states of the
carbon atom, each of which comes from the same configuration, Is22s22p2.
Electronic transitions of atoms or molecules represent changes in the state of
the atom or molecule, and not necessarily the configuration. For this reason,
we will introduce a systematic means of determining the states which arise
from a given atomic configuration. In Chapter Five we will make use of
both atomic and molecular states.

For the lighter atoms of the periodic table it is most useful to classify the
state of an atom according to its total orbital angular momentum, L, and
total spin angular momentum, S. We find that we can ignore all filled
subshells (e.g., 2s2 of carbon) because both the total spin and total orbital
angular momentum of the electrons of a filled subshell are zero. For carbon
we therefore consider only the 2p2 partially filled subshell. When considering
several electrons, we define

2p
-#

2s

2p

-+
2p

no unpaired spins

--!-t- -#- -+-
Is 2s

-#- -#- --!-t-
Is 2s

no unpaired spins

Symmetry and spectroscopy

-r- -+
2p

-+-
2p

or

or

---+t-
2s

---+t-
2s

---+t-
Is

-#-
Is

Is 2s 2p

N -#- --!-t- -+- -+- -+- = [He]2s22p3

0 --!-t- ---+t- ---+t- -+- -+- = [He]2s22p4

F ---+t- ---+t- ---+t- --!-t- -+- = [He]2s22p S

Ne ---+t- ---+t- ---+t- ---+t- ---+t- = [He]2s22p6 = [Ne]

C -#- -#- -+- -+-
Is 2s 2p

two unpaired spins

C. Atomic States. In Section 4-2-B we found that we could draw three

different arrangements of the electrons of carbon:

Problems

4-4. What is the first atom of Table 4-2 which violates the simple rules for electronic
configurations we have just stated? What would its configuration be If It did

not violate our rules?

The electronic configurations of the elements are listed in Table 4-2.

all of which do not violate the Pauli principle. We now introduce Hund's
first rule which states that, in a case such as this, the configuration with
the greatest number of unpaired spins has the lowest energy. So the
first configuration above is correct for the ground state of carbon, and we

can fill out the rest of the first row of the periodic table:

For carbon we could write
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Table 4-2. Atomic Configurations and States

~~~ fro; c.£. ~oore, A!()?I~'C Energy Levels, National Bureau of Standards Circular No. 467, Washington, O.c., 1949,
. - ,ao h 1958. Data for ac~mldes are from G.T. Seaborg, Ann. Rev. Nucl. Sci., 18 53 (1968) and references therein Terms
In parent eses are not established experimentally. ' . .

Ground
State

-------"------ -
----- -- -- ----

Electron

Configuration

[Kr]4d 1 ° 5s2 5p 6

[Xe]6s
[Xe]6s 2

[Xe]5d6s2

[Xe]4f5d6s2

[Xe]4f36s 2

[Xe]4f46s 2

[Xe]4f5 6s2

[Xe]4f6 6s2

[Xe]4f7 6s2

[Xe]4f7 5d6s2

[Xe]4f9 6s2

[Xe]4[1°6s 2

[Xe]4[116s2

[Xe]4[126s2

[Xe]4[136s2

[Xe]4[146s2

[Xe]4[145d6s2

[Xe]4[14 5d26s2

[Xe]4[14 5d3 6s2

[Xe]4f145d46s2

[Xe]4[145d'6s2

[Xe]4[145d6 6s2

[Xe]4[14 5d7 6s2

[Xe]4fl 45d9 6s
[Xe]4[14 5d 1 ° 6s

[Xe]4f145d ' °6s2

[Xe]4[14 5d 1 ° 6s26p
[Xe]4[14 5d 1 06s 2 6p"

[Xe]4[145d 10 6s2 6p"
[Xe]4[14 5d I 06s2 6p4

[Xe]4[14 5d 1°6s 2 6p'

[Xe]4f14 5d 10 6s 2 6p"
[Rn]7s
[Rn]7s2

[Rn]6d7s2

[Rn]6d 27s2

[Rn]5f26d7s2

[Rn]5f36d7s2

[Rn]5f46d7s 2

[Rn]5f6 7s2

[Rn]5f7 7s2

[Rn]5f7 6d7s2

[Rn]5f9 7s2

[Rn]5[1°7s2

[Rn]5[117s2

[Rn]5fl 2 7s2

[Rn]5f13 7S 2

[Rn]5fl 47s2

[Rn]5fl 46d7s2

Element

Xe
Cs
Ba
La

Ce
Pr
Nd
Pm
Sm
Eu
Gd
Tb
Dy
Ho
Er
Tm
Yb
Lu
Hf
Ta
W
Re
Os
Ir
Pt
Au
Hg

TI
Pb
Bi
Po
At
Rn
Fr
Ra
Ac

Th
Pa
U
Np
Pu
Am
Cm
Bk
Cf
Es
Fm
Md
No
Lr

z
- -._-------. ---
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55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

72
73
74

75

76
77
78
79

80
81
82

83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

100
101
102
103

Ground
State

Electron
Configuration

Is
Is 2

[He]2s
[He]2s2

[He]2s 2 2p
[He]2s 2 2p 2

[He]2s2 2p 3

[He]2s22p4
[He]2s22p 5

[He]2s22p 6

[Ne]3s
[Ne]3s 2

[Ne]3s2 3p
[Ne]3s22p 2

[Ne]3s23p3

[Ne]3s23p4

[Ne]3s23p 5

[Ne]3s23p 6

[Ar]4s
[Ar]4s2

[Ar]3d4s2

[Ar]3d24s2

[Ar]3d 3 4s2

[Ar]3d 5 4s
[Ar]3d 5 4s2

[Ar]3d6 4s2

[Ar]3d 7 4s2

[Ar]3dB 4s2

[Ar]3d 1 04s
[Ar]3dI 04s2

[Ar]3d 10 4s24p
[Ar]3dI0 4s24p 2
[Ar]3d I0 4s24p 3

[Ar]3d I0 4s24p4

[Ar]3d I0 4s24p'
[Ar]3d I 04s24p 6

[Kr]5s

[Kr]5s 2

[Kr]4d5s2

[Kr]4d25s2

[Kr]4d45s

[Kr]4d 5 5s
[Kr]4d' 5s2

[Kr]4d 7 5s
[Kr]4dB 5s
[Kr]4d '0

[Kr]4d ' 05s
[Kr]4d 1 ° 5s2

[Kr]4d 10 5s25p

[Kr]4d 10 5s25p2

[Kr]4d ' ° 5s25p 3

[Kr]4d I 05s25p4
[Kr]4d 1 ° 5s2 5p'

H
He
Li
Be
B

C
N
o
F
Ne
Na
Mg
AI
Si

P
S

CI
Ar
K
Ca

Sc
Ti
V
Cr
Mn
Fe
Co
Ni
Cu
Zn
Ga
Ge
As
Se
Br
Kr
Rb
Sr
Y
Zr
Nb
Mo
Tc
Ru
Rh
Pd
Ag
Cd

In
Sn
Sb
Te
I

Elementz

I
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9

10
I 1
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25

26

27
28
29
30

31
32
33
34
35
36
37

38
39
40
41
42

43
44
45
46
47
48

49
50
51
52
53



(00) since M = 0 + 0 = 0 and M s = + 1/2 + 1/2 = 1. But the two
, L ++ be

electrons in the microstate (0,0) have the same set of quantum num rs,
which violates the Pauli principle. The simplified form of the microstate
table, also shown under the heading of Table 4-3, simply lists the number of

microstates for each value of M L and M s .
In the Russell-Saunders (or LS) coupling scheme, each atomic state is given

the symbol 2S+1 L. Starting at the top of the simplified Table 4-3, we fin.d
a microstate for which (ML = 2, M s = 0). This must be part of an atomIC
state for which L = 2 and S = 0, which is called aiD state (read "singlet

d"). The superscript, called the spin multiplicity, is 2S + I = 2(0) + I . 1.
The value L = 2 is written as a capital D according to the conventIOn:

S = 0, P = I, D = 2, F = 3, G = 4, H = 5, 1= 6, K = 7, L = 8, etc.
(Note that J is omitted.) Equation 4-7 tells us that for a state with L = 2,
M

L
can be 2, I, 0, -I, or - 2. Equation 4-8 tells us that for S = 0, the only

possible value of M s is O. The 1 D state, therefore, accounts for one micro

state from each box for which M L = 2, I, 0, - I, and - 2, and M s = O.
We therefore subtract one (arbitrary) microstate from each of these boxes

of the table. This transforms the simplified table as follows:

Symmetry and speCtroscopy

Table 4-3. Microstates which Arise from the Configuration p2
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1
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1

o
-1

-2

M L
\ Ms_~_._? __=-~

2

remove 3 P microstates
•

Molecular orbital theory

ML\Ms 1 0 -I

2

1 1 1 1

0 I 2 I

-I 1 1 1

-2

tThe method of determining Russell·Saunders terms is based mostly on H.B. Gray, Electrons
and Chemical Bonding, W.A. Benjamin, N.Y., 1965; and partly on K.E. Hyde, 1. Chern. Ed.,
52,87 (1975). The reader is referred to either of these sources for additional examples. A com
pletely different method of deriving Russell-Saunders terms is given in Problem 5-54. which
should not be attempted until you have read Section 5-3-0.
ttDo not confuse the total angular momentum, J, with the rotational quantum number for which
we use the same symbol. The meaning of J will usually be clear in context. Also do not confuse
5 with the multiplicity, which is equal to 25 + I.

The remaining microstate defines a 1 S (L = 0, S = 0) atomic state. t

The fifteen microstates of carbon in Table 4-3 therefore defme the three

energetically distinct atomic states 1 D, 3 P, and J S. Hund's first rule says

that the state with the maximum spin multiplicity, which is 3 P in this case,
will be lowest in energy. Hund's second rule says that for states of the same

spin multiplicity (l D, 1 S) the state with greater orbital angular momentum
will usually be lower in energy. Since for a D state L = 2 and for an S
state L = 0, we expect 1 D to be of lower energy than I S_ We therefore

arrange the three states of carbon which arise from the ground state
configuration, I s2 2s2 2p 2, by order of increasing energy as follows:
3 P < 1 D < I S. The splitting between these states is considerable. 1 D lies
some 10,200 cm - 1 (122 kJ/mol, 29.2 kcal/mol) above 3 P, and I S is 21,600
cm- 1 above 3 P.

Table 4-4 summarizes the atomic states which arise from a variety of

configurations. The LS coupling scheme works well for light atoms but
breaks down for heavier atoms. In a heavy atom the total of spin plus orbital

angular momentum (_ J = L + S, L + S - 1, L + S - 2, .. 0, .. L - S) be
comes quite significant in determining the energy of the state. tt The 3P state of

carbon has three levels, designated 3 Po' 3 PI' and 3 P2' in which the subscript

The top left microstate, (ML = 1, M s = 1), in the resulting table must be
part of a 3 P (read "triplet p") atomic state, characterized by L = 1 and

S = 1. This state must have the components M L = 1, 0, and -1, and
Ms = 1, 0, and - 1. Subtracting these nine microstates, we are left with a
single microstate:

ML\Ms I 0 -I

2

I I I I

0 I 2 1

-1 I 1 I

-2

ML Ms I ° -I
- _.

2 I
-

I I 2 I

° I 3 I
-

-I I 2 I
- --

-2 I

-I

( - 1,0)

- -
(1,-1)

(1,0)

remove 1 D microstates
•

+ -
)(-1,1)

----+----

-
-I)

+ -
0,0)

+ -
0, I)

+ -
I ,I)

o

- + -
0) (0,-1)

(

2

2

ML\Ms I 0 -I

2 I
-

I I 2 I
-

0 I 3 I

-I I 2 I

- I

L\{fS_. I
.

2 (

--
+ + + -

I (I,Q) (1,0) (

--
+ + + -

° (1,-1) (I, - I

(

._- -
+ + +

-I (- 1,0) (- I,

+
- -I ,

M
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Problems

Explain why the Russell-Saunders term for He, with the configuration I s2

is 1 S. Explain why the configuration d' gives the state" D. What levels are

contained in the 2 D term?

Using a table of microstates, derive the Russell-Saunders terms for the con
figurations (a) sp, (b) d 2 , and (c) d 3 (a long problem).
What is the ground state atomic configuration of Na? What is the first excited

configuration? To what atomic levels do these configurations give rise? The
yellow Na "D" line represents emission from the first excited configuration
to the ground configuration, The D line is actually a doublet, with components
at 589.15788 and 589.75537 nm. Label each transition with the appropriate
symbol indicating initial and final atomic levels. What is the energy separation

in cm -I between the two levels of the excited configuration?

4-7.

4-5.

Table 4-5. Energies (cm - 1) of Group IV Atomic Levels

Atom 'p 'P 'P 'D I 5'
0 1 2 2 ' ()

C 0 16.4 43.5 10,193.7 21,648.4

Si 0 77.15 22331 6,298.81 15,394.24

Ge 0 557.10 1,409.90 7,125.26 16,367.14

Sn 0 1,691.8 3,427.7 8,613.0 17,1626

Ph 0 7,819.35 10,650.47 21,457.90 79,466.81

4·6.

From C.E. Moore, Atomic Ener£y Level.\, National Bureau of Standards Circular No. 467, Washington, D.C., 1949. 19')2,
and 1958.

gives the value of J (= I + I = 2; = I + I - 1 = I; = I - I = 0). For
carbon these three levels are only split by a total of 43.5 cm - 1 , which is

insignificant compared to the 10,200 cm - 1 splitting between Russell

Saunders terms. But in Pb, which also has the p2 configuration, the splitting
between these three levels is a total of 10,65 I cm - I. Hund's third rule states

that in atoms with a less-than-half-filled subshell (such as p2), the level of

lowest J will generally be lowest in energy epa < 3P I < 3P2 ). In atoms

with a greater-than-half-filled subshell (such as p4) the level of highest J

will be lowest in energy. The trend of the splitting of the levels of the Group
IV atoms is illustrated in Table 4-5. In the limit in which the value of J is

the most important determinant of the energy of a level, the energy order
would be 3Po < ISO < 3P

1
< 3P

2
< ID2 (Fig 4-3). Clearly this is not

achieved, even for Pb. This extreme limit in which the value of J is most

critical is called the jj (or spin-orbit) coupling scheme. In practice, most

atoms are closer to the LS coupling limit than the.li coupling limit. The

ground state levels for the elements were given in Table 4-2.

--_.---

-_.- --

----- _ ...

_.__ .-_.

- _._-

---

Nonequivalent Electrons'
-_ .. --

-- -----_.- .--

IS, J S
Ip,'P
'I) 'I),
'D, II),'P, 'P,'S, IS
'F, 'F,'D, 'D,'P, Ip
-'G, IG, 'I", IF, 'D, ID, .'p, 'P, -'S, IS
4S two 25's,
4p two 2P'S,
4D, two 2D's, 4p, two 2p'S, 4S, two 25's
4F, two 2F's, 4D, two 2D's, 4p, two 2P's

Equivalent Electrons

2F

3H,3F,3P,I/,lG,ID,IS 2' 2' 2

41 4G 4F 4D 4S 2L 2K 21 two 2H's, two 2G'S, two F s, two D s, P
l , , , , , , , 3G' f 3F'

51 'G 'F 'D'S 'M 'L two 'K's, two 'Is, four ·'H's, three s, our s,
, , , , , , , • 1 H' fIG' IF

two 'D's, three' P's, 1 N, two 1 L's, 1 K, three 1 I s, two s, our s, ,

four' D's, two IS'S 4 '
6H 6F 6 P 4M 4L two 4K's, three 4f's, three 4H's, four 4G's, four F s, three

1 , , l • • Ii 2K' Ii 2 f' seven
4D' t 4P'S 4S 20 2N two 2M's three 2L s, ve s, ve s,

5 l WO . 1 l " '

2 H's six 2G's, seven 2 F's, five 2D's, four 2P's,
, 'F' h 'D' 5 P 'S '0 'N7F 'L 'K two 'f's two 'H's, three 'G's, two s, tree 5, , '. ' "

, ", . 3 H' 3 G' nine 3 F s
three.3M's, three 3L's, six 3K's, six 3/,S, nIne S, seven - 5'1' ,

Ii 'D' lX· 'P's 'Q two 'N's two 'M's, four 'L's, three K s, sevenve 5, S ,,' ,
'I's four' H's eight IG's four' F's, six ID's, 1 P, four 1 S 5

, " K' Ii 41' Ii 4H's'S 61 6H 6G 6F 6D 6p 4N, 4M, three 4L's, three 4 5, ve 5, ve ,
, se'ven '4G'~ Ii~c 4£"S ~ix 4D's, two 4P'S, two 4S'S, 2Q, 10, two 2N's, four

" , 2 G 1 2 F' en2M's, five 2L's, seven 2K's, nine 21's, nine 2H S, ten 5, ten 5, sev

21)'s five 2p'S, two 2S'S,

Symmetry and spectroscopy

Table 4-4. States which Arise from Common Configurations

-----

2D

'F, 'P, IG, 'D, 'S
4F 4p 2H 2G 2F two 2D's, 2p

, l , , • ID' IS'
'D 'H 'G two'F's 'D,two'P's,'I,two1G's,'F,two s,two s

, ", '2D' 2p 2S
65, 4G, 4F, 4D, 4p, 21, 2H, two 2G'S, two 2F 5, three 5, ,

.-.._-_ .._-_ .

2p
Jp 'D IS, ,
4S,2D,2p

----- ..------
-:-The notation 55, for e:\ample, implies that the two s electrons are in different shells.

ssp
spp
spd

sss

sp

sd
pp
pd
dd

ss

f6, fA

f5, f9

fl,flJ
f2, fl2
f3, fll
f4, flo

d1,d Q

d l , dR

d', d7

d 4 ,do

d 5
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Molecular orbital theory
•

=t

S
1/2

T +
L
1

t You might try to convince yourself of this by making a table of microstates. It is very useful
to know that a more-than-half-filled shell with n vacancies gi ves rise to the same terms as a
less-than-haif-filled shell with n electrons. That is, the configurations pS and p' give rise to
the same terms. So, for example, do the pairs of configurations p2 and p4, and d3 and d7 .

To extract the energy of an electron in the 3p orbital from the two peaks
near 16 eV would require some additional theory. (It is also an approxima
tion, albeit a good one, to associate a particular 2 P state with the 3p orbital.

23.06 kcal/mol) and so can ionize electrons with an ionization energy less
than 21.2 eV. Typically, these include just the more loosely bound valence
electrons. By using a higher energy source, more tightly held electrons can
be ionized. For example, the Cr K. x-ray emission line (5414.7 eV) is
commonly employed in a method known as ESCA (Electron Spectroscopy
for Chemical Analysis) which is analogous to PES.

As an instructive example, consider the complete photoelectron spectrum
of Ar shown in Fig. 4-4 (a), a composite of PE~) and ESCA results. The
electronic configuration of Ar is Is2 2s22p6 3s23p6, which defines a I So
ground state. That is, there is zero orbital and zero spin angular momentum.
When an electron is ejected from the outermost orbital (3p), the atom is
left with the configuration Is22s22p 6 3s23p 5, which defines 2P 3/2 and 2PI/2

levels, t of which the 2P 312 level is lower in energy according to Hund's
third rule (Section 4-2-C). In the photoelectron spectrum of Ar, we assign
the lowest IE doublet near 16 eV to the transitions 1 S 1/2 ---+ 2P 3/2 and
ISI/2 ---+ 2P I/2 (transitions a and b, Fig. 4-4 [b]). The next lowest energy
ionization occurs if a 3s electron is removed from the neutral atom, yielding
a 2SI/2 level (transition c, Fig. 4-4 [b]). This gives rise to the peak near
29 eV in Fig. 4-4(a). In a similar manner, the complete spectrum of Ar can
be readily and satisfyingly explained.

Koopmans' theorem, which states that the IE is equal in magnitude to
the orbital energy (with electron-electron repulsions included), is implicit
in the preceding discussion. Koopmans' "theorem" is really an approxima
tion. For example, although there is only one "3p orbital energy" for Ar,
there are two levels resulting from the two physically distinguishable ways
that the orbital and spin angular momenta may be arranged in the con
figuration 3p 5. The orbital and spin angular momenta may be either parallel
or antiparallel, resulting in a total momentum, J, of L + S or L - S in
this case:

'D
2

Spin-Orbit (1]")
Coupling Limit

Symmetry and spectroscopy

IS
o

3p
2

'D
2

t
3p

I
:>.
C'
~

'"cw IS
0

4-3. Photoelectron Spectroscopy

When a high energy photon strikes an electron in an atom or. molecule,
ionization may result. The kin~tic energy of the ejected electron IS equal to

the photon energy minus the ionization energy (IE):

K = hv -IE (4-9)

In photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) high energy monochr?matic r.adiation,
typically the 58.4 nm (He I) emission of a He discharge lamp, IS shmed on a
gaseous sample to be studied. Electrons ejected from the sample are counted
as a function of their kinetic energy. That is, the photoelectron spectr~meter

produces a graph of electrons ejected us. electron kinetic energy. Kn~wmg the
values of hv and Kin eq. 4-9, one can plot the data as electrons ejected us.

ionization energy. Such a plot is called a photoelectron spectrum. The
58.4 nm photon carries an energy of 21.2 eV (l eV = 96.49 kJ/mol =

3p
0,1,2

Russell-Saunders (LS)
Coupling Limit

Fig 4-3 Schematic illustration of the variation in energy of each atomic state of
the' p2 ~onfiguration upon going from the Russell-Saunders (LS) couphng hmlt
to the spin-orbit Uj) coupling limit. In the former case, spin and orbital angula~
momentum separately determine the energy of the state. In the latter case, the tota
angular momentum (spin + orbital) is most important.
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(4-10)

Molecular orbital theory

'OC'

E = J.""IjJ *,J/{' IjJdr

roo 1jJ*ljJdr

If IjJ is normalized, the denominator is unity. Now suppose we have a hamil
tonian but the Schr6dinger equation cannot be solved. What happens if

we guess a function, IjJ g' and put it into eq. 4-1 O? This will give us an energy,

tin Fig. 4-4 the area under the pair of 3p peaks cannot be compared to the rest of the spectrum
beca use the 3p region was recorded on a different spectrometer than was used for the higher
energy peaks.

Problems

4-8. Make a list showing the order of increasing energy of all of the transitions
expected in the photoelectron spectrum of nitrogen (ground state 4 SJ/J in
which N+ is the product. (Note that for L = 0 (i.e., S terms], the total angular
momentum is not, L + S, L + S - I ... L - S, but just S. For a 4S term,
therefore, the only state is 4S3/2 ).

In this section we are going to outline one of the simplest molecular
orbital theories in which molecular wave functions are written as linear
combinations of atomic wave functions. It must be emphasized that molecular

electronic wavefunctions are not really linear combinations ofatomic electronic

wave functions (orbitals). This is just an approximation commonly chosen
for its simplicity and is adequate for our purposes. Before beginning, we
need to introduce the variation theorem. From eq. 2-43 and Table 2-2 we

know that the energy of a particle whose wave function is IjJ will be given
by eq. 4-10:

4-4. The LCAO Molecular Orbital Method

degenerate.) Further, within the 2p region, the ZP3/2 peak has twice the
area of the 2 P 1/2 peak because the degeneracy of a state characterized by a
certain value of J is 2J + I. (For 2 P3/2' J = 3/2, and 2J + I = 4. For
2 P 1/2' J = 1/2, and 2J + 1 = 2.) This is the most direct way to assign the
order of the two levels 2 P3/2 and 2 P 1/2 and is experimental confirmation
of Hund's third rule. t

boc

3.

d

2p
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ef
2.

212626
S Os 2s 2p 3s 3p )T 1/2

~
~

/\\ \..<../ 1/ ~

250 249 248 31 30 29 17 16 15 IEtell)
327 326 325 251

2 p .21>3
2 2 p , 2 P32 5'/2 /2 '/2

5~2 ~z n

t

.' . '. . .' eak areas in PES, as well as other limilations of
tFor a diSCUSSion of the hmllatlons of usmgPRJ' ./, 16 65

k d 0 R Lloyd Adv. 1norg. Chcm. "< We 1011., ,
PES in general, see R.L. DeKoc an .. ,

(1974)

h · . to a 2 P state will contribute to
Any other configuration whic gives rIse
somc extent to the 2 P state in questIOn.) . .
. One other feature of photoelectron spectra worth notmg IS that, un~~r
ideal circumstancest the area under a peak is proportional to the degenera~y
of the orbital from which ionization occurs. For example, m comparIng ,t k~
are'ls under the 2s and 2p peaks of Ar at 326 and ~ 249 eV, the two pea s
res~;ting from 2p ionization together have about three times the are~ of the
2s peak. (The 2p orbital is threefold degenerate and the 2s orbital IS non-

9
f Ar The ordinate is electron

Fig. 4-4. (a) Complete photoelectron spectrum 0 '. Ch Ed 51 506
d d f H Bock and P.O. Moliere, J. em. ., ,

counts per second. Repro uce . rolm. '. d t. t of the Ar atom showing transitions
(1974). (b) Ground state and smg y IOnIze sa es
observed in the photoelectron spectrum.
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E based on a fictional wave function plus the actual hamiltonian describing
9 '

the system of interest:

(4-11)

Molecular orbital theory 247

Fig. 4-5. A system of two nuclei of masses rnA and m
n

, and charges + ZA and + ZB'

and an electron of mass me and charge - e. The distances between particles are
R AB , R A, and R B.

Our wave function, t/J, is said to be a molecular orbital. The game we are
playing is called the LCAO-MO (Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals
Molecular Orbital) method.

The functions <PiS, and <PiSs are already normalized and each is a solution
of the Schrodinger equation for atoms A or B. For atom A we would have

(4-13)

(4-14)

(4-15)

(4-16)

VZ
2m

e
e

=EA<PIS,
<PIs dr = I,

H A <PIs,

f~oo <Pis,

the separation R AB and only the electron will be allowed to move. This
eliminates the second and third terms of the Hamiltonian since the V Z terms
are zero for stationary particles. We will solve the problem for several values

of R AB and the equilibrium internuclear distance will be that corresponding
to the lowest energy of the system.

Although it is easy to write the hamiltonian eq. 4-12, it is another matter
to solve the corresponding Schrodinger equation. In fact, this equation
can be solved exactly, if you are clever enough. But as soon as a second
electron is added the problem becomes hopelessly complicated. A more
generally uS'eful procedure is to guess a reasonable form of the solution and

to minimize the energy of the guessed wave function. The variation theorem
assures us that our guess cannot be "too good." Let us guess a wave function
that is some linear combination of the Is atomic orbitals of the two isolated
atoms whose nuclei are A and B.

As in the treatment of atoms (Section 4-2-A) and diatomic molecules (Se~t~on

3-3-D), the Schr6dinger equation can be divided into one equat~ondescr~b~ng

translation of the entire unit through space and another equatIOn descnbmg
the internal motions of the system. We will neglect the translation equation.
A common and very useful approximation at this point is the Born-Oppen
heimer approximation. Since the nuclei are several thousand times more
massive than the electrons and therefore will move much more slowly than
the electrons, we will consider the problem in which the nuclei are fixed at

The variation theorem tells us that the energy, E
9

, that we get by guessing
any function, t/J9' will be greater than the true energy, E, i.f we coUI.d actually
solve the differential equation. This theorem is the baSIS of an Important
approximation method called the variation method. We are going t? guess
a wave function and give it some adjustable parameters. We WIll then
minimize the energy calculated with eq. 4-11 by varying the parame~ers.

If the resulting energy is close to the real energy of the molecule (determl~ed

by some kind of an experiment) we can hope that the guessed.w~vefunction
is a good approximation to the actual wave function ..The vanatlOn the~~em

allows us to be certain that the guessed wave function can never be too
good" in that it can never predict a more stable molecule than actually
exists.

With this meager background, we are ready to look at some molecula~

problems. The simplest molecule is the Hz + cation, containin~ two nUcl.el

and one electron. With the aid of Fig. 4-5 one can construct a SUItable h.aml1
tonian for the slightly more general case of one electron and tW? arb~tra?

nuclei of charges +ZA e and +ZB e. The hamiltonian must contal~ a kmetic
energy term for each of the three particles as well as a potential energy
term including the three different electrostatic interactions. Thus, we get

> Z hZ hZ Z eZ ZB ez ZA ZBe z
:If = - 11 Vez _ VA Z V Z _ A + -,-_-;:;-_

2m 2rnA -cc2-m- B 4rrEoR A 4rrEoRB 4rrEoR AB
\. e B ./ \. J......_----y------ y-----

kinetic energy terms potential energy terms
(4-12)
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(4-24)

(4-23)

(4-27)

(4-28)

-+

negative overlap

++

positive overlap

C I (HAA - E) + Cz (HAB - ES) = 0

c I (HAB - ES) + Cz (HBB - E) = 0

Now eqs. 4-27 and 4-28 can be solved only ift

clZHAA + CZZHBB + 2cl cz HAB

cI Z + Cz z + 2cI c2 S

Here we have abbreviated SIS Is to just plain S. What we want to do is
, R

to differentiate E with respect to cI and Cz and find the coefficients resulting
in the most stable molecular orbital.

Setting each derivative equal to zero, there results

Fig. 4-6. The overlap integral is a measure of the volume in which orbitals overlap.

Here we have assumed that the coefficients are real and we have just given
names to the various integrals. HAA and HBB are called Coulomb integrals
and HAB and H

BA
are called exchange integrals. They are definite integrals

ane! hence merely numbers. One more simplification of the problem is to
note that all hamiltonians are Hermitian. This is a big word meaning that
Hij = Hji . Making this simplification, and combining eq. 4-22 with eq. 4-19,
we find

(4-20)

(4-19)

(4-18)

(4-17)

+ Cz cPIS )d,•

E = Loooo (Nt/!)* Yf (Nt/! )d,

= NZJ(C I cPIS + Cz cPIs )Yf(c I cPIs, . ,

1= r oo(Ni/J) *(Ni/J)d,

1= N2 [oo(cI cPrs, + C2 cP*IS)(CI cPIS, + C2 cP]s)d,

1= NZ foo(C 1
Z cPL, d, + 2c]c2 cPIS, cPIS. d, + c/cPL. de)

1= N2(c]z·1 + 2c]c2 L
oo
oocPIS,cPlS

R
d, + c 2

z
·l)

S I I == r 00 cP IS cP lsd,
S A Sa J_00 A R

and we assume that the wave functions are real. The first and third terms
of eq. 4-18 were readily evaluated because each atomic wave function is
already normalized (eq. 4-16). The middle term of eq. 4-18 involves the
overlap integral SIS Is . In general, the overlap integral of any two orbitals
cPi and cP j is denot:d S:j' Physically, the overlap integral is a measure of the
volume in which there is electron density from both atoms (Fig. 4-6). The
maximum value of any overlap integral is unity, when the two orbitals

completely coincide.
We now have a normalized LCAO wave function. The variation method

can next be used to detennine the values of c I and Cz that give the lowest
energy. Using eq. 4-11 we find that the energy of the molecular orbital is

(4-21 )

where

Now let us normalize i/J using a normalization constant N:

(4-29)
=0

H AA -E HAB-ES

HAB-ES HBB-E

o HAB-ES
c -,- o H BB - E

'To see why eq. 4-29 must hold, let us solve for c, in eqs. 4-27 and 4-28 using determinants:

Since the determinant in the numerator is zero, c, can have a nonzero value only if the denomina
tor is zero as well, making the whole expression indeterminate.

(4-22)

''----y~----'

~----v---/'----y-----'

'---~y~----'

HAA

+ CZc I JcPIS. YfcPIS,
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(4-32)

(4-33)

Destabilization
Energy

Stabilization
.....L.. Energy

:--true wave function

2.0

1.0

Molecular orbital theorv

1.0

-1.0

-2.0

I
!/Jb - )2+2S (¢ISA

!/J* - I' C'"
- ..)2-2S 'PIs,

lSA "."'/

E t -----«",
...........

The energy levels described by eq. 4-31.Fig. 4-7.

Fig. 4-8. Comparison of LCAO and true orbital energies for the H + I I
f f f R 2 mo ecu e

as a u.nc IOn 0 AD' Adapted from H. Eyring, J. Walter, and G.E. Kimball Quantum

Chemistry, John Wiley & Sons, N.Y., 1944. '

In t~e case wh~re ~toms A and B are not the same, it is found that the plus

~nd ~mus combl.natlOns .ofthe orbitals will produce the energy levels shown

m Fig. 4-9..~ga~n bondmg and antibonding combinations are produced,

but the ~tablhzatlOn of !/Jb relative to the energy of the IS
B

orbital is not as

g.reat as III the hom~nuclear case. The coefficients c
1

and c
2

are not the same

either. In the bondmg .molecular orbital, the coefficient will be larger for

~he more ~lectronegatIve ato~. I~ the antibonding orbital, this will be

eversed (Fig. ~-1O). These qualitative features of bonding and antibonding

molecular orbitals are true of more complex polyatomic molecules as well.

(4-31)

(4-30)

Symmetry and spectroscopy

(HAA - E)2 = (HAB - ES)2 = 0

H AA - E = + (HAB - ES)
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When we evaluate the Coulomb and exchange integrals we find bonding

(!/Jb) and antibonding (!/J*)t energy levels (Fig. 4-7). The antibonding level

is destabilized somewhat more than the bonding level is stabilized, relative

to the energy of the Is orbital. A plot of energy us. internuclear distance is

given in Fig. 4-8. What is actually plotted here is the energy of the electron

in each molecular orbital minus the energy of the electron in a hydrogen

atom. We find that the lowest energy configuration is 1.76 eV (170 kJ/mol)

more stable than a single hydrogen atom, and that the internuclear distance,
o

R AB ,corresponding to this minimum energy is 1.32 A. These values compare
o

to experimental values of 2.79 eV and 1.06 A. You can see that the wave

function eq. 4-13 does not get us very close to the true results, but it takes

us in the right direction, giving correct qualitative results. The mo theory we

use in this book will never be more sophisticated than this. What is important

is that the symmetries of the wave functions we derive by our method and the

symmetries of the more sophisticated wave functions must be the same.

We need, finally, to plug the values of E for the bonding and antibonding

orbitals into eqs. 4-27 and 4-28 to find c1 and c2 • When this is done, we find

C2 = c1 for !/Jb and C2 = - c1 for !/J*. Thus we get

tThe symbol 1jJ* will generally be used from now on in this chapter to denote an antibonding

orbital, and not the complex conjugate of 1jJ. In Chapter Five the meaning of the asterisk should

be clear in context.

The detenninant in eq. 4-29 is called a secular determinant and appears

frequently in quantum mechanical calculations. When the condition in eq.

4-29 is met, we have the lowest energy possible for the wave function in eq.

4-13.
Let's look at the case of a homonuclear diatomic molecule. That means

that A and B are identical and H AA = H BB . It does not imply that H AB

= H AA because the exchange integral, H AB , involves wave functions at

two centers (A and B) and the Coulomb integral, H AA , involves functions

at only one center. The Hennitian property of the hamiltonian implies that

H BA = H AB regardless of whether A and B are the same. Equation 4-29 then

becomes
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Fig. 4-9. Energy levels obtained when A 01= B. Fig. 4-11. Possible combinations of s, p, and d orbitals with zero or nonzero overlap.

Fig. 4-10. Schematic LCAO wave func~ions for homonuclear (left) an~ heteronu
clear (right) diatomic molecules, assummg atom B IS more ~lectronegat1Ve than A.
We will generally call pictures such as these molecular .orb~tals, even th.ough .they
just show in a schematic manner the proper linear combmatlO~s o~ atomIC orbItals.
Better representations of molecular orbitals are those such as ill FIg. 4-27.

Problems

U . 4-10 find the energy of 1/1 of the harmonic oscillator (Section4-9. smg eq., . 0 -ax' / 3 d
3-3-D). You will need the mtegral J~x2e dx = (1/4)y n/a an your

answer should come out to (1/2)h~klm.
4-10. Construct a hamiltonian for a system of two nuclei and two electrons. Re

member to include the electrostatic interaction of ea~h electron WIth. th~
other. Which terms are eliminated by the Born-OppenheImer approxImatIon.

4-11. Suggest a reason why both 1/Ib and 1/1*, in Fig. 4-8, approach the exact solu-
tions of the Schrodinger equation as R AB increases. .

4-12. The two sp hybrid orbitals, often used by organic chemIsts, are made by
adding and subtracting sand p atomic orbitals:

1/Ia = A(<ps + <pp)
1/Ib = B(<ps - <pp)

Determine the values of the normalization constants, A and B. Using eq.
4-10, determine the energies of the two sp hybrids in terms of the energIes

of the component atomic orbitals.

4-5. Diatomic Molecules

Using the LeAO method, we are going to build, qualitatively, a set of
molecular orbitals for various molecules. There are several principles which
guide the construction of molecular orbitals. One is that in order for two
orbitals to form a molecular orbital, they must have the same symmetry
about the internuclear axis. In Fig. 4-11 are shown several possible com
binations of orbitals. Those with overlap different from zero are allowable
combinations. If the overlap integral, Sij, is zero, we discover that the
exchange integral, Hij' is also zero, and there is no net interaction between
the two orbitals.

A second fact which helps in constructing linear combinations is that
combining orbitals of very different energies leads to only small interactions.
Figure 4-9 provided one example of this. As the energy difference between

cPA and cPB increases, the stabilization (and destabilization) energy of the
molecular orbital decreases. In constructing molecular orbitals for N 2' for
example, we find that trying to combine the Is atomic orbitals with any
of the valence orbitals (2s or 2p) is of little use because there is very little

•
interaction between orbitals of different shells.

The major aid, however, is the fact that each possible molecular orbital
must form a basis for some irreducible representation of the point group of"
the molecule. This statement, which means that electronic wave functions
must form bases for irreducible representations, is entirely analagous to the
statement that vibrational wave functions must form bases for irred ucible
representations (Section 3-5). The three principles just mentioned are best
understood by seeing them in action.

Suppose we wish to construct molecular orbitals for the second row
diatomic molecules. The atomic orbitals one would logically start with
would be the Is, 2s, and 2p orbitals, since these are the orbitals occupied in
the free atoms. As stated above, it is not very useful to try to combine the

BA
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Table 4-6. Characters of ljIh and ljI *

Doob E 2Coo '" CDUv I 2Soo '" CDC,

"------,.........

Effect of rotation about the Coo axis on the orbitals Px and Py.

Fig. 4-13. 2s and 2p ba' t ' b' I
f

" SIS a omlc or Ita s used to con~,truct the molecular orbitals
o a diatomiC molecule.

Fig. 4-14.
(4-34)

x

y

sin<jJ

cos<jJ _

cos<jJ

- sin<jJ

x

y

Symmetry and spectroscopy

Dooh E 2C '"
•

2S '" ooC2CfJav I00 00

lCz
r (IS) 2 2 2 0 0 0 -a+ + au + Fig. 4-12. The operations of the point group, D"'h' applied to two Is atomic orbitals.

- g
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which reduces to ag + + au +. This means that we must make molecular
orbitals having the symmetries ag + + au +. (The notation for orbitals will
utilize smalliettiers. Capital letters will be reserved for molecular states, to
be introduced in Chapter Five.)

The orbitals t/Jb and t/J* derived by the variation method do, in fact,
satisfy this symmetry requirement. Using the pictures at the left in Fig.

4-10, satisfy yourself that the characters in Table 4-6 are correct. In deriving
these characters, each molecular orbital must be considered as a single
entity. For example, the character under i for t/J* is -1 because inversion
changes the molecular orbital into minus itself.

Let us determine the symmetries of the valence orbitals now. These eight
functions are shown in Fig. 4-13. The character under E is, of course, 8.
Upon rotation about the Coo axis, the sand pz orbitals are unchanged and
contribute 4 to the trace. Figure 4-14 shows the effect of this rotation on px

and Py. These functions transform just as x and y, for which the rotation

matrix eq. 4-34 applies (d. eq. 1-36):

Is and the valence orbitals with each other. So let us consider these as two
separate problems. We have already solved the Is problem because we
know that the combinations ISA + ISH and ISA - Iss are the ones we are
seeking. There is a systematic way to determine the symmetries of the
molecular orbitals, however, and it will be useful to introduce it here.
Starting with a given number of atomic orbitals, we must generate that
same number of molecular orbitals. The molecular orbitals must have the
same symmetries as the atomic orbitals of which they are composed. Let's
see how this works for the two Is orbitals of a homonuclear diatomic mole
cule. The two orbitals and the symmetry elements of the point group Dooh

are shown in Fig. 4-12. Under the identity operation, each atomic orbital
goes into itself, so the character under E is 2. Coo'" also takes each orbital into

itself, as does av; so the characters under these operations are also 2. The
operations i, Soo'", and C2 cause each orbital to move to the other atom.

The character under each of these operations is zero. Thus, the reducible

representation for which these two atomic orbitals form a basis is
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Table 4-7. Characters of the Atomic Orbitals

x

y

(px+p) •(Py+Py)
7Tu

r(2s,2p) 8 4+4cq, 4

r(2s,2pz) 4 4 4

r(2Pn 2py) 4 4cq, 0

(b)

(a) --<:::::::

them in some new linear combination and perhaps obtain a lower energy
(and a higher energy) molecular orbital. Mixing the 2s and 2pz orbitals is
the same as hybridizing to form sp orbitals, and this happens to varying
extents in all molecules. For our purposes we will use the unhybridized
orbitals, but it should be remembered that even in the LCAO approxi
mation these are not the best orbitals we could construct. Regardless of

"their energies, the symmetries of these orbitals are correct.
What about the relative energies of the molecular orbitals we have

constructed? The (J9 +(1 s) bonding combination will be lower in energy than
any other molecular orbital because it is the bonding combination of the
lowest energy basis atomic orbitals. (Ju +(ls) will be of practically the same
energy as (Jg +(Is) because there is nearly zero overlap between the two Is
atomic orbitals. The energies of both of these molecular orbitals are nearly
equal to the energy of the isolated atomic orbitals. Just considering bonding

Fig. 4-15. (a) Bonding (O"g +) and antibonding (au +) combinations of pz orbitals.
(b) Bonding (nJ and antibonding (ng) combinations of Px and Py orbitals. There
are two sets of degenerate orbitals in each.

The character of the rotation is 2cos¢ for each set of Px and Py orbitals.
This makes sense because a 900 rotation takes Py into Px and Px into - Py .
For ¢ = 900 the character should be zero and it is. At ¢ = 1800 it is -2
because each orbital goes into minus itself. There are two sets of Px and Py
orbitals in our basis set, so the net character under the Coo" rotation is 4cos¢.
Hence the total character for all eight functions in our basis set is 4 +
4cos¢. Now consider (Jv. We need to pick just one of the infinite number
of mirror planes. Can we pick any (Jv plane we please? The answer is yes
because we had a theorem in Chapter One saying that all operations in the
same class have the same character. So let us choose the xz plane as our
mirror plane. Applying (J(xz) leaves s, Px, and pz unchanged. So the char
acter from these six orbitals is +6. Each Py orbital goes to minus itself,
giving a character of - 2 for the two orbitals. The total character for this
operation performed on all eight basis orbitals is +4. The operations i,
S ., and C all move the atomic orbitals from their original site and hence00 , 2

have a character of zero. This is summarized in Table 4-7 as r(2s, 2p).
The next step will be to decompose the reducible representation r(2s,2p).

Since we are dealing with an infinite point group, we will have to do the
decomposition by eye. Let's divide r(2s,2p) into the two component
reducible representations r(2s,2pz) and r(2px, 2py) in Table 4-7. After
some reflection you should be able to decompose the former into 2(J9 + +
2(Ju +. Scanning the D ooh character table, you think about 4cos¢ a few times
and discover that Jr g and Jru add up to r(2Px,2py). We have now found six
irreducible representations, two of which are doubly degenerate. The
symmetries of the eight basis orbitals are determined.

The construction of the eight molecular orbitals is next. Clearly, the 2s
orbitals can be combined the same way the Is orbitals were combined to
give a (Jg + and a (Ju + combination. In fact, Fig. 4-15(a) shows that the pz
orbitals can be combined in this manner as well. All that is left are the Px
and Py orbitals. The two combinations (Px + Px) and (Py + Py) in Fig.
4-15(b), together, form a basis for the doubly degenerate representation Jru •

Similarly, the combinations (Px - pJ and (Py - Py) form a basis for Jr g •

We have now used up all the irreducible representations into which r(2s,2p)
decomposes; so the job of finding linear combinations of appropriate
symmetry is done.

Just as symmetry coordinates do not necessarily correspond to normal
modes of vibration (Section 3-7), neither must the molecular orbitals we
have just constructed correspond to the "best" (lowest energy) molecular
orbitals. In particular, we could take the two sets of valence molecular
orbitals which transform as (Jg + (viz., 2s + 2s and 2pz -2pz) and recombine
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Fig. 4-16. Schematic changes in the orbitals on going from the limit of separate
atomic orbitals, to molecular orbitals, to the united atom. The symmetry of each
orbital is preserved throughout.
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or antibonding character, we can say that ag+(2s) is lower than au +(2s), and
ag+(2pz) is below au +(2pz). Further, nu(2px,2py) ought to be of lower
energy than ng(2px, 2py).

To gain further insight into the possible relationships of the energy levels,
one can consider two extreme possibilities. In one case the two atoms are
separated by an infinite distance. The Is, 2s, and 2p orbitals form just
three energy levels. As the atoms are brought closer together, molecular
orbitals may be formed by the overlap of the atomic orbitals. When the
two atoms come to zero separation we achieve the "united atom" limit.
We will have formed a single atom of twice the nuclear charge of each of
the original atoms. The path of transformation of each orbital is shown in
Fig. 4-16. We find, for example, that the au + combination of s orbitals goes
into a pz orbital of au + symmetry in the united atom limit. All of these

transformations are collected in the correlation diagram, Fig. 4-17. The
correlation diagram shows the range of possible orderings of molecular

orbital energies. There is no reason why the lines connecting the two ex

tremes (united and separated atoms) must be linear. Figure 4-17 is strictly
schematic. The molecular orbitals are numbered (e.g., lag +, 2ag+, 3ag+)
according to increasing energy for each symmetry species. The positions
at which selected diatomic molecules are believed to occur are indicated
in Fig. 4-17.

Let us see how the correlation diagram can be used to predict some of
the properties of molecules. According to Fig. 4-17, the lowest energy
orbitals for Hz and Hez are lag + (t/lb) and lau + (t/I*). Hz +, Hz, and Hez +
are all predicted to be stable species because each has more bonding than
antibonding electrons:

tive data on the dependence of re and Do on bond order for different
molecules.

By feeding electrons into the orbitals of our correlation diagram, it is
possible to build up the first row diatomic molecules. We must remember
that the Inu and 3ag+ orbital energies cross between N z and Oz. Therefore,
up to N z we use Scheme I of Fig. 4-18, and at 0z we switch to Scheme II.
Table 4-9 summarizes information about the first row diatomic molecules.
Two illustrations emphasizing the relationship of bond energy and bond
length to bond order are shown in Fig. 4-19.

There are several noteworthy points in Table 4-9. The bond lengths in
4-9 are all greater than those of Table 4-8. The reason is that the valence
orbitals have the quantum number 11=2 in 4-9 and 11= 1 in 4-8. The 11=2
orbitals are much bigger than the 11= 1 orbitals. Another point is that 0z
has two unpaired electrons. Hund's first rule (Section 4-2-B) says that

la +
u

la +
9

-H-
-H-

-1-
-1 1-1 He--

Hz + Hz Hez + Hez

Further, Hz has the greatest excess of bonding electrons and consequently
ought to have the shortest internuclear distance and the strongest chemical
bond. Considering a bond to consist of two electrons, the quantity bond
order is defined as (the number of bonding electrons minus the number of
antibonding electrons) divided by two. Hz + and Hez + have bond orders
of 1/2. Hz has a bond order of 1, and Hez has a bond order ofO. Some per
tinent predictions and observations are summarized in Table 4-8. The close
similqrity in re and Do of Hz + and Hez + (which both have a bond order

of 1/2) is somewhat fortuitous. Tables 4-9 and 4-10 provide more representa-
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Fig. 4-17. Correlation diagram for diatomic molecules. The approximate positions
of the diatomic molecules are indicated by dashed lines. These lines only indicate
the order of the orbitals for each molecule and have no quantitative significance.
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Properties of Hydrogen and Helium Species

Predictions
Electronic Bond
Configuration Order

(10-.+)'
(10-.+)2
(10-. +)2 (10-. +)1

(10-/)2 (10-. +)2

Table 4-8.

Molecule

H +
2

H2

He +
2

Hez

Fig. 4-18. The two energy level orderings found for first row diatomic molecules.

the more electronegative atom will be lower in energy than the corre
sponding orbitals of the less electronegative atom. In Fig. 4-20 atom B is
more electronegative than atom A. Note that the symmetry labels in this
mo scheme are those appropriate for Coov instead of Dooh ' Table 4-10 lists
some pertinent properties of several heteronuclear diatomic molecules. The
ordering of the 1nand 50'+ orbitals is generally uncertain. The case of BN
is interesting. The 1nand 50' + levels are so close in energy that the energy

ne~~ed to promote a In electron to the 50'+ orbital is less than the spin
pamng energy. Therefore, the configuration is (10'+)2 (20-+)2 (30-+)2 (40-+)2
(1 n)3 (50'+)1.
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The configuration of B
2

is (lag +)2 (lo-u +)2 (2o-g+)2 (2o-u+)1 (lnY (3O-g+)1
instead of (lag +)2 (lo-u +)2 (20'g +)2 (2o-u+)2 (1nY which we would have

expected. The reason is apparently that the 20- u +, 1nu , and 30'g + orbitals are
so close together for this molecule that the spin pairing energy is larger than
the energy gained by putting another electron in the 2o-u+ or 1nuorbitals. The
spin pairing energy is the energy necessary to hold two electrons in the same
orbital. It is principally the Coulombic energy of repulsion of the two

electrons.
Suppose you want to construct a molecular orbital diagram for the

heteronuclear diatomic molecule AB. Figure 4-9 showed how orbitals from
two different kinds of atoms could combine. In general, atomic orbitals of

electrons are placed in each separate degenerate orbital before filling any
one of them up. Further, the electron spins are aligned in the same direction.
Thus, the various oxygen species would have the following configurations:
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Table 4-9. Properties of Homonuclear Diatomic Molecules

Molecule Predictions
Observations

Electronic
Bond Bond Length (r,) Bond Enthalpy (Do)

•

Configuration
Order (A) (kcal/mol) (kllmol)

Li2
(10". +)2 (10". +)2 (20". +)2

I 2.672 26 III

Be2
(10". +)2 (10". +)2 (20". +)2 (20". +)2 0 --- -- ---

B2
(10". +)2 (10". +)2 (20". +)2 (20". +)1 (In.)2 (30".)' (see text) 2 1.589 69 290

C + (10". +)2 (10". +)2 (20". +)2 (20". +)2 (In.)'
11- ----~ 130 544

2
2

C 2
(10". +)2 (10". +)2 (20". +)2 (20". +)2 (In.)4 2 1.3117 150 628

N + (10". +)2 (10". +)2 (20". +)2 (20". +)2 (In.)4 (30". +)1
21- 1.116 204 854

2
2

N 2
(10". +)2 (10". +)2 (20". +)2 (20". +)2 (In.)4 (30". +)2 3 1.0976 225 941

o + (10". +)2 (10". +)2 (20". +? (20". +)2 (30". +)2 (In.)4 (In.)'
21- 1.1227 156 653

2
2

O 2
(10". +)2 (10". +)2 (20". +? (20". +)2 (30". +)2 (In.)4 (In.? 2 1.20741 118 494

o - (10". +? (10". +? (20". +? (20". +? (30". +? (In.)4 (In.)'
11- 1.26 90 380

2
2

0 2- (10". +)2 (10". +)2 (20". +)2 (20". +)2 (30". +)2 (In.)4 (In.)4 I 1.49 --- ---

2
F + (10". +)2 (10". +)2 (20". +)2 (20". +)2 (30". +)2 (In.)4(ln.)' 11- ----- 65 270

2
2

F2
(10". +)2 (10". +)2 (20". +? (20". +)2 (30". +? (In.)4 (In.)4 I 1.418 36 150

Ne2
(10". +)2 (10". +)2 (20". +)2 (20". +)2 (30". +)2 (In.)4 (In.)4 (3a. +)2 0 --- -- ---

Table 4-10. Properties of Heteronuclear Diatomic Molecules

Molecule Predictions Observations

Electronic
Configuration

Bond
Order

Bond Length (r,)
•

(A)
Bond Enthalpy (Do)

(kcal/mol) (kllmol)

tv
CJ".
'..;J

BeO (10"+)2 (20"+)2 (30"+)2 (40"+)2 (In)4 2 1.3308 124 519

BeF (10"+)2 (20"+)2 (30"+)2 (40"+)2 (In)4 (5a+)1 21- 1.3614 92 3802

BN (10"+)2 (20"+)2 (30"+)2 (40"+)2 (In)' (50"+)1 (see text) 2 1.281 92 380

BO (10"+)2 (20"+)2 (30"+)2 (40"+)2 (In)4 (50"+)1 21- 1.2049 185 7742

BF (10"+)2 (20"+)2 (30"+)2 (40"+)2 (In)4(50"+)2 3 1.262 195 816

CN+ (10"+)2 (20"+)2 (30"+)2 (4a+)2 (In)4 2 1.1727 130 544 I,,
!

CN (10"+)2 (20"+)2 (30"+)2 (4a+)2 (In)4(50"+)' 21- 1.1718 188 7872
CN - (10"+)2 (20"+)2 (30"+)2 (40"+)2 (In)4 (50"+)2 3 1.14 --- ---

CO+ (la +)2 (20" +)2 (30" +)2 (40" +)2 (I n)4 (50" +)1 21- 1.1151 195 8162

CO (10-+)2 (20"+)2 (30-+)2 (40"+)2 (In)4(50"+)2 3 1.1282 256 1070

CF (la+)2 (20"+)2 (3a+)2 (40"+)2 (In)4 (50"+)2 (2n)' 21- 1.270 106 4442

NO+ (10-+)2 (20"+)2 (30-+)2 (40-+)2 (In)4 (50"+)2 3 1.0619 254 1060

NO (10- +)2 (20- +)2 (3a +)2 (40" +)2 (I n)4 (50" +)2 (2n) 1 21- 1.150 162 6782
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Fig. 4-20. Molecular orbital scheme for heteronuclear diatomic molecules analagous
to Scheme I, Fig. 4-18. Some heteronuclear diatomic molecules will probably have
the ordering of orbitals analagous to Scheme II, Fig. 4-18 as well.

The final class of diatomic molecules we will consider will be the HA
molecules, of which HF is an example. The qualitative placement of the
basis atomic or;:,itals in Fig. 4-21 is based on the known orbital energies of
Hand F. The H(ls) orbital is too high in energy to interact significantly
with any but the 2p orbitals of F. Of these, only the F(2pz) orbital has the
right symmetry to interact with the H( Is) orbital. The F(2px) and F(2py)
orbitals are rigorously nonbonding. They cannot interact with the H( Is)
orbital because there is zero overlap between them and the Is orbital. The
F(l s) and F(2s) orbitals are essentially non bonding because their energies
are so low compared to the H(ls) energy. For less electronegative elements
than F, the 20'+ level in Fig. 4-21 may be bonding since the 2s orbital will
be closer in energy to the H(ls) orbital. Some properties of HA molecules
are given in Table 4-11. Assignment of bond orders would be ambiguous
since the 20'+ and 30'+ orbitals are of uncertain character.
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Fig. 4-19. Relation of bond energy and bond length to bond order.. Reproduced

E D ' k H B Gray and G P Haight Jr.. ChemIcal PrincIples, W.Afrom R.. IC erson, .. , ' . "
Benjamin, N.Y., 1970.
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Implicit in this structure is a good deal of information. For example, we
know that each double bond implies one sigma bond and one pi bond t

When we construct the mo scheme, we expect to find two occupied sigma

bonding orbitals and two occupied pi bonding orbitals. The organic cheil1ists
in the audience will immediately realize that if each oxygen atom uses a
2pz orbital directed at carbon to form a sigma bond and another 2p orbital

(say 2pJ to form a pi bond, the lone pair electrons must reside in the
remaining 0 (2s) and 0 (2py) orbitals. In constructing suitable LCAO's,
then, we will try to produce lone pair orbitals from a set of oxygen 2s and 2p
orbitals.

In constructing LCAO's of a9 + symmetry, Table 4-12 tells us that the
C(2s), 0(2s), and 0(2pz) orbitals may all contribute. Further, these atomic

O=C=O
• • • •

• • • •

4-6. Polyatomic Molecules

We will now examine several examples of molecular orbital schemes for
small molecules. We will especially emphasize the symmetries of the orbitals
and will try to construct mo diagrams using information contained in the
Lewis structure of each molecule.

A. Carbon Dioxide. The procedure for determining the symmetries of
the molecular orbitals is the same as for diatomic molecules. It will be
necessary to determine how the basis atomic orbitals transform and to
construct linear combinations of appropriate symmetries. We will ignore
the Is orbitals because they do not interact significantly with the valence
orbitals or with each other. We therefore have 2s and 2p orbitals on three
atoms to consider (Fig. 4-22). Since we are starting with twelve atomic
orbitals, we must generate twelve molecular orbitals in our final scheme. It
is convenient to determine the symmetries of the basis orbitals in a few
separate groups, as indicated in Table 4-12. It is necessary to consider
equivalent atomic orbitals (such as the two 0(2s) orbitals) together because
some of the symmetry operations interchange these orbitals.

For guidance in constructing appropriate linear combinations of atomic
orbitals, we will make use of the Lewis structure of CO

2
:

bond orderforce constant (N m -1 )v (cm -1)

3133
1115
1555
2331
1876

4CT
+

IJI*0·<:::>4)-• ,
• •• •• ,

IS • 17T
,

0 ( ,,.... + it--,)0 0 0 2p • 2p lone pair
" 30--+,/ •

• IJIb\ ~ ,/ o .G><:>-

2CT+

----#-...- 0 2S • 0 2S lone pair
ICT+

-+-oo-- 0 Is • 0 IS lone pair

H HF F

molecule
NH
NF

°2
N 2
NO

Fig. 4-21. Molecular orbital scheme for HF.

Problems

4-13. Fill in the following table.

266 Symmetry and spectroscopy

Table 4-11. Properties of Diatomic Hydrides

Molecule Bond Length (r,) Bond Enthalpy (Do)
•

(kcal/mol) (kllmo!)(A)

HLi 1.5953 58 240
HBe 1.3431 53 220
HB+ 1.215 50 210
HB 1.2325 70 290
HC+ 1.131 98 410
HC 1.1198 80 330
HN+ 1.084 103 431
HN 1.038 85 360
HO+ 1.0289 111 464
HO 0.9706 107 448
HF+ ----- 89 370
HF 0.9175 134 561

4-14. For each set of molecules, which will have the highest stretching frequency:
(a) NO, NO+, NO-; (b) CP, CP+, CP-; (c) SiS, SiS-, SiS2-?

4-15. Order the following reactions according to increasing enthalpy:
(a) 02 - .... 0- + 0; (b) 02 .... 20; (c) 02 + .... 0+ + 0. _

4-16. Which is most stable: N 2+, NO+, O 2 +, Li2 +, Be2 +? Which has the longest

bond: CN+, CN, CN-, NO+?

'In this chapter we will write the word "sigma" when we describe an orbital which is axially
symmetric and "pi" when we refer to an orbital which has one node colinear with the inter
nuclear axis. The greek letters "(1" and "n" will be used only when the orbitals actually possess
(J or n symmetry in the point groups Droh or CroV' Thus, the pi bonding orbital of ethylene
(Section 4-6-C) has b lu symmetry in the point group D2h and is a "pi" orbital but not a "n"

orbital.
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Fig. 4-23. !lg' and !l" + molecular orbitals of CO
2

, Nodes (planes at which the
wave functIons change sign) are shown hy dotted lines. The l!lg l and l!l" I orhitals
arc c~lled lone paIrs because the two 0(2s) orhitals are too far apart for significant
bondmg or antI bonding interaction. Lone pair orbitals arc essentially nonbonding.

Fig. 4-23 we see how the same three kinds of orbitals at the Icft of this

figure can be constructed, but with (Ju + symmetry. The six mo's in Fig.
4-23 account for both sigma bonds of CO2 , as well as two of the lone pairs.

According to Table 4-12, we need to construct/our pi orbitals (two dcgen

e~ate pairs) ~f 7[u symmetry using C(2Px,2py) and 0(2px' 2py) orbitals.
Smce the LeWIS structure of CO2 leads us to expect two pi bonding orbitals,
we construct the fully bonding LCAO's labelled 17[u in Fig. 4-24. A cor

responding anti bonding pair of orbitals is labelled 27[u in the same figure.
By a process of elimination, we expect that the remaining mo of 7[9 sym

metry must be a pair of 0(2px' 2py) nonbonding orbitals. The only possible
way to draw a molecular orbital of 7[9 symmetry using any of the valence

orbitals of CO2 is shown at the right of Fig. 4-24. There can be no contri

bution from any carbon orbitals because the C(2p) orbitals all have u

Fig. 4-24. 7!" and 7!g molecular orbitals of CO2 .
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Dooh E 2C 1> OCJ (J" I 25 1> we
"

, 2

--- - -------- .--- --
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1 1 I +
C(2s) 1 1 1 - (J.-

-I -I -1 +

crc:rc:rC (2p,) 1 1 1 - (J.-

C (2p" 2py) 2 2crjJ 0 -2 2crjJ 0 - IT.-

~+~+~ Py +) +p
0 0 + + (J.

+

20 (25) 2 2 2 0 - (J. Y-

0 0 + +

°A C OS °A C Os20(2p,) 2 2 2 0 - (]g + au-

20(2px,2py) 4 4crjJ 0 0 0 0 - 1tu + ng-

Table 4-12. Symmetries of the Valence Atomic Orbitals of CO 2 Shown in Fig.

4-22

orbitals arc the only ones which may contribute because they are the only

ones whose representations include (J 9 + . The lowest energy valence atomic

orbitals of CO arc the 0(2s) orbitals since oxygen has a greater nuclear

charge than ca~bon. Since we would like to construct a lone pair orbital

that contains essentially only 0(2s) character, we can write the combll1a

tion 0(2s) + 0(2s) shown at the bottom left of Fig. 4-23. We also expect
A B d'

from the Lewis structure that it should be possible to draw a sigma bon lI1g
orbital using the C(2s) and 0(2pz) orbitals. The combination shown at

the middle left of Fig. 4-23 is a C -0 sigma bonding orbital of (J 9 + sym

metry. We have now constructed two linear combinations of this symmetry,

but Table 4-12 tells us we need a third. From every bonding combmatlOn

of orbitals, it is always possible to construct an antibonding combination

of the same symmetry by reversing a few of the signs. By this means, we

construct the (J + antibonding orbital shown at the top left of Fig. 4-23. In
9 + + d3 +.

the mo scheme we will designate these three mo's 1(J 9 ,2(J9 ,an (J9 m

order of increasing energy.
Table 4-12 tells us that we need to construct three mo's of (Ju + symmetry,

using the same basis orbitals required for the (J9 + orbitals. At the right of

Fig. 4--22. Valence atomic orbitals of CO 2 .



Problems

4-17. Construct a molecular orbital scheme for the linear molecule BeH llsing
2 '

only the valence orbitals. Draw a picture of each rna, order them by increasing
energy, and place the proper number of electrons in the diagram. How many
sigma bonding orbitals are there? How many pi bonding orbitals? How
many lone pairs? How many unpaired electrons?

/Molecular orbital theory 271

We will now assemble the linear combinations of atomic orbitals in
Figs. 4-23 and 4-24 to create a complete mo diagram, shown in Fig. 4-26.
We expect that the 0(2s) lone pair orbitals will be lowest in energy because
these two molecular orbitals are composed of the two lowest energy basis
atomic orbitals. Among the remaining orbitals, we generally expect the
order sigma bonding < pi bonding < lone pairs < pi antibonding <
sigma antibonding. If two orbitals are of the same type, the one with fewer
nodes will be of lower energy. Orbitals of the same type are, for example,
the 2ag + and 2au + orbitals which are both sigma bonding. The 2a

g
+ orbital

has two nodes and the 2au + orbital has three nodes (Fig. 4-23). When the
orbitals are ordered in this manner, and the 16 valence electrons of CO

2

are added to the diagram, we see that the mo scheme conforms closely to
the predictions of the Lewis structure. Namely, the occupied orbitals account
for two sigma bonds, two pi bonds, and four lone pairs. The chief difference
between the molecular orbital treatment and the valence bond treatment
(essentially summarized by the Lewis structure itself) is that in molecular
orbital theory the electrons are delocalized throughout the molecule, and
not confined between adjacent atoms.

An energy level diagram indicating correct relative spacings for the
molecular orbitals is shown in Fig. 4-27. In thi:, figure are also shown
more accurately drawn molecular orbitals based on a quantitative calcula
tion of the electronic structure of COz , and not just the qualitative con
siderations we have discussed. As an example of the differences between
the qualitative scheme in Fig. 4-26 and the more accurate calculations in,
the lag + [0(2s) lone pair] orbital in Fig. 4-26, there is no contribution
from the C(2s) orbital. A calculation indicates, however, that the C(2s)
orbital does mix somewhat with the 0(2s) orbitals. Therefore, the more
accurately con~!ructed lag + orbital in Fig. 4-27 should be described as
[0(2s) lone pair] + [C-O sigma bond]. The relation between the qualita
tive linear combinations of Fig. 4-26 and the calculated linear combinations
of Fig. 4-27 is entirely analagous to the relation of symmetry coordinates
and normal modes of vibration (Section 3-7).

sigma bonding

sigma bonding

0(25) lone pair

0(25) lone pair

0(2p) lone pair

pi bonding

sigma antibonding

pi antibondinq

•

o

<:><:::> C><:> C>C>

C><:> 0 C><:>

0·0
0·0

C><:) C><:) ex::> sigma antibonding
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Fig. 4-25. Incorrectly constructed sigma bonding mo's of CO
2

.

Fig. 4-26. Qualitative mo scheme for CO2 , Compare these linear combinations of
atomic orbitals to the more accurately calculated mo's in Fig. 4-27.

symmetry, and the required mo has g symmetry. The C(2s) orbital, which

does have g symmetry, has zero net overlap with the 0(2px) and o (2py)
orbitals and therefore cannot interact with them.

When trying to construct sigma bonding linear combinations of atomic
orbitals for the first time, the incorrectly drawn orbitals I and II in Fig.
4-25 often result. Why are these pictures incorrect while the ones in Fig.
4-23 labelled 2ag + and 20-u + are correct? The reason is that I and II do not
form bases for irreducible representations of the point group D ooh ' Under
the operations E, Coo</>' and av , I and II each go into themselves, which is fine,
but orbital I goes into orbital II upon inversion. The ag + and au + orbitals
must go into plus and minus themselves, respectively, under the operation
i. Similarly, Soo</> and Cz will not work properly for I and II. When in doubt,
you should check that the LCAO's you construct do indeed form bases for
irreducible representations.

270
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y

(looking down the x axis)
z

3(Jg + = N 3 (2pa - 2sc -I- 2Pb) lj; 3

2(Jg + = N z (2pa -I- 2sc -I- 2Pb) = lj;z

l(Jg + = N, (2sa -I- 2sb ) = lj; I

o
H

ex+) e E!-X)
CXf) (±) c+X)
e (f)
o ----c----oA B

The letters p and s refer to p and s orbitals; and the SUbscripts a, b, and c
refer to 0A' OS' and carbon, respectively. To simplify matters, assume that
the overlap integrals S(2sa )(2sb )dr and S(2Pa)(2ph)dr are zero. (a) Defining
S = S(2Pa)(2sc)dr, determine the normalization coefficients N" N

z
, and N

3
.

(b) Using eq. 4-11, determine the energies of the three molecular orbitals in
terms of the following integrals:

H aa = J(2pa) yt' (2Pa)dr

H ab = J(2pa) ,no (2pb)dr

Hac = J(2Pa) yt' (2s,)dr

H ce = J(2s,) yt' (2s,)dr

H~a = J(2sa) yt' (2sa )dr

H~b = f (2sa ) yt' (2sb)dr

(c) Using the variation method (Section 4-4), derive the form of the secular
determinant one gets by using the linear combinations lj;" lj; z, and lj; 3 as
bases for a more accurate determination of the correct forms of the (Jg +

molecular orbitals. That is, allow lj;" lj; z, lj; 3 to mix to form "better" mo's.

4-18. A priori, one might expect methylene, CH z , to be either bent or linear. The
mo scheme for the linear species will be the same as for BeHz (Problem 4.17)
with the appropriate number of electrons. Construct a molecular orbital
scheme for bent CHz using the hybrid orbitals drawn below as basis functions.
How many unpaired electrons do you expect for the linear and bent species?
State what factor could lead to there being two unpaired electrons in both
cases. Experimental evidence indicates that in its ground state CH

z
does

have unpaired electrons.

4-19. The COz (Jg+ orbitals have the following forms:

272

10:+
U

10;+
9

,~~ '---<:.... - +".:';,..- 10;
9

Fig 4-27 Molecular orbital scheme for COz showing calculated energie.s and
orb·itals. 'Solid and dashed lines correspond to regions of the wave. funct~o~6~:
opposite sign. The contours indicated correspond to electron densities of . .
electrons!A3 for one-electron wave functions and were chosen merely for satis
factory visual display of the orbitals. Contour diagrams reproduced fro~ W. L.
Jorgensen and L. Salem, The Organic Chemist's Book oj Orbitals, AcademiC Press,

N.Y., 1973.
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H(ls) + C(2s) + N(2s) 3 3 l = 30"

C(2pz) + N(2pz) 2 2 ) = 20'+

C(2PX' 2py) + N(2p,,2py) 4 4c¢ I) = 2rr

In

10'+

B. Hydrogen Cyanide. Using the basis atomic orbitals in Fig. 4-lS, and
calling the molecular axis the z axis, we derive the symmetries in Ta ble
4-13. The calculated mo scheme appears in Fig. 4-29. Now you examine
Fig. 4-29 and wonder why the ler+ orbital is drawn as a localized orbital
between just two atoms when we just finished saying that you could not
draw such localized orbitals for CO2 , The answer is in two parts. One is
that the orbital drawn in Fig. 4-29 does transform properly under the
operations of the point group Coov , but so would a more delocalized orbital
extending over the whole molecule. The second part of the answer is that
the only way to choose between a localized and a c1elocalized orbital is by
a calculation. Just such a calculation went into the construction of Fig.
4-29.

Another kind of representation of the HCN orbitals is given in Fig.
4-30. Plotted on the vertical axis is the electron density at each point in a

Table 4-13. Symmetries of the Valence Atomic Orbitals of HeN

Fig. 4~30. Electron density plots of HeN reproduced from J.B. Roberl, H. Mars
mann, I Absara, and l.R. Van Wazer,.J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 93, 3320 (1971).
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. HCN as described in Fig. 4-27. Contour
Fig. 4-29. Molecular orbital scheme for 'd L Salem The Organic Chemist's
diagrams reproduced from W.L. Jorgensen an. ,
Book of Orbitals, Academic Press, N.Y., 1973.

Fig. 4-28.
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Coordinate system and Lewis structure of ethylene.
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C (zH
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Fig. 4-31.

Fig. 4-32. Construction of b b' IC. Zu group or Ita s and the bonding molecular orbital
ompare thIS mo to the one labelled Ib

1u
in Fig. 4-33. .
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Table 4-14. Symmetries of the Valence Atomic Orbitals of EthyleneProblems
D 2h E C2 (z) C2 (y) C2 (x) •

a(xy)I a(xz) a(y?)4-20. Consider only the pi orbitals of a linear C4 species, which is found in the
gas phase above molten carbon. Draw a picture of each pi orbital and order 4H(I s) 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0
these orbitals by increasing energy. Which species, C4 , C4 +, or C4 -, would = a. + bl. + b 2u + h 3u

2C(2s) 2 0 0 2 0 2you expect to be the most stable? 2 0 = a g + b 3 1/

2C(2px) 2 0 0 2 0 2 2 0 = a. + h3u
2C(2py) 2 0 0 -2 0 2 -2 0 = hi. + b2u
2C(2p, ) 2 0 0 -2 0 -2 2 0 = h2 • + hi U

C. Ethylene. Using the coordinate system in Fig. 4-31, the valence
atomic orbitals transform as in Table 4-14. We ordinarily think of using
Sp2 hybrid orbitals on carbon to make the sigma bonds and pz orbitals for
the pi bonds. The Sp2 orbitals utilize the carbon s, Px, and Py orbitals which
transform as 2ag + bIg + b zu + 2b 3u . The four H(ls) orbitals transform
as a g + bIg + b zu + b 3u ' From these ten orbitals we need to form four
C - H bonding orbitals, four C - H antibonding orbitals, one C - C sigma
bonding orbital, and one C-C sigma antibonding orbital. We further
expect that the C - C and C - H orbitals of the same symmetry will be
mixed. As one example of the construction of a sigma bonding orbital of
the correct symmetry, we will derive the form of the b zu orbital. Table 4-14
indicates that the H(ls) and C(2py) orbitals will contribute to a molecular
orbital of b zu symmetry. In Section 3-7 we introduced the projection oper
ator (eq. 3-120) and used it to operate on displacement vectors to generate
symmetry coordinates. Now we will allow the appropriate projection
operator to act on the H(ls) and C(2py) orbitals. In Fig. 3-67, in which
the v(CH)(b 3 J vibration of C z H4 was constructed, we discovered that the
D z character table is sufficient for problems dealing with ethylene. Use of
all of the operations of the D Zh character table is unnecessary. In Fig. 4-32
we apply the bz projection operator of the Dz point group to the H(ls)
orbitals to produce a group orbital (a combination of atomic orbitals) of
symmetry b zu . (You should satisfy yourself that the group orbital so con
structed does have bzu symmetry using all of the operations of D Zh ')
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plane cut through the molecule. The pictures show density in each of the
occupicd orbitals as well as a composite of all the valence orbitals. There
is also one picture showing total electron density, including the inner N(ls)
and C(ls) orbitals. These marvelous drawings even show that the valence
electrons in the C - N bond are drawn toward the morc electronegative
nitrogen atom.



Similarly, we can construct a C(2py) group orbital, and combine it with
the H(ls) group orbital to make a molecular orbital of symmetry b 2u (Fig.
4-32). The orbital so constructed can be described as C - H sigma bonding
and C - C pi bonding. The C - C pi bond, however, is in the plane of the
molecule and is not the pi bond we usually associate with ethylene. The
latter is perpendicular to the plane of the molecule and has no C - H char

acter.
The calculated mo diagram for ethylene is shown in Fig. 4-33. Since the

C - Hand C - C bond energies are roughly 330-420 kJ Imol and the pi
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bon.d energy is about 250 kJImol, it is reasonable to find the sigma bonding
orbItals below the pi bonding orbitals, and the pi antibonding orbitals
below the sigma antibonding orbitals. Notice that the C-C pi bond is
not a n bond, but a b I u bond. The name "pi" remains from the symmetry
of thIs type of bond in Dooh symmetry. The photoelectron spectrum (Fig.
4-34) of ethylene shows the expected six ionization potentials in the valence
orbital energy region. Notice that the calculated orbital energies are in
good qualitative agreement with the observed photoelectron peaks, but not
in very good quantitative agreement. This is an accurate reflection of the
state of the art of mo calculations.

cyclopropene

H

H

H

]
lag Ib3U l~u20glblg Iblu
~ I I I I ,~,Calculated, , ' , ', , ' , ' , Energy, , ' , ' ,

CfJ
, , ' , ' ,, , ' , ' ,, , ,, , , , , ,... , , , , ,, ,

~
, , , , ,
1 I I

,
II

(f)-S A..
0
u /' V

OJ,

25 20 15 10
IE (eV)

Problems

How many sigma bonding orbitals will there be in cyclopropene? How many
sig~a antibondi~g orbitals? How many pi bonding orbitals? How many pi
antIbondmg orbItals? How many lone pairs? Make a diagram showing the
relative energies of these orbitals .

Propose a molecular orbital scheme for the vinyl cation with the geometry
below. By "propose a molecular orbital scheme" we mean: (a) draw the
basis atomic orbitals and determine how they transform; (b) construct appro-

Fig. 4-34. Experimental He II (30.4 nm, 40.8 eV) photoelectron spectrum of ethyl
ene, and calculated energies of the occupied valence orbitals. Adapted from C.R.
Brundle, M.B. Robin, H. Basch, M. Pinsky, and A. Bond, 1. Amer. Chem. Soc.
92,3863 (1970). '
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Fig. 4-33. Valence molecular orbitals of ethylene. Contour diagrams are as des
cribed in Fig. 4-27 and reproduced from W.L. Jorgensen and L. Salem, The Organic
Chemist's Book of Orbitals, Academic Press, N.Y., 1973.
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Fig. 4-36. Valence molecular orbitals of C Id
described in Fig 4-27 d d orma ehyde. Contour diagrams are as

. an repro uced from W L Jorgens d LSI
Organic Chemist's Book oj' Orbitals, Academic P~e~s, I'f. Y., ~~7~n . a em, The

orbitals. Using the coordinate system in Fig 4-37 tile b' . f .
t f· . , aSls unctIons
r~ns orm as shown m Table 4-16. This table, plus the structure of CH +'

te s us ~hat ~e have to ~onstruct three sigma bonding orbitals of s ~:
n:etryal + e and three sIgma antibonding orbitals of symmetry a ' +y /
smce the s p and b't 1 h" I ( ,

'x' Py or I a s, w Ich constItute the sigma framewo k
possess these symmetries, The C(2p ) b't Idr,

z or I a oes not havc the proper
symn:etry to combine with any other valence orbi tal; so it must be a non
bondmg molecular orbital by itself. -

~he a j
' bonding and antibonding orbitals are totally symmetric and 'HC

easIly constructed from the C(2s) and H(I) b' I . c.
s or Ita s as shown In FIg.

vinyl cation
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priate linear combinations of the basis orbitals to make reasonable molecular
orbitals; (c) order the mo's by increasing energy as best you can; and (d)
place the proper number of electrons in the diagram.

4-23. Propose a molecular orbital scheme for acetylene, HC - CH.

H
t=O x
/ ..

H Z

Fig. 4-35. Coordinate system and Lewis structure of formaldehyde.

D. Formaldehyde. Using the coordinate system in Fig. 4-35, the basis
atomic orbitals transform as in Table 4-15. The Lewis structure of form
aldehyde leads us to expect three sigma bonding orbitals, three sigma
antibonding orbitals, one pi bonding orbital, one pi antibonding orbital,
and two oxygen lone pairs. These predictions are borne out by the calcu-

•

lated forms of the orbitals in Fig. 4-36 with the exception that the 0(2s)
lone pair of a 1 symmetry is thoroughly mixed with the C-O and C-H
sigma bonding orbitals of a1 symmetry to yield three orbitals which can
only be described as having both lone pair and sigma bonding character.

Let us rationalize the relative energies of the orbitals in Fig. 4-36 as
follows: There are three sigma bonding orbitals which ought to be of lowest
energy and three sigma antibonding orbitals which ought to be of highest
energy. The 0(2s) lone pair is at lower energy than the pi orbitals, and, as
just stated, is mixed with the sigma bonding orbitals. The O(2pJ orbital
is essentially nonbonding so its energy is nearly unchanged from the energy
of a pure O(2p) orbital. The two C - 0 pi bonding and antibonding orbitals
will necessarily fall above and below the position of the O(2px) orbital
because they are stabilized and destabilized with respect to the energy of a
pure O(2p) orbital. The essential new feature of the formaldehyde mo
scheme, compared to that of ethylene (Fig. 4-33), is that the highest filled
orbital is a nonbonding (lone pair) orbital found between the filled pi

bonding orbital and empty pi antibonding orbital.
E. Methyl Cation, CH3 +. The planar methyl cation is treated here

because it illustrates the procedure to use in constructing degenerate

280
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Table 4-15. Symmetries of the Valence Atomic Orbitals of Formaldehyde

c2 " E c2 a(xz) a(yz)

Molecular orhital theory

.=E~·2=--. }-{+ E·Q
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Use of the projection operator to make H(ls) group orbitals of e' sym-

-,
...2 ,(
\.;~-I""
~ .-}--

+

+

-

C~-I'-<-
~ . >--

~I---"-_. >--+

sum =

~

(-- +
(-
~

--

~'-I---=-----. }---(-'+

sum

2H(ls) 2 0 2 0 -a + b,- ,
C(2s) 1 1 1 1 -a- 1

C(2p.) 1 -I 1 -1 = b ,

C(2py) 1 -I -I I = b 2

C(2p,) 1 1 1 1 -a- 1

0(2s) I I 1 1 = a l

0(2p.) I -I I -I = b ,

0(2p,) I -I -I 1 -b- 2

0(2p,) 1 1 1 1 = a 1

Fig. 4-39.
metry.

Table 4-16. Symmetries of the Valence Orbitals of CH3 +

Fig. 4-37. Coordinate system and Lewis structure of CH 3 +.

Fig. 4-38. The two totally symmetric orbitals of CH3 +.

tThe photoelectron spectra of CH3 ' and CH4 appear in T. Koenig, T. Balle, and W. Snell,
J. Arner. Chern. Soc., 97, 662 (1975); and A.W. Potts and W.e. Price, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London)
A,326, 165 (1972), respectively.

4-38. To construct degenerate e' orbitals from the H( Is) and C(2Px,2py)
orbitals, we apply the projection operator using the real characters of the
E representation of the point group C3 , as we have done previously for the
stretching vibrations of BCI 3 in Section 3-7 (Fig. 3-66). The construction
of linear combinations of H(I s) orbitals (group orbitals) with e' symmetry

is shown in Fig. 4-39. The C(2px) and C(2py) orbitals together already
possess e' symmetry and need no further transformation. The group orbital
at the left of Fig. 4-39 can be combined with the C(2px) orbital to give an

orbital with C - H bonding character, and the group orbital at the right of

Fig. 4-39 can be combined with the C(2py) orbital (Fig. 4-40). By reversing

the signs of the C(2p) orbitals, one can construct the corresponding e'
anti bonding orbitals also shown in Fig. 4-40.

In assembling the orbitals into a molecular orbital diagram (Fig. 4-41),

we place the bonding orbitals lowest, followed by the non bonding orbital,
followed by the antibonding orbital. The six valence electrons of CH 3 +

just fill the bonding orbitals. In the nearly planar neutral methyl radical,
CH3 ', with seven valence electrons, the highest occupied orbital will be .
the C(2pz) nonbonding orbital. The photoelectron spectrum of CH3 '

exhibits the first IE at 9.82 eV. This may be compared to the first IE of
methane, 12.6 eV, which is representative of the energy of a C-H sigma
bonding orbital and is probably close to the IE of the Ie' orbitals of CH 3 + . t

x

(f) (f)
G 20'

y
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I
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E 2C3
3C2 a. 2S3 3a"

1 I 1 1 I
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1 = a 1

-I a 2 -I 0
,

2 = e
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Degenerate bonding and antibonding orbitals of CH 3 +.

Problems

The three pi mo's of the cyclopropenium cation, C
3

H
3

+, are drawn below.
In this picture, only the top half of each pi orbital is shown. The half below
the plane of the page would have the opposite sign at each carbon atom. In
the wave functions given below, S = J<Pt<p2dr = J<Pt<p3dr = J<P2<p3dr and
the functions <PI' <P 2' and <P3 are C(2p) atomic orbitals centered on each
atom. Show that the energies of the two e' orbitals are identical. Your ex
pression for the energy of each orbital will be in terms of overlap, exchange, and
Coulomb integrals. Note that H ll =H22 =H33 and H 12 =H13 =H23 .

4-24.

2e' (antibonding)IeI (bonding)

Fig. 4-40.

- -
\

+

+ - ---e l

0 1

I

one resonance structure of
trimethylenemethane

i/JI = [3(1 + 2S)]-t (<PI + <P 2 + <P 3)

t/J 2 = [6(1 - S)]-t(2<PI - <Pz .- <P3)

t/J3 = [2(1 - SWt (<P2 - <P3)

+

Propose a molecular orbital scheme (see Problem 4-22) for the pi electron
network of trimethylenemethane. How many unpaired electrons will the D 3h

species have? .

H2\

.l=CH2

He2

4-25.

2e'

1e'

C-H
(J'ltOO1ding

2e'

20'
I

Fig. 4-41. Molecular orbital scheme for CH3 +. Orbital contours are as described
in Fig. 4-27 and reproduced from W.L. Jorgensen and L. Salem, The Orgamc
Chemist's Book of Orbitals, Academic Press, N.Y. 1973.

cycloblltadiene

o
H /H
''r---(

4-26. Propose a molecular orbital scheme (see Problem 4-22) for the pi electron
network of cyclobutadiene in D4h symmetry. Show what would be the effect
on the final energy level diagram of elongation of two opposite sides of the
molecule.

10 '
I

C-H
bonding

Ie'

10 'I
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< +) (+) c+ =:>
W H W

Fig. 4-43. Three basis orbitals for HW2 bonding. The W orbitals are hybrids, and
the H orbital is the Is orbital.

Fig. 4-42. The geometry of HW2 (CO),0 -. For leading references, see D.C. Harris
and H.B. Gray, J. Arner. Chern. Soc., 97, 3073 (1975). 209+ (anfibonding) - ~ 8 c+ ..

Fig. 4-44. Molecular orbital scheme for a three-center two-electron bond.

Table 4-17. Properties of the HW2 Basis Orbitals in Dooh Symmetry

Droh E 2C 1> • 28
0

,1> ocC2
ocav Iro

H(ls) 1 I 1 1 I 1 = (T +
g

2W(hybrids) 2 2 2 0 0 0 + += (Jg + (Ju

>

x

H

<:. -t> (+) ~ :: ..
W H W

I
I~

I

lOU+ (nonbonding) < -€I

10.: + (bonding)
9

H

-H-

Problems

Derive the symmetries of the three basis orbitals in Fig. 4-43 in the true point
group of HW2 (CO),0 -, D 4h . Show that the three molecular orbitals in Fig.
4-44 transform as required in D4h as well as in Dooh '

Using the coordinate system below, derive the symmetries of the four bridging
B hybrid orbitals and two bridging H( Is) orbitals of diborane. By analogy to
Fig. 4-44, construct the six bridging molecular orbitals of B H and label
each with the correct symmetry. Indicate which are bonding~ n~nbonding,
and antibonding. Which will be occupied in diborane?

+z
I ~y

H H/

4-27.

4-28.

tEach W atom contributes six valence electrons, H contributes one, the lone pairs from CO
contribute (lOx 2 =) 20 electrons, and the negative charge adds another electron, for a
total of 34 valence electrons about the W - H - W unit. Ten pairs are formally localized in
the W - C bonds, and six electrons on each W atom are directed between CO ligands and
occupy the t2g orbitals (Section 4-8). This leaves just two electrons formally associated with
the W - H - W linkage.

F. Electron Deficient Bonding. This type of bonding, first recognized in
diborane, B2 H 6 , is found in a wide variety of stable inorganic species, as
well as an ever increasing list of exotic, unstable organic species, such as
CHs +. An example of a stable electron deficient species is the anion
HW2 (CO)10- , with the structure in Fig. 4-42. In crystals of the tetraethyl
ammonium salt, the W - H - W linkage is linear. The structure of this
species suggests two W - H sigma bonds, but a count of electrons indicates
that only two electrons are formally available for the entire W - H - W
linkage. t

If we just consider some kind of hybrid orbital on each W atom directed
at the H atom, the problem is one of constructing a molecular orbital
scheme from the three basis orbitals shown in Fig. 4-43. Considering just
the linear HW2 unit, the symmetry is Dooh ' Table 4-17 tells us that the
H(ls) orbital can participate in molecular orbitals of symmetry ag +, while
the two W hybrid orbitals will participate in molecular orbitals of sym
metry ag + and au +. We can draw a totally symmetric bonding orbital labelled
lag + in Fig. 4-44. This can be made into a totally symmetric antibonding
orbital labelled 2ag + by changing the sign of the H(ls) orbital. The only
orbital of au + symmetry which can be drawn is the one shown at the center
of Fig. 4-44. Because this contains no H(ls) character and because the two
W hybrid orbitals have little overlap, this orbital is essentially nonbonding
(i.e., only slightly antibonding). The two electrons occupy the only bonding
orbital and a stable three-center two-electron unit results. Such bonding is
typically not as strong as the much more common two-center two-electron
bonding.



4-7. The Hiickel Method

With an arsenal of drastic approximations it is possible to estimate the

energies of molecular orbitals in a fairly simple manner. As crude as the
method to be presented may seem, it gives answers with remarkable quali

tative and semi-quantitative significance. The Huckel method is generally
used for systems of pi electrons. In particular, we will limit ourselves to

molecules containing only hydrogen and carbon, though the method can
be extended to include sigma bonds and other kinds of atoms. Recall the
case of ethylene (Section 4-6-C). We found a set of sigma bonding orbitals

below the energy of the pi orbital. At higher energy than the pi orbital was
the pi antjbonding orbital, and at highest energy were the sigma anti

bonding orbitals. The highest filled and lowest unoccupied orbitals are pi
orbitals. These are the orbitals most important to reactivity and spectros
copy. In the Huckel treatment outlined below we will completely ignore
the sigma frameworks of hydrocarbons and only treat the pi orbitals.

The LCAO method involves construction of wave functions with un

determined coefficients. Our basis atomic orbitals in the Huckel method
will be one 2p orbital from each carbon atom participating in the pi

network. For butadiene, for example, we would have a wave function of

the form in eq. 4-35:

2R9
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Fig. 4-45. Pi (2p,2p) overlap integrals. Reproduced from A. Streitwieser. Jr., Molcc

ular Orhital Theory/or Organic Chemists, John Wiley & Sons, N.Y .. 1961.

located on atoms i and j. We will assume that if atoms i and j are adjacent,
Hij has the value [3. If atoms i and j are not nearest neighbors, we set H ij

equal to zero. Note that relative to the energy of an electron at infinity, the
values of rx and [3 are negative. They represent stabilizing interactions. The

overlap integrals, Sij, are the easiest. We will set them all equal to zero,
except Sii which we have already correctly set equal to unity in eq. 4-36.
To get some idea of the grossness of this approximation, a plot of the pi

overlap integral is given in Fig. 4-45. At a C - C distance of 1.4 A, typical

of a pi system, Sij has a value of about 0.25. Nonetheless, we are going to

call it zero.
To see what these approximations do in the case of ethylene, the secular

equation reduces to the form in eq. 4-37:

(4-35)

in which the subscripts 1-4 correspond to the four carbon atoms, and the

(/j are undetermined coefficients. Using eq. 4-11 to calculate the energy of

the wave function, and applying the variation treatment outlined in Section

4-4, we are led to a secular determinant of the form in eq. 4-36, analogous to

cq.4-29:

H II
-E H I2

- ES I2 H I3
- ES I3

H I4 - ES I4

H 21 - ES21 H 22 E H 23
- ES23

H 24
- ES24

=0
H 31

- ES31 H 32
ES32

H 33
-E H 34

- ES34

H41
- ES41 H42 ES42 H 43 - ES43

H 44 -E
(4-36)

We use the notation H ij = J(2Pi)£(2p) d'L
Now for the approximations. The Coulomb integrals, Hij, represent

roughly the energy of an electron in the 2p orbital of carbon number i.

We will assume all such integrals are equal and give them the value rx. The
exchange integrals, Hij, represent the energy of interaction of p orbitals

a-E fJ

[3 a-E
=0 (4-37)
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It is convenient to define the new variable

x = (ex - E)lf3

and to divide everything through by 13:

(4-38)
-{3

a ------------

x

1

1

x
1 = 0 +{3 + blu

x = + 1

E=ex+f3 (4-39)

Fig. 4-46. Huckel pi energy levels of ethylene. These are the same pi orbitals of
Fig. 4-33. Since f3 is a negative number, energies with positive values of f3 are lower
than those with negative values of f3.

z

x 1 0 0 I 4

1 1 0
Fig. 4-47. Coordinate system and numbering system for butadiene.

x
(4-40)=0

0 1 x 1

Equation 4-39 tells us that we have generated two pi orbitals of energies
ex + 13 and ex - 13 (Fig. 4-46). These are the same two pi orbitals which

came out of our earlier qualitative treatment of ethylene.
Now let's calculate the pi energies of butadiene (Fig. 4-47):

bonds. Experimentally, this amounts to some 12 kJ Imo!. This extra stabi
lization energy is called the resonance or delocalization energy and is common
to all conjugated pi systems. (A conjugated system has a series of alternating
single and double bonds.) It is due to the delocalization of the pi electrons
throughout the entire pi network.

Now let's look at the wave functions for the butadiene pi orbitals. Each
molecular orbital is a'iinear combination of four C(2p) orbitals (eq. 4-35).
The variation treatment we have just outlined gives the numerical values

of the coefficients of each orbital by using the energies from eqs. 4-41 in the
equations for butadiene analogous to eqs. 4-27 and 4-28. That is, we must
solve the four simultaneous equations 4-42 for each value of E in eqs. 4-41.

(4-41)

1

3-.J5 2
= ex + 0.6213

2

1

3 + I) 2
" J = ex + 1.6213

2

x = +

o 0 1 X

x(x3 - 2x) - (x2 - 1) = x
4

- 3x
2 + 1 = 0

1

3±.J5 2

2

The four energy levels which result from this calculation are shown in Fig.
4-48. The total energy of the four pi electrons of butadiene is 4ex + 4.4813·
The energy of two separate ethylene molecules is 4ex + 413· The butadiene
molecule is therefore 0.4813 more stable than two isolated ethylene double

Now we will see what group theory says about the symmetries of these four
orbitals and compare the predictions of group theory to the numerical

1

3+.J5 2
=ex-

2
1.6213

c1 (Hll -E) + c 2 H 12 + c 3 H 13 + c 4 H 14 =,0
c 1 H 21 + c2 (H22 -E) + c 3 H 23 + c 4 H 24 = 0
c1 H 31 + c 2 H 32 + c3 (H33 -E) + c 4 H 34 = 0
c1 H 41 + c2 H42 + c3 H43 + c4 (H44 -E) = 0

(4-42)
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Hiickel results. In the point group C 21 , the orbitals transfonn as follows,

using the coordinate system of Fig. 4-47:
-2[3

a -----------.--

Fig. 4-48. The Huckel pi energy levels of butadiene.

-[3

2[3

._.CZIJEC 2 . a (x-L a~y:)
I

4C(2px) I 4 0 0 -4 = 2(/2 + 2h l

(You could have just as well used the trails conformation of butadiene,

instead of the cis foml shown in Fig. 4-47, but the forms of the resulting

orbitals would be identical. Only the point group and symmetry labels

would be different.) Two linear combinations of p orbitals of symmetry a2

and two of symmetry hI must be constructed. The functions in eqs. 4-43

are the most general ones which satisfy these requirements. The h I func

tions, for example, are symmetric to a(x::) and antisymmetric to Cz and

a(y:). By comparison, solution of eqs. 4-42 with the four values of E in

eqs. 4-41 gives the wave function eqs. 4-44, which are drawn in Fig. 4-49.

The numerical solution therefore gives us orbitals of the same fonn pre

dicted by group theory. An important point to note about the orbitals in

Fig. 4-49 is that the orbital energy increases with the number of nodes.

This is a general phenomenon.
Figures 4-4() and 4-4X lead us to expect that one occupied pi orbital of

butadiene should be lower in energy than that of ethylene and one should

be higher. This is nicely confirmed by the photoelectron spectra of these

compounds in Fig. 4-50. The first IE of ethylene is observed near 10.5 eV,

and the first two IE's of butadiene are observed near 9.2 and 11.5 e V. That

the peaks at still higher energy are due to sigma electrons is confinned by

the shift of the third peak to higher energy in the spectrum of I, I ,4,4

tetrafluorobutadiene. The fluorine substituents commonly stabilize sigma

orbitals while having little effect on hycrocarbon pi orbitals.

As another example, we shall work the case of the allyl system (Fig. 4-51).

e2 , E C 2 a (xz) (J(Yz)
-- '-

3C(2px) 3 - I I - 3 = a
2

+ 2b]

x 1 0

x = 0, + Jl. (4-46)
EI = a. + JLfJ
E2 = a. (4-47)
E3 = a. - JLfJ

~ I (b l ) = 0.500PI + 0.707P2 + O.500p,

~2 (a 2 ) = O.707P 1 - 0.707P3 (4-48)

~ 3 (b I) = O.500PI - O.707P2 + O.500P3

The th~ee pi orbitals in eqs. (4-48) are analogous to the three sigma orbitals
found m three-center two-electron bonding (Section 4-6-F) ./, . b d'
~. b' .. . 'I' I IS on mg,

2 IS non ondIng, and ~3 IS anti bonding. The allyl cation has a total energy

2a.. + 2Jl.fJ (Fig. 4-52). The allyl radical has energy 3a. + 2 0.fJ and the
anIon has energy 4a. + 2 !2fJ Th h' d v'. 'oj'" e t Ir and fourth electrons of the radical
and anIon go Into the nonbonding orbital.

~(az) = aPI + hpz - hpJ - aP4

~(az) = CPI - dp2 + dP3 - CP4

~(hl) = ePI +fpz +/p, + ep4

~(bl) = gPI - hpz - hp, + gP4

~l (hI) = 0.371Pl + O.600pz + 0.600P3 + O.371P4

~z (a z ) = O.600p, + O.371pz - O.371P3 - 0.600P4

~3(hl) = O.600P I - O.371pz - 0.371P3 + 0.600P4
~ 4 (a z ) = 0.371 PI - O.600pz + 0.600P3 - 0.371 P4

(4-43 )

(4-44)
1 x I

o 1 .Y

x 3 -2x = 0 (4-45)
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Fig. 4-51. Numbering and coordinate system for the allyl moiety.

Fig. 4-50. He I (58.4 nm) photoelectron spectra of ethylene, butadiene, and I, I ,4,4
tetrafluorobutadiene, showing that one pi orbital energy of the dienes is greater than
that of ethylene and one is less. Additional structure of the bands will be discussed in
Chapter Five, Adapted from H. Bock and P.D. Moliere. J. Chern. Ed., 51,506 (1974).
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. f b d' ne From A. Streitwieser, Jr.,
Fig. 4-49. Hiickel pi wave functIOns C~r .~ta J~hn'Wi1ey & Sons, N.Y., 1961.
Molecular Orbital Theory for Organzc ern IS s,
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a ------+---+
3

26

5~~
I

I 4,
I ,

/ I

a;j by
C " C I2 2

Fig.4-53. Numbering and symmetry elements of benzene.+++
(3

-(3

Fig. 4-52. Huckel pi energy level diagram for the allyl system. if! 2 is nonbonding.

-------.--------••••
:::::::::::: It
- ---. 176-2f3

2(3

Finally, we shall examine the Huckel treatment of benzene (Fig. 4-53). -f3 7T..*• 4 --77:*5
E 2Co 2C C2 3C2

,
3C2

" 2S, 2So <Jh 3<Jd 3(J t'
DOh I,

---- ... ------- ---- - -_. --- ----- a---- -------- ----

6C(2p,) 6 0 0 0 -2 0 0 0 0 -6 0 2 --------------------

These four irreducible representations tell us immediately that there will be
only four different pi energy levels. That is, two sets of molecular orbitals
will be degenerate. The secular equation, 4-49, has the solutions x = + 2,

+f3

+2f3 :3:C=: 7Tja- ---;----
•••--------------

Fig. ~54. Huckel pi energy level diagram for benzene (left) and the more complete
mo diagram. (nght) showing that the sigma bonding orbitals overlap the lowest pi
bondmg orbital m energy. The degeneracies of the sigma orbitals are not indicated.
The symbols "a" and "n" refer to orbital type and not to orbital symmetry, as
the point group is D 6h ..

I

,,

--

Fig. 4-55. Pi orbitals of benzene. Dotted lines are nodes. In each figure, we arc
lookmg at the C (2pz) orbitals perpendicular to the plane of the molecule which
. . . '
IS gomg mto and out of the page.

'The alert reader may recall that 0.48fl = 12 kllmol for butadiene and 2fl = 150 kllmol
for benzene. Obviously the Huekel fl is not constant from one molecule to another and is
larger for benzene than for butadiene. It is reasonably constant within a given class of com

pounds such as straight chain conjugated polyenes.

+ I, + I. These give the energy level diagram, Fig. 4-54, which tells us that
the delocalization energy of benzene, relative to three isolated double
bonds, is 2fJ. This comes to some 150 kllmol experimentally.t The forms
of the pi orbitals are given in Fig. 4-55.
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4

3
methylenecyclopropene

(b) Set up the secular determinant derived from Huckel theory for this molecule.
(c) The roots of the secular determinant are x = - 2.170, - 0.311, -+ 1.000, and
+ 1.481. Draw an energy level diagram for this molecule and determine the
delocalization energy of the neutral species. (d) The wave function for the
lowest pi mo is i/t = 0.278Pl + 0.612P2 -+ 0.524pJ + 0.524P4' Using et] .
4-11, solve for the energy of this orbital in terms ofa and fJ using the approxima
tions of Huckel theory on pages 288-289. Compare your answer to that given
by the appropriate root of the secular determinant.
By setting up and solving the appropriate simultaneous equations, calculate
the coefficients of the pi orbitals of the allyl system. First solve for c2 and c,
in terms of c1 and then normalize each wave function to obtain the coefficients
in eq. 4-48. When normalizing the wave functions, remember the I-J(ickel
approximation that Sij = 0 unless i = j.

4-8. Transition Metal Complexes

In this section we will consider only the most common idealized structure of
transition metal complexes in which the metal is surrounded by six ligands
at the vertices of an octahedron (Fig. 4-57). We suppose that each ligand
has some kind of sigma orbital pointing at the transition metal, and that
there is no pi bonding between the metal and ligands. The characters of the
ligand sigma orbitals and the transition metal s, p, and d valence shell
orbitals are given in Table 4-18. As one example of how these characters are
obtained, the complete C3 matrix for the metal d orbitals is givcn in eq. 4-52.

(4-51 )

the solutions of the

n+- for even n-2

(k = 1,2,3, .. . ,n)

k = 0, + I, +2, ...

Symmetry and spectroscopy

n

-2f3

-f3
a •

f3

2f3
cyclobutadiene
energy levels

-2fJ

-fJ
•a

fJ

2fJ cyclopentadienyl
energy levels 4-31.

2kn
-2cos-

Shortcut for generating Huckel pi energies of cyclic unsaturated systems.

dxz 0 0 1 0 0 dxz

dyz I 0 0 0 0 dyzProblems
C3 dxy 0 I 0 0 0 dxy (4-52)

• orbitals of •• of the four pIdetermine the energies4-29. Using Hucke! theory,
,.

J 2z 2- x .l _y2
. h I ethane (Problem 4-25). d 2z 2- x 2_ y 2 0 0 0 1 cJ

2 2~~;m~~t~r~~:the symmetries of the four pi orbitals of methylenecycloprop~ne4-30.
dx 2 _ y2 0 0 0 -.jj _1.. d<2 _yl

:nd write the most general pi wave functions which possess these symmetnes.
2 2

Just to be complete, for a straight chain of n atoms,
Hiickel secular determinant are of the form 4-51.

kn
Xk. = -2 cos 1n+

You might note a useful pattern for cyclic pi systems. If yo.u inscribed~he

eometric ring with one vertex pointing downward inside a CIrcle of .ra IUS

; the Huckel pi energy levels come at the energies where the ve.rtIces of
t~; figure intersect the circle. This is illustrated for the CYcl~butadlenelland

. F' 4 56 Th geometry of FIg 4-56 te s usc c10pentadienyl structures ill Ig. - . e . .
t~at for a ring of n atoms, the solutions of the secular equatIOn have the form

n - I d
+ 2 for od n (4-50)

Fig. 4-56.
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Propose a molecular orbital scheme for a tetrahedral d" Mf t· .", I" . .04 ransltlOn metal
comp ex IncludIng only sIgma orbitals of the ligands. Draw a picture of each
mo and make an energy lev I d' . h h. . e lagram Wit t e proper number of eleclrons
In each orbItal. . ,

Problems

Fig. 4-58. Schematic energy level diagram for an octahcdral dr,
complex.

4-32

.......... Ligand
...........Sigma

Ll. Orbital
/

~x

,,,
l'

,t!
I ,
I ,
I ,

-- L<....._)_u_~ry1-----C.....: .....>L:-y
, I

/J" !
.~

Table 4-18. Symmetries of the Valence Orbitals Used in ML 6 Bonding

°h E 8el 6C, 6C. 3Cz (= c.') .
6S• 8So 30-h 60-dI

- ------ ---- ----- --- _._-~-- ---- --

6 ligand a 6 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 4 2 =Olg+llu+eg

I metal s I 1 I 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 = Q19

3 metal p 3 0 -1 1 -1 -3 -I 0 I 1 = /1 u t lu

5 metal d 5 -1 I -1 I 5 -I -I I 1 = e. + I,.

t dz' is short for d 2z' -x' - y' .

The dxz, dyZ' and d
xy

orbitals fonn one set of (29 symmetry while the d"
and d,,_v' orbitals form another set of symmetry eg •

t This is the origin of
the labels e

g
and (29 which you may have seen in crystal field theory.

The basis orbitals in Table 4-18 may be combined by the LCAO method
and a molecular orbital scheme constructed (Fig. 4-58). In this scheme the
la lg , leg, and It lu sigma bonding orbitals are formally filled by the twelve
ligand electrons. The It 29 and 2e/ orbitals would be occupied by whatever
electrons the metal contributes. In the case of six metal electrons, such as
in Co(H

2
0)6 3 +, the It 29 orbitals are completely filled and the lowest

energy excitation is I (29 --> 2e/. The energy separation between the It29

and 2eg* orbitals is commonly called ~o, the crystal field splitting energy.
The forms of the M L

6
molecular orbitals are shown in Fig. 4-59.

Fig. 4-57. Octahedral transition metal complex.
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yv=~ kx
2

14f ::Ncos~",-- ~',

,/ " I 2 h Jk
\'---,f-'i---~=2 kXo " 2 in,,,,,,,,

4-37. Propose aTiolecular orbital scheme for methane using the coordinate system
in Problem 4-32. Draw each mo and label its symmetry. The photoelectron
spectrum of CH4 exhibits its first two bands with maxima near 14 and 23 eV,
with relative areas 3: I, respectively. To what ionizations are these peaks due?

4-38. Using only your character tables and a table of trigonometric functions,
write the explicit forms of the pi electron wave functions of the planar
cyclopentadienyl anion.

4-39. Calculate the Huckel pi energy levels and delocalization energy of 3-methykne
I A-pentadiene.

t
v

4-35. Using a table of microstates, derive the Russell-Saunders terms which come
from the configuration p3.

4-36. Propose a molecular orbital scheme (see Problem 4-22) for the pi electrons of
the following molecules:

a. carbon suboxide, O=C=C=C=O b. allene, H
2
C=C=CH

2
c. tetramethylenecyclobutane d. trimethylenecyclopropane

Since the average kinetic energy is related to the average of the square of the
speed by <K) = (lj2)me <v 2

), find the average speed of an electron in the
I s orbital of hydrogen and of C 5 +. Compare these speeds to the speed of
light.

4-34. Use eq. 4-11 to calculate the energy ofa harmonic o:icillator if if; 0 is approximat
ed as a half cosine wave extending from - X o to +x o ' Show that this is a
greater energy than the true energy, Eo, of the harmonic oscillator.

H2C=«H
t:=CH2

H2C=6H

4-40. The energies (from photoelectron spectra) of the highest occupied orbitals of
the aromatic compounds below are correlated with the orbital energies of
benzene as follows:

x
xy

y
z

,

2 2x-y

z

z

z

x
Xl

5

z

,

,

y

2 2x-y
,

~

20 lg2eg

,
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Additional Problems

For a one-electron atom the quantum mechanical average value of I/r,
the inverse of the electron-nuclear distance, calculated wIth eq. 2-43, IS

[J 0 [=0 I:n

0 if; * : if; r2 sin8drd8d<jJ = z/(aon2
). Use this result to calculate

. I <V) of an electron in the field of the nucleus,the average potentIa energy, , 2

raJ rn r2n * (_ Ze ) if; r2 sin8drd8d<jJ.
which will be given by <V) = J,=0 Je~o J'" =0 if; 4nEor .

. I' <K) - T - <V) where T is the total energy and <K) IS
Usmg the re atlOn - , .. f th lectron
the average kinetic energy, calculate the average kmetlc energy 0 e e .

4-33.

'~---:~---'

leg

Fig. 4-59. Molecular orbitals of the M L 6 transition metal complex. Light and dark

lobes are of different signs.
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Photoelectron spectra from C. Batrich, E. Heilbronner E Ro >1
Semmelhark a d J S F J ,. mme ,,n .. oos, . Arner. Chem. Soc., 96, 7662 (1974).

The correlation is done by quantitatively calculating the effect that substitution
of one CH group of benzene by a group V atom will have on the energy of
each benzene orbital. In the correlation diagram, sets of energy levels connected
by a shaded region are of uncertain order. (a) Using Fig. 4-55 as a reference, and
given that the la

2u
orbital of benzene correlates with the Ib 1 (n) orbitals of

the CsHsX compounds, draw the coordinate system used for the CsHsX
molecules. That is, in which plane is the molecule? (b) Draw the 2b 1 (n), la 2 (n),
l3a

1
(n), and 3b

1
(n) orbitals of phosphabenzene. (c) Which orbital, 2b 1 or

3b 1 ' of phosphabenzene has a greater amount of phosphorus p orbital charac
ter? For which of these orbitals will the energy be more dependent on the nature
of the atom X of CsHsX? Do the correlation assignments bear out this predic
tion? (Reference: C. Batich et al., J. Arner. Chern. Soc., 95, 928 [1973).)

4-41. For each molecule whose photoelectron spectrum is shown below, construct
a qualitative pi orbital mo scheme. Draw a picture of each occupied orbital,
label each with the proper symmetry, and order the occupied orbitals by energy.
When drawing the orbitals of the tetraene, for example, use the Newman
projection below in which each pi orbital is seen end on. In the occupied
orbitals, the pi interactions between atoms 1 and 2, 3 and 4, 6 and 7, and



5-2. Another Look at Molecular Vibrations
In Chapter Three we found it reasonable to represent the vibrational energy
levels of the electronic ground state of a diatomic molecule as horizontal

307

t A much more detailed and complete treatment of molecular spectroscopy than is presented
in this book has been written in three fine volumes by G. Herzberg: Molecular Spectra andMolecular Slructure, I: Speclra of Diatomic Molecules (2nd ed., 1950); ll: Infrared and Romon
Spectra of Polyatomic Molecules (1945); III: Electronic Spectra and Electronic Structure 01
Polyatomic Molecules (1966), Van Nostrand Reinhold, N.Y. These books are recommendedto all serious students of molecular spectroscopy.

5-1. Introduction

Light of energy sufficient to cause electronic transitions simultaneously
promotes vibrational and rotational transitions. It is unfortunate that the
absorption bands of most solution phase spectra are so broad that the
vibrational and rotational information is totally obscured. However, at
low temperature and in the gas phase, the presence of vibrational structure
in an electronic absorption spectrum is the rule, not the exception, and
provides the key to the interpretation of the spectrum. Since rotational
fine structure is not generally resolved in the electronic spectra of poly
atomic molecules, we are going to ignore rotational energy levels in this
chapter. However, since an electronic absorption spectrum may contain
a great deal of vibrational information, one needs to know about both
electronic and vibrational states in order to interpret the spectrum. We will
use all of the tools of the first four chapters for our study of electronic
spectroscopy. t

5 . Electronic spectroscopy

dc

staggered D5d
geometry

~9 (j
~~8

C 7
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a
I
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Related Reading

A.D. Baker and D. Betteridge, Photoelectron Spectroscopy, Pergamon Press,

C.J. B~~~:::nl~~~.H.B. Gray, Molecular Orbital Theory, W.A. Benjamin, N.Y.,

R.L. F:~r:~', Jr., Molecular Orbital Theory of Bonding in Organic Molecules, Marcel
Dekker, N.Y., 1968. . A B . . NY 1965.

H.B. Gray, Electrons and ChemlT'chal ~ndzng, ~~~ist~.~J;:~'of Orbitals, AcademicW.L. Jorgensen and L. Salem, e rgamc

Press, N.Y., 1973. Orbitals and Spectra, John Wiley & Sons,M. Orchin and H.H. Jaffe, Symmetry,
NY., 1971. . Ch . t John Wiley &. . . I IOb't I Theory for Orgamc emlS s,A. Streltwleser, Jr., Mo ecu ar r 1 a

A. Str:i~;~~S~;,Yj,/9:~d P.H. Owens, Orbital and Electron Density Diagrams,
Macmillan, N.Y., 1973. k d C R Brundle Molecular PhotoelectronD W Turner C. Baker, A.D. Ba er, an .' ,

. . Spectr~scopy, John Wiley & Sons, N.Y., 1970.

z

Fe

b
8 and 9 will always be bonding. Therefore. the Noer~~~~ ~~~~e~~~:g~fO~~~
orbitals shown abov~ gives the signs ~f all ~ght ~ber of b~nds present in thefour are shown. RatlOnahze the energies an nu

. . I . « 11 eV) of each compound.pi orblta regIOn - . f h t C(2p) orbitals of ferrocene? Draw
4-42. What are the symmetry spe~I~:I~ ~~ic~Fe valence orbitals (3d, 4s, and 4p)the ten carbon pi group or 1 . . ?

can interact with each cyclopentadienyl group orbital.
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Fig. 5-2. Three potential wells needed to d . .
Vertical arrows in each well . escnbe the three Vibrations of SO .
. represent mfrared ener t . . . 2
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-If
I 1-(
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lines in a Morse potential well (Fig. 5-1). The lowest energy level, in which
v, the vibrational quantum number, is zero is the vibrational ground state,
designated vo ' The v = 1 state, designated vJ' is attained by the funda
mental transition. Succeeding vibrational energy levels are designated VI 2,
V1 3 , VJ 4, ... in Fig. 5-1. The designation VI 4, for example, means that the
vibration vI is in the v = 4 state. For a diatomic molecule, the subscript I
is superfluous because the molecule has only one kind of vibration. For
polyatomic molecules, however, the subscript indicates which of the many
possible vibrations is being considered.

Polyatomic molecules with n atoms possess 3n - 6 (or 3n - 5 for linear
molecules) vibrational degrees of freedom, and each vibration will generally
require a different potential well for its description. For example, Fig. 5-2
shows three different wells needed to describe the three vibrations of the
bent triatomic molecule, S02' Symmetric stretching of the S - 0 bonds
ought to be represented by a Morse-like potential because the potential
energy will rise rapidly as the S - 0 distances decrease, and level off as the
S - 0 distances increase very much from their equilibrium value. Asym
metric stretching, however, ought to give rise to a symmetric potential
well because as one S - 0 bond shortens, the other lengthens. Hence the
potential energy rises symmetrically on either side of the equilibrium bond
length. Bending is altogether different because the molecule has two equally
stable equilibrium geometries, shown in Fig. 5-2. The energy barrier be
tween the two equilibrium positions is considerable so the molecule is
effectively locked into one side of the well or the other.

Fig. 5-1. Vibrational levels of a diatomic molecule in a Morse potential well.



The fundamental vibrational frequencies of S02 are: VI' 1151; v2' 519;
v3 ' 1361 cm ~ 1. In order to describe the three normal modes of vibration
on a single diagram, we would need four dimensions~onefor each normal
coordinate and one for the potential energy. Since we cannot do this in
any simple way, we will generally describe all three modes on a single two
dimensional Morse-like diagram. In Fig. 5-3 the vibrational ground state
is called va and represents the state in which all three vibrations occur with
their zero-point energies:

310 Symmetry and spectroscopy Electronie spectroscopy
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3n-6

L (lf2)w;
i = 1

(5-1)

The notation will be developed more fully in Sections 5-4-D and 5-8.

In general the~, the el.ectro?ic absorption spectrum of a molecule may
be a co~~lex senes of vlbromc transitions built upon the pure electronic
0-0 tranSItIon. For example, the absorption spectrum of carbon monoxide

the 0-0 tran~ition (read "zero-zero"). We will use primed quantum numbers
for the eXCIted electronic state and unprimed quantum numbers fo th

d I . r e
groun e ectromc state throughout this chapter. The 0-0 tr "t' "."" . . . ansI Ion IS a

pure electromc tranSItIon because it involves no quanta of vibrational
energy. The dashed ~rrow in Fig. 5-4 is a vibronic transition involving one
quantu~ of electromc energy and one quantum of vibrational energy. (But
thIS IS. stIll a one-photon process.) In this case, VI is excited from the v = 0
level III the electronic ground state to the Vi - 1 level I' th It'. - nee ec romc
eXCIted state. This vibronic transition will be deSignated 16:

In this equation (lf2)w; is the zero point frequency (in cm -1) of normal
mode number i and there are 3n - 6 such modes. In Fig. 5-3 we see that
the first overtone of v2 (v/) comes at lower energy than the fundamentals
of VI and v3 .

5-3. Basic Notions

A. Origin ofSpectra. Infrared and Raman spectroscopy deal with tran
sitions between vibrational energy levels within a single electronic potential
well. Four such transitions are shown by vertical arrows in Fig. 5-2. The
electronic ground state will be that state in which the electronic energy
of the molecule is minimized, which generally means that the electrons
occupy the lowest energy molecular orbitals. (If the spin pairing energy is
greater than the separation of molecular orbitals, higher energy orbitals
will be occupied, as in B2 , Section 4-5.) Electronic spectroscopy deals with
transitions of molecules between different electronic potential wells. In terms
of mo theory, an electron is promoted from a low energy orbital to a higher
energy orbital, or the arrangement of electrons within a set of degenerate
orbitals is changed such that the overall energy is increased. The result of
such an electronic transition is disruption of all of the established forces
within the molecule. Often, but by no means always, this results in a lowering
of the vibrational energies of the excited state potential well compared to
those of the ground state well. The geometry of the molecule may also
change in the excited state.

The solid arrow in Fig. 5-4 represents a transition between the vibrational
ground states of two different electronic states. Since the molecule goes
from vibrational state v = 0 in the electronic ground state to the vibra
tional state Vi = 0 in the electronic excited state, the transition is called

number of
normal »
vibration (v 1 )

quantum number Vi = I
1«:---in excited electronic

state

quantum number v = 0
o«-- in electronic ground

state
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Fig. 5-4. Examples of electronic transitions. The vertical arrow is the 0-0 transition
and the dashed arrow is a transition designated lb.

280 A (nm) 260

(Fig. 5-5) shows a series of vibronic absorptions built upon the 0-0 transi

tion which comes at 64,703 cm -1 (155 nm). The vibronic transitions are

to the high energy side of the 0-0 transition because they require enough

energy to stimulate both the electronic and vibrational transitions. The

spacings between the vibronic transitions allow us to say that the vibrational

frequency of the molecule in its excited electronic state is We = 1516 cm - 1,

and the anharmonicity constant, (VeXe' is 17.25 cm - 1. This value of We

should be compared to the ground electronic state value of 2170.2 cm - 1.

We see that the C-O bond is considerably weakened in the excited state.

The reason that the electronic absorption spectrum gives vibrational fre

quencies of the electronic excited state can be seen in Fig. 5-4. The differ

ence in energy between the two arrows corresponds to one quantum of v I

in the upper wel/.

The appearance of vibronic structure in the electronic spectrum of a

polyatomic molecule is very dependent on the physical state of the sample.
Figures 5-6 and 5-7 show how vibrational structure tends to sharpen in non

polar solvents and at low temperature. The most vibrational structure is

generally seen in the vapor phase. These generalizations apply as well to the
line widths of pure vibrational spectra.

36 ii (kK) 38 40

Fig. 5-6. Absorption spectra of anisole' (V) .. ..
cycloheX'lne (D)' I' . VdplH. (F) In perfluorooctane (e) in

'. In (10xane and (W)' . t S . '.
clarity. From G.L. Tille v Ph 0 Th ,'11 p

wa
er. pectra arc displaced vertically for

J. . • eSIS, urdue Un IV .. 1967.

3/3
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B. Electronic Configurations. The electronic configuration of a molecule
is a statement of how many electrons are in each molecular orbital. We
know from Chapter Four that the ground state configuration of, for
example, N z is:

N z (ground state): (lag +)Z (l au +)2 (2ag+)Z (2au+)2 (1 nu)4 (30'g+)2 (l ng)O

Specifying the electronic configuration of a molecule is flot sufficient to
determine its energy. Not only do we not know the rotational and vibra
tional states of the molecule, but we do not even know how the electrons
are distributed in the occupied orbitals. For example, in the first excited
state configuration of N z' we have not specified whether the electron spins
a~e parall~l (unpaired) or antiparallel (paired) and this makes quite a
difference III the energy of the molecule. A more complete description of
the state of a molecule lies at the heart of electronic spectroscopy.

It is not customary to include the unoccupied orbital, In g , but we did so
because this orbital is occupied in the first excited state configuration
which is written as follows: '

N z (first excited state): (lag +)z(lau +)2 (2ag+)2 (2au+)2 (In.)4 (3ag+)1 (lng)l

a-a

A(nm)

E C
o

F
G

H
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I

J

K
5 K L

Fig. 5-7. Absorption spectra of [(C4Hg)4N]2 [Re2Cl g ] at room temperature, liquid
nitrogen temperature and liquid helium temperature. Courtesy C. Cowman, Cali

fornia Institute of Technology. (See Problem 5-56.)
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Ing

30' +g

spins unpaired
(triplet state)

--+- ---
-l--

spins paired
(singlet state)

5-1.

Problems
The fundamental vibrational frequencies of formaldehyde in the electronic
ground state are as follows: vl' 2766.4; v2' 1746.1; v3 ' 1500.6; v4' 1167.3;
v

s
' 2843.4; v

6
' 1251.2 cm- 1 . (a) What will be the total energy of the molecule

in the ground electronic state at 0 K? (Answer in cm - 1 and call the minimum
of the ground state potential well 0 cm -1.) Suppose the energy of the 0-0
electronic transition to the 1 A

2
(n --> n*) excited state (the notation is unim

portant for now) is designated Eoo ' The vibrational frequencies in this excited
state are: VI" 2847; v2', 1173; v3 ', 887; v4', 124.6; vs', 2968; v6 ', 904 cm-

1
.

(V.A. Job, V. Sethuraman and K.K. Innes, J. Mol. Spec., 30, 365 [1969].)
(b) The transition from the ground state (lowest vibrational state of the lowest
electronic state) to the excited electronic state, 1 A 2 , in which v3 ' is also ex
cited by one quantum is designated 36' What will be the energy of this transi
tion? (c) Draw a diagram like the one in Fig. 5-4 showing the transition from
the first excited state of V4 in the electronic ground state to the ground vibra
tional state of the 1 A

2
electronic excited state. This transition is designated

4~. What is the energy of this transition?

5-2.

Problems

Write the electronic configurations of the following species: (a) BN (ground
state); (b) SI2+ (ground state); (c) HCN (first excited state); (d) CH3 + (ground
state and first excited state); (e) CH3 ' (neutral molecule, ground state as
suming planar geometry); (f) butadiene (first excited state); (g) cyclopenta
dlenyl anion (first excited state); (h) cyclopentadienyl radical (ground state);
(II Co (NH3 )6 3 + (ground and first excited' states of the M L 6 framework);
(J) CO2 (first excited state of the linear molecule).



C. Wave Functions, the Pauli Principle and Spin Degeneracy. It is a

reasonable approximation to factor the total wave function for a molecule

into a product of wave functions as follows:

~v is the nuclear (vibrational) wave function; ~es is the total electronic

wave function; ~e is the electronic orbital wave function, and ~s is the

electron spin wave function. The separation of nuclear and electronic wave

functions is the Born-Oppenheimer approximation discussed in Section

4-4. The separation of electronic orbital and spin wave functions (i.e.,

~ es = ~e~s) is generally valid for the lighter elements of the periodic table,

and therefore for most organic compounds. When the separation of spin

and orbital wave functions is not a good approximation, there is said to be

spin-orbit coupling.

In Chapter Four the Pauli Principle was stated in the form "no two

electrons can have the same set of quantum numbers." A somewhat more

restrictive statement, from which the above statement can be derived, is

the following: "The total many-electron wave function, lJ', must be anti

symmetric with respect to exchange of two electrons." What does this

mean? If a total wave function lJ' (1 ,2 ... n) involves terms for n electrons

and we interchange electrons i and j wherever they appear, we have not

changed the total probability distribution lJ'2 (or lJ'* lJ') of all n electrons.

Since lJ'2 must be unchanged by this exchange of electrons, lJ' must go

into either + lJ' or -lJ' after exchange. In order to agree with all observa

tions of measurable physical quantities, we find that lJ' must go into only

- lJ' upon exchange of two electrons and not to + lJ'. t

Let's apply this to an atomic electronic configuration to get a better

feeling for the meaning of the Pauli Principle. Consider the Li atom with

the configuration (1S)2 (2S)I. Each electron can have a spin quantum

number of + 1/2 or -1/2 W '11
f

. . e WI can the corresponding spin "wave
unctions" a and [3 resp t' I W ..

. . ' ec Ive y. e can try wntmg a wave function which

IS the product of three one-electron wave functions:

These six ten~s thoroughly confuse matters by giving each electron an

equal probability of being in each orbital. Further, no two electrons have

th~ s~me quantum numbers in anyone term, which is the way the Pauli

Pnnclple IS apphed to such a wave function. The signs of the individual

terms were chosen to make the total function antisymmetric to the exch'mge

of any ~wo electrons. For example, interchanging the labels of electr;ns 2

and 3 gIVes

317

(5-3)
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~es (Li) = (I OOall) . (100[3 2) . (200a 3)

II1\\
n t m ( ms electron

number

In order to write a wave function which is antisymmetric to the exchange

of any two electrons, we need six terms:

~es(Li) = (l/-y'6) [(lOOa 1) (100[31 2) (200aI3) + (100[311) (200aI2) (lOOa 3)

+ (200a I) (lOOa 2) (100[3 3) - (200a I) (100[3 2) (lOOa 3)

- (100a 1) (200a 2) (100[313) - (100[311) (l00aI2) (200a 3)]

(5-5)

(5-2)~ = ~v~es = ~v~e~s
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'The Pauli Principle must apply as well to interchange of any two equivalent elementary

particles in an atom or molecule. Particles with half integral spin, such as electrons (s = 1/2),

protons (s = 1/2), or 6Seu nuclei (s = 3/2) are called fermions and obey the Pauli Principle

as stated in the text; viz., '1' must be antisymmetric with respect to the exchange of two

fermions. Particles with integral spin such as deuterons (s = I), alpha particles (4He, s = 0), or

photons (s = I) are called bosons. '1' must be symmetric with respect to the exchange of two

bosons. Probably the most outstanding example of the importance of nuclear spin is the case

of ortho and para hydrogen (H 2
) which have very different physical properties. Yet these

two molecules differ only in that their nuclear spins are paired (para) or unpaired (ortho).

~'es(Li) = (I/-y'6) [(lOOa 1) (100[3 3) (200a 2) + (100[31 1) (200a 3) (lOCh 2)

+ (200a 1) (100a 3) (100[32) - (200a I) (100liI3) (100a 2)

- (lOOall) (200aI3) (100[312) - (100[311) (JOOa 3) (200aI2)

(5-6)

which is just the negative of eq. 5-5. You should verify this term for term.



ljJes(Li) (liP) (100all) (10013 2) (200a\3) 1 (5-8)

The factor IIJ6 in these equations is a normalization constant. A more
convenient way to write the function in eq. 5-5 is with a determinant:

(1 OOa II) (1 OOa 12) (100aI3)

IjJ es (Li) = (1 Iv'J!) ( 100/J I) (10013 2) ( 1001313) (5-7)

(200a 1) (200a 2) (200aI3)

which
•

generally abbreviated to the form in eq. 5-8 in which only theIS

(5-11)

(5-13 )

- 0 (5-10)
In eq. 5-10 we have split the double inte r' .
two integrals each involving I g al InvolVIng two electrons into

on y one electron Th . I .
then evaluated with eq. 5-9. . e SIng e mtegrals are

We can now construct the s in w f .
electrons. These functions can b

P
'th

ave
unctlO.ns for a system of two

e el er symmetnc or ant' '.
respect to exchange of electron Th f . Isymmetnc WIth
a(l)a(2) = +a(2)a(l) Th /' e unctIOn a(J)a(2) is symmetric because
function a (I) 13 (2)' '. e unctIOn 13 (I) 13 (2) is similarly symmetric. The

IS neither symmetric . .
+a(2)f3(1). But look at th r . n~r aI~tIsymmetnc: a(l){1(2) #-

e mear combmatlOns In eq. 5-11 :

1jJ, = (l1-f2)[a(l)f3(2) + f3(1)a(2)J

IjJ = (l1J2)[a(l)f3(2) - f3(1)a(2)J

l/t', for example, is antisymmetric :

Electronic spectroscop J!
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the wave functions a(l)a(2) and 13(1)13(2)
reasoning: are orthogonal by the fOllowing

, . e, 'I e a(2){J(2)d'2,
= 0 o

1,2 exchange

1jJ' • (l1J2)[a(2)f3(1) - f3(2)a(l)J

- -(IIJ2)[a(1)f3(2) - f3(1)a(2)J = -1jJ' (5-12)

By the same procedure we would find th 1jJ' .
is needed for normalization and, b abt .IS symmetnc. The factor IIJ2r can e 0 tamed as follows:
I == J 1jJ' 1jJ' £I,

= L. L, N[a(l)f3(2) - f3(1)a(2)JN[a(1)f3(2) - f3(1)a(2)Jd'l d'2

= N2 L L [a(l)f3(2)a(l)f3(2) - a(l)f3(2)f3(1)a(2)

- 13(1 )a(2)a(l )13(2) + f3( I )a(2)f3( I )a(2)Jd,1 dr2

= N2 t,a(l)a(l)d'l L 13(2)13(2)£1'2 - L. a(I)I1(1)d'l L /1(2)a(2)d'2

I = N2 [I - 0 - 0 + IJ

i

I

(5-9)
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diagonal elements of the full determinant are written. The normalization

coefficient for an N x N wave function of the form 5-7 will always be IIJNT.
A determinant wave function such as eq. 5-7 satisfies both statements of the

Pauli Principle. If two electrons have the same quantum numbers, two rows

of the determinant are identical and the value of the determinant i5 zero. If

we interchange the labels of any two electrons, we interchange two rows of

the determinant, which just changes the sign of the determinant.

For a molecule the total wave function will depend on IjJv as well as ljJes'
It will always be necessary to make IjJ es antisymmetric to the exchange of

electrons because IjJv does not depend on the electrons and so must be

symmetric to electron exchange. The condition that IjJ es be antisymmetric

allows us to make either ljJe or IjJs antisymmetric if the other is symmetric.

It precludes choosing both to be symmetric or both to be antisymmetric

since the product would then be symmetric.

We know that in the absence of an external magnetic field, the direction

of electron spin (a or 13) is meaningless because there is no reference direc

tion to compare to the direction of the electron spin. However, addition of

a second electron immediately establishes a reference direction (each

electron is a reference for the other) and it is then meaningful to speak of

spin functions a and 13. First we note that the spin functions are orthonormal
(orthogonal and normalized-eqs. 2-37 and 2-39).

La(1)a(l)d'l 1

L 13(1)13(1)£1'1 - I

\ a (I ) 13 ( 1)£I, 1 = 0
• e,

The symbols Ie, (... )£1'1 say that the integral applies to electron number
I only. Two-electron spin wave functions must also be orthonormal and

we need to specify which electron, I or 2, has spin a or spin {1. For example,

N=+I/v'2

We arbitrarily choose the + sign for N.
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All four of these functions are antisymmetric. If; e" (18) represents a single
nondegenerate state of the molecule with the energy £(18). t/Je,,(19a,19h,
19c) represent three degenerate states of the molecule in the absence of an
external magnetic field. The energy of these three states, E( 19), will he
somewhat lower than E(l8). We call the energy level E(l9) a triplet state
because it is triply degenerate. £(18) is a singlet state because it is non

degenerate. These are diagrammed as follows:

We have just constructed the only four valid two-electron spin wave
functions. It is customary to abbreviate the function IX (I) f3 (2) as 1Xf3, in
which the order of the electron numbers is implicit in the order of the spin
functions. We summarize our four two-electron spin wave functions as

follows:

symmetric
(5-14)

antisymmetric

Finally we come to molecular electronic wave functions. Consider the
ground state of a hydrogen molecule with the configuration (lag +)Z (lau+)0

which we will abbreviate as (ag +)2. The orbital wave function must be

-He-
t/Jes(16)
ground

state
(singlet)

---t--
-T-
t/Jes (18)
excited
singlet

state

---t-
.. --T'
l/' es (19)
excited

triplet
state

(5-15) (spins paired) (spins paired) (spins unpaired)

which is symmetric to exchange of electrons. There is no other orbital
wave function we could have written since both electrons occupy the ag +

orbital. Since t/J e is symmetric, t/Js must be antisymmetric. The one anti
symmetric spin function of eqs. 5-14 gives us the following total electronic

wave function:

t/Jes (16) = t/Jet/Js = 0'/ (1)0'/ (2) (l/12)[IXf3 - PIX]

= (I /12) 0'/ 0'/ [1Xf3 -- f31X] (5-16)

An energy level diagram of these three states would be as shown in Fig.
5-8. There are two possible electronic transitions represented by the vertical
arrows in this figure. The nomenclature eL u +. etc.) will be explained in

Section 5-3-0.
We have just seen two examples of spin multiplicity. Zero unpaired

electrons lead to a single spin wave function which defines a singlet state
and is diagrammed in the following ways:

Combining the symmetric t/J e with the antisymmetric t/J", and combining

the antisymmetric t/Je with the symmetric t/J", we get

doublet state

singlet state

--+-or

-T-
or

--t-

One unpaired electron has two physically di~;tinguishable states in the
presence of an external magnetic field:

direction

of external

field

The state in which the spin angular momentum is parallel to the external

field is of lower energy than the state in which it is anti parallel. In the
absence of an external field, the two states are degenerate and define a
doublet state. (Transitions between the parallel and antiparallel states in
the presence of an external field are the subject of another kind of spec
troscopy-electron spin resonance.) Two unpaired electrons were seen in

(5-17)

(5-18)

(5-19a)

(5-19b)

(5-19c)

t/Je,,(l8) = (1/2)[a/ au + + au + a/][lXp - f31X]

t/Je,,(I9a) = (1/12)[0'/ a/ - au + a/][IXIX]

t/Jes(19b) = (1/12) lag + au + - au + a/][f3f3]

t/Je,,(l9c) = (I/2)[ag+ au + - au + ag+] [1Xf3 + f31X]

where the order of electrons 1 and 2 is implicit in the order of the terms.
Now consider the first excited state of Hz with the configuration (ag +)1

(au + )1. We can write symmetric and antisymmetric orbital wave functions

for this configuration:

t/Je(sym) = (1/12)[0'/ au + + au + a/]

t/Je(antisym) = (1/12)[0'/ a/ - au + ag+]
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I +Lu (singlet)••. '•

(10-;)1 (Io-~)I
.' 5-3.••--- 3----- L: (triplet) 5-4.

5-5.

I ...
L g (singlet)

Problems

Show that the following wave functions violate the Pauli Principle: (.. ) if;

(A) = (a/a/) (iXiX); (b)if;es(B) = (1/J2)(a/ au + + au + a/) (jiji). a es

By performmg an mtegratlOn over spin coordinates, as in eq. 5-13, show that

the wave functions if; 2 and if; 3 of eq. 5-14 are orthogonal. Do the same for

if;.1 and if;4'

What are the possible spin degeneracies (multiplicities) of tht.: electronic states

which anse from the following configurations: (a) (a +)2. (b) ( +)1 ( ')1.

( ) ( + ) I ( ) I d + g , ag (J" ,
c aq nu ; ( ) (a9 ) 1 (au +)1 (a/) 1 ; ( e) «(J9") I (au +) 1 (a.' ) 1 (n,,)2 'I

Fig. 5-8. The three lowest energy electronic states of H 2
and two possible electronic

transitions.

D. Stationary States.

energy levels which arc

molecule:

The stationary states of a molecule arc the discrete

solutions of the Schr6dinger equation for that

our previous discussion to define three degenerate spin wave functions

forming a triplet state. We will represent the triplet state by diagrams such

as

(5-20)

The state in which the angular momentum is in the x direction does not have the same energy

as the states in which the angular momentum is in the y or z directions. The differences in

energy are exceedingly small-microwave energies-so we do not normally detect them. This

lack of degeneracy in the absence of a magnetic field is called zero field splitting.

,:here £0 contains no time-dependent terms. Equation 5-20 is just the full

time-dependent Schrodinger equation introduced in Section 2-3-8. The

elge~values (energies) are independent of time because.JIf0 is independent

of tIme.. (In Section 3-4 we found that transitions between stationary states

can be mduced by adding a time-dependent teon, £(t), to the hamiltonian:

£ = £0 + £(t). £(t) might be, for example, the oscillating electric

field of~ light wave.)In this section we will delineate the rules for determining

the orbital symmetnes and spin multiplicities of the stationary states which

anse from particular configurations of molecules.

We start by noting that all completely tilled molecular orbitals are totally

symmetnc and Will not contribute to the net ~;ymmetry of the electronic

state. This is analogous to the case of atoms, for which any filled subshell

has the quantum numbers L = S = J = 0, and there is no contribution

to the Russell-Saunders term (Section 4-2-C). For molecules, a filled

molecular orbital has the full symmetry of the molecule. So we will contine

our attention strictly to incompletely filled molecular orbitals. We divide

our treatment into six cases:

Case 1. All occupied orbitals arc fully occupied. As just stated, the

electron distribution is totally symmetric. Since there arc no unpaired

electrons, the spin multiplicity is unity and the state is a singlet state. For

a molecule of DOOh symmetry, such as H
2

, the state would be called 1 E +

(read "singlet-sigma-g-plus"). The ground state of ethylene (D
211

symmetrqy)

would be labelled 1 A
g'

-T-
---+-

y

or-r--t-

tThe three wave functions are rigorously degenerate for atoms, which have spherical symmetry,

but are not rigorously degenerate for most molecules. The two unpaired electrons difine a

net spin angular momentum which may be along, for example, the x, y, or z axes of a molecule

such as naphthalene:

The diagram on the left applies to two unpaired electrons in degenerate

orbitals, and the diagram on the right applies to two unpaired electrons in

nondegenerate orbitals. In either case, one can write three spin wave func

tions which are degenerate in the absence of an external magnetic field. t

Three unpaired spins give rise to four degenerate spin wave functions

defining a quartet state. In general, n unpaired electrons will define n + 1

spin wave functions. That is, the spin multiplicity is n + 1 or 2s + 1, where

s is the total spin of the n unpaired electrons.
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I'I'

e

bending

\:) 0 .,.p ,.,0• , ". , YI , , ,..... . ,
b2 02 '"

(orbitals in CO2 plane) (orbitals 1 to CO
2

plane)

Fig. 5-9. Degenerate rr orbitals of lin CO ".
symmetry hand gh h ear 2 split Inlo nondegeneratc orbilals of

2 G 2 W en t e molecule IS bent.

0···..: () .-,
• • " I

..,O~ .... c-d..-'
{jO (70--'

I' I'

.

oS = -1/2

st~te e~g) since it gives .rise to two orbitally nondegenerate doublet states
w e~ \e molecule IS distorted. Note also that the configuration (In )1
wou ave the same behavior on bending: 9

oS = + 1/2

It would be very unreasonable if the configuratl'on (I ~ )3
d " gave rise to four

egenerate states given by the triple direct Prod~ct
IIg+IIg+IIg+~g. ~xngx~=

.Case 5. ~wo electrons in a degenerate orbital. We expect singlet and
tnplet states Since the electrons can be paired or unpaired If . th
fth b' I . X IS e symmetry

~ er hlta , we do not generate a singlet and triplet .',tate for each representa
IOn 0 t ~ product X x X· Consider the ground state of ° which h: th-

configuratIOn (In)2 H . 2 as e
'bl ? W ... g' ow many wave functions, degenerate or not are

d
Possl e. e have two electrons and two orbitals so the problem boils

own to the question "Ho d'ffi. ,w many I erent ways are there to ut two
electrons Into the four boxes below'?" p

The answer is that there are six different ways, which are drawn below.
~.- -.
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t The reason this is so is not simply stated and has been misstated in several texts. For a
discussion, see R.L. Snow and J.L. Bills, 1. Chem. Ed., 51,585 (1974).

Case 2. The only unoccupied orbital is singly occupied. Since there is

one unpaired electron, the spin multiplicity must be two. If the symmetry
of the singly occupied orbital is X, the electronic state is label1ed 2 X. (X is

the capital of the Greek letter X.) For example, the ground state of N 2 + is
(lO"g +)2 ... (l7Iq)4 (3O"g +)1; so the electronic state is 2L:g" (read "doublet
sigma-g-plus"). The dots in the configuration represent fil1ed orbitals
between those indicated. The ground state of 02 + is (I ag +)2 '" (I nJ4

(lng)1 so the electronic state is 2ilg . The labels 2ilg , 1L:g" , etc., are some
times called terms or term symbols.

Case 3. There are two singly occupied orbitals. We exclude the case of
two electrons in a degenerate orbital (I'.!~., (n)2), which is Case 5. The two
electrons can be either paired or unpaired, so the spin multipJicity can be
either I (singlet) or 3 (triplet). The symmetries of the possible states are
given by the direct product of the symmetries of the partially occupied
orbitals. For example, the first excited configuration of ethylene is ...

(b 1J 1 (b 29 )1 ; so the resultant states are singlets and triplets of symmetry
hI u X b29 = B 3u ' Hence this configuration gives rise to the states 1 B3u and
3 B 3u" In general. the triplet state will be of lower energy than the singlet
state from the same configuration. t The first excited configuration of
N 2 is ... (3a9 + ) 1 (I ng)l, which gives rise to 3 il9 and 1 il9 states. The con
figuration (nJI (n g )1 would yield singlet and triplet states of symmetry
nu x ng = L:u + + L:u - + Ll u • There would therefore be six states from
t hO 'fi t' . 1"<' + 1"<' - 1 A 3"<' + 3"<' - d 3 AIS con gura Ion. "'u ' "'u ' LJ u' • "'u , "'u ,an LJ u ·

Case 4. A degenerate orbital is lacking a single electron. For example,
C 2 + has the configuration ... (2au +)Z (I nu )3. A degenerate orbital lacking
one electron is formally equivalent to the same degenerate orbital occupied
by only a single electron. The C 2 + configuration, therefore, defines a
2 II u state.

To help see that it is reasonable that a configuration such as (n g )3 is
equivalent to (n g)l, we can look at what happens when the symmetry of
the molecule is lowered. The Ing molecular orbital of CO

2
splits into two

nondegenerate orbitals of symmetry a2 and b2 when the molecule is bent
from Dooh to C2,. geometry (Fig. 5-9). If the Ing orbital were incompletely
fil1ed, as in CO 2 +, and the molecule were bent, the (Ing )3 configuration
would give rise to either (b 2)2(a2)1 or (a 2)2(b2)1 configurations, both of

which are doublet states eA 2 and 2 B 2 ' respectively). It is therefore reason
able that the state of the linear molecule is an orbitally degenerate doublet



= sixteen wave functions

. ual to (spin multiplicity x orbital
The degeneracy of each term IS eq t 3 x 2 = 6 degenerate wave

f Ie 3 A represen s
degeneracy). So, or examp, 9 f h t tes we have written is sixteen.
functions. The total degeneracy 0 t he s lad Iy have six wave functions

. fi' h d aying that we s ou on
But we Just DIS e s h' h f the sixteen terms

. ()2 How do we know w IC 0
for the configuratIOn ng . . that some of the terms

h · h t throw out') The answer IS .
to keep and w IC 0 . f 5-14 that the triplet spm

P I· P . ciple We know rom eq.
violate the au I nn '. d h . I t spin wave functions are

. ymmetnc an t e smg e .
wave functIOns areSit ns Therefore the orbital
antisymmetric to the exchange of two e ec ro . ,
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c3v , D 3 , D 3d , D 3h Al A2 E
- ..._-

Al Al A 2 E

A 2 Al E

E Al + [A 2 J + E

part of a triplet state term must be anti symmetric and the orbital part of a

singlet wave function must be symmetric to the exchange of electrons.

The characters of the symmetric ex +) and antisymmetric (X - ) components

of the direct product are given by the following formulas:

characters X+ = ~ ([X(RW + X(R2)}
characters X- = ~ ([X(RW - X(R2)}

X(R) is the character for the operation R and X(1~2) is the character or the

square of the operation R. As an example, in Table 5-1 we find that the

configuration (e')2 for the point group D 3h gives rise to orbitally symmetric

wave functions of symmetry G 1 ' + e' and an orbitally antisymmetric

wave function of symmetry a2 '. We can find this more quickly with the aid

of Appendix B. For the point group D 3h we find the following table or

direct products in Appendix B:

For the entry E x E (under E and across from E) we see Al + [A 2 ] + E.

The term in brackets is the antisymmetric component of the direct product.

(To this result we must add the prime-double-prime product rule, viz.,

'x'=1.)
Getting back to the configuration (n g )2, we find in Appendix B that the

direct product n x n gives three terms: E+, [2;-], A. Noting that the

subscript multiplication is g x g = g, we find orbital symmetries Eq +

and A g for the symmetric wave functions and Eg - for the antisymmetric

wave function. Since the symmetric orbital functions must go with the

antisymmetric (singlet) spin wave function, and the antisymmetric orbital

function goes with the symmetric (triplet) spin wave functions, we can

write the states of the configuration (n g )2 as follows:

3Ll
9

3 x 2
•

= SIX

degenerate

states

I ,. + + 1 E -
'-g 9

Ixl Ixl
= one state = one state
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326 t

. 'b ed' the orbitals in six ways, we expec
Since the electrons can be dlstr.1 u;.~ m t wave functions, some of which
that there will be a total of SIX I eren

may be degenerate. . f . . let and triplet states for each of
Now suppose we just tned ormmg smg

. d t x n We would get
the terms of the direct pro uc ng g'

3'<'+ 3E- ++ 1 Ll + '-g + 9

I x
g

2 3 x I 3 x I
= two = three = three

d t degenerate degenerateegenera e
states statesstates

~-
--

C 2 E E C 2 E
R2 E 3

3

2 2 -1 2
xCR2) 2 -1

1 0
0 4

lx(R)]2 4 I
= ai' + e

,

1 3 0 I
+ 3 0

X -1
,

-I 1 1 = a 2
1 \

X

states of (n g )2 = IE + + 1..1 + 3E -
9 9 9

I x I I x 2 3 x I
= I wave = 2 wave = 3 wave

function functions functions

= six wave functions (5-22)
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(5-25 )

2
5

2

Case

x-
II

Prodw;t

singlet
dou hlet
triplet
quartet
,inglet + triplet
doublet + quartet
triplet + quintet

singlet + triplet + quintet
doublet + quartet + sextet

singlet + triplel + quintet + septet

Electronic .Ipectroscop l'

singlet x singlet
singlet x doublet
singlet x triplet
singlet x quartet
doublet x doublet
doublet x triplet
doublet x quartet
triplet x triplet
triplet x quartet
quartet x quartet

Table 5-2. Multiplicities Arising from the ('0 b' . . ..
In matlOn of I erms

Separate Terms

individual cases. For exam I h
(\0' +)2 (10' +)2 (2 +)2 (2 p+e, t e ground state configuration ot' B is
guO'gO') 1 (\ n )2 (3') 1 T. . 2

does this configuration gt' II . ') "Th ug
. 0 what electronic states

ve flse. estates whO h "1 .
occupied orbital wnuld prod I" tC eac 1 II1complctely

- uce, Jy Itsel/, are as follows:

configuration states

(2Uu +)1 22: +
U

(\ nJ2 32: - 12: + l,.j
9 ~ 9 ~ 9

(3Ug ')I 22: +
9

The possible states olthe molecule b' .
ol these terms with due co 'd ar~ 0 tamed/rom the direct product olal!

, nSI eratIon of th I . I' ..
symmetries of th' . e mu tIp ICltles, The orbital

e vaflOUS states wIll therefore be as follows:

32: - .
9

The spin multiplicities can be obtained from To bl
the reasoning behind this t. bl 'd a e 5-2. As one example ot'

a e, conSI er the term d bl t
The two spin vectors So'. and S~ , b ou e x quartet.

, I . can e added It'
magnitudes S. + S. S S l' on y 0 gIve the resultant

I J' j + . - I S - S F d bl
Sj = 3/2 and S. = 1/2 Th J , •. , i j' or ou et x quartet,

J ' e resultan t total "pins' 1/2 .
(quintet state) and 3/2 _ 1/2 _ I ( . I .• are - + 1/2 = 2

- tflp et state) U' h
rules, We can work out the t I . I" . slI1g t ese multiplicity

op mu tIp IcatlOn of eq. 5-25 as follows:
e2: t) (32: -) (2 +
,u 9 2:g ) = e2:u - + 4 2:

u
-) eX +)

V I l~- 9
= III + 32: - + 32: - + 5,' -

U U "'-II (5-26)

l,.j
, !I

a0.0

Energy
kJ 1110r' C111- 1

156.9 13,121

94.3 7.R82
-.

...... 1 L:
g
+

--'-' 1 •
,.~------------------- --- -- ------ - L1

-'-. q
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= (1/12) {[X(RW - 4X(R)x(R3) + 3[X(R2)Fl (5-24)

= (1/8) {[X(R)]4 - 2[X(R)]2X(R2) + 2X(R4 ) - [X(R2)]2}

(1/24) {[X(RW - 6[X(R)]2X(R2) + 8X(R)X(R3) - 6X(R4) +
3[X(R2)]2}

X(singlet)

X(triplet)

X(q uintet)

X(doublct) = (1/3) ([X(RW - X(R3)}

x(quartet) = (\/6) ([X(R)P - 3X(R)X(R2) + 2X(R3)} (5-23)

We defer a more detailed discussion of the three states and six wave functions

until Section 5-5-C.

Case 6. n.electrons in an n-fold degenerate orbital. In Case 5 we treated

the case of two electrons in any degenerate orbital. The case of two electrons

in a twofold degenerate orbital is a special case of Case 6. We now treat

the examples of three electrons in a threefold degenerate orbital and four

electrons in a fourfold degenerate orbital.

With three electrons, the possible multiplicities are quartet (Hi) and

doublet Cii l). The character, X' under each operation, R, for each spin

multiplicity is:

These equations are applied in the same manner as eqs. 5-21, which were

illustrated in Table 5-1. For four electrons in a fourfold degenerate orbital,

the possible spin multiplicities are quintet (Hii), triplet (iii1), and singlet

(i1i 1)· The characters for each are given by:

The configuration (t 29)3, which is encountered in many transi tion metal

problems, would be treated with eqs. 5-23. Only for molecules with

icosahedral symmetry will you ever encounter any orbital degeneracy higher
than three. t These six cases, and combinations thereof, will allow you to

treat virtually any configuration you are likely to encounter.

A Hairy Example. The rules for Cases 1-6 can be extended to more

complicated configurations which can be thought of as the products of

t To handle still more complicated configurations, the reader is referred to D.1. Ford. 1. Chem.
Ld. 49, 336 (1972), in which eqs. 5-21, 5-23, and 5-24 are derived.

What this means is that the ground state configuration of 02 gives rise to

six different wave functions which have three different energies. Only the

3 2:g - function is the ground state of the molecule. The other two terms

describe excited states of the O 2 molecule:
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Table 5-3. Rules for Common Electronic Configurations
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Case

I

2'

5

6

Configuration

all orbitals filled

· . . (X) 1

· .. (xY (X) 1

( )2d-' _ ( )'
· .. Xd - Xd

· .. (Xd)2

Resulting Terms

singlet-totally symmetric representation

2X

1 (xi X X) + 3 (Xi X Xl)

2 X (if n = I)

1
1 (symmetric product) + 3 (antisymmetric product)

Use eqs. 5-21 or Appendix B

Use eqs. 5-23 or 5-24.
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induced by the oscillat.i~g electric field of a light wave is proportional to

the squa~e. of the tranSItIon moment integral. For an electronic transition

the transItIon moment integral has the form in eq. 5-27: '

M = N'* fl t/J dr (5-27)

~here the prime denotes an excited state and the dipole moment operator

{.1, ca~ now ,?e divided into two components. One depends on nucleal:

coordmates ({.1n) and the other depends on electron coordinates (fl,,). Writing

t/J - t/Jest/Jv, we get

(5-28)

'~--y--

Franck-Condon
factor

1/

o

Jt/J: s t/J: fln t/Jes t/Jv dr + f t/J: s t/J: fle t/Jes t/J"dr

- f t/J:s·t/Jesdres f t/J:flnt/Jvdrn + Jt/J:t/Jv dr f ./,* '/1'& d~
1/ "P e s e t.p es l,. es

~ ,
'Y

aX is the symmetry of an orbital. X, the capital of X, is used to designate states.

b Xi x Xj is the direct product of Xi and Xj' It can contain one or more terms.

e Ad is a d~fold degenerate representation.

When we complete the other two rows of multiplication of eq. 5-25, we

find a total of twenty-four wave functions which are divided into eight

energy levels (terms) given explicitly as lr.- + (2)32:'.- + 12:'.+ +
32:'. + + 52:'. - + 1Ll. + 3Ll •. The coefficients in parentheses denote more

than one of that kind of term. To repeat, the ground state configuration of

B defines twenty-four different wave functions and eight different energy

le~els! There would be seven possible electronic transitions just within

this ground state manifold of terms.

The rules of Cases 1-6 are summarized in Table 5-3. These five cases take

care of the vast majority of configurations you will encounter. It is possible

to derive the Russell-Saunders terms for atoms using the rules in this

section~see Problem 5-54.

Problems

5-6. What terms are generated by each configuration of Problem 5-2?

5-7. What terms are generated by the configuration (e ,9 )Z (ezJ z in D6k symmetry?

If you can handle this problem, you understand Section 5-3-D.

5-8. Using eqs. 5-23, derive the terms which arise from the configuration (t29>'

in the point group Ok.

basis
of

orbital
selection

rules

basis
of

•Spill
:;election

rules

(5-29)

5-4. Selection Rules

A. Transition Moments, Band Intensities, and the Franck-Condon

Principle. Using a simplified one-dimensional model, it was shown in

Section 3-4 that the probability that a transition between two states will be

sin~e fie does not operate on the spin coordinate. Equation 5-29 will be the

basIS of the electronic selection rules. If any of the integrals is zero, the

'The Franck-Condon factor is actually usually taken as the square of the integral we have so

labelled. ThIS IS because the tranSItIOn probability is proportional to the square of M.



t Anothcr point to realize is that we are only considering electric dipole transitions. Transitions
induced by the oscillating magnetic field of light are about five orders of magnitude weaker
than electric dipole transitions. But since electronic transitions vary in intensity by about
ten orders of magnitude, magnetic dipole transitions (and even weaker electric quadrupole
transitions) cannot be entirely ignored.
t t For compounds containing heavy elements, such as those of the third transition metal series,
E can be as high as - 102 for "spin-forbidden transitions because of extensive spin-orbit
coupling.
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Table 5-4.

Governing Condition

spin-forbiddcn

splO-allowed, orbitally-forbidden
sp,n- and orhitally-allowcd

well. The maximum value of l f . f
of unity. . or a ully allowed transition is of the order

In eq. 5-28 the quantit fif.t* ./, d .' .
factor Th' . Y t' 'f't' Tn was IdentIfied as the Franck-Cond

. IS Integral represents the overla f' . on
the ground and excited el t' po VIbrational wave functions of

ec rODIC states Th . d "
acts to modulate the inten't f' b .' e magnltu e of thIS IIItegral

Sl y a a sorptIon b· d h
magnitude is determined '.'1 b . an s w Ose general range of

. pnmdn y y the Spl d b' .
Sll1ce most ground state I. I .' n an or Ital selectIon rules.

. mo ecu es are 111 the 11 - 0 .b .
wIll only consider th. . _ o. '. - VI ratIOnal state, we

. e l: - Wdve functIOn f( . th
dIscussion which follows I F' 5 10 . .)] e ground state in the

. n Ig. - , a case II -t· d' . .
overlap Occurs between th 0 IS I us rate 111 which maXlIll um

e v = and v' - 2 ·'b .
The resulting absorption s cctru . - \1 ratIOnal wave functions.

p m mIght have the qualitative appearance

Fig. 5-10. Illustration of the Franck-C d P" .
drawn t .onon f1nclplc fhe t . I
, . a give maximal overlap betw I . po cntla curves arc
functIOns. een t le v = 0 and v' = 2 vibrational wave
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transition is formally forbidden. We say, therefore, that there are vibrational,
orbital, and spin selection rules for electronic transitions. It is found that
some selection rules are obeyed more rigorously than others. Since eq. 5-29
is the result of a series of approximations, not the least of which is the
factoring of the total wave function into nuclear, orbital, and spin functions,

it is reasonable that the selection rules are not rigorous. t

The individual selection rules will be illustrated and discussed at length

in the sections which follow, but at this time it is appropriate to discuss

the relative "allowedness" of transitions allowed by one or more of the
selection rules. If a transition is forbidden by the spin selection rule
(S if.t7if.t s dT = 0), the extinction coefficient, E (Section 2-2-C), is generally
in the range 10- 5 -I 0° M - 1 cm - 1 . t t This is true regardless of the vibrational

or orbital allowedness. If the transition is spin-allowed but orbitally

forbidden (regardless of the vibrational allowedness) E is usually in the

range 10°-103 . If both spin and orbital integrals are nonzero, the transition

is said to be "fully allowed" and E is observed to be 103 -105. These values

of E are necessarily approximate and some illustrations of each case are

given later. The vibrational selection rules were not considered explicitly in
these absorption intensity rules, but, rather, serve to modulate the intensity

of a transition within the above stated limits. The ranges of E, which are

important to remember, are summarized in Table 5-4.
Although E values are by far the most common expression of absorption

intensity, two other terms are occasionally encountered. The integrated

absorpt ion coefficient, I, is defined by the relationships

I = IX E(v)dv or [= I~ E(v)dv = lie (5-30)

These represent the area under an absorption band when E is plotted against

v or v. I is proportional to the square of the transition moment integral.

The oscillator strength,.r, is a dimensionless quantity given by
"00

.r = 4.33 x 10- 9 L E(v)dv (5-31)

It represents the ratio of the observed, integrated, absorption coefficient to

that calculated for a single electron in a three-dimensional harmonic potential
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Fig. 5-11. (a) Two potential wells used to illustrate Ih 0, • .

(b) The absorption spectrum whO h . h e Franck-Condon I'rlllclpic.
IC mig t result from the two wells in (a).

vibrational structure is obscured and onl I'

The band maximum is the v t' 0 I 0 0 ~ b oad bands are observed.
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of the CO spectrum, Fig. 5-5, in which the 0-2 transition is the most intense.
Clearly, relative left-right displacement of the two potential wells in Fig.
5-10 would serve to increase some overlaps and decrease others, and could

produce a variety of intensity distributions of the resultant absorption
band.

A classical formulation of the Franck-Condon Principle goes as follows:

"An electronic transition is so fast, compared to nuclear motion, that the
nuclei still have nearly the same position and momentum immediately
after the transition as before." Consider Fig. 5-11 (a) in which the upper
well has a slightly greater internuclear separation than the lower well at
the energy minimum. A transition from the ground state to the vibronic
level labelled A (with the internuclear separation still nearly rea) involves
little change in the position or momentum of the nuclei. The momentum,
which is close to zero in the ground state, is close to zero in the excited
state at the separation rea because we have drawn the level labelled A
such that at r = rea there is a turning point in the vibration and the

momentum must go through zero as it changes sign (when the nuclei change
their direction of motion). A transition to the level B is less likely because

at the internuclear separation r = rea there is considerable momentum
in the level B. A transition to the level C is very unlikely because r cannot

be equal to rea according to classical mechanics. This figure illustrates the

practical consequence of the Franck-Condon Principle; viz., the vibrational

state whose turning point is vertically above the equilibrium internuclear

separation of the ground state will give rise to the most intense absorption.
The predictions of this classical mechanical statement and the quantum

mechanical Franck-Condon factor arc not always in precise agreement,

but will usually be close. The quantum mechanical prediction should be
used in case of disagreement.

We are now in a position to consider an important detail in photoelectron
spectroscopy. In Fig. 5-12 is the photoelectron spectrum of formaldehyde
showing rich vibronic structure. The spectrum can be interpreted in terms
of a diagram such as Fig. 5-4 in which the excited state well applies to an

ionized state of the molecule. As indicated by the vertical arrows in Fig.

5-4, vibronic spacings in the spectrum correspond to vibrational energies 01"
the ionic state. In the lowest energy band (2h

l
) in Fig. 5-12, the most intense

transition is the 0-0 transition. The energy of the 0-0 transition is called the
adiahatic ionization energy. In the Ih 2 band, the most intense transition is
called the vertiml ionization energy because it corresponds to a vertical
transition on a Franck-Condon diagram such as Fig. 5-11. In many spectra,
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5-9.

5-10.

Symmetry and spectroscopy

Problems

Draw a schematic vibronic absorption spectrum of a diatomic molecule for a

case in which the minima of the potential wells which describe the ground and

excited states occur at the same internuclear separation.

Two common idealized band shapes are called Gaussian and Lorentzian.

The equations for these curves, when plotting E VS. V, are

= Emax 12 (- )2+ V - Vmax

. t 4(ln 2) (v - V )2j t (In 2) (v - V )2j
Gaussian' E = E exp _ max = E exp _ max

. max Av2 max T2
1/2

where Emax is the value of the molar extinction coefficient at the absorption

maximum, VmaX . AV1/2 is the width of the peak at half height and 1 = Av1/2/2.
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tion~ are allow~d,.but singlet --> triplet and quartet --> doublet transitions are

fOfrbhldden. As .mdlcate.d in Table 5-4, the spin selection rule is the strictest

o t e electrOllic selectIOn rules.

As ~n exam?le, we will show that the triplet-->singlet transition involving

the SPill functIOns (1/J2) (rx{3 - {3rx) (singlet) and rxrx (triplet) is forbidden:

ljJ,'if;sdT = ~ t,., [rx(1){3(2) - {3(I)a (2)][a (1)a (2)]dTs, ,

~ t" a (1){3(2) a(1)a(2)dTs, , t" {3(1)a(2)a(1)a(2)dTs"

B. Spin Selection Rules. The spin selection rules, based on eq. 5-29,

state that the integral Sif;:,if;sdTs must be nonzero if the transition is to be

allowed. In practice, this is the easiest selection rule to apply because a

transition is spin-allowed if and only if the multiplicities of the two states

invulved are identical. This follows from the orthogonality of spin wave

functions. If if; s i= if;s' the integral SljJ: ljJ s dTs must be zero. Thus, for

exampie, singlet --> singlet, doublet --> dou blet, and quartet --> quartet transi-

(a) Derive a general formula for the integrated absorption coefficient, I, of

each type of absorption band. You may wish to use the definite integrals below:

f oo adx n {7'e-ax'dx = 1 fit (a> 0)

o a2 + x 2 - 2 J0 2} ~

(b) The 0-0 absorption band of the lAg -> I B 3 " transition of pyrazine (see

Problem 5-34, Section 5-8-B) exhibits Em.. = 3100 M-Icm-I, !1v1/2 =

46 cm-I; and vmax = 30,840 cm - I. Assuming a Gaussian line shape,

calculate I for this absorption. (c) Calculate the oscillator strength of this

transition.

(5-32)

(5-33)
J[

9

+'
(Jg .-,-allowed

1: +
9

(J +
u

1: +
u

I
J2 (1)(0) - (0)(1) = 0 spin-forbidden

Problems

(a) S~ow that the singlet -> singlet transition from the state whose spin w'

functIOn IS (II !'J.) (af3 _ f3 ) " <1 ve
. V'" a to the state whose wave funclion IS also (1/)2)

(af3 - f3a) IS splll~allowed. (b) Show that the transition (1/j2)(af3 _ lia) ->

(1/J2.)(af3 + f3a) IS forbidden. What are the multiplicities of th . ·t·· 1· d
final states? e IIII la an

5-11.

C. Orbital Selection Rules. The orbital selection rules, also derived

from. ~q. 5-29, state that the integral Jif;: fJ.eljJedTe must be nonzero if the

t~ansl~lOn IS to be orbitally allowed. This is completely analogous to the

vIbratlOnal selection rule of Chapter Three A I 't . , ".
b' I . n e ec rUllle transit IOn I I'

or Ita ly-allowed if and only if the triple direct product r(,l,) 1'( A) .
T(if;). . ,/,,, X Pe X

e wntams the totally symmetric irreducible representation of the point

group uf the ~olecule. The dipole moment operator once again hasthree com

ponents whIch transform as x, y, and z.

As an example, the spin-allowed transition I L
g

+ --> I~: + .

11 d b
u IS orbitally-

a owe ecause the triple direct product contains (J + .
9 .

,

I

E ~--------_
max ",,

I,,
I I /\ - 2f
2Emaxl-------- : I\. '7111/2=

, '1---,,,
j :

t
E
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V7 (big)

va (b2
Vo (ag

abed

t
V

(:- l/J*.v) and l/Jv are totally symmetric, In e 5-3,' .VibratIOnal and electronic integrals t 11 j' 5 Ne h~ve combmed the
is not totally symmetric T.'he ('ond't' 0 a ow or the case m which t/J" or l/Jv. • Z IOn for a vzbroni . t . .
IS that the integral Sl/J*..I,*. A .1, ./, d ( ransltlOn to be allowed

Le
' . e 'f'v /1e 'f' e 'f' v Ten be nonzero.

t s conSIder some I ted 'b .difluorobenzene which := e~ VI rollIC transit~ons of the molecule p-. . S 2h symmetry. In FIg 5- I3 hthe VIbratIOnal energy levels of the r . we. s ow two ofstate of this molecule. Each f th gh~und and lowest eXCIted electronic
p-difluorobenzene would requ~re aed~~rty nor~al modes of vibration of
So putting more than one d' I ere~t we to describe its potential.mo e III a sm I 11"way to talk about vibronic t . . g e we IS Just a convenient
transition is labelled a in thisr~nsItIOns, but not. a realistic way. The 0-0called 8

1
and 71 . gure. The tranSItIOns labelled band care

o 0' respectIvely, because, for example, in transition b we

q •

Fig. 5-13. Schematic representation of the IB' .of p-difluorobenzene showing th 'b . 2u and A g electrOnIc potential wellsI I e VI ratIOnal ground slat d h .eve s V
7

and VB • The transitions are d . , d es an t e vibrationaleSlgnate as follows: a, 0-0; b 8' . C 71 . d 7°'0"0"1"

(5-34)forbidden

~~-~~-~~.-.-...
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A Ig B 2u =

Problems

In the preceding discussion of orbital selection rules we have implicitly
considered only 0-0 ("pure electronic") transitions for which both t/J v'

5-12. The ground state electron configuration of ethylene is ... (bl.)Z(blg)o. What
electronic states are generated by the ground and first excited state configura
tions? In what range would E be expected for each possible transition from•

the ground state?
5-13. What is the ground state of a planar methyl radical whose configuration is

... (a
l
')2 (e')4 (az")I? What excited state(s) is generated by the transition

e' --> az"? What will be the range of E for such a transition(s)? If CH 3 ' were
pyramidal (as NH

3
, C

3v
symmetry) the ground state configuration would be

... (a
l

)2 (e)4 (al)l. Answer the same questions for pyramidal CH3··

Such spin-allowed but orbitally-forbidden transitions exhibit intensities
between those of ful1y al10wed and spin-forbidden transitions.

A transition which is both spin- and orbitally-allowed is called fully allowed
and can be very intense. It should be immediately obvious that for a totally
symmetric ground state, only transitions to excited states which have the
same symmetry as at least one of the components of the dipole moment opera
tor will be orbitally-allowed. The absorption due to the spin-forbidden
transition 1 E

g
+ ---+ 3 E

u
+, though orbitally-allowed, will be very weak

because the spin selection rule is the strictest of all.
The spin-allowed electronic transition to the first excited state of ben-

zene, I A Ig ---+ I B
2U

is orbitally-forbidden because the dipole moment
operator transforms as a 2u(z) + elu(x,y) in the point group D 6h

:

D. Vibronic Selection Rules. Equation 4-29 can be rearranged as fol1ows:

M = ~ t/J~t/JvdTn ~ t/J:~et/JedTe) t/J:t/JsdTs
~.

M = ~ t/J:t/J~ilet/Jet/JvdTen ~t/J:t/JsdTs (5-35)
\. v~--_/

basis of vibronic
selection rules

338
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which teJJs us that the transItion ,IS 0: A similar set of direct products
tude less intense than the 0-0 transitIOn. .

. ' d of this transition with the integral
Ev'duating the vlbromc aJJowe ness· It . ce .1, and ,I,

< . th same resu S1l1 't'v' 't'v
1t/J: t/J~ /let/Jet/Jvdten must, of course, give e

both transform as ag :

(5-40)
C291

b,,, ag , allowed

BZ"ag h2u AghI 9 hI 9 (5-39)

r .b 1 u, r \ bzg
t/Jv t/Jv

a2u \ .az" c I 9

B zu C29 AI9fl9
e 1u a 19 (5-41 )

t . e 1u e 1u t1 19 + a29 + eZq

t/Jv t/Jv -..

But this integrand tells us that any vibration of the molecule with hi 1/ or

Czg symmetry might serve as a vibronic origin, making the transition vi

bronically-allowed. For example, 1'10 (c29 ) gives rise to the (x, y)-polarized

lOb vibronically-aJJowed transition:

The hot band transition 10? would also be vibronically-allowed since this

only reverses the positions of t/J v and t/Jv in the transition moment integrand.

We see, therefore, that by coupling an orbitally-forbidden electronic

transition with a vibrational transition, it is possible that the selection rules

can be satisfied and some intensity can be expected. Such vibronically

allowed, orbitally-forbidden transitions generally fall in the range E ~ 100

-103
. If there were no vibronic coupling, the transitions might be even

weaker.
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tells us that the transition 76 is fully a1lowed and x-polarized. The hot

band transition 7? is also fully allowed and x-polarized:

This does not mean that 7? will be an intense transition because V7 may

hardly be populated in the electronic ground state. For that matter, the

fact that 76 is fully allowed does not mean that it will be a strong absorp

tion either. It only means tnat the transition 76 is likely to be much more

intense than the forbidden transition 86. Both could, however, be very

weak.

The most important aspect of vibrohic coupling is illustrated by mole

cules for which the 0-0 transition is orbitally-forbidden. Such is the case

of the lowest spin-aJJowed electronic transition of benzene, I Al 9 --> I B 2'"

Since /le transforms as azu(z) and clu(x,y), the 0-0 transition is forbidden:

.b3U' bIg
(5-36)

A = • aJJowed
B 2u b 2U a99

b 1u \ b39

b3u \ hI 9

(5-37)
Agag = ag , aJJowed

B 2U a9
hzu

1 h lu . 1 . h39
t/Jv t/Jv

I \ b39) 3 u \
(5-3g)

Agag = hzg
forbidden

B 2 ))29 hz"

hI u hI 9

. . . r al also te1ls us that the transition is y-polar-
This transitIOn moment 1I1tegr f h d' 't roduct which is totaJJy sym-

. .' th . component 0 t e lfec p ')
ized s1l1ce It IS e } ." 81 if v has h symmetry,

. Who t ·tbout the vibromc transition 0 8 zgmetnc. a, .
The appropriate direct product IS

340
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O h ,' = I level. Transition d is designated
. . f om the v = to t e v . 11 d

are exclt1l1g vs I' , _ 0 Such a transition IS ca e a
. , f m v = I to v - . .

T! because V7 goes 1'0 . . . '. II . an excited vibrational state m
h lecule IS 1mtla Y m

hot band because t e mo . . f h a transition wiJl generaJly
. 'tate The 1I1tenslty 0 suc .

the ground electromc s '. 1 l' more likely to be vlbra-
. 't re' smce the mo ecu e IS . .

increase with tempercl u " E 'mentaJly one detennmes If
. h' h temperature. xpen ,

tionaJly excited at Ig er b d b heating or cooling the sample
d ' b t" on is a hot an Y .

an observe a sorp I d . tensity of the absorptIOn.
. h' ased or decrease 111

and 100k1l1g at t e mcre ." I A --> 1 B of p-difl.uoro-
. d lectromc transItion 9 2u

Is the spm-aJlowe pure e ."" because the dipole moment
b · JI _ Jlowed? The answer IS yes . .

benzene or Ita y a (!) and b (z) in the pomt group D2h .

operator transforms as b 3u (x), h zu ,} , lu
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Single-crystal absorption spectrum of trans-[Co(enh CI 2 ]Cl' Hel· 2H z O. The
solid line shows the spectrum with z-polarized light and the dashed line is
with (x,y)-polarized light. From S. Yamada and R. Tsuchida, Bull. Chon.
Soc. Jap., 25, 127 (1952).

'A -> 'EI. .

OL-.......--'....,:t<-.4-................._=b;-'-'-'--L.._~.

20 ii IkK) 30 40

Polariziition with Vi bronic Coupl ing
z x,y

I

(c) The spectrum of this species is shown below Can you assign any of the
bands on the basis of your analysis?

Fill in the table below showing the symmetries of the integrands of the various
possible transition moment integrals. Are any of the transitions allowed in
either z- or (x ,y)-polarization?

N:(z)if;ed'r

N:( ; )if;edT

(b) The normal modes of vibration of the CoN4 Clz skeleton transform as
2a,. + bl. + bz• + e. + 2azu + b , • + 3eu. Will any of the electronic tran
sitions in part (a) be vibronically allowed, using any of these fifteen vibra
tions as a vibronic origin? Th3.t is, will any of the vibronic transitions ib
be allowed, where i is the number of one of the normal modes? You should
be able to fill in the table below by inspection.

5-5. The Electronic Spectra of Some Diatomic Molecules

A. Hydrogen. The ground state configuration of H2 (Table 4-8) is (I (J q +)2

which defines a'Lg + st.ate. The first excited configuration is (I (J g + ) I (1 (J,,+ ) 1

which gives risc to 3 L u + and 1 L u + states. We can therefore draw the energyN
CI ~

N~-+-,

N

Symmetry and spectroscopy

Problems .
. . 1B (V') of p_dlfluorobenzene

Show that the hot band tranSitIOn 1 A.(Vsd) -> I ZU
' ed The notation means

. . . II Howed an z-po anz . .
shown below IS vlbronl.ca y-a e vb) vibrationaHy excited ele~trolllc
that the molecule IS excited from th s (19 h' h v '(b ) is vibratlOnally
ground state to an electronic excited .state III ~dI~e 867

'
1.

excited. The notation for such a transItion wou I O'

= 608 cm- 1

. has symmetry ezg and energy v,0 . .

5-15. The vibratIOn v10 of benzene (' A ) I the 1 B excited state, the VibratIOnal
. t te n 2. . .in the ground electromc sa,. : f the hot band tranSitIOn

. , 0 - 1 What IS the energy 0 . , ._
energy IS V IO = 52 cm '.. 10 1 is 38611 cm- 1 ? Illustrate thiS transl
IO~ if the energy of the tranSitIOn 0 '

tion in the manner of Fig. 5-1 ~dichlorobis(ethylenediamine) cobalt (III) on~y
5-16. (a) If the Co atom 0: trans lfective local symmetry about Co will

"senses" its nearest neighbors, ~he e .' 1 A The first three smglet

be D T he ground state of thiS d6 species IS 19' d'E
4h' d 1 A'B an •.

excited states, in no particular or er, are 19" 29'

tz
CI

5-14.

342
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Fig. 5~14. Potential curves for some lower states of' .
m whIch Franck-Condon fact f ..' H 2' 1 he shaued regIon is thaI
b 1 ors or tranSitIons from . - O' hi' + .

e argest. The unstable 3 L + stat h. . . . t - III t e Loa state Will
" e as no mmlmum 1/1 It t . I ""

wave function shown tells us th t f . s po entia. I he particular
I . . a or some arbitrary . E

on y a tiny probability of be'. . energy, :a' the atollls havc
mg separated by a dlsta I h

could be at any distance apart reater tho ..' ~ce ess t an r". The atoms
SImIlar kind of wave function e

g
I.' be dan Ta WIth nearly uI1lforrn probability. ;\

au u rawn at an bOt
asymptote of a Morse potential eurve (el'. Fi . 2-8 T J ar. I. rary energy above the
from W. Kolos and L Wolnie' f CI g ). he ddta for these eurves COllle

. WICZ, .. 1011. Phys., 43, .2429 (1965); 45, 509 (1906).

,
•

I,
I

Problems

5-17. The auiabatic (Section 5.4-A) IE of H 1 is 15.43 eY anu the experimcntal
vihrational constants of the resulting ionic "Ea t state are (I),. = 2319 cm I

anu (0 ..01: .. = 58 cm -1 Compute the positions (in eY) of the first five vibra
tional bands in the photoelectron spectrum of H 2' Given the observed spectrum
helow. uraw qualitative potential energy curves for the neutral grounu state
anu first ionic state of H

2
, showing the relation of the potential wells neces-

level diagram shown in Fig. 5-8 and expect 12,"" 4 ---+ "1,'" + and 12,"" r_~

1 L" + transitions. The singlet-singlet transition is both spin- and orbitally
allowed and gives rise to an intense absorption with rich vibrational and

•
rotational structure and a 0-0 band at 90,196 em - 1 (110 nm, 1100 A). The
unit 1000 cm'- 1 is called one kilokayser (kK) and we will generally usc kK
units through the remainder of this chapter. As an indication of the anti
bonding nature of the I(J" + orbital, the ground state eL"g +) vibrational
frequency of Hz is We = 4395 cm -1. But in the I L" + state the vibrational
frequency is We = 1357 cm -1. As can be seen by the shaded area in Fig.

5-14, the Franck-Condon factor will be largest for fairly highly excited states
of I L" +. The Franck-Condon factor for the 0-0 transition is very small, but
the Franck-Condon factor for the 0-0 transition of the 1 L" + --> In" transi
tion is much larger. The 1 Lg + --> J L" + transition is expected at even lower

energy than the I Lg + --> 1 L" + transition, but the singlet-triplet transition
is spin-forbidden and is expected to be very weak. In fact, this triplet state
of Hz is unstable and gives rise not to discrete absorptions but to COII

tinuous absorption. A potential curve for this unstable state is illustrated
in Fig. 5-14. Above the asymptote given by the energy of the two completely
dissociated (Z S) hydrogen atoms, any energy is allowed and there is no
quantization of states.

The complexity of electronic spectra is illustrated by the fact that no
fewer than 39 electronic states have been identified for Hz. Fortunately
(or unfortunately), ordinary laboratory spectroscopy is generally restricted

to the region < 50 kK so only the lowest few electronic states of most

polyatomic molecules can be readily observed. The reason for this energy
restriction is that atmospheric components (principally 0z, but Nz at
higher energy) absorb energies above ~ 50 kK and interfere with measure
ments of other substances. In order to study the region > 50 kK, one
must evacuate the spectrometer~ hence the name "vacuum ultraviolet" is
given to this region of the spectrum.
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Fig. 5-15. State diagram of N z showing some of the lowest energy observed tran

SItIOns. Upward arrows represent transitions observ,;d in absorption and down
ward arrows transItions observed in emission.
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sary to produce the intensity pattern in the spectrum. Given that D z will
have essentially the same potential wells as Hz, but with smaller vibrational
spacings. will the Franck-Condon maximum in the photoelectron spectrum
of D

z
occur at a higher or lower vibrational quantum number than that of

Hz?

1 c'
z

Oxy'!.e:. ~he ground state configuration of oxygen is ... (1 nu )4
( 7[g) (30'u ) (FIg. 4-18, Scheme II). This configuration gives rise to the
three states .1Lg.-, ILl g , and ILg +. The ground stale is detennined by Hund's

fi~s~ rul
.1

e (Section 4-2-B) which says that the state of highest spin multi
plICIty, L g -, is the ground state. The order of I A and I L + is determined

by applying Hund's second rule (Section 4-2-C)g which :ays that among

states of th~ same multiplicity, the one with the greatest orbital angular
momentum IS usually the most stable.

What has ~rbital angular momentum got to do with the term symbols?

To ~nswer thIS we must look at the properties of molecular orbitals once
agam. The discussion which follows applies to linear molecules only. For
such molecules, electrons in 0' orbitals have no net angular momentum.

He I photoelectron spectrum of H
2

from D.W. Turner. p,.oc. Roy. Soc. A, ]07. 55
(I96Xj The photoelectron spectrum of D 2 appears in A.B. Conford, D.C. Frost, C.A.
McDowell. J.I.. Ragle, and LA. Stenhouse, Chetn. Phys. Lett., 5. 4R6 (1970).

B. Nitrogen. According to Fig. 4-18, Scheme I, we anticipate a 1[/
ground state for N z which has the configuration ... (1 nu)4 (30'9+)Z (1 ng)O

(30'u +)0. The first excited state configuration is .. , (1nu)4(3O'g +)1 (lng)1

(30'u +)0 which yields the states 1IT9 and 3ITg' The state diagram and transi
tion energies are shown in Fig. 5-15. The 1 L g + <-+ 1 IT 9 spin-allowed,

orbitally-forbidden transition is observed in both absorption and emission
spectra at 145 nm. A state identified not as 3 IT 9 but as 3 L u + has been
observed 49.8 kK above the ground state. The vibrational frequency of
this 3 L

u
+ state is We = 1460 cm -I. This state must arise from an even more

highly excited configuration of N z ' as indicated in Fig. 5-15. Triplet-triplet
emission from a state about 10 kK higher in energy than 3 L u + is attributed
to the 3 IT --+ 3 L + transition which is both spin- and orbitally-allowed.

9 u

The vibrational frequency of the 3 IT9 state is We = 1734 cm - I and the
vibrational frequency of the lIT9 state derived from the same configuration
is (1)(' = 1692 cm -I. Perhaps the most important feature of the spectrum

of N z is the lack of absorption in the normally accessible region < 50 kK.

5-18.

Problems

Show that the 1L g + ---> 1 ng transition of N z is orbitally forbidden. How
could you determine this by inspection? Show that the 3 ng -. -' E

u
+ emission

IS orbltall~ allowed. What other states are produced by the two possible
configuratIOns of Fig. 5-15 which might give rise to the -' E

u
+ state?



Electrons in n orbitals have one unit (one unit = h) of angular momentum
about the internuclear axis. Electrons in <5 and 4> orbitals have two and three
units of angular momentum, respectively. Calling the angular mo~entum
of each electron X, the total angular momentum of the molecule, 11, IS the

vector sum of the individual angular momenta:

~ .
The arrows designate vectors and 11 is the magnitude of 11. Electrons In

fully occupied orbitals contribute no net angular momentum to th~ mole

cule since their momenta are all paired and cancel out. So we will only

consider the electrons in incompletely occupied orbitals.

0z has two electrons in n orbitals so each electron has one unit of angular

momentum. These can be added vectorially as follows:

349
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13.1

7.9

State diagram of 02 showing the lowest energy observed transitions.

A1
•Az

• •
11 2

4 /
V

Ll state

A, Az
• •
11 - 0 Fig. 5-16.-

1.' state

211

,-=::::::==:::.'--

11 = 0

L state

The state is designated by a capital Greek letter: L, n, Ll, <P . .. correspond

to 11 = 0, I, 2, 3 ... respectively. The (n)Z configuration of 0z therefore

produces one Ll state and two L states. The meanings of the sUbscrip~s
and superscripts on the term symbols will be discussed at the end of thiS
section. According to Hund's second rule, then, the 1 Ll q state will be lower

in energy than the 1 L g + state. . . . J-

The ground state configuration of 0z gives the electrOnic states - L g

. 3 (1)3 .< 1 Ll q < 1 L q +. The first excited configuration, ... (In.) ng , gives
rise to the states 3Ll u , 3L u +, 3L u -, 1 Ll u , 1 L u +, and 1 L u -. We can say from

Hund's rules that the triplets will be below the singlets and that the Ll state

should be below the L states of the same multiplicity. Any further ordering

of the 1.' states requires a good experiment or a very good calculation, or

both. The resulting state diagram and the four lowest observed transitions

of ° are shown in Fig. 5-16. A transition to the 3 Ll u state has not beenz . .
observed. Since the ground state is a triplet, the triplet-triplet tranSitions

arc spin-allowed and the triplet-singlet transitions are forbidden.

Information about each of these states is collected in Table 5-5. Note

t?at the energies of the three states which arise from the ground configura
tion are relatiVely close, compared to the energy needed to promote an

electron from the nu to the ng * orbital. Notice also that since the bond order

IS formally 2 in the three lowest states, and I in the next two states, the

bond lengths and vibrational frequencies take a discontinuous jump

between the~e two sets of states. Oxygen in its 1 Ll g state is intrinsically much
more long-lIved than in its 1L + state. ° (1 Ll ) decays to ° (3 L -) b t° (1 - + 9 Z 9 Z q, u

z L g
) goes to 0z (1 Llq ). The lifetimes of the 3 L

il
+ and 3 L

u
- states could

be as short as 10 - 8 s since transition to the ground state is spin-allowed.
To add a touch of reality to this discussion, the absorption spectrum of

°z gas at 1.5 x 10
7

N m - z (150 atm) in a 0.065 m cell is shown in Fig.
5-17. At thiS pressure and temperature the concentration ofO

z
is 6.2 M.

The absorbance of the 3 L g - -> 1 Ll g 0-0 transition at 1269 nm is abollt

0.1; so E = Alet = 0.002 M-l cm- I
. But not only do we see the 0-0

and 0-1 components of the I Ll g and I L g + states, we see a series of weak
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Table 5-5. Low Lying States of 02a
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+

absorptions between the 1 L g + and 3 Lu + bands. These are assigned to
simultaneous transitions of two molecules of 02 interacting with a single
photon. Thus, for example, the label [1 L g+ + 1Ll g ] implies that two mole
cules interact with one photon to produce one molecule in the 1 L g + state
and one in the 1 Ll

g
state. t It is not unreasonable to invoke simultaneous

transitions, since the concentration of 02 is so high that the average
o

separation of 02 molecules is only about 6.4 A and the wavelength of
o

the light is thousands of Angstroms, Conceivably, one could study the
pressure dependence of the bands designated as simultaneous transitions

to support this assignment.
We now address the question of the relatiQn between wave functions

and the symmetries of molecular states, How are the labels 3 Lg - , 1 Ll g , and
1 L

g
+ related to wave functions? The two 1ng orbitals of 02 will be called

X and Y, defined as follows:

-Data hom G. Herzberg, Spectra oj Diatomic Molecule.s, Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., N.Y., 1950.
t> Lifetimes are extrapolated to zero pressure. The lifetime will be shortened in the presence of other matter.

< W. H.J. Childs and R. Mecke. Z. Physik. 68. 344 (1931).
'R.M. Badger. A.C. Wrigh!, and R.F. Whitlock, J. Chern. Phys., 43, 4345 (1965).

0

State Configuration Energy of 0-0 Absorption We (cm-') f e (A) Lifetime (S)b

cm-' nm

3 L: - (n.)4 (n,)2 0 0 1580 1.2074
'0

,
(n.)4 (n,)2

2700'

<:f-

!Ll 7882.39 1268.65 1509 1.2155,
! L: + (n.)4 (n,)2 13120.9 762.143 1433 1.2268 7.1 d

,
•

3L: + (n.)3 (n,)3 35713 280.01 819 1.42
_<1 <

•
3L: - (n.)3 (n,)3 49363 202.58 700 1.60

•

t Vibronic spacings in this spectrum are about 1500 cm -'; so, for example, the designation
2[' Ll,l 1,0 must mean that two molecules have been promoted to the' Ll, state but only one is
vibrationally excited. The designations 2,0 and 3,0 are ambiguous for simultaneous transi
tions as they do not specify how the vibrational quanta are distributed between excited mole-

cules. 351
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The notation Px stands for a Px atomic orbital on atom A. The possible,
spin wave functions for singlet and triplet states were given in eq. 5-14.

The possible orbital wave functions are as follows: '-

necessary to use that set throughout. Cos¢ and sinq! will be abbreviated C

and S, respectively. We will work through the t ransformationa I propert ies

ofi/J4 and i/J s to show that they transfonn tOf;cther.as I1
g

. To do this we
note that the product of a symmetry operation, R, and a function such 'IS
XY + YX is ,.(IIJL) [X(I)X(2) + Y(I)Y(2)] l

(\ I JL) [X(I )X(2) - Y( I) Y(2)]
(1IJL) [X(I)Y(2) + Y(I)X(2)]

symmetric to

electron

exchange

(5-45)

,

"I

R[XY + YX] = [(RX) (RY) + (RY) (RX)] (5-50)

(5-51'1)

(5-5Ib)

(5-52a)

(5-53'1 )

(5-53b)

(5-52b)

The order of X and Y must be maintained in each multiplication because
the electron numbers are implicit in that order. That is, X(I) Y(2) 1= Y(I)

X(2). So let us operate on i/J4 and i/J 5 with each operation of the point
group:

Ei/J4 = XY + YX = i/J4
Ei/J s =XX- YY=i/Js

Cw '" i/J4 = (CX - S Y) (SX + C Y) + (SX + C Y) (CX - S Y)

= CSXX + C2XY - S2 YX - SCYY -+ CSXX _ S2XY +
C2 YX - CSYY

= 2CSXX + (C2 - S2)XY + (C2 - S!)YX - 2CSYY

= (XY + YX) (C2 - S2) + (XX - Y V) (2CS)
= i/J4(C2 - S2) + i/Js(2CS)

en'" i/J s = (XY + YX) (-2CS) + (XX - YY) (C2 _ S2)
= i/J4(-2CS) + i/J S(C2 - S2)

a,.i/J4 = - (XY + YX) = -i/J4

al'i/J s =XX+ YY=i/Js

ii/J4 = X Y + YX = i/J 4 (5-54'1 )
ii/J s =XX- YY=i/Js (5-54b)

S/ i/J4 = (-CX + S Y) ( - SX - C Y) + (- SX - C Y) (- CX + S Y)

'" = i/J4 (C2 - S2) + i/J s (2CS) (5-55'1)
Sen i/J s = i/J4(-2CS) + i/JS(C2 - S2) (5-55b)

C2i/J4 = - (XY + YX) = _.1'4 (
'I-' 5-56'1)

C2i/JS = XX + YY = i/J s (5-56b)

(5-49)

(5-48)

(5-47)

(5-46)

.II; 
9

I I; +
9

S '"CXJ

•

a" I

X X -Xcos¢ + Ysin¢ X

- Y Y -Xsin¢ - Ycos¢ - Y

(1/2) [XX + YY] (af3 - {Ja)

i/J 1 = (lIJL)[XY - YX](aa) 1.
i/J 2 = (lIJL) [XY - }X] (f3f3)
t/J 3 (1/2) [XY - YX] (af3 + f3a)

i/J4 (1/2) [XY + YX] (af3 - f3a)
i/J 5 (1/2) [XX - YY] (af3 - IJa)

E

x X Xcos¢ - Ysin¢

Y Y Xsin¢ + Ycos¢

Let's find out if these wave functions actually transform as the symmetry

labels purport. In the point group Dcoh , the functions X and Y defined in

eqs. 5-43 and 5-44 transform as follows: t

Since there are an infinite number of al' and Cz operations, we have taken

just one of each (a(xz) and C 2 (y» for this demonstration. The choice of
operations is arbitrary, but once we have chosen a set of operations it is

antisymmetric to

(IIJL) [X(I)Y(2) - Y(I)X(2)] electron

exchange

Dropping the electron numbers I and 2, and combining the symmetric

orbital wavefu..'2.(;tions with the antisymmetric ~pin f.tJnc~~n, and combining
the anti symmetric orbital wave function with the symmetric spin functions,

we get the complete electronic wave functions:

t In this example. we have chosen rotation about the C" axis to be counterclockwise when
looking down the z axis from the + z direction.

Equ~tions 5-52 and 5-55 show that i/J4 and i/J5 are not individually bases for

any IrreducIble representation of D,xch because they are mixed by the opera
tIOns eX)'" and 5./' . But together they transfoml as follows:
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l/J4 I 0 l/J4 5-21. What molecular state of 02 + is produced by the lowest energy ionization of
trace = 2 (5-57)

E - 02 (3L. -)? Of 02 (lLl.)? The first IE of 02 (-'L. -) is observed at 12.08 eV-
l/J s 0 1 l/J s (D.W. Turner and D.P. May, J. Chern. Phys., 45, 471 [1966]). Using the data

l/J4 C2 S2 2CS l/J4
in .Table 5-5, at what energy should the first ionization of 02 (I Ll.) occur?

(5-58)
It IS observed at 11.09 eV (N. Jonathan, D.J. Smith, and KJ. Ross, J. Chern.

e'" trace = 2(C2 - S2)- Phys., 53, 3758 [1970]). Will the states of 02 + produced by the second ion--if)

l/J s -2CS C2 _ S2 l/J s = 2cos2¢ ization of 02 (3L. -) and 02 (' Ll.) be the same?

D. Spin-Orbit Splitting in the Photoelectron Spectra ol the Dihalogens.
In Section 5-5-C we found that L, n, ,1, (/J ... states of a diatomic mole
cule possess 0, 1, 2, 3 ... units (= Ii) of angular momentum about the
internuclear axis. In Section 4-2-C we found that the energy of an atom
depends on its total (orbital plus spin) angular momentum. The same is
true of molecules, and for linear molecules the determination of total
angular momentum is particularly easy. For a 21l state, for example, Jl = 1
and S = 1/2. The total angular momentum can be A + S, A + S - 1, JI +
S - 2 ... A - S, which is just 3/2 or 1/2 in this case. A 2n state therefore
splits into two levels, 2 n3/2 and 2 n 1/2' when spin-orbit coupling is signi
ficant.

The photoelectron spectra of the diatomic halogen molecules nicely
illustrate spin-orbit splitting. The configuration of F2 (Fig. 4-18, Scheme
II) is ... (nu)4 (ng )4. The lowest ionic state has the configuration ... (nu)4

(n g)3, which defines 2ng '3/2 and 2ng '1/2 levels. At an adiabatic IE of 15.70
eV we observe the spectrum of F2+ in which each vibrational transition is
split into two components (Fig. 5-18[a]). The vibrational splitting is
1050 + 40 cm - 1 and the spin-orbit splitting is 33'7 + 40 cm - 1. In the corres
ponding spectrum of Br2+ at 10.51 eV (Fig. 5-18[b]), the vibrational
splitting is 360 cm - 1 and the spin-orbit splitting is 2820 cm - 1, giving rise
to two separate regions corresponding to the 7n9 '3/2 and 2ng ,I/2 ionic
states. The data for the halogens are summarized in Table 5-6.

(5-62)

(5-61)

(5-60)

(5-59)

trace = 0

trace = 2cos 2¢

trace = 2

trace = 0

-1 0

o 1

C2 S2 2CS

-2CS C2 - S2

-1 0 l/J4
o 1 l/J s

1 0 l/J4
o 1 .1,

'/' 5 I

You should now be very impressed because these are precisely the characters

of the Ll g representation of Dif)h !
We have just taken great pains to show that l/J4 and l/J5 transform as ,1 9

and we have already established that the spin multiplicity of each function
is unity. Therefore, these two functions define a 1,1 g electronic state. In
the same manner, you can show that l/J1 has all of the proper characters
for the L

g
- irreducible representation and that l/J6 transforms as L g +.

We went through all this work to show explicitly that a term such as 1,1 9

is not an abstract device of group theory but actually describes the sym
metry of two molecular wave functions. So when you come across terms
like 1 Band 3 E you will realize that there are actually wave functions

2 u 1 u'

with these symmetries.

Table 5-6. Vibrational and Spin-Orbit Constants for Dihalogen Molecules"

~ Data refer to the ground electronic states: 1 L g ~ for Xl and 2 ng for X
2

+. Taken from A.B. Conford, D.C. Frost.c.;\, McDowell
J. L. Ragle, and LA. Stenhouse, J. Chern. Phys .. 54, 2651 (1971). .

Problems

5-19. Show that t/J
6

(eq. 5-49) and t/J, (eqs. 5-47) transform as L/ and L. -, res

pectively.
5-20. Show how the angular momenta of two electrons, one in a n orbital and one

in a b orbital, can add to give nand <P states. Using angular momentum,
show what states are produced by the configuration (n)3.

F2
F + el 2 Cl 2

+ Br2
Br + 12• 2 2

r,. (A) 1.435 1.326 1.988 1.892 2.283 ~2.2 2.666
We (em-I) 892.1 1054.5 564.9 645.6 323.2 ~360 214.6
spin-orbit splitting 337 645 2820

(em) -1

I f
2

~220

5125
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5-6. The Fate of Absorbed Energy

Once a molecule has absorbed a photon and finds itself in an excited elec
tronic state, the excess energy can be eliminated, and the molecule returned
to the ground state, by both radiative (emission of light) and nonradiative
processes. Radiative processes include fluorescence and phosphorescence
which will be defined shortly. Nonradiative processes include (a) relaxation
to the ground state with dissipation of heat through molecular collisions;
(b) thermal relaxation to states of intermediate energy from which photons
may be emitted to complete the journey back to the ground state, and (c)
the use of the absorbed energy to promote chemical reactions. Of these
possibilities, the promotion of a chemical reaction (photochemistry) is an
enormous field in itself and is not properly the subject of this book.

The processes of radiative and nonradiative decay are conveniently illus
trated on the Jablonski diagram, Fig. 5- I9. In this figure straight arrows
represent processes involving photons and wiggly arrows represent thermal
processes. The heavy horizontal line at the bottom of the diagram repre
sents the energy of the ground vibrational state of the ground electronic
state, So' taken as a singlet. Sl and T, are the lowest excited singlet and
triplet states. Since S, and T, are from the same configuration, T I is lower
than S, in energy. This diagram treats the single most common case in

Fig. 5-19. Jablonski diagram illustrating possible electronic processes following
absorption of a photon. Key: A -absorption, F-fluorescence, P-phosphorescence,
IC-internal conversion, ISC-intersystem crossing, R-vibrational relaxation. So is
the singlet ground state and Sl and T, are the lowest singlet and triplet excited
states. Straight arrows represent processes involving photons and wiggly arrows
represent processes that do not involve photons.

2
no,I/2

,
6000

\0 d

I ii' i

o 2000 4000
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2
1 1--''--''--'-r,- -ng. 1/2

v=o-v =0 I 2 3 2
lr ' 2' ~ 77:v=o-v =0 1 " g,3/2

Io<ol 337 ern 1

(0) 15.70eV

(N; 15.58 eV) I
\

10.51 eV

I

, I I I , i

i , I I I , 2 3 4
v=O ....v'=o I 2 3 4 V=O'-'v =0

2820 em-I •

(b)

Problems
. - ater for X + than for X 2 in Table 5-6.

Explain why r e IS smaller, and We gre , . 2 Br in the
. 3-17 what is the ratio of Br2 ill the v = 1 state to 2

:ase~ ~~at~17~ the'electronic ground state? To what transitIOn ~ould you
assign the band 298 cm- 1 below the 0-0 transitIOn III Fig. 5-18(b).

5-22.
5-23.



'The most notable exception is azulene. whose emission is derived entirely from S2 (M. Beer

and H.C. Longuet-Higgins. J. Chem. Phys., 23, 1390 [1955]; G. Viswanath and M. Kasha,

1. Chell/. Phys .• 24, 574 [1956]). Another interesting case is that of pyrene in which emission

is observed from both 5, and S2 (H. Baba. A. Nakajima, M. Aoi, and K. Chihara. J. Chem.

Ph)'s .• 55, 2433 [1971]).

which the ground state is a singlet and absorption (A) produces some

singlet excited state. In general, the excited molecule will be both electron

ically and vibrationally excited after photon absorption. The process la

belled R 1 ' the first to occur after absorption, is loss of vibrational energy

through collisions with other molecules, heating the medium as a whole.

Such vibrational relaxation requires only 10- 11 -10 - 9 s to occur. From the

ground vibrational state of S 1 , several nonradiative processes are possible.

Isoenergetic internal conversion (IC) to a highly excited vibrational state

of So would be followed by very rapid vibrational relaxation (R 2 ) to the

ground vibrational state of So' Alternatively, intersystem crossing to the

triplet state (ISCr, ), followed by vibrational relaxation (R 3 ), leaves a mole

cule in the ground vibrational state of T 1 . From T 1
it is possible to have

intersystem crossing to the singlet state So (ISC s, ) followed by vibrational

relaxation (R4 ) to the ground vibrational state of So .

Although Fig. 5-19 only illustrates the case in which absorption popu

lates SI ' some higher state, say S2' could just as well have been populated.

In nearly all cases, the most rapid process following excitation to any state

higher than SI is nonradiative internal conversion down to SI. t We can

visualize such a process with the aid of Fig. 5-20 which shows some selected

vibrational wave functions of the states So' S l' and S2' The vibrational

wave function of a molecule in the v = 0 level of S2 might overlap the

v = 3 wave function of SI as drawn in Fig. 5-20. The overlap of the two

wave functions (SljJ"ljJ"dt n ) is just the Franck-Condon factor which governs

the probability of changing from one state to the other by both radiative

and nonradiative processes. Further vibrational relaxation to the v = 0

level of S 1 might then be followed by internal conversion from S 1 to So'

As drawn in Fig. 5-20, there is not much overlap between the vibrational

wave functions of SI and So; so this internal conversion process might

be relatively slow (improbable). The slower the rate of internal conversion,

the greater the likelihood that a competing process, such as intersystem

crossing USC r , ), can occur. One can add potential weBs for the triplet

states to Fig. 5-20 to explain intersystem crossing in the same manner.

We will continue our discussion of the Jablonski diagram but must first

establish a vocabulary of chemical kinetics. For a unimolecular process

359

(5-63)

(5-64)

v= 10 (so>

Electronic spectroscopy

on the concentration of SOl11e Imo ecule, say A.

'---------

t
V

whose rate depends only

the chemical reaction

k
A , prod ucts

in which k is a rate constant, will have the rate hw

r ..

Fig. 5-20. Potential welIs for the states 8 8 a . .

wave functions. There is a lar I Db' l' nd 8 2 showmg selected Vibrational
. ge over ap etween the v = 0 (8 ) .

wave functIOns so the probability of' t I . 2 and v = J (S, )

O
In erna conversIOn (8 S' ) .

v = (8,) and v = 10 (8 ) w f . 2 -> '1 IS great. The
b' . D ave unctIOns have mw'h Ie I

a Ihty of internal conversion fr 8 8' "ss over ap. so the: proh-
om ,to D IS much less than from S to <'

2 . 1...) 1 .

d[A]
--'-' = k[A]

cit

whose solution has the form

[A], = [A]oe' kt = [A]oe" r (5-65)

where [A], is the concentration of A at time t [A] . th .

of A at time t = 0 and .' . '0 IS e concentratIon

PI '. II . . . t, the lifetlllle for the reaction, is defincd as I II..
lYSlca y, t IS the tIme needed for th. . . f •

J I, t' '., e concentratIon of A to dccrease to
I( Imes ItS vdlue at tIme t - 0 Th . .

-. e processes of Internal conversion
•

Symmetry and spectroscopy358
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Br

12,000 II (em") 16,000

Fig. 5-21. Absorption spectra in the re ion of th >' •

of anthracene and 9 10-d'b . g. e lowest smglet-trlplet transitions
, I. rornoanthracene m CS From S P McGl . , .

and M. Kasha, J. Chem. Phys., 40,507 (1964). 2' . . ynn, I. A/urnl,

~~t~n~:~:~ t:o:~~~~~; ~0l~1mo~ecules wi~~ he~vier atoms, such as transi-

term is used because ;he ~alid~~mescence. , ThIS :urposefu,lly ambiguous

to b k d
Y of spm as a separate wave function begins

rea own and henc th I 'fi . '
or "s in-forb'd " ~ e c assl cation of processes as "spin-allowed"

effect Pof a h I den begms to lose meaning. As one illustration of the

h
. eavy atom on a spm-forbidden process in Fig 5-21. >

t at substituting two Br . t ,. we see
. . a oms onto anthracene increases the intensit of

the lowest slllglet-tnplet absorption band. Similar effects can b> It Y .J

by I d' . . e 01 ailleu

. t mere y IssolVlllg a compound with light atoms in a solvent with heavy
a oms. _

In Fig. 5-22 we see that the So -> S absor tioll and S . '.

spectra of N-methylcarb' I b l' P I -> 50 emISSion
azo e ear an approximat>' .

shi W' I . l~ mirror Image relation-
p. e a so notICe that the 0-0 band f b .

. I 0 0
s 0 a sorptIon and emission do not

~reclse y comclde. We shall now offer explanations of both f th, b",
tlOns Th . '. . 0

0 ese 0 SCI Vd-

I . 0h e mIrror Image relatIOnship can be under:,tood using Fig. 5-21 in

W lIC we see that emisSion from the v = a lev I f oS " . . .
levels of S mi' I' e 0 1 to vanous VIbrational

f S 0 0 ust Idve ess energy than absorptions from the lJ = a level

o 0 to vanous Vibrational levels of S F h 0

between vibrational levels in S l' urt ermore, smce the spacings

tion and '. 0 and SI are roughly the same, the absorp-
emission spectra wIll have sil '1' . o' 0 •

transitions Th h TIl dr spaLings betwecn vlbronic
• 0 e reason t at the 0-0 bands of absor ti 'I . 0

not precisely 0 °d 0 h . ' p on am emISSIon do
comci e IS t at Immediately aft b .

is produced with th . er a sorptIOn an excited state
e same arrangement of ato . tl b 0

and th. " . ms In 1e a sorbmg moleculc

cule fO:~~~~ ;~rangem~nt of solvent molecules about the absorbing mole-

e groun state. After some short time but b f '.
occurs, the excited molecule and ., e ore emISSIon

accommodate th . d nearby solvent molecules rearrangc to

can include a ch' e excite h state electron distribution. Such rearrangement

ange m t e geometry of the excited molecule and consider-

Br \ I

0·04

0.02

E

t To see how the absorption spectrum may be used to calculate the emission lifetime, see J .13.

Birks and D.J. Dyson, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A 275, 135 (1963); and S.J. Strickler and

R.A. Berg, 1. Chefn Phys., 37, 814 (1962).

intersystem crossing, fluorescence and phosphorescence are all unimolccu

lar; so we can speak of rate constants and lifetimes for these processes

with the meanings defined in this paragraph. t

Getting back to the Jablonski diagram, Fig. 5-19, fluorescence (F) is

radiative emission involving no change of spin multiplicity (SI -> So), and

phosphorescence (P) is radiative emission accompanied by a change of

spin multiplicity (T l -> So), It should be clear from the Jablonski diagram

that the relative importance of fluorescence and phosphorescence will be

determined by the relative rates of F and P compared to the rates of IC,

ISC I, ' and ISC,o' Fluorescence lifetimes (-rf) are typically very short

(10- 4 -10- 8 s). The lifetime for IC is quite variable and may be longer or

shorter than Tf' The rate of ISC T, is also variable, but can be greatly

enhanced by the introduction of paramagnetic or heavy atom species

which facilitate "spin-forbidden" processes. Fluorescence is usually de

creased by the presence of 02 which enhances I5'C T , .

Since phosphorescence is a spin-forbidden process, its rate is relatively

slow and its lifetime relatively long (10-4~102 s). In order for a molecule

which has arrived in the T I manifold to phosphoresce, ISCso and other

completing processes must be relatively slow. Some of these competing

processes include (a) collisions of two triplets to give two singlets in a

spin-allowed process and (b) quenching of the triplet by impurities. At

low temperature, in an environment where molecular diffusion is greatly

reduced, many organic compounds do exhibit phosphorescence. Such an

environment is called a matrix and some common matrix isolation proce

dures include the following: (a) Freezing a dilute solution in a solvent

which forms a glass at low temperature, typically 77 K (liquid nitrogen

temperature). (b) Isolating the molecule (called the guest) in a crystal of

its completely deuterated analog (known as the host). Such a system is

called an ideal mixed crystal because the guest is in its own crystalline

environment but is energetically independent of that environment. The SI

and 1'1 states of the guest are lower than those of the host so these states

are called energy traps. At low temperature, all emission is from the guest.

(c) Freezing a dilute solution of the molecule of interest in a heavy noble

gas (Ar-Xe). This creates a known crystalline environment which enhances

phosphorescence.

Although we commonly distinguish fluorescence from phosphorescence

in organic compounds, which are composed of relatively light atoms, we
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4-am ino-4' -nitrobiphcnyl

IdSo ) = 6.4 D II(St) = 18.0 D

, • So with S, geometry
-.1.----- and solvation

So with So geometry
and solvat ion

SI with So geometry __-
and solvation "'-'-"T"-- S, with S, geometry

and solvation

Fig. 5-24. Diagram showing why the 0-0 band of emis~;ion is at slightly lower energy
than the 0-0 band of absorption,

A fairly complete illustration of the phenomena described in this section,
the absorption and emission spectra of I-chloronaphthalene, are shown in

Fig. 5-25. A state diagram with rate constants for ISC; ,ISC,,, Ie, F,
and P is shown in Fig. 5-26. In this instance 94°;'; of the molecules decay

'The dipole moment of a molecule in an excited state may be measured by the Slark e)f('cl.

In such an experiment the sample is placed in an external electric ficld. Thc variation in the
spectrum as a function of the applied field depends on the dipole moment of the molecule.
See, for example, D.E. Freeman, W. Klemperer, and J.R. Lombardi, 1. (,hcm. Phl's., 40,

604 (1964).

able reorientation of the solvent molecules. This rearrangement lowers the
energy of the excited molecule slightly and raise~ the energy of the ground
state to which that molecule can decay by emission, The ground state
energy is increased because immediately after emission there will be a
ground state molecule with an excited state geometry and solvent sphere,
Hence the 0-0 band of absorption will generally be at slightly higher energy
than the 0-0 band of emission (Fig, 5-24). That the properties of different
electronic states can be very different is illustrated by the molecule 4-amino
4'-nitrobiphenyL The dipole moment of the So state is 6.4 D and the dipole
moment of the SI state is 18.0 D.t Such a substantial difference is bound
to alter the solvent sphere markedly.
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F' 5-23 Diagram showing that the 0-0 transition is the lowest energ
d
y vibronic

Ig. . . . vibronic emission, The absorption an emiSSIOn
absorptIOn and the highest energy I' h' 't' the spacings between vibra-

, b h rror Image re atlOns Ip 1
spectra wdl ear a roug ml, . '\ nd if the transition probabilities
tional states in each electronic state are Simi ar a

are similar.
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i7 (kK)

Fi .5-22. Absorption (solid line) and emission (broken line) spectra of N-methyl
ca;bazole in cyclohexane solution illustrating the approxImate mlrro

H
r Imdabge krelaj-'

.. F m I B Berlman an 00 0
tionship between absorption and emiSSIOn. ro.... , 1971 .
Fluorescence Spectra of Aromatic Molecules, AcademIc Press, N.Y., '
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through TI t before reaching So and phosphorescence greatly predominates
over fluorescence. Intersystem crossing from T J to So, however, competes

nearly equally with phosphorescence.
It is possible to determine the absorption spectrum of a compound by

monitoring its emission at a fixed wavelength while irradiating it at variable
wavelengths. Such a spectrum is called an excitation spectrum. For example,

in Fig. 5-27 we see the excitation and absorption spectrum of 1,2-benzan

thracene. The excitation spectrum is a plot of emission intensity at ~ 426
nm V.I'. irradiation frequency. The excitation spectrum is very similar to

the absorption spectrum.
Although we are generally avoiding the topic of photochemistry in this

book, one particularly important and interesting aspect of photochemistry
will be mentioned. This is the use of laser initiated photochemistry for
isotopic separation. In Fig. 5-28 is seen part of the visible absorption
spectrum of ICI. The electronic transition is from the ground state Cr+)

to the lowest triplet state ell}). As an example of the notation in the
c

figure, the numbers 19,0 marking the band head at 6016.402 A (16,621.23
em-I) indicate that P7CI is excited from Ir" (v = 0) to 3lI

i
(v = 19).

The unlabelled structure in the spectrum (which is not all noise) is due to
individual rotational transitions. In the experiment we will discuss, It the

j37CI 18,0 transition was preferentially excited with a tunable dye laser

t It has been possible to measure the absorption spectrum of 1', of several molecules by irra
diating a sample at high laser power and then measuring the absorbance of the sample at a
particular wavelength ~ 10- 8 s after irradiation. See, for example, D.V. Bent and F. Hayon,
J. Amer. Chon. Soc .• 97, 2599, 2606. 2612 (1975).

tt D.D.-S. Liu. S. Datta, and R.N. Zare, J. ArneI'. Chem. Soc., 97,2557 (1975).

Fig. 5-27. Fluorescence excitation spectrum (left) and absorption spectrum (right)
of 1,2-benzanthracene in ethanol. Fluorescence was monitored at ~ 24 kK. From
c.A. Parker, Nature, 182, 1002 (1958).
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Fig. 5-26. State diagram for I-ch oronap t a ene a .
Molecular Photochemistry, W.A. BenJamm, N.Y., 1967.
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Fi .5-25. (a) Absorption spectrum of l-chloronaphth~le~e in ethanol at 298 K.

(F
g

J F J Chern Soc 304 (1954).) (b) EmiSSIOn spectrum of I-chlorrom . erguson,. . ., . h I
onaphthalene at 77 K in the mixed solvent "EPA" (5: 5:2 ether: Isopentane: et ano

b I e) EPA is used for many low temperature studies because It forms a glass
y vo urn . ., (F N J T 0 Malec-

instead of a fractured crystalline solid which IS opaque. rom ., un,
ular Photochemistry, W.A. Benjamin, N.Y., 1967.)

(b)

(a)
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6003-312 6016·402 6039-142 ~2'741 6078·257 6092260'"
I--or----,I r----r---------- Problem

Rate Law

a. Emission of a photon.
b. Energy transfer to an acce t Aa *. . p or, ,to produce an excited state of the

ccep~or, A . ThIS IS called quenching by the acceptor
c. CollISIOnal deactivation to produce heat. .

These processes and the' . t I" h .Ir ra caws are sown 111 the table below:

Process Equation

The amount of energy carried by one mole of .
length is an einstein of energ Th photons of a particular wa vc-

. y. e quantum weld fo hI'
process IS defined as ~ r any p otoc lemlcal

<P = the number of molecules undergoing the process
the number of photons absorbed by the system

Let's conside~ the possibility of an electronically excited
extra energy III three ways: . molecule lasing its

absorption D + hv -> D*. . -d[D]/dt = fa(einsteins liter IS" I)
emISSIOn D* -> D + hv -d[D*l/dt = k

l
[0*1

quenching D* + A -> A* + D
deactivation D* D h -d[D*l/dt = k 2 [D*I[A]

. -> + eat -d[D*I/dt = k
3

[0*1

fa IS the rate of light absorpti ( - I I' .I' ht) U d . on -- rna es a D pl:r lIter per second absorbing
t~e r~te ~f ~r steady I1lu

f
minatian, the system will reach a steady state in which

ormatIOn 0 D* will equal the rate of disappearance of f)*.

(a) Write an expressi f hh' on or tenet rate of production of D* £1[0*]/ It d

~~~nt f~rei~~1 t~~~:ro/~~ th.e steady state. You will be able to ;olve thi~ ~qa~:I_
(b) Th a, ,0 e rate constants and the concentrations of A and f)*

e quantum yIeld for emiSSIOn from D* in rhe abscncc oj A is just .

<P 0 = k 1 [D*]/ fa

Using your expression for la from part (a) set [A] - 0' db'
sion for <P . . ' - an 0 lam an fxpres-
for emissio~ ~ittherAms of the vanous rate constants. (c) The quantum yield

present IS

<PA = k 1 [D*]/ fa

where [A] 0+ 0 in the expre' f f W' .and ,n , b d . SSIOn . or a' nte an expreSSIOn for II) I . (d) II)

'1'A can e etermmed expe t II W' '0<P /<P and d h' nmen a y. nte an expression for the ratio
o A re uce t IS to the form <P I <P = I K[] .

posite of several constants This is ~I A <: A, where K IS a eom
plot of <P / <P '11 b I' '. called the L,tern- Volmer expression. J\

o A WI e mear With a slope of K'f b' I I .
A st

't d'" lImo eeu ar quenehmg occurs
a e lagram lor benzoph . h ' ." . enone IS s own below. Essentially 100°/ f

emISSIOn IS from T und th d' . ", 0
D* of P bl 5 241 er e con Itlons of this problem. Call the r state

ro em - . (a) What are the values f k . d k I . I
5-24? (b) What is the value of lI> ? e 0 _ I dn '3 (efined It1 Problem
cher A h 'I f 0 () A Stern Volmer plot for some 11 uen-

, , as a s ope 0 5 x 102 M - 1 Wh . h '1. at IS t c value of k 2 '!

5-24.

5-25.

(5-66)

\

Cl *CI
\~==~=:
/ \

H H

{ 17, ° I

( 17, °)

hv

I IB, ° I

--------+> I Cl +

(IB,O)

L- +-_---J_---+--~-I "CI
( 19, °)

I

I

L- J- ~-- I '"cl

I

119,0)

Cl H
I*Cl + \~==~::::'.

/ \
H Cl

•

IS.

In eq. 5-66 *Cl denotes the Cl atom initially in ICI. Reaction 5-66 does
not occur without photoactivation and since 137 Cl is preferentially excited
by the laser, the product cis-dichloroethylene is enriched in 37CI. In one
reaction the dichloroethylene 37 C1j3 5 Cl ratio changed from its natural
value of 0.332 to a final value of 0.366. Such isotopic enrichment by laser
initiated photochemistry promises to produce lower cost isotopically en
riched compounds, as well as cheaper 235U for nuclear reactors. In the
latter case, preferential laser ionization of 235 U atoms, followed by removal

of the ions by an electric field, appears promising.
To close this section we mention the culturally interesting optical bright

eners, such as derivatives of bistriazyldiaminostilbenedisulphonic acid:

S03H H03S R

R

These compounds produce white fluorescence and are added to white
fabrics to give them a bright white appearance. Most new, men's T-shirts
glow in the dark under near uv irradiation because of these additives.
The whiteness of sllch fabrics has little to do with how clean the material

Fig. 5-28. Visible absorption spectrum of, ICI. From D.D.-S. Liu, S. Datta, and

R.N. Zare, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 97, 2557 (1975).

, '
(A = 6053 A, bandwidth = 3 A, power = 10mW), The excited molecule

then reacted as follows:



State diagram for benzophenone, (C6 H s )2 CO, at 77 K. Data from N.J. Turro,
Molecular Photochemistry, W.A. Benjamin, N.Y., 1967.
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Fig. 5-30. Vacuum uv spectrum of methane. From l.W. Raymonda and W.T.
Simpson, 1. Chern. Phys., 47, 430 (I 967).

. A n:olecular orbital scheme for Hz 0, showing all valence orbitals, is
given III Fig. 5-32. The first n --> a* transition is observed at about 60 kK
(170 nm, E ~ 1000). t Water, methanol, and other simple alcohols and
hydrocarbons are frequently used solvents for ultraviolet spectroscopy
because they do not absorb strongly at wavelengths above about 210 nm.

B. Double B~nds. The pi orbitals of hydrocarbons generally fall be
tween the energies of the a and a* orbitals, so n --> n* transitions will be
at lower energy than a --> a* t 't' . Th .tt. ransl IOns. e ground state confIguration
of ethylene (SectIOn 4-6-C) is ... (b lu)2 and the first excited configura-

IThe spectrum can be found in M B R b' H' IE" .
V I 1 A · " 0 In, zg ler xuted .states of Polyatomie Molecules
o. ., cademlC Press, N.Y., 1974. .

tIThe coordinate system used in this book for ethylene was given in Fig. 4-31. In most Iitcra
ture the co~rdInate system used IS one in which the x and z axes in Fig. 4-31 are interchangcd.
In such a coordInate system the lowest excited state of ethylene is B instead of B 0
departure from the established coordinate system was accidental an~" was not cha~~~ ~(:
avoid IntrodUCIng ~rrors Into the text. For references to the spectrum of ethylene, see G.
Herzberg, Electromc Spectra of Polyatomic Molecules, Van Nostrand Reinhold, N.Y., 1966.

I For a discussion see M.B. Robin, Higher Excited States of Polyatomic Molecules, Vol. I.,
Academic Press, N.Y. 1974.

5-7. Single Bonds, Double Bonds, and Lone Pairs

A. Saturated Compounds. Compounds possessing only single bonds,
with no mutiple bonds or lone pairs, exhibit a --> a* electronic transitions
at energies much higher than we can ordinarily observe. At such high
energies (> 50 kK) we encounter another class of transitions called Rydberg
transitions. Consider the qualitative mo scheme for methane in Fig. 5-29.
The energies of the a* orbitals are calculated to be very close to each other.
But at energies comparable to those of the a* orbitals are the higher-than
valence-shell atomic orbitals. Transitions to these energy levels, called
Rydberg transitions, are possible and make the assignment of the spectrum
of methane, Fig. 5-30, ambiguous. It is not known whether the spectrum
arises from a --> a* transitions, Rydberg transitions, or both. t One would
think that a calculation could answer this question for so simple a molecule
as CH 4 , but different kinds of calculations are, thus far, in disagreement.

In saturated compounds possessing lone pairs, the lone pair (nonbonding)
energy level generally falls between those of the sigma bonding and sigma
antibonding orbitals. The spectrum of CH 3 Cl (Fig. 5-31) exhibits a weak
transition near 58 kK (E < 1000) assigned as n(CI) --> a*, where the non
bonding electrons originate on the Cl atom. The next transition, with a
maximum near 64 kK, is assigned to the Rydberg transition, n(CI) -->

4s(CI).
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Fig. 5-33. Comparison of the pi energy levels of some simple alkenes showing that
the energy of the first n ---> n* transition decreases as the number of conjugated
bonds increase.

tion is ... (b lu)l (b 29 )l. This n -> n* electron promotion gives rise to 1 A 1 9

-> 3B3U and IA I9 -> IB3U transitions. The former is manifested by a series
of exceedingly weak vibronic transitions in the region 340-260 nm with
the 0-0 band estimated to come at less than 29 kK. The spin-allowed
transition gives rise to a strong band which rises to a maximum near 162
nm (68 kK). The 0-0 transition has been assigned in a region of very
weak absorption at 40 kK. The spin pairing energy for this B 3u state (dif
ference between singlet and triplet 0-0 energies) is therefore > I I kK.
Both the singlet and triplet excited states of ethylene feature a 90° rotation
about the C-C bond, resulting in D 2d geometry. Occupation of the n*
orbi tal lowers the C = C stretching freq uency from 1623 cm -- 1 in the ground
state to 850 cm - I in the 1 B 3u state.

Conjugation of double bonds increases the number of pi orbitals and
decreases the spacing between orbitals, lowering the energy of the first
absorption band. The pi energies of ethylene, butadiene, and hexatriene
are compared in Fig. 5-33 and the energy of the first spin-allowed transition
maximum is seen to decrease in a regular manner as the number of con
jugated double bonds increases. The plant pigment fJ-carotene, with eleven
conjugated double bonds, exhibits its lowest energy n -> n* transition near
460 nm (22 kK) with an enormous extinction coefficient of more than
105 M -I cm -I (Fig. 5-34).

55
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Fig. 5-32.

75

• ii (kK)

CI R d d from J W Raymonda,Fig 5-31. Vacuum uv spectrum of CH3 . epro uce . .
L.O. Edwards, and B.R. Russell, J. Arner. Chern. Soc., 96, 1708 (1974).
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3 A z and 1 A 1 --+ 1 A z absorptions with 0-0 bands at 25.2 and 28.2 kK.

respectively. Hence the approximate spin pairing energy of the A z excited

state is only 3 kK. Both the I A z and 3 Az states of formaldehyde deviate

from planarity by about 30°, with pyramidal Cs structures. The pyramidal

structure leads to a double minimum potential well and considerable
inversion doubling of the vibronic absorption bands (Section 3-6-F). On

the basis of Fig. 5-35 one would expect that the second lowest transition

would be n --+ n*. However, none of the transitions b, c, or d has been

identified in the spectrum of formaldehyde. The next observed transition,
at 57 kK, is assigned as the Rydberg transition, np --+ 0(3s). In fact, a

whole series of Rydberg transitions identified as IIp --+ 3s, 4s, 5s, .. , , 3p,

4p, 5p, ... ,3d, 4d, etc., has been identified for formaldehyde.

A weak (E ~ 20) absorption in the vicinity of 280 nm is common to

aliphatic ketones. This is the spin-allowed, orbitally-forbidden n --+ n*

transition. Table 5-7 shows that the position of the 11 --+ n* transition is

quite dependent on the immediate environment of the carbonyl group, The

11 --+ a* and n --+ n* transitions are at higher enerb'Y than we can ordinarily

observe. Not only does Amax vary with the structure of the carbonyl com-

Fig. 5-35. Approximate energy level diagram of formaldehyde using the calculated
energies of S, Aung, R.M. Pitzer, and S.1. Chan, J, Chem. Phys" 45, 3457 (1966).

. ' , ,\
380 460

A(nm)

,'

300
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40,000

f-

120,000

"E
80,000-

B d A . pproximate mo diagram for
C Lone Pairs and Double 011 s. n a ..

. t· h . F" 5-35 The lowest energy transitIOn, labelled
formaldehyde IS 5 own illig.. ..'

. * The designation n refers to a lone pair locahzed approXI-
a IS n --+ n . p ..' 1 A --+
~atel; in the 0(2px) orbitaL This electron promotIOn gives flse to 1

. f ld hyde see D,C. Maule and
t For a review of the electronic structure and spectra 01 orma e , .

A,D, Walsh, Chem. Rev" 75, 67 (1975),

Problems
To what excited states do the transitions 11 2 -> 2a [ and 1t2 ~ 2t 2 ofhCHld5-26, f II II wed (J -> (J* transitIOns s ou
(Fig, 5-29) give rise? How many u Y a 0

there be? . fi t' of acetylene?
5 27 What are the ground and first excited electromc con gura IOns ? Th I ~
- , d h figuratIOns give flse e owes

To what electronic transitions 0 t ese con , :h re ion
singlet-singlet transition of acetylene gives a~ a~s~~p~~n ;~:dsi:g~ete ex~ted
240-210 nm with the 0-0 transitIOn asslgne a" f

, b t 'th C symmetry. Draw a picture showmg the geometry 0
state IS en, WI 2h

this excited state. , CH _ CH) H with :1 = 2-10 (ex-
The s ectra of conjugated polyenes, H( - "' ,

5-28. I d' P _ 9) exhibit the following lowest energy spin-allowed absorptt0
4
n

c u mg n - l' _ 2 217 nm' n = 3, 268 nm; n = ,
maxima in hydrocarbon so vents. II - , '. _ 8 410 mll'

5 334nm'n-6 364nm'n=7,390 nm,n-, '
304 nm; n = , ,- , " . (' kK) vs n
n = 10 447 nm. Make a graph of the transitIOn energy m .'
S " F Sondheimer D.A. Ben-Efriam, and R, Wolovsky, J. Amer,

( 10urceS~' . '83 1675 (196'1)' G.F. Woods and L.H. Schwartzman, 1. Amer,
Clem, oc., , '
Chem, Soc., 71, 1396 (1949).

. From H,H. Jaffe and M, Orchin,
Fi . 5-34. Spectrum of all-trans-l3-carotene. . N Y 1962.
TI~eory and Applications of Ultraviolet Spectroscopy, John Wiley & Sons, . "
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• Data from H.H. Jaffe and M. Orchin, Theory and Applications of Ultraviolet Spectro.~copy. John Wiley & Sons, N.Y., 1962.
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Ig.5-36. Qualitative mo scheme for the chromo h '_"" .

the Interaction of the C=C dC-C')' pore C-C-C=Q ohtalncd hy
an - .. groups.

oXid~ in hexane solvent, for example, exhibits the n ---> TC * . .
maxImum at 327 nm (31 kK 98) P.J absorptIOn

• , E and the TC ---> TC *. 2
nm (44 kK, E = 12,600). z .3 maxImum at 30

H

I'
As an instructive example, let's see if we can't "understand" the spectrum

o mtromethane CH NO h' 'h " . '
, .3 Z' W Ie exhIbIts two maxima at 270 nl1l (37

'. I ..
C=C-C=O/ I ..

The qualitative mo scheme is obtained by allowing the appropriate orbitals
of the C = C and C = Q groups to interact, as shown in Fig. 5-36. The four
pi orbitals will be qualitatively similar to those of butadiene (HzC=CH
CH = CHz) and the only new feature of the mo scheme is the addition of
two oxygen lone pairs. We expect from Fig. 5-36 a low energy np ---> TC.3 *
transition and a higher energy TC z ---> TC.3 * transition. The spectrum of mesityl

pound, but also with the solvent. For example, Am" of the n ---> TC* transi
tion ofacetone is found at 264.5 nm in Hz 0, 270 nm in methanol, 272 nm
in ethanol, 277 nm in chloroform, and 279 nm in hexane. This variation
is explained in terms of stabilization of the lone pair in the ground state
by hydrogen bonding. The stronger the H - bond, the more stable is the
"n" orbital and the greater the energy needed to promote an electron to
the TC* orbital. Different kinds of electronic transitions are affected in
characteristic ways by variations in solvent and pressure. Solvent is a most

important variable in any kind of spectroscopy. To introduce some termi
nology, the shift of a band to higher energy is called a hypsochromic or
hlue shift. A shift to lower energy is a bathochromic or red shifi. An increase
in intensity is a hyperchromic effect, and a decrease is a hypochromic effect.

The extension of the ideas of the last few pages to more complex chro

mophores is not difficult if we are content with qualitative analysis of the
low energy region of the spectrum. (The term chromophore refers to a
molecule or part of a molecule principally responsible for a particular
absorption band. An auxochrome is a part of the molecule which does not
give rise to a spectrum of its own but which modifies the spectrum of the
chromophore). Suppose we make a carbonyl group part of a conjugated
pi system as follows:
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Molecular orbital scheme for the nitro group.

Problems

th~I'o~;:tmatic Compo~n,ds. Your intuition should tell you, by now, that
. energy transItions of a benzene ring ought to be of th *varIety Th h'hen --> npossibl' I e Ig symmetr~ ,of a benzene ring adds some complexity to the

e ow ener~y transItions. The mo scheme of benzene (Fi 4-54

I
tells us that the. hIghest occupied orbital is degenerate (e ) and sgo' I'S th)owest unoccup d b' I ( 19 ,. e. Ie .or Ita e2 J. The ground state of benzene is I A~nd the lowest excIted. configuration defines the six states in Fig. 5- ~~'
t mc\there are three smglet excited states, we expect three spin-aJlo~ed
ransl Ions to result from the lowest energy n -> n* eleetron promotion.

5-29. Show how a polarizatio t d ..
.of *nitromethane* might ;e su~eX :;; :st:I~:~:I~I~;t~l~:i~h~ft~:~s~t~~nn::l:a~

IT 3 or n+ -> IT3 • (See FIgs. 5-37 and 5-38.) 2
5-30. Propose a molecular orbital scheme for the i ..azomethane (tran~-CH N_N . p and nonbondmg orbItals of

(
29 kK) d : 3 - CH3 ) whIch exhIbIts a weak band at 347 nan an mtense band m the v' . mthis spectrum? acuum uv. How would you lI1terprct

5-31. To what t 'f. ransl IOns would the arrow labelled "d" I'n Fl'What th I g 5-35 give rise?IS e po arization of the spin-allowed transition? .

Fig. 5-38.
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Fig. 5-37. Pi and O(2p) nonbonding orbitals of a nitro group.
the xz plane.

We expect that the highest energy occupied orbitals will involve the four
pi electrons and two 0 (2p) lone pairs. (The two 0 (2s) lone pairs will be
mixed with the sigma orbitals.) The pi orbitals will be qualitatively similar
to the pi orbitals of the al1yl radical in Section 4-7 and are shown in Fig.
5-37. The two in-plane O(2p) orbitals combine to form symmetric (n+)
and antisymmet.ric (n _) nonbonding orbitals. The qualitative energy level
scheme ought to be as shown in Fig. 5-38, in which the symmetry labels
are appropriate to the local C2V symmetry of the nitro group. The place
ment of the n + and n_ orbitals with respect to n 2 is not at all certain. But
in view of the spectrum of nitromethane, we interpret the weak low energy
band as the spin-allowed, orbital1y-forbidden n_ --> n 3 * eAl --> I A 2

)
transition. The higher energy, intense band is probably the fully allowed
n

2
--> n

3
* eAl --> IA I ) transition.

••

kK, E ~ 20) and 210 nm (48 kK, E ~ 16,000). The two resonance structures
of a nitro group are as follows:
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Fig. 5-39. Partial state diagram of benzene.

The orbital selection rules tell us that only the 1 Au ----> 1 E 1u transition is

fully allowed:

Fig. 5:"40. Low resolution spectrum of benzene from K.S. Pitzer, Quantum Chemistry,
PrentIce-Hail, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1953.

pi orbitals. We further expect that the introduction of a nitrogen atom into
the benzene ring will remove the pi orbital degeneracy and lower the energies
of most o.f t?e orbitals (because of the greater nuclear charge of nitrogen).
All .~f thIS IS summarized in Fig. 5-42. After this discussion you might
anticIpate that the spectrum of pyridine is drastically different from that of
benzene. In fact, the two are remarkably similar (Fig. 5-43) in the low
energy region. We rationalize this by saying that the expected low intensity
n ----> n4 * transition of pyridine comes near or under the intense n ----> n *
absorption band. 3 4

can shift the second absorption maximum eB I u) into the accessible region
> 210 n~ and can also shift the benzenoid band to lower energy. Polynuclear
aroma~c com~?unds, with fused benzene rings, exhibit their lowest energy
n ----> n transItions at lower energy as the size of the pi system increases.

The. spectra of most aromatic compounds, especially in nonpolar solvents,
retam a characteristic wealth of vibronic structure, as in Fig. 5-41.

Now what happens if we introduce a lone pair, as in pyridine? We expect
that the lone pair orbital energy will be near that of the upper occupied

(5-69)

(5-68)

(5-67)

,

A 1g (a 1g ) (a zu B]u(a 19 ) =
. e I u

A low resolution spectrum of benzene is shown in Fig. 5-40. It seems
reasonable to assign the most intense absorption band near 180 nm to the
fully allowed 1 A 1 9 ----> 1 E I u transition. Without additional analysis, we can
say that the two less intense bands near 260 and 200 nm are probably the
two spin-allowed, orbitally-forbidden transitions 1 Au ----> 1 B 1u and
1 A 1 9 ----> 1 B Zu' A basis for distinguishing which band belongs to which
transition will be discussed in Section 5-8-B when we analyze the vibronic
structure of the 260 nm band. The lowest energy absorption near 340 nm,
with an E value of about 10- 3, must be a singlet-triplet transition. We will
analyze the 3 B 1 u assignment of this band in detail in Section 5-8-C when we

discuss the phosphorescence of benzene.
The 260 nm band of benzene is often called the benzenoid band. Lowering

the symmetry of the molecule with substituents does not perturb the pi
orbitals so much as to change the gross features of the n ----> n* absorption

spectrum. Bathochromic substituents, such as CN, CO zH, and NH z '
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Fig. 5-43. Comparison of the spectra of pyridine (in 95 ~>o ethanol, uppcr trace)
and benzene (in eyclohexane. lower trace). From RA. Friedel and M. Orchin.
Ultraviolet Spectra ol Aromatic Compounds, John Wiley & Sons, N. Y., 1951.
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Fig. 5-41. Spectrum of tetracene in benzene solution. From R.A. Friedel and M.
Orchin, Ultraviolet Spectra olAromatic Compounds, John Wiley & Sons, N.Y., 1951.
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5-8. Vibronic Analysis

Thus far we have stressed the use of energies and intensities or absorption
bands in the assignment of electronic spectra. In suitable cases, the analysis
of vibronic structure can be the most important (and most challenging)
aspect of the assignment of a spectrum. In this sect ion, we will develop more
fully the notation for vibronic transitions and perfonn sample analyscs
involving orbitally-allowed and orbitally-forbidden transitions. We will
also analyze the vibronic structure of the emission spectrum of benzenc.

A. p-Difluorobenzene. This molecule has 30 nondegcneratc modcs of
vibration listed in Table 5-8. Approximate drawings of the highest occupied
and lowest unoccupied pi orbitals are given in Fig. 5-44. The !JIg and h29

Fig. 5-42. Comparison of benzene and pyridine pi orbital energy regions of the
molecular orbital diagram. The pyridine n, and n (lone pair) orbitals are nearly

degenerate, with the order uncertain.

Fig. 5-44. Approximate drawings of the highest lilled and lowest unfilled pi orhitals
of p-difluorobenzene. Shown are the upper lobes of the C(2px) orbitals which lie
perpendicular to the plane of the molecule. Shaded and unshaded orbitals are of
opposite sign.

F
zL

F Y F

'\.\".'..,
.::,':0'.......

F
Problems

Based on the benzene pi orbitals (Fig. 4-55) draw an approximate picture of
eaeh of the six pi orbitals of pyridine and label the symmetry of each. Choose
the yz plane as the molecular plane. Of the two sets of degenerate pi bonding
orbitals of benzene, we expect that the ones involving more N (2p) character
in pyridine will be lower in energy. On this basis, order the six nondegenerate
pyridine pi orbitals by energy. What are the states involved in the lowest
energy singlet-singlet n ---+ n* transition? Is it an orbitally-allowed transItIOn?

5-32
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Fig. 5-45. Absorption spectrum of p-difluorobenzene.

orbitals are derived from the e lg orbitals of benzene, and the au and b3u

orbitals are derived from the eZu orbitals of benzene. The lowest energy
electron promotion is ... (bZg)Z (aJo --> •• , (bZg)1 (aJI, which defines
1 A

g
--> 3 B

zu
and 1 A

g
--> 1 B zu transitions. We will analyze the spin-allowed

transition whose spectrum appears in Fig. 5-45.
It was shown in eg. 5-36 (Section 5-4-0) that the 0-0 transition is fully

allowed. When this is the case, the "strongest band at lowest energy" is
usually assigned as the 0-0 absorption. This is indicated in Fig. 5-45. We
have intentionally used an ambiguous phrase ("strongest band at lowest
energy") because the procedure is not well defined and any assignment must
be regarded as tentative until the remainder of the spectrum can be assigned
in a consistent manner. Even then, there is no law that says that a completely
self-consistent assignment of the entire spectrum has any particular relation
to reality. Very few analyses of vibronic absorption spectra are truly de
finitive. In general, they only provide evidence to favor or disfavor certain

assignments, but not to prove them.
Which vibrations of p-difluorobenzene can serve as vibronic origins

(Section 5-4-0) for an A g --> B zu electronic transition? The possibilities are
tested in Table 5-9. We have not tried any vibrations of u symmetry in this
table because they will be forbidden by virtue of their u subscript. Transitions
forbidden by g-u symmetry are said to be parity forbidden. According to
Table 5-9, vibrations of symmetry ag, big, and b39 can serve as vibronic

Table 5-8. Vibrations of p-Difluorobenzene'

Number v(em--') Symmetry Number v (em -') Symmetry

1 3084 a. 16 943 au

2 1617 a. 17 406 au

3 1245 a. 18 3050 b, u

4 1142 a. 19 1511 h, u

5 858 a. 20 1212 b, u

6 451 a. 21 1012 h, u

7 800 hIg 22 737 b1 U

8 928 h2• 23 3080 b2u

9 692 bzg
24 1437 h2u

10 375 bzg
25 1285 b2u

11 3084 b" 26 1085 b2u

12 1617 b)g 27 350 b2u

13 1285 h" 28 833 b3u

14 635 h" 29 509 b) u

15 427 h)g 30 163 b3u

a Fronl J.H.S. Green, W. Kynaston, and M.H. Paisley. J. Chern. Soc., 473 (1963).
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814 814 814 1268

the excited electronic state. The symmetry of an overtone of a nondegenerate
vibration is just given by the symmetry of the mode itself if v' is odd and hy
the totally symmetric representation if v' is even. That is ,/I, (7ii) ~ h

j
q

and l/Jv- (76) ~ ago (See Section 3-6-E if you need to review this.) But the
transition moment integral tells us that any l/Jv of ag or big symmetry will
be allowed (Table 5-9); so all overtones of v

7
are allowed. We leave the

assignment of the Ai series of vibronic transitions in limbo for now.

The strongest unassigned band in the spectrum, B
1

, is found 1268 cm-l
from 0-0. This leads us to suspect that v

3
(a

9
, 1245 cm l ) or v

I3
(h

3q
,

1285 cm -I) might be involved and that the transition might be 36 or 13{).
Now an interesting feature of the spectrum appears. At intervals of about
814 cm- I to higher energy than B I , we discover a series of transitions
seemingly built upon B I . These are shown schematically in Fig. 5-46.
Such a series of equally spaced vibronic absorptions is called a vilmmic
progression. The vibration responsible for the first spacing (1268 cm - I)

is called the vibronic origin. The vibration responsible for all subsequent
spacings (814 cm -1) is the progression forming mode.

The observations of the last two paragraphs give us courage to make
some assignments. Since progression forming modes are almost always
totally symmetric, the 8I4 cm - I spacing will be assigned' to v5'. The Ai
progression is therefore assigned 56, 56, 56, ... and not 76, 76, 7,;, ...
This is also consistent with the expectation that the vibrational frequency
is lower in the excited state than in the ground state. The excited state
frequency (814 cm- I

) is lower than vs (858 cm- I ) but higher than v
7

(800
cm- I

). The B i progression must be of the form Xl 51 Xl 52 Xl 53 Xl
0' 0 0' 0 0' 0 0'-"

The notation means that the vibronic origin (v x , still unidentified) is excited
from v = a to v' = I in each case and that Vs adds in units of 814 cm J

to each transition. In 56 X 6, for example, Vx goes from v = 0 to v' = I,

and Vs goes from v = 0 to v' = 2. These two vibrational transitions, plus
the 1A g -> 1B2u electronic transition, are all stimulated simultaneously by
the same photon. We suggest that Vx is Vl3 and not v

3
since the excited state

Fig. 5-46. Schematic illustration of the vibrational progression B
j

of Fig. 5-45.

A

J1

h3u h2 •

h3 • B 2u h 1 u h2u a = h• jg

h 1u a. allowed, z polarized

b 3u ht 9

B 2u b 2u b 2u G. - G. allowed, y polarizedG. -

h 1 u h39
-- ------

h3u a. allowed, x polarized

h ,. B 2u b 3u h 2u a. - h, •
bIll h2q

-- ~ .._~

----~--._,_._- -- --

h 3u h3 •

h2q B 2u au h 2u a. - h2g

h 1u h, •

origins and p-difluorobenzene has 12 such normal modes. This does not
say that all of these vibrations will be active in the electronic spectrum. It
only makes them candidates for this role.

Looking at the spectrum in Fig. 5-45, the strongest band at higher energy
than 0-0, labelled AI' is found 814 cm- I from 0-0. Turning to Table 5-8,
we see that the ground state energies of Vs (ag , 858 cm- I ) and v7 (b u '
800cm - I) are reasonably close to this value. We therefore try the assignments
56 or 76 for this transition. The definition of these symbols was given in
Section 5-3-A. (We stress again that the vibronic assignments cannot be
unique. There is no law relating excited state vibrational frequencies to
ground state frequencies. We expect that excited state frequencies will
usually be in the vicinity of the ground state frequencies, but this is by no
means certain. For an actual comparison of the ground state and 1l -> n*
excited state vibrational frequencies of formaldehyde, see Problem 5-1.)
The next strongest absorption at higher energy, A 2 , is found 1628 cm- I

from 0-0. This is twice the energy separation of Al and 0-0, and should alert
you to the possibility that A 2 is an overtone of AI' In fact, at least four more

members of this series, all separated by about 814 cm - I, can be identified
in Fig. 5-45. The first four are labelled A I -A 4 . We still cannot tell if the vibra
tion involved is V s (ag) or v7 (big) because the overtones of each are allowed.

As an example, we work the cases 76 and 7'6. The notation 7~ means
that v7 is excited from v = a in the ground electronic state to v' = m in

--..---------~-----~----- --

Table 5-9. Testing the Allowedness of Possible Vibronic Origins for the A q --> B 2u

Transition



vibrational frequency (1268 cm- I ) is higher than V3 (1245 cm- I ) but lower

than Vl3 (1285 cm- I ). This assignment cannot be certain, however.

Vibronic transitions labelled C i in Fig, 5-45 form another progression

of the form Y6, 56 Y6, 56 Y6, 56 Y6, .. , The separation of CI and 0-0 is

402 cm- I and subsequent separations are 814 cm- I . For CI , 66 (a g ,

451 cm- I
) and 156 (b3g , 427 cm- I

) are excellent candidates.

Since v5 accounts for the strongest vibronic origin and is also the strongest

progression forming mode, we might expect that v5 will give rise to a relatively

strong hot band. Indeed, 858 cm - 1 to lower energy than 0-0 is a band labelled

H. This energy separation is the ground state energy of Vs and the hot band

is assigned 5? The notation means that Vs goes from v = I to v' = O.

The band is called a hot band because the population of v = 1 in the elec

tronic ground state will increase with temperature, and so will the intensity

of band H. This can be confirmed by heating or cooling the sample. The

appearance of 5? is simultaneously the most convincing evidence that 0-0

and 56 are correctly assigned.

We will not analyze the spectrum of p-difluorobenzene any further except

for one small point. Why are there so many bands very close to the 0-0

band when the lowest vibrational frequency of this molecule is 163 cm- 1

and the lowest energy allowed vibronic origin is about 427 cm-17 We

ofTer one example of an allowed combination band, 106 l5? , whose energy

will be near that of the 0-0 band, The symmetry of the combined vibrational

wave function is bzg(v\o) x b3g (v I5 ) = bIg, so the vibronic transition is

allowed. The energy will be the 0-0 energy plus VI 0' minus v15' VIS is 427 cm - I

and vlO ' will be somewhere near 375 cm -1, the value of v10' The energy of

the combination band will therefore be approximately Eo-o + 375 - 427

= £0_0 - 52 cm -1. Thus, a band about 52 cm -1 to the right of 0-0 in

Fig. 5-45 could be readily explained.

To summarize this section, the assignments of the major vibronic transi

tions are listed in Table 5-10. These vibrational assignments by no means

prove that the electronic transition is A g --+ B2U , but they are consistent with

the electronic transition. In principal, one should try to fit the vibronic

absorption spectrum to different possible electronic transition assignments

and see if any other electronic assignments are acceptable.

B. The 260 nm Absorption Band o.lBenzene. In Section 5-7-0 we decided,

on the basis of band intensities, that the 260 nm band of benzene (Fig. 5-40)

is either 1 A Ig --+ 1 B 2u or I A Ig --+ I B lu' We will analyze part of the medium

resolution spectrum in Fig. 5-47 to see if the vibronic structure lends support

to either possible electronic assignment.

!he orbital se,lection rules (eqs. 5-68 and 5-69, Section 5-7- D) tell us tha t

neIther electronIC transition is orbitally allowed, but that vibrations of b

or C zg symmetry may serve as vibronic origins for the 1 A --+ J B tra s't' 29

V'b ' 1 9 1u n I lon,
I rations of symmetry b 0 '. ..

I I . . Ig r c29 may serve as vlbronlc ongll1s for the

A Ig --+ ~2U tr,anSltion. The thirty normal mode~; of benzene include many

degeneracies (1 able 5-11). The vibrations of benzene include some of e

a.nd b29 symmetry, but none of bIg symmetry. It will therefore not be po~~
SIble to confirm the I A I B '

. . '. I 9 --+ 2u assIgnment by the presence of a b

vlbronIC ongll1. We could confirm a I A --+ 111 a' t b ' I 9

. I 9 1 u sSlgnmcn y notll1g

the presence of a b29 :Ibronic origin. The absence of a b
29

vibronic origin

would not confirm eIther electronic assignment, but would lend weak

Support to the 1 B2u
transition.

T~ analyze the spectrum of benzene, let's first think back a moment to

SectIOn 5-8~A. How might we have attacked the spectrum of p-difluoro-

benzene? Smce the 0-0 transition was orbl'tally allowed 'I '
" - , we assignee 1t to

the strongest band at lowest energy." Next, we could have seen which

Table 5-11. Vibrational Frequencies of Benzene"

Number v(em'l) Symmetry Number v(em-') Symmetry
Gas Liquid Gas Liquid

I (3073) (3062) Q , 9 I I 674 675 (J 2 lJ

2 995 (993) at q 12 (3057) (3048) h, "
3 (1350) 1346 13a 29 (1010) 1010 hI Ii

4 (990) (991 ) b, • 14 ( 1309) 1309 h
Z'1

5 (707) (707) b, • 15 (1146) 1146 h
6 (846) 850

z"

e I 9 16 30n 3036 e
7 (3056) (3048) 1 "

ez• 17 1482 1479 e
8 (1590) 1586

I"
eZg 18 1037 1035 e

9 (1178) lin
I"

eZq 19 967 969 e
10 608 (606)

2"

e2 • 20 399 404 e2"

• Values in parentheses are calculated f). f .

Phy.~., 48, 4632 (1968). . ala rom E.R. Bernstem, S.D. Colson, D.S. Tinti. and (I.W. Robinson, .J. ("J("!II,
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AssignmentBandAssignment
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5' B, 13 '0 (', 6A or 15A0
52 B 2 5' 13'0 C 2 5,\ (6,\ or I5f, )o 0
53 B3 52 13'0 C 5~ (6(, or I5!,)o -0 3

54 B4 53 13'0 C4 56 (6!, or 15!, )o 0
50

1

Assignment of the Vibronic Transitions of p-Difluorobenzene, Fig. 5-45

Assignment Band

H

Band

Table 5-10.

Symmetry and spectroscopy386
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Schematic illustration of the transitions labelled A 1 and H in Fig, 5-47,

Problems

~e~~~~ ~:~:O~iCs~~~~~r~~aof p-difluorohenzene (Fig 5-45), the totally sym-

metric modes ~bserYed as ystrong YlbronIC ongin, Why arc no totally sym

5-47)? . IbronlC ongms m the spectrum of benzene (Fig,

Fig. 5-48.

(v 10 ' + v10 ) - v10 = 1128 - 608 = 520cm-1 = '
via (5-71)

The spectral origin (the 'f f h
POSI IOn 0 t e 0-0 band) must lie at 38.091 ern -, I :

(Eo_a + vlO ') - v10 ' = 38,611 - 520 = 38,091 cm- J = E
0 0 _0 (5-72)

t
,The rdemaining gross features of the spectrum involve a totally symme-

nc mo e of energy 920 -I dd' .
, " em a 109 on III multiples to the v 'b ' .

onglO to glv th 'b . Ja VI rome
e e VI rOlllC progression A,. This totally "

most reasonably cones onds t, I symmetrIC mode

em -1 Th . P 0 1 2 whose ground state frequency is 995

. e vanous members of the progression 2m 10J h' ,.' ,
pattern similar to h t . h a a dve an lI1tenslty

f th F w a mIg t be expected from the variation in magnitude

:ole:ule ~an;~-Con.don factor associated with a symmetrically enlarged

b dille eXCIted state. No vlbromc transition associated with either

;9
b
mo

e (v 4 or vs) c?~ld be found. Similarly, in the fluorescence spectrum

o enzene, no tranSItions to v
4

or v could be found Th' ' , ,
dence d t· 5 ' IS negative eVI-

oes no prove either electronic assignment but it lend' . k
to the JB . ,swea support

. 2" aSSignment. That is the extent of the power of a typical ·b. ' ,
analySIS. VI ! OlllC

5-33,

TM,

~-o
! H,,
,,
,
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~__~_~-L-_,__~,_ l-,_,_~,_I...1':..""',.......:"':::...
240 250 260

A(nm)

Fig. 5-47. The 260 nm absorption band of benzene from j,R Callomon,

Dunn, and I.M, Mills, Phil. Trans, Roy. Soc. (London), 259A, 499 (1966),

(Eo_a + vx ') - (Eo_a - vx ) = 38,611 - 37,483 = 1128 cm- I = vx' + Vx

(5-70)

vibrations are the strongest in the hot band region of the spectrum. This

is not difficult because the energy spacings of hot bands from the 0-0 band

correspond to ground state vibrational frequencies, which are known.

Having done this, we could search the spectrum at higher energy for vi

bronic origins which correspond to the active hot band vibrations. For

example, in the spectrum of p-difluorobenzene, we find that v5 gives rise

to a strong hot band and is also the strongest vibronic origin.

The analysis of the benzene spectrum in Fig. 5-47 is similar, except that

the 0-0 band will be weak or absent since it is orbitally-forbidden, Further,

no totally symmetric modes may serve as vibronic origins. The "strongest

band at lowest energy" will therefore correspond to an allowed vibronic

origin. Our analysis of the 260 nm band relies on the fact that the small

peak at 37,483 em -I (labelled H in Fig. 5-47) has a large temperature

dependence and is certainly a hot band. It corresponds to a transition

involving the vibration Vx which is unknown at this time. The band labelled

A I ' at 38,611 em -1, is assumed to represent a vibronic origin involving vx'

In other words, we are calling band H, X~ , and band Al , Xb. As shown

in Fig. 5-48, the energy of Xb is Eo_a + vx'. The energy of X~ is Eo-a - vx '

Therefore,

388

Assuming that vx ' is probably close to vx ' inspection of the b29 and e29

vibrations of benzene (Table 5-11) indicates that via is the most likely

candidate. Under this assumption, via' has the energy
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are 30,875.8 and ~30425cm·1 Th h, . e mo sc erne for p . .
problem is not well established F I' . yrazme given in this

. . or an a ternatlve sch P'
R. Glelter, and P. Hofmann Ch C erne. see . Bischof,
. ' em. ommull 767 (1974) dcited therein.) ., an references

C. The Phosphorescence of Benzene. Very few other J'f 'In 'b .
anal . . . ' ,y, VI ronlc

yses are as satIsfyIng In their clarity and d .n'

presented now. In Fig. 5-49 is shown . eCL>lven~ss as the ~ne to be
sion spectrum of b d . a portIon of the hIgh resolutIon emis-

enzene oped Into a crystal of CD' I I dTh .. . . . -6 6 <Ill( coo e to 4 K.
e emIssIon hfetIme IS 8.7 s, indicating that th .. .

cence. The 0-0 band 't h' I . e emIssIon IS phosphores-
, a 19 lest energy III the .' .

near 337 nm (29 658 2 -I) Th' . elnJSSlon spectrum, cotTIes
0-0 ba d f' I' '. cm . IS IS very nearly the same position as the

n a SIng et-tnplet absorpti (F' 5 40)' .
accounts for the b' o~ .' Ig. - , so the same tnplet state
as one ex a sorptIOn and ellllSSlOn spectra. This is very reasonable
state. pects that phosphorescence will originate from the lowest triplet

When analyzing the spectrum f· I .
into account the Sl't 0 a crysta Ime sample, one must take

e symmetry whIch I th '
of a molecule in the crystal Th IS e symmetry of the environment

. e crysta structure of benzene (and presutTI-

IL --~H---- hi u

Il + .~+t---- Q 9

71:
6
* ~--- bu

71:
5
* ~---Qu

71: * b4 3u

v· cm- 1 Symmetry v· cm- 1, ,

I 3054 b29 13 919

2 1578 bu 14 703

3 1230 b2U 15 3066

4 1015 b2U 16 1418

5 596 h2u 17 1346

6 ? b2u 18 1063
•

7 363 h39 19 3041

8 757 h39 20 1524

9 3066 h39 21 1118

10 1484 b39 22 641?

1I 1135 b3U 23 804

12 1021 b,u 24 416
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H

••

y
:::-:N:-:""'................. H

•pyrazlne

H
71:

3
- -H--- h19

71: 2 ----t+-- h29

71: 1 H b3u

(a) Draw pictures of the Il+ and Il. lone pair orbitals. (b) Write the ground
state term of pyrazine. (c) Assuming the mo scheme is qualitatively correct
with respect to the relative spacings between orbitals, write the first two
excited state configurations and the terms which arise from them. (d) Evaluate
the symmetries of the transition moment integrals for the 0-0 bands of the
two lowest energy spin-allowed transitions. Is either orbitally-allowed? For
each of these transitions, what are the symmetries of the vibrations which
can serve as vibronic origins? (e) In the spectrum of pyrazine on the next
page, these two 0-0 bands are labelled A and B. Assign A and B to the proper
electronic transitions. (f) The fundamental frequencies for pyrazine in its
ground electronic state are listed below:

Symmetry

Qg

Qg

Qg

Qg

ag

Qu

Qu

b l9

b I u

b l u

b, u

hi U

The bands labelled XI , X
2

, X 3 ' and X 4 in the spectrum form a progression
associated with the 0-0 transition A. Label these four transitions i'::, i'::p',
etc. Your assignment should be reasonable in light of your answer to part (d).
(g) Do the same for the Y and Z progressions associated with B. Suggest an
assignment for the band at 30,242 cm -I. (References for this problem are
K.K. Innes, J.P. Byrne, and I.G. Ross, J. Mol. Spec., 22, 125 (1967); W.R.
Moomaw and J.F. Skinner, J. Chern. Ed., 48, 304 (1971). The spectrum has
not been calibrated, so the absolute accuracy of the band positions is not as
high as stated. However, the differences in energy between'bands should be
accurate. The positions listed for the 0-0 bands in the first reference above

390

5-34. Part of the mo scheme of pyrazine is shown below.
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Vibronic Origins

GIg, Gzg • ely, e Zg

b19 , e2~

bIg, e Zg

Triplet State

Table 5-12. Allowed Vibronic Origins for the Possible Triplet-->Singlel Transitions

of Benzene Using the Selection Rules for D"h Symmetry

by the less stringent Ci selection rules. If this is the case, we can make a

table of the D 6h benzene vibrations expected to serve as vibronic origins

for each of the possible triplet --> singlet transitions. From the transition

moment integrals, eqs. 5-67-5-69, we construct Table 5-12.

We will analyze a portion of the spectrum shown in Fig. 5-49. The beauty

of an emission spectrum is that the vibrational energies should correspond

to ground state (known) energies. The ground state vibrational frequencies

of benzene were given in Table 5-11. Now the Jirst peak to lower energy

than 0-0 is a doublet at 606.3 and 609.4 cm -I. Surveying Table 5-11, we

see that 10'10 (e 29 ) has an energy of 606 em-I. The splitting in the emission

spectrum is a weak perturbation due to the C i
site symmetry. The degener

ate e
2y vibrations of the D 6h molecule are no longer degenerate in C

i
sym

metry. You can see, however, that the splitting due to the crystalline

environment (3 em -1) is only a small fraction of the energy of the vibra

tions. The next band at 704.9 em -I roust be the nondegenerate 10'5 (h
l9

)

with a ground state energy of 707 em -1. Three bands near X18 cm-1 do

not correspond to any ground state fundamental frequency. But the first

overtone of 10'10 (2 x 404 = 808 em -1) provides a good fit. The symmetry

ofvzo
z

is the symmetric product of ell' x e lu
= elY + ([19 (Appendix B).

The e19 component is further split in Ci symml~try; so v
zo

z yields thrcc

vibronic transitions in the emission spectrum. Tn a similar manner, the

remaining bands of Fig. 5-49 are assigned as indicated on the tigure. Only

combinations of g symmetry were selected for this assignment since we

expect the g-u selection rule to be rigorously obeyed in the crystalline

environment. The notation for these emission bands is of the form X?

since 1o'
x goes from the zero vibrational level of tlte electronic excited state

to an excited vibrational level of the electronic ground state.

A perusal of the assignments in Fig. 5-49 indicates that the c
2

!! and h
Z

!!

vibrations serve as the strongest vibronic origins. Looking at Table 5-12,

we have ~ rather strong case for assigning the phosphorescen t transit ion

3 B1u
--> I Al g. The remainder of the spectrum in Fig. 5-49, as well as thc

spectrum of I, 3,5-C6 H3 0 3 (Fig. 5-50, Problem 5.35), is fully consistent

with the portion we have analyzed and you will rarely see a more con

clusive vibronic analysis.
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Fig. 5-49. High resolution emiSSIOn spectrum o. 6 d 6
t

the natural abundance of

4 K B nds labelled "a" are asslgne 0 I

and cooled to . add f ill E R Bernstein S. D. Co son,

l3C12C H present in sample. Repro uce ro .. 1968)

D.S. Ti~ti, 6and G.W. Robinson, J. Chem. Phys., 48, 4632 ( .

o . ch that the environment of each benzene molecule

ably of C
6

6) IS su h' that the benzene electronic and

I C metry T IS means

~:rs::i~~a~~:ate~ ~~~not ri~orously be classified according to any~~~
. . All of the g representatiOns of D 6h transfo

metry except IOverslOn. . All

. t d all of the u representatIons transform as au ..

a
g

10 C
i sy~me r

y
,. an d' C. Since all of the possible triplet excited

degeneracy 10 D 6h IS removed Ihn ,. d state has g symmetry, all of the

h symmetry an t e groun .

~:~:~:t -:vs~n~let transiti~ns are orbital.ly-all~wedin htheoc~y~tal~neenvlron-

, 't' moderate mtenslty for t e - an. .

ment and we may expec .~ . d and if all vibratIOns

B t if all of the transitions are orbitally-allowe '. 1 . f

u ve as vibronic origins, what good IS an ana YSlS 0

of g symmetry ~;~ss:ystal? The answer is that placing the highly sym

the spectrum 0 .' cr stalline environment of lower symmetry
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Fig. 5-50. 1,3,5-C
6

H
3

D
3

emission spectrum for Problem 5-35. Reproduced from
E.R. Bernstein, S.D. Colson, D.S. Tinti, and G.W. Robinson, J. Chern. Phys., 48,

4632 (1968).
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(a) What is the symmetry and spin multiplicity or the ground state? (b) What
terms are generated by the lowest excited configuration? (c) Write the three
possible transitions which would lead to phosphorescence from the lowest
excited configuration. (d) By evaluating the symmetries of the transition
moment integrals, determine the modes which may serve as vibronic origins
for each of the three electronic transitions. (e) Th,~ phosphorescence spectrum
of 1,3,5-C6 H 3 D 3 doped into a crystal ofC6 D 6 (rp = 8.7 s, 4 K) is shown in
Fig. 5-50. Suggest an assignment for the transitions whose energies are given.
Label each one X;;" X;;' Y:, etc. (f) From which electronic state is the phos·
phorescence originating?

5-9. Transition Metal Complexes

A. Energy Levels and States. In Section 4.8 we introduced a molecular
orbital scheme for a sigma bonded octahedral M L 6 transition metal com
plex. The essential features of the mo scheme are reproduced in Fig. 5-51.
The sigma bonding orbitals are formally filled by electrons donated hy the
six ligands. The metal d electrons will occupy the non bonding t29 orbitals
and, if necessary, the eg anti bonding orbitals which are also predominantly
of metal d character. Transitions of the type t29 ---> eg will generally be of
lowest energy and are called d-d transitions. Transitions from tilled sigma

orbitals (or filled ligand pi orbitals, if there are any) to the metal d orbitals

might occur at higher energy and are called ligand-to-metal (L ---> M)

charge transfer transitions. It is also possible to have M ---> L charge transfer,
such as eg -+ (ligand n*) with suitable ligands. d-d transitions often fall in
the visible region of the spectrum and account for the characteristic colors
of transition metal complexes. In this section we treat some of the most

H
1.3,5-C6H3 D3

D
H

Vibrational Frequencies of 1,3,5-C6 H 3 D 3 (D 3h Symmetry)"

Number v(cm- I ) Symmetry Number v(cm- I ) Symmetry

Gas Liquid Gas Liquid

1 (3074) (3062)
, I 1 3063 3553 e'a l

2 (2294) 2282
, 12 2282 2274 e'a l

3 (1004) 1003
, 13 1580 1575 e'a l

4 (956) 955
, 14 1414 1412 e'a l

5 (1321 ) 1322
, 15 1101 1101 e'a z

6 (1253) (1252)
,

16 833 833 e'a z
594 594

,
7 (912) (911 ) a' 17 e

z
8 917 918 " 18 (924) (926) e"az
9 697 697 " 19 (107) 711 e"az

10 531 533 " 20 (370) 375 e"az

aValucs in parentheses are calculated. Data from E.R. Bernstein, S.D. Colson, D.S. Tinti, and G.W. Robinson, 1. Chem.

Phys., 48, 4632 (1968).

The electron configuration of this molecule is (a,"Y (e")4 (e")O (az")o. In
working this problem, you may wish to refer to the benzene emission spec
trum analysis o( Section 5-8-C and note the correlation of the irreducible

representations of D 3h with those of D6h given below:

Problems

5-35. The vibrational frequencies of I ,3,5-C 6 H 3 D 3 are listed below.
1,3,5-C6 H 3 0 3
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Fig. 5-51. Important features of the rna scheme for an octahedral M L" transitIOn

metal complex. Only sigma bonding is considered. L1 0 ' the crystal field splitting

energy. is the energy gap between the metal tlg and 1'g orbitals.
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0
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exceptIons to these rules) 1 . , , . . ,USUd , ( Jerc arc
" f 0 Il1credses by about 50" "

first row to the second ro ft" '. ," on gOtng from the

2'i ~ is b . d . w 0 IdnSl(lon metals. A further increase of about

. "" ' 0 serve on gOll1g from the second t tl' I' ,
the values of IJ for Co(NH ) ,+ R 0 1C t llrd row. hlf example,

~4 I ()..1 6' , h( NH d(.o t and Ir(NH ) .1 t. '2 l

.J . ,and 41.0 k:<. respectiv I 1'1'.' .), ' 3 (, dre L. .),

" e y. lIS tncrease of J 'I" t I' I
exclusive low . . f" '0 ,ccoun s or t le almost

Sptn con Igura tlons 0 bserved I' '. :I' .
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says, tor example, that th' "I ' f.. ,<if d e s(,ttell1ent

for M(H 0) ,t C vauc 0 IJ o IS greater for IH(NH )3 t tll'ln

'" 2 lJ' ,regardless of the nature of M 1'1'. , .1 ." .'

fIeld strength" f I ' ,1 . . ltS order of tncreastng
· 0 tganus IS called the spectroehemi" I " ',.
for Some representative Ii I'. I Cd senes. The order

gan( s IS s lOwn below.

r < Hr' < S2 < NCS- <

H 2 0 < SCN- < CIl) CN <

~ < N0 2 - < J:)

--4- --t--o -t--
d 3

-t-- ---
-+- -f-- -T-

,10 < P

high spin configuration
J o > P

low spin configuration

-H- -t-- -T--

£II

I For more detailed treatment of transition metal spectra, the interested reader is referred to

B. N. Figgis, Introduction /0 Ligand Fields, John Wiley & Sons, N.Y., 1966 for a readable

discussion. Another detailed but less readable text is c.J. Ballhausen, Ligand Field Theory,

McGraw-Hili, N. Y., 1962.

Thc spins are parallel according to Hund's rule. The position of a fourth d

elcctron is not unique. If the energy difference between the t29
and e

9

orbitals is large, the fourth electron is paired with one of the t29 electrons

to give a low spin configuration. This costs energy, however, as two electrons

in the same orbital repel each other more than electrons in different orbitals.

For tirst row transition metal ions, this spin pairing energy, P, is in the

approximate range 12 -25 kK (140-300 kJ mole - 1). If P is greater than

J 0' the electron will occupy the e
9

orbital to give a high spin configuration.

basic aspects of d-d spectra. For the most part, we treat only first row

transi tion metal complexes for which spin-orbit coupling is relatively small.

The consequences of spin-orbit coupling are very significant for heavier

metals, but this subject is beyond the scope of the present text. t

The t29 and e
9

orbitals are composed principally of the metal (dw d y,"

dxy ) and (d z' , d X'-y') orbitals, respectively. Complexes containing 1-3 d

electrons have the configurations drawn below:
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Let's see what this means for the term 3 F. The character of the F state

(L = 3) under the operation C3 (a = 2n/3), for example, is

In a similar way, we can find all of the characters of Table 5-15. tt Table 5-15

tells us that the F state will split into the states A 2 + T 1 + T 2 as an
octahedral ligand field is applied to the free d 2 ion.

This order is not without exceptions, especially for metals in unusual
oxidation states. Table 5-14 gives some data to illustrate the spectrochemical

series and provides representative values of ,1 o'

To interpret the electronic spectra of transition metal complexes, we
need to know how the energies of the various states which arise from the
dn configurations vary with the crystal field splitting, ,1 o' We will not
attempt any quantitative treatment of this subject, but the qualitative
treatment of the d 2 configuration provides some insight into transition
metal energy level diagrams. We consider two extreme cases. Suppose
first that ,10 = O. That is, the transition metal ion feels no influence of its
ligands and is effectively free in the gas phase. All five d orbitals are degen
erate and the states of the system will be given by the states of a free atom
with the d 2 configuration: 3F, 3p, IG, ID, and IS (Table 4-4, Section

4-2-C). What happens to each energy level as do increases from zero?
What we want to know is how each state of the spherical ion splits as the
symmetry is lowered from Kh to 0h' It is not necessary to use the full sym
metries of Kh and 0h' but just the rotational symmetries of K and 0. To
find x(a), the character of the state whose orbital angular momentum is
L under the rotation operation Co, we use the following formula: r

41.0
41.4

3C (= C 2) 8C 6('
2 4 3 '2

Values of .1 0 (kK) for Some Co" + Rh' + 'tnd Ir" + Co I a, , , mp exes

Species .1 0 (M=Co) .1
0

(M=Rh) .1
0

(M=Ir)

MCl
6
3-

20.3 25.0
M (dtp)3 14.2 22.0 26.6
M (H2 0)' + 18.2 27.0
M (NH3 P+ 22.9 34.1
M (en)33 + 23.2 34.6
M (CN)6 3 - 33.5 45.5

Table 5-14.

Table 5-15. Symmetry Species of Atomic States in Octahedral Symmetry

o E 6C
4

'dtp ~ (CH,CH 0) PS -: en ~ H NCH CH NH D t f JEll h . .
and Reactiviiy , H~rp:r a~d Row, N.Y., 19/2.· 2 2· a a rom.. u cey. lnoTX(J!1/(" Chemistry.- PrinClj)les of ,)"'mcfIlTc

_' We can ~egin to construct a correlation diagram, somewhat analogous to
Fig. 4-17, III which one extreme is the free ion with zero ligand field and
the other extreme is .th~ d 2 ion in a strong octahedral ligand field (Fig. 5-52).
~n the stron~ field ~Imlt are the configurations (t2 q)2, (tzg) 1(ey)1, and (Cy)2,
III order of IllCreaslllg energy. You should be able to determine the st~tes
which arise from each of these configurations by application of the rules of
Section 5-3-D, The results are given in Table 5-16, We summarize this
information for the d2 configuration at the right of Fig. 5-52. It is found,
for example, that the (t29)2 configuration gives rise to 1 A I E IT

d [g' y' . 2 y'an 3 T1 g states. .

Now all that remains in the correlation diagram is to connect the proper
states on the left with those on the right. In doing this we must conserve

the symmet.ry. and multiplicity of each state. That is, a 3 T[ y state in the
weak field hmlt must be connected to a 3 T

1y
state in the strong field limit.

Further, states of the same symmetry may not cross. To use these rules in
practice, we start with the lowest state at the left and connect it to the lowest
state of the san,~ symmetry and multiplicity at the right. Proceeding ill this

(5-74)

(5-73)
sin(L + 1/2)a

sin (a/2)

C = sin (7/2) (2n/3) = si? (7nj3) = s~n (n/3) = I
X( 3) sin (2n/3) (1/2) sm (nj3) sm (n/3)

lEquation 5-73 is partially derived in F.A. Cotton, Chemical Applications o(Group Theory, John
Wiley & Sons, N.Y., 1971. A very readable discussion of other methods of generating Fig.
5-52 is given in this reference.

tt For a = 0, eq. 5-73 is indeterminate. But L' Hopital's rule (Problem 3-22) gives:

lim x(a) = (L + 1/2)cos(L +_1/2)a = 2L + I
a->O (1/2) cos(aI2)

S (L = 0)

P (L = I)

D (L = 2)

F (L = 3)

G (L = 4)

H(L = 5)

I (L = 6)

I 1

3 1

5 -I

7 -1

9 I

I I I

13 - I

I

-1

1

-1

1

-1

1

I

o
-I

1

o
-I

I

1

-I

1

-I

1

-I

1

T,
- E + 7'2

A 2 + 1', + 1'2

A, + E + 1', + l',

E + 2T, + T
2

- A, + A 2 + E + 1', + ., 7~
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Fig. 5-53. Calculated energies of the various states of a d 2 transition metal species
as a function of ..1 0 ' From F.A. Cotton and G. Wilkinson, Advanced Inorganic
Chemistry, John Wiley & Sons, N.Y., 1972.
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Fig. 5-52. Correlation diagram for a d2 ion in an octahedral ligand field.

manner up the left side of the correlation diagram we can connect each
state in the weak field limit with a unique state in the strong field limit.

The qualitative correlation diagram, Fig. 5-52, gives us some information
about how the order of the states of the d2 complex will vary with Ll ().
As in the correlation diagram for diatomic molecules, Fig. 4-17, the con
nections between the two extreme cases need not be linear, so Fig. 5-52
is strictly schematic. It does tell us, for example, that at large values of Ll()
we expect the order of the triplet states to be 3 T I 9 < 3 T29 < 3 T I 9 <
.IA 2g . But at small values of Ll o the order will be 3T\g < 3Tzg < 3A zg <
3 T I g' This qualitative diagram should be compared to the calculated
variation in energy levels given in Fig. 5-53.

Problems

5-36. Using Table 5-16, determine the symmetry and spin multiplicity of the ground
state ofthe folloWlllg octahedral complexes: Fe(CN)" 3 - (low spin), Cr(CO)"
(low Splll), Cr(H 2 0)6' t (high spin).

5-37. Why does thiocyanate appear twice in the spectrochemical series? Draw a
pIcture of the metal-thiocyanate linkage for each entry, based on nearby
lIgands III the spectrochemical series.

5-38. Draw a correlation diagram similar to Fig. 5-52 for a telrahedral d 2 complex.
Remember that the order of metal orbitals is e < 1

2
in a tetrahedral

envIronment.

5-39. Draw a correlation diagram similar to Fig. 5-52 for an octahedral d' complex,
gIven the order of atomIc states: 4F < 4p < 2(; < 2H < 2p < 2D < 2D
What is the ground state term for all values of t1 ? .

o .
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absorption band in Fig. 5-54. A very low energy Z B ---+ zE' t. ..
• '. Z 9 9 ransl tton
ts expect:d tn the tnfr~red region of the spectrum as a result of this distortion.

The d con~guratton (tzg)2 (eg)O yields a 3 T
I

9 ground state. Table 5-16
te~ls us that htgher energy configurations of the (j2 ion give three more
tnplet states (3 T 3T d 3A) h' h .

19' Zg' an Zg to w tc spm··al1owed dod transitions
may occur. This is shown in the state dia[ .-am, Fig. 5-56 (a), and in the
c~lculated energy level diagram, Fig. 5-53 (sometimes cal1ed an Orgel

~tagram). Based on Fig. 5-53 we would expect three low energy d-d transi
tions for a d

Z
species, and these are observed for V (H 0) 3 + at the followin

• Z 6 genergtes:

Fig. 5-55. Distortion. of a d l octahedral complex by compression of bonds on the
z aXIs and the resultmg energy level diagram and expected transitions.

3T ---+3A
Ig Zg

~y ~tting these observed energies to the spacings between the triplet states
m Ftg. 5-53, one can determine the value of Ll o for this particular complex.

The d I 0 - Z - d 8 C I h Id' .- omp exes s ou gtve nse to the same groups of
states as the d

Z
complexes, but in the reverse order. This is illustrated in

H.L.

3020
ii (kK)

10

1.0,..-----------..,

t
\II 0.5
Cl'o-

t The Jahn-Teller theorem states that distortion will occur to lower the energy of the molecule,
but it does not say how much or what type of distortion will occur. In some cases the distortion
may be so small that we cannot detect it.

B. d-d Spectra. We will now examine some energy level diagrams and
spectra for a few different d electron configurations. The simplest is the d I

configuration, of which Ti (Hz 0)6 3 + is an example. The visible spectrum

of this violet species (Fig. 5-54) shows an absorption band with a maximum
near 20 kK and an extinction coefficient which suggests that it is spin
allowed but orbitally-forbidden. This is readily interpreted as a z TZg
[(tz g)1 (eg)O] ---+ z Eg [(t Zg)O (eg)1] transition. At this point we should note

that d10 -" configurations give rise to the same states as d" configurations.

The d 9 configuration, therefore, is also expected to give rise to a single
d-d transition, ZEg [(tZg)6(egp] ---+ zTZg [(tZg)5(eg)4], in which the states are

reversed from the d 1 case. In most Cu(II) (d9 ) complexes such a transition

results in an absorption band at the red end of the visible spectrum,
accounting for the blue or green colors of Cu(II) compounds.

Even the spectrum which results from so simple a configuration as d 1

does not exhibit a symmetric absorption band (Fig. 5-54). An interpretation

of this is provided by the Jahn-Teller theorem which states that any nonlinear

molecule in an orbitally degenerate state will undergo a distortion which
lowers the energy of the molecule and removes the degeneracy of the state.

By orbital degeneracy, we mean any state whose orbital degeneracy is ;;,
2, i.e., E and T states. The ground state of Ti (Hz 0)6 3+, ZT Zg ' is orbitally

degenerate and a distortion in which two opposite ligands move closer to

the Ti atom occurs, as shown in Fig. 5-55. t This reduces the symmetry

of the complex to D 4h and gives a ground state term of Z B zg' The single

t Zg ---+ eg transition of the 0h complex is replaced by two transitions of
similar energy in the D4h complex: z BZg ---+ ZB I 9 and z BZg ---+ ZA I g' The
two transitions must overlap extensively to produce the asymmetric

Fig. 5-54. Visible absorption spectrum of Ti(H2 0)63 + From H. Hartman,
Schlafer, and K.H. Hansen, Z. Anorg. AI/g. Chem., 284, 153 (1956).
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Table 5-16. States of (tzgr(egY Configurations

d 1 d9,

d3 d7,

Free ion Ion subject to
octahedral symmetry

Fig. 5-57. Absorption spectrum of Ni(H 0) 2+ (---) and Ni(H NCH CH
NH ) 2+ (_ ) F 2 6 2 2 2

2 ~ --- '. rom F.A. Cotton and G. Wilkinson, Advanced Inorganic
ChemlSlry, John Wiley & Sons, N.Y., 1972.
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Fig. 5-56 (b) and the spectra of two Ni(II) (dB) complexes indeed show
three bands due to the spin-al1owed d-d transitions (Fig. 5-57).

Pink Co(HzO)6 z + is a high spin d 7 ion of configuration (t Zg )5(eg)2,
yielding a 4Tlg ground state. This can be seen from Table 5-16 by replacing

(tZg)5 (eg)2 by the equivalent configuration (tzg)l (eg)z. The other con
figurations of d 7 give rise to three quartet states to which we might expect
d-d transitions. A partial energy level diagram, Fig. 5-58, leads us to expect
that the lowest energy transition is 4T

I9
---+ 4TZg ' This is seen in the near

ir at 8350 cm- I (1200 nm). The 4T
19

(F) ---+ 4T
19

(P) transition is the main
feature of the visible spectrum, Fig. 5-59. The 4 Tlg ---+ 4 A Zg transition is
expected at slightly lower energy (~560 nm) and is apparently buried
under the stronger 4Tlg ---+ 4T19 absorption band.

The spectrum of the pale pink complex Mn (Hz 0)6 z + appears in Fig.
5-60 and features a myriad of weak peaks. The high spin d 5 configuration
gives rise to a 6 A 19 ground state and you should be able to reason that any
d-d transition of this species must be spin-forbidden. Table 5-16 shows
that there are a multitude of states for a d 5 species; so the large number
of bands in the spectrum is not unexpected.

High spin Fe3 + is also a d 5 ion and gives rise to several very weak
absorptions in the visible region of the spectrum (and often some strong

Fig. 5-56. State diagram showing the inverse relationship of the groups of states of
d2 and d8 complexes. A similar inverse relationship holds for all dn and d lD -

n

configurations.

o 2 / I I
···(t2g) (eg~../·-:~,~ Alg+E g (t )4()4 .-' IA +IE 11-..:<.----'~\.', ••• 2g eg ( ....--:~: Ig 9+ 2g

, ,, '. ,
'\ 3 "3
\'-.-/ A2g ''---,- ~g

1 I" <, I~g+ IT29 .; IT +11••• (t 29) (eg),/ 3 5 3 /----+-< Ig 2g
'::---rl-- T ...(t ) (e ) / 3T... Ig 2g 9 ~.-- Ig

\ 3 ~\
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• Fig. 5-60. Visible spectrum of Mn (Hz 0)/ +. From C.K. Jorgensen, Acta Chon .
Scand., 8, 1502 (1954).

spin-forbidden

spin-forbidden

b

a
--->

11111 ---> 1111 i
6 A J 4 Tz

charge transfer absorptions). In the dimeric oxo-bridged d S species

[(HEDTA)Fe-O- Fe(HEDTA)j2-

HOCHzCHz~ //CHzCOz -
HEDTA = NCHzCHzN

-OzC CHz / "'CHzCOz -

[(HEDTA)FeJzOz -, weak sextet-quartet transitions are observed at low
energy, as expected for each individual high :>pin Fe (III) in a roughly
octahedral environment. But at higher energy are observed several intense
(E ~ 103

) bands which cannot be interpreted in terms of isolated Fe(IlI)
ions or charge transfer bands (Fig. 5-61). As shown in Table 5-17, the energies
of these bands are equal to sums of the energies of the spin-forbidden
transitions. Band e, for example, is interpreted in terms of the simultaneous
transition a + b. Although both a and b are spin-forbidden and weak,
e is spin-allowed and strong: .E

100

300

B ~

Alnm)

• A

14,.-----------:noo

10

E

Fig. 5-58. Partial energy level diagram for a d7 ion in an octahedral ligand field.
The dashed line is the position of,1o for Co(H2 0)6 2 +. From F.A. Cotton and
G. Wilkinson, Advanced Inorganic Chemistry, John Wiley & Sons, N.Y., 1972.

Transitions such as e have been named simultaneous pair excitations. Such
pair excitations are reminiscent of the pair excitations invoked to explain
the spectrum of gaseous 0z under high pressure (Fig. 5-17).

Fig. 5-59. Visible spectrum
Cotton and G. Wilkinson,
N.Y., 1972.

of Co(H 0) 2 + (A) and CoCI4 2 - (B). From F.A.
Advanc.ed In~rganic Chemistry, John Wiley & Sons,

HiH + 11111
s = 0

e
---> HH1 + 1111 i

s=o

spin-allowed

406
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'1',

,

'5T1(tz fo ,2)

.'1'
I

'T,

Tanabe-Sugano diagram for d 6 octahedral species showing transitions at energies
appropriate to CoF6 3- and CO(H2NCH2CH2NH2)33+. The arrows for the low
spin complex should actually be superimposed at the same value of LID. Adapted
from Y. Tanabe and S. Sugano, J. Phys. Soc. (Japan), 9, 766 (1954).

10

order of the e and t2 orbitals is reversed on going from octahedral to tetrahedral
symmetry, draw a state diagram similar to Fig. 5-56 showing these three
transitions. Give an example of an octahedral complex which will have the
same qualitative state diagram that you just drew.

5-43. A Tanabe-Sugano energy level diagram for a d6 octahedral complex is shown
below. For our purposes, the ordinate and abscissa are given in arbitrary
energy units. Arrows representing dod transitions are drawn at appropriate
values of LID for CoF6 3 - and Co (H2 NCH2 CH2 NH2)3 3+. Knowing what
you do about the spectrochemical series, which arrows apply to which complex?
Why is there a discontinuity in the slopes of the lines at one particular value of

LID?

10

b

20

c

80
a ~ ~ ~ ;:E(t23~3)

~ / '/ I'G ____
High "E70 Spind 'E

II f

,
b-b ,

a·c
e

t
a.b

40

h

,
50

\

Band vrnax(kK) Assignment

11.2 0A --+4T
a I I

0A --+ 4T18.2b 1 2

°A I --+ (4 A I ' 4 E)
c 21.0

0A --+ 4T24.4d 1 2

a + b = 29.429.2e a + c = 32.2
f 32.5

b + b = 36.436.8g
b + d = 42.6

h 42.6

-
D
L
o

•

"uC
o
D
L

~
D
<{

-c
">.
L
o
L-

Table 5-17, Spectral Data for [(HEDTA)Feb02 - a

d H B G J Amer Chern Soc.. 94. 2683 (1972).
-From H.J. Schugar, G.R. Rossman, e.G. Barraclough. an .. ray,. . .

30
ii (kK)

Fl'g 5-61 Absorption spectrum of [(HEDTA) Fel2 0 2-. From H.B
B
· Grhay atnd

. ' I ". I rgame lOe emls ry
H.J. Schugar, "Electronic Structures of Iron Comp exes, m no
(G.L. Eichhorn, ed.), Vol. 1., Elsevier, Amsterdam, 1973.

5-40.

5-41.

5-42.

Problems

Use a drawing similar to the ones on page 3:7 to show that any dod transilion

f high spin d S complex must be spin-forbidden.
oafN' (H 0) 2+ re at lower energy
Is it sensible that the absorption bands 0 I 2 6 a +. F' 5 57?

. d f N' (H NCH CH NH ) 2 mIg. - .than the correspondmg ban SOl 2 2 2 2 3 . . h .
The visible spectrum of the deep blue tetrahedral CoCl4

2
- IOn IS sown m

F 5-59 As is often observed, the intensity of the absorptIOn IS much greater
Ig.. .' h d . I I xes of the same metal.

than the absorption mtenslty of octa e ra comp e . II d d d
Tetrahedral Co (II) species also exhibit two, lower energy, spm~a owe h-

. 3000 d 8000 cm- I GIven that t e
transitions in the near mfrared between an .

C. Charge Transfer. t In the high energy region of most transition metal
spectra are intense bands attributable to charge transfer transitions. For
example, in the spectrum of CoCl4 2 - (whose dod spectrum is shown in
Fig 5-59) we find a strong band at 43 kK (E ::::; 4000). In tetrahedral complexes
the order of the t 2 and e orbitals is reversed from that of the t2g and cg

t For a discussion of charge transfer spectra, see A.B.P. Lever, J. Chern. Ed.. 51, 612 (1974).
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Complex Energy(kK) Assignment

FeCl
4

2 - 45.5 Ln --> M(e)
FeBr

4
1 - 40.9 Ln --> M(e)

(tsC1
6

3 - 35.4 Ln --> M(t,.)
OsCl

6
2 - 27.0 Ln --> M(t,.)

Electronic spectroscopy

(a)

(b)

Problems

5-44. Rationalize the order of energies of the following pairs of transitions:

5-10. Concluding Remarks

It appears to this writer that while we seem to be able to adequately, or

usually adequately, rationalize the appearance of electronic and vibrational
spectra, assignments are often less than satisfying. When we lack the number

of bands we expect, we can (reasonably) say that some are too weak to see

or are buried beneath stronger bands. When we find too many bands, we
can invoke any of a dozen or so reasons (1ahn-Teller distortion, spin-orbit
coupling, combination bands, Fermi-resonance) why the bands appear.

Richard Feynman has stated in his marvelous physics texts that, "the basis

of a science is its ability to predict. To predict means to tell what will happen

in an experiment that has never been done before." Clearly, we are nowhere
near the stage of being able to predict the appearance of molecular spectra

from first principles. As we approach that capability (which could take a long

time), some, if not many, or even most, of the ideas expressed in this volume
will fall by the wayside. It should always be remembered that what is real

is some inexplicable wiggly line in a spectrum, and what is a figment of our

imaginations is a 2 T 2 -> 2 A I transition. If a "fuIr' understanding of
molecular spectra is at the peak of a small mountain, we are going to shed
many more layers of theory before we beat a path to the pinnacle of that
mountain.

On that note, 1 bid you good night.

2

2-

The Ru(II) and Ru(I1I) species, A and B, do not give rise to any absorption

/ , )( H ) 4+
(H3N)5RuCD:)N,O/NRu<:II N 3 5

I \ ) 6+
{H3N)5Ru{lII)N,O,NRu (mHNH3 5

bands in the near ir region of the spectrum. However, thle mixed Ru(II)

Ru(llI) species, C, exhibits an mtense band at 6370 cm (1570 nm, E :::::

6000) whieh has been interpreted as an intramolecular Ru(II)Ru(II1) ->

(H3N)5RU{lI)N~O~NRu{m){NH 3)5
5+

C
• •

R u (III) Ru (II) charge transfer transition H The energy of the tra~SltIon

represents that needed to place a Ru (I II) ion in an arrangement of lIgands
. . .' I pported't bl f r Ru(I1) and vice versa. ThIS mterpretation IS strong y suSUI a eo, . . . h

h I t (ESCA) studl'es ttt ·\Od similar ncar Ir tranSItIons aveby p otoe ec ron .. ., ,. "
been observed in a variety of similar "mixed valence compounds.

410 Symmetry and spectroscopy

orbitals in 0h symmetry. So the configuration of this d~ species is (e)4(t.z!4
In the charge transfer transition, an electron localized In the Cl(3p) orbItals
(called ligand pi or LIT) is promoted to the predominantly metal-In-character

t
2

orbitals. . h .
It is also possible to have intermolecular charge transfer, as In t e Ion

pair below. Solutions of this salt exhibit a band ncar 14 kK (E ::::: 180) absent,

in the separate spectra of cation and anion in the presence of other kl~.ds of
counterions. The transition has been interpreted In terms of anion -> cation

charge transfer. t

Additional Problems

t I (" D'lnce and P.l. Solstad, J. Amer. Chem. Soc .. 95. 7256 (1973).
. J. , 1 1988 (1969)

t t C. Crcutz and H. Taube, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 9 , . .
ttl P.H Citrin, 1. AllIer Choll Soc., 95, 6472 (1973).

5-45. Determine the symmetries of the first two singlet excited states of Li 2 to which
orbitally-allowed transitions are observed at Eo _0 = 14,021 and 20,398 cm -' .
Draw a state diagram showing these transitions.
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5-46. The CO+ cation can be seen in oxyhydrogen flames, in which CO is ionized
and promoted to electronically excited states. Three prominent emission lines
from such a flame are observed at 20,408; 25,226; and 45,634 cm -l (In fact,
the first of these emissions is also observed in the tails of comets.) The ground
state configuration of CO+ is .. .(40-+)2 (In)4(50-+)' and the first two excited
configurations are ... (40"+)2 (In)3(50-+)2 and ... (40-+)' (In)4(50-+)2 How
can you explain these three emission bands in terms of the configurations
just mentioned?

5-47. What are the multiplicities (just the multiplicities) of the states which can
arise from the electronic configuration (e)3 (a,)' (t 2)1 ?

5-48. The configuration of a diatomic molecule is (0-+)2 (n)2(o-+)O What is the
orbital symmetry and spin multiplicity of the ground state? (Remember that
only one state can be the ground state.) The first excited state is (0-+)2 (n)1
(0-+)'. What excited state terms are generated? The electronic spectrum
exhibits the following absorption bands: 10 kK (E = 10- 3),22 kK (E = 10- 2),
30 kK (E = 104), and 31 kK (E = 10- 3). Suggest an assignment of each
band.

5-49. To what states does the configuration (g.)4 in the point group I h give rise?
5-50. The lowest energy fully allowed transition of CO is observed at 64.7 kK. It

is assigned' L + --> I IT. The next two fully~allowedtransitions are both assigned
I L + --> I L + and are observed at 86.9 and 91.9 kK. Make a state diagram
for CO and show these three transitions. Can you assign the second and third
excited configurations?

5-51. Using eq. 5-73, show that the f orbitals transform as /2 + g in the point group
I, which includes only the identity and proper rotation operations of I h . For
f orbitals, L = 3. How will the f orbitals transform in the point group I h '/

5-52. Photoionization of CO, in which an electron is removed from the In orbital
(Fig. 4-20), produces peaks at IEs of 16.53,16.73,16.92,17.11,17.29,17.47,
17.64.17.81, 17.98, 18.15, 18.31, 18.47, ... eV. From these data, calculate (U,

and w,x, for the resulting 2II state. (See Problem 3-39, Section 3-10.)
5-53. The lowest energy electronic transition of HCN (Section 4-6-B) is expected

to be n --> n* and the second ought to be n --> n*' If the molecule is in the
II --> n* excited state, will it be a stronger or weaker Lewis base than the ground
state molecule? The ground state dipole moment is indicated schematically
below:

N C-H
~ I

How will the dipole moment change in the n --> n* excited state? Protonated
nitrogen, NNH', is isoelectronic with HCN and ought to have a similar mo
scheme. Do you expect the n --> n* transition of NNH + to occur at higher
or lower energy than the same transition of HCN? Why?

5-54. The point group for atoms, which have spherical symmetry, is called K h

(Kugel Gruppe). This group includes E, i, an infinite number of mirror planes,
and an infinite number of Cn axes of every order. The somewhat simpler

group, K, has the infinite number of proper rotation axes and the clement
E, but no center of inversion or mirror planes. The character table for this
simpler group is given in Appendix A and a partial direct product table is
given in Appendix B. The names of the irreducible representations are .','. P.
D, F, ... e/c., and the orbitals of the same name form bases for each of these
representations. Using the rules developed in ~,ection 5-3-0 and using the
character and direct product tables for K, derivl~ the Russell-Saunders terms
for the following atomic configurations: (a) Is"2s 2 2p2; (b) Is22s22p'3p';
(c) 4d' 5s'; (d) 4d' 5p l; (e) 3d2; (f) 2p' (a challenging application of eqs,
5-23-see text in Appendix B).

5-55. The selection rules for atomic spectra are as follows:

AL = 0 or + I (but L = 0 --> }, = 0 is forbidden)
AS = 0

AJ = 0 or + I (but J = 0 --> J = 0 is forbidden)

Using these rules, which of the following transitions are allowed: (a) 2.)', /2
--> 2P3 /2 ; (b) 2Sl/2 --> 2Pl!2; (c) 2S II2 --> 2D

3
/2 ; (d) Ip, --> 'D

2
; (e) .IP,

--> 'F2 ; (f) 3 S I --> 3 S, ? Using the transition moment integral in eq. 5-29 and
the character and direct product tables for the group K, show that the predic
tions of group theory on the allowedness of these transitions agree with those
of the A L selection rule just stated.

5-56. The Re2 Cis 2- anion has been shown by x-ray crystallography to possess
the eclipsed D4h geometry below. The anion is believed to have a quadruple

CI

z

bond between the two metal atoms formed by the overlap of d orbitals on
these two atoms. The bonding consists of a (J bond. two n bonds. and a <5

bond. These have zero, one, and two nodes, respectively, colinear wi th the
bond axis:
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1 •• ,/1.".

r 36 37 38' '409 410 411 IEkYl

ill it

I~ 16 17 18 19 20

+ + + + +
3CT

lI l77'u 2CTu 2CTg IO'g and IO'
U

2..z.+ 2n 2L+ 2 + 2 + 2 +
Lg Lg and Lu9 u U

2191 "",-I \. )
n

....,.

not well-defined and is somewhat arbitrarily taken at 705.5 nm. For each
peak, A - L, we have listed one more significant figure than is really justified
by the data so that we can estimate spacings between peaks to the nearest
wave number. Why can we assume that the fir:;t shoulder at 705.5 nm is 0-0
and not a hot band? (d) A tentative assignment of the vibrational spectrum
of Rez CI 8 z - is given below. Suggest an assignment of the electronic spectrum
(peaks A-L), labelling each vibronic transition as a fundamental (;J) over-o ' 1

tone (i~), or combination band (i;;.i~). Give the average value for the wave
number of any excited state vibration you use in assigning the spectrum.
Make the assignment as simple as you can.

He J photoelectron spectrum of N z reproduced from H. Bock and P.O.
Moliere, J. Chern. Ed. 51, 506 (1974).

..
0.
U

Ionic state

Orbital ionized from

l850cm- 1

Observed and Calculated Frequencies of Rez Cis z -- a

Symmetry Number Frequency (cm -I ) Symmetry Number Frequency (cm -I)

Observed Calculated Observed Calculated

au I 359 GIll 10

°10 2 274 274 a2u I I 347 347

at g 3 (115) 117 oz. 12 164 168

h1 9 4 356 bl • 13 189
h 10 5 (115) 122 bz • 14 356

hzg 6 189 bz " 15 122

eg 7 351 e 16 335 334
"

eo 8 185 e" 17 154 155

eg 9 (140) 145 e" 18 124 119

"From W.K. Bratton, F,A. Cotton, M. Debeau, and R.A. Walton, J. Coord. Chern., 1, 121 (1971). Frequencies ill
parentheses are of questionable validity.

5-57. Comparing the observed vibrational spacings in the photoelectron spectrum
below to the N z ground state value of v = 2331 cm- I, what can you say
about the bonding or antibonding nature of the three highest filled orbitals
of N z ?

241
367

345
383

241
350

381
244- 355

240
375

359

241
370

376

<5*(xy - xy)
<5(xy + xy)
er(zZ + zZ)

n(yz - yz, xz - xz)

xz-xz

-+t-
-H-

-H ----H--

yz-yz

(a) Is z-polarization consistent with the proposed mo scheme? (b) The vibra
tions of Rez Cis z - transform as 3alg + 2blg + bzg + 3eg + a1 • + 2az• +
b + 2h + 3e Which modes may serve as vibronic origins for this

II' 2" u·
electronic transition in z polarization? (c) The positions and spacings between
the peaks of the spectrum are listed above. The position of the 0-0 band is

Band Position (nm) Position (cm -1 )

0-0 705.50 14,174
J 126] 225A 699.29 14,300J 99

694.50B 14,399
J

C 687.69 14,541
J 104

D 682.84 14,645 J
137J 24E 676.51 14,782

J 109
F 671.54 14,891 J
G 665.50 15,026

J 111
H 660.65 15,137

JI 655.03 15,2661 119
.I 650.00 15,385J
K 644.85 15,507

J 125
L 639.70 15,632

The z-polarized spectrum of the first spin-allowed transition of [(n-C4 H g )4

N]z [Re z Cis] at three temperatures was shown in Fig. 5-7. At liquid nitrogen
temperature, a single vibronic progression appears. At liquid helium tempera
ture, this splits into two progressions. The entire absorption band is z-polar-

ized.

The mo scheme for this anion has been the subject of considerable controversy.
(For leading references, see J.G. Norman, Jr. and H.J. Kolari, .I. Arner.
Chern. Soc., 97,33 (1975); R.J.H. Clark and M.L. Franks, Ibid., 2691 [1975].)
A partial scheme, which we adopt for this problem, is shown below:
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Isosbestic Points

J
t
E

where the extinction coefficients apply at the wavelength in question. In

general, the spectra of the two components will cross at some points. At

these points, E, = Ej . Now when we consider pure I going to pure J,

C, + cj = Co
A = E,C, + EjCj = E,C, + Ej(Co - c;)

A = (E. - E.)C. + E·C
l ) I J 0

+

HN Pd-N=C=S

~~N(C2H5)2
isothiocyanate

k
--+

+

thiocyanate

(-rC2H5 )2

HN Pd-S-C=N

5-58. Derive correlation diagrams similar to Fig. 5-52 for octahedral and tetrahe

dral d 8 complexes, using the same order of atomic states as in Fig. 5-52.

5-59. The figure below shows the time dependent spectrum of a thiocyanate

complex which rearranges spontaneously to an isothiocyanate complex. At

1 = 0 only thiocyanate is present. At 1 = 00, only isothiocyanate is present.

The equilibrium constant is large and the reverse reaction is negligible.

(a)

At the points where the spectra of I and J cross, E, = Ej . Therefore, A =

EjCo · But EjCO is a constant. Hence if the two spectra cross at a particular

point when the total concentration of I and .J is Co, the spectrum of any

mixture of I and J with total concentration Co will pass through that point.

The existence of isosbestic points is strong evid~nce that only two species are

present in solution. (But see Problem 5-60.)

N ow back to our isomerization:

Rate = -dc;/dl = dc)dl = kc,

fe, dc;/c; = _ rr kdl
C' J()

o

In cd Co - - k 1

loglo c;/co - - kl/2.303

At any particular wavelength at a time I,

A = E,C, + EjCj = E,C; + Ej(Co - c;)

At time 1 = 00, C, = 0 so A"" = EjCo . At any time, 1 :

A"" - A = (Ej - E;)C,

C, = (A"" - A)/(Ej - E,) (b)

Equation (b) gives us the concentration of species I or .J at any time I. This

allows us to measure the rate of the reaction. Substituting (b) into (a):

loglo [(A"" - A)/co (Ej - E;}l = - kl/2.303

loglo(A"" - A) = -kl/2.303 + logloCo(Ej - E;)

Make a plot of loglo (A"" - A) vs. I, the slope of which is -k/2.303 and

whose intercept is logloco (Ej - E,). These equations should be useful at

400

CD

BOmln

35 min

280

200

600

1800

1400

1000

E

320 A(nm)360

From F. Basolo, W.H. Baddley, and K.J. Weidenbaum, J. Arner. Chern.

SOC., 88, 1576 (1966).

When you look at a series of spectra such as these, the first very remarkable

point is that at some wavelengths all the spectra cross. In our spectra these

isosbeslic points are found at 307 and 364 nm. Why should this be? Let's

consider a hypothetical sample in a cell of pathlength 1.00 cm so we can

ignore the term t in eq. 2-15 (Beer's law). The absorbance at any particular

wavelength due to the two species of concentrations c, and cj is

A = E·C· + E·C·, I ) J
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G. Herzberg, The Spectra and Structure of Simple Free Radicals, Cornell University
Press, Ithaca, N.Y., 1971.

H.H. Jaffe and M. Orchin, Theory and Applications of Ultraviolet Spectrovcopy
John Wiley & Sons, N. Y., 1962. ' ,

C.A. Park~r, Photoluminescence of Solutions, Elsevier, Amsterdam, 1968.
M.B. Robm, Higher Excited States of Polyatomic Molecules, Academic Press NY

1974. ' . .,

J.1. Steinfeld, Molecules and Radiation, Harper and Row, N. Y, 1974.
N.J. Turro, Molecular Photochemistry, W.A. Benjamin, N.Y., 1967.

Besi~es the landmar.k works of Herzberg mentioned in a footnote at the beginning
of ~hls cha~ter, the I?terested reader is especially referred to the book by Steinfeld
whIch provIdes a logIcal next step after reading this chapter.

340 nm

330 nm

E Absorbance
733 0.366
844 0.422

1012 0.506
1188 0.594
1277 0.638

560 0.280
679 0.340
836 0.418

!OI7 0.508
1119 0.560

4
15
35
80

any wavelength. Try them at 330 and 340 nm using the absorbance data
below. Co = 5.00 X 10-4 M. Ej can be determined from the t = CD spectrum.
Determine E i at both 330 and 340 nm. Express the rate constant, k, deter
mined at these two wavelengths in units of s-j.

Time (min)
4

15
35
80

5-60. Consider the following equilibria in which XY is an ambidentate ligand
capable of binding through atoms X or Y:

K,
M + XY "" M-XY

K 2M + XY "" M - YX

Show that the region of the spectrum where XY absorbs may exhibit an
isosbestic point as the concentration of XY is varied, despite the fact that
there are more than two chromophores present in solution. This illustrates
the important point that a solution with 2 + n species will exhibit isosbestic
points if there are n relations between the concentrations of the species.
Tn this case there are 3 species (n = I) and the relation between them is
[M-XYJ/[M- YX] = K j /K2 • Observation of isosbestic points does not
necessarily imply, therefore, that there are only two chromophores in solu
tion. (Reference: D. V. Stynes, fnorg. Chem., i4, 453 (1975).)

Related Reading

G.M. Barrow, introduction to Molecular Spectroscopy, McGraw-Hill, N.Y., 1962.
F.A. Cotton, Chemical Applicatiom of Group Theory, John Wiley & Sons, N.Y.,

1971.
B.N. Figgis, An introduction to Ligand Fields, John Wiley & Sons, N.Y., 1966.
F. Grum, "Visible and Ultraviolet Spectroscopy" in Techniques of Chemistry (A.

Weissberger and B.W. Rossiter, eds.), John Wiley and Sons, N.Y., 1972.
G. Herzberg, Electronic Spectra of Polyatomic Molecules, Van Nostrand Reinhold,

N.Y., 1966.
G. Herzberg, Spectra of Diatomic Molecules, Van Nostrand Reinhold, N.Y., 1950.









































































where f: = e 2m/3 • To obtain the direct product E x E we multiply each line
of E times both lines of E:

ooC00 28.7°

1
2.754292
3.831834

3.967864

1
3
5
7

EK

s
P
D
F

ooC00 ."

1
1 + 2ccP

1 + 2ccP + 2c2cP
I + 2ccP + 2c2cP + 2c3cP

EK

which can be decomposed to the sum A, + A 2 + E 2 with eq. 1-64 (Sec
tion 1-8). All the direct products for finite point groups were evaluated
in this numerical manner using a computer program.

Direct products in infinite point groups. Direct products in a point group
such as K can be evaluated numerically by a judicious trial-and-error
procedure. If we consider only the first two columns of operations and
only the first four irreducible representations, the character table for the
group K has the form on the left below:

f:* f:

1 1 S 1

= 2A +E P 3

1 1 D 5

f:* F 7

1

f: f:*) = 1
€* € 1

f:*) = 1
f:* f: 1
f:

E

1

{ ~

A

E

(1 f:* f: ) x G

( 11(l f: 10*) X

ExE=

Direct products of imaginary characters. The characters for the E ir·
reducible representation in the point group C3 are imaginary:

In performing these multiplications we used the following identities:

€ X f: = e 4mf3 = €*

€ X €* = e 6 mf3 = 1
€* X €* = e 8mf3 = €

All direct products of irreducible representations containing imaginary
characters were obtained in a similar manner.

We obtained the form on the right by arbitrarily setting cP = 28.T The
direct product P x P has the characters

9 7.586126

which can be decomposed by rather rapid trial and error to the sum
S + P + D . .Since the decomposition must be unique, we can evaluate
direct products in infinite point groups in this manner.

Direct products of trigonometric functions. In the point group C5V , for
example, some of the characters of degenerate representations contain
trigonometric functions. Although direct products of these representa
tions can be decomposed in analytical form (if you are good at trig
onometry), it is easier to work direct products of such characters numeri
cally. For example, the numerical form of the C5V character table (to
six decimal places) has the following form:

E

1
1
2
2

1
1

0.618034
-1.618034

1
I

-1.618034

0.618034

-1
-1

o
o

The direct product E, x E, is equal to

4 0.381966 2.618034 o
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The recursion formula for overtones of triply degenerate vibrations isAppendix C
Overtones 0

degenerate vibrations

Xv(R) = i{2x(R)Xv-I(R) + Hx(R2) - [x(R)Fhv-2(R) + x(RV)1

where XI(R) =X(R), Xo(R) = I, and X-k(R) =0.
Some time-saving results from Wilson, Decius, and Cross

below.

(C-2)

•

are given

A recursion formula for the symmetry species of the vth wave function
of a doubly degenerate vibration is

(C-l)

General rules:

(g)V =g.. :i)" =g if vis even, =u if v is odd. (')" =('). (")" =(') if v is

even, = (") If v is odd.

For C 6, C 6V , C 6h , D 6 , D 3d , D 6h , 56: Use the same rules as for C:1, etc.,

with the following modifications:

Here Xv(R) is the character under the operation R for the vth energy level;
X(R) is the character under R for the degenerate irreducible representa
tion; XV-I(R) is the character of the (v - l)th energy level; and X(RV) is

the character of the operation RV. As an example of the use of eq. C-I,
Table C-l shows how to derive the symmetry species of the v = I, 2, 3,
and 4 wave functions of a vibration of symmetry e in the point group C4V '

Note that the symmetry species of the v = 2 wave function will always be
the symmetric product of Appendix B.

Table C-l
Calculation of the Symmetry of the v = 1, 2, 3, and 4
Wave Functions of an e Mode in the C4V Point Group

C 4V E 2C4 C2 2<Tv 2<Td

A, 1 1 1 1 1
A2 1 1 1 -I -I
B, 1 -I 1 1 -I
B2 1 -I 1 -I 1
E 2 0 -2 0 0

-

E C, C2 <Tv <Td

R E C, C2 <Tv <Td

R 2 E C2 E E E
R 3 E C, C2 <Tv <Td

R' E E E E E

x(R) 2 0 -2 0 0
x(R 2

) 2 -2 2 2 2
x(R3) 2 0 -2 0 0
x(R') 2 2 2 2 2

-

x(R) == xI(R) 2 0 -2 0 O=e ~ tJ1(l)
Hx(R)xI(R) + x(R 2

)] = x,(R) 3 -1 3 1 1 = a, + b l + b, ~ tJ1(2)
Hx(R)x,(R) + X(R3)] = x3(R) 4 0 -4 0 0= 2e ~ tJ1(3)
Hx(R)X3(R) + x(R')] = x,(R) 5 1 5 1 1 = 2a 1 + a2 + b l + b2 ~ tJ1(4)
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Doubly degenerate fundamentals:

v even
v-2

Let 2 = 3p + q

wherep = 0,1,2,3, ...
q = 0, 1, 2,

(E)V = Al + E + P(AI + A 2 + 2E)
+ E if q = 1

or
+ AI + A 2 + E if q = 2

v even
(EI)v: Put sub~cript 2 on E

(E2)V: Put subscript 2 on E

v even
v

Let - = 2p + q
2

wherep = 0,1,2,3, ...
q = 0, 1

(E)V =A I +p(A , +A 2 +BI +B 2 )

+ q(B 1 + B 2 )

v odd
v + 1

Let 2 - = 3p + q

wherep = 0,1,2,3, ...
q=0,1,2

(E)V = p(A I + A 2 + 2E)

+ E if q = 1
or

+ AI + A 2 + E if q = 2

v odd
(EI)v: Change A to B; put

subscript I on E

(E2 )": Put subscript 2 on E

v odd

(E)V = v + 1 E
2
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(EI)V =A I + E2 + E4 + E6 (EI)" = E I + E3 + E5

+"'+Ev +···+Ev

whereA I = l+, E I = n, E 2 = a, E3 = <1>, E4 = f,etc.

For linear molecules:

v even v odd
Appendix D
The shapes of
atomic orbitals

Triply degenerate fundamentals

For Td , 0, Oh:

For T and Th : Use the same rules but drop subscripts 1 and 2.

z

x

y

x

y

In this appendix are presented qualitative drawings showing the shapes of
the s, p, d, and f atomic orbitals that are used frequently in this book.
Lobes of dark and light shading are of opposite sign. Photographs of the
models of the f orbitals are reproduced from C. Becker,1. Chern. Ed., 41,
358 (1964). For further discussion of the shapes of the f orbitals, the
reader is referred to H. G. Friedman, Jr., G. R. Choppin, and D. G.
Feuerbacher, J. Chern. Ed., 41, 354 (1964).

v odd
v + 1

Let 2 = 6p + q

wherep=O, 1,2,3, ...
q=0,1,2,3,4,5

(TI)V = pf + p(3p + q - 3)f'

+ f q if q f °
f = Al + 4A 2 + 5E + 12TI + 9T2

r' =A I +A2 + 2E + 3TI + 3T2

f l = TI

f 2 = A 2 + 2TI + T2

f 3 = A 2 + E + 4T, + 2T2

f 4 = 2A 2 + 2E + 6TI + 4T2

f 5 = Al + 3A 2 + 3E + 9Tl + 6T2

(T2 )v: Same as (TdV but with sub-
scripts 1 and 2 permuted

v even
v

Let 2 = 6p + q

wherep = 0,1,2,3,4, ...
q = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

(TI)V = pf + p(3p + q - 3)f'

+ f q if q f= °
f = TA I + 3A 2 + 9E + 9Tl + 12T2

f' =A l +A2 + 2E + 3TI + 3T2

[I = Al + E + T2

[2 = 2A 1 + 2E + Tl + 2T2

[3 = 3A l + A 2 + 3E + 2TI + 4T2

[4 = 4A l + A 2 + 5E + 4Tl + 6T2

[5 = 5A l + 2A 2 + 7E + 6Tl + 9T2

(T2 )V = (TI)V

z y

::>--x x

d 2 d 2 2
Z X -y

y z z

From E. B. Wilson, Jr., J. C. Decius, and P. C. Cross, Molecular Vibrations, McGraw
Hill, New York, 1955.

~y
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Appendix E
Physical constants

. ·"o·l
'~.o:-r ' -'~-

'/..,1 ,\,".<, _., :;.0 " .
";,d.',,,-,) ..' ',".',
". "'~'I -',... -.' ","
,'.; '..' .. ' '-'-.. "....

~,

tI' Y
, ,

fyz2
e elementary charge I.6021892(46) x 10- 19 C

fXZ2 4.803242(14) x 10- 10 esu
z c speed of light in 2.99792458( 1.2) x 10" m S-I

,
x 1010 cm S-I

~.¥
vacuum

h Planck's constant 6.626176(36) x 10-34 J s
,

X 10-21 erg sx x

fxyz fz(x~y~ fi h/27T 1.0545887(57) X 10-34 J s
X 10-21 erg sY

~ r') N Avogadro's number 6.022045(31 ) x 1023 mol- I

~c <) x' ~. R gas constant 8.31441(26) J mol- I K- 1c/ ',) x -
X 101 erg mol- I K-I

fX(X~3y2) fY(3X~y2)
8 _20568(26) x 10-5 m3 atm mol-I K- 1

8.20568(26) xlO-2 ! atm mo!-l K-l

1.98719 cal mo]-I K- '
k Boltzmann's constant 1.380662(44) x 10-23 J K- 1

(= R/N) X 10- 16 erg K-I

me electron rest mass 9.109534(47) x 10-31 kg
X 10-28 g

m p proton rest mass 1.6726485(86) x 10-21 kg
X 10-24 g

Eo dielectric constant 8.8541 r·78 18(71 ) x 10-12 C2 N-I m- 2

(permittivity) of
free space

G gravitational constant 6.6720(41) x 10-11 m3 S-2 kg- I

Go Bohr radius 5.2917706(44) x IO- ll m

fy3
MB Bohr magneton 9.274078(36) x 10-24 J T- 1

fx3
(2~C )

x 10- 21 erg G- 1

:z z electron magnetic 9.284832(36) x 10-24 J T-I,z Me, ,,
X 10. 21 erg G- 1moment

x
From E. R. Cohen and B. N. Taylor, 1. Phys. Chern. Ref- Data, 2,663 (1973).

Numbers in parentheses are the one standard deviation unc~rtainties in the last digits.

fX(Z2_y~ fy(zz....x~
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Appendix G
Answers to problems

Chapter 1

1-1. PtCI 4
2

.. : C4 , C 2 , and 54 axes through Pt 1. to the molecular plane. C
2

axes along CI-Pt-CI axes and bisecting these axes. Mirror planes 1. to the

molecular plane colinear with the C 2 axes. The molecular plane is also a
mirror plane, and the Pt atom is a center of inversion.

C 2 H 4 : Three 1 C 2 axes going through the cente,' of the molecule and three J.
mirror planes that meet at the center of the molecule, which is a center of
• •
InversIOn.

SF4: A Cz axis passes through S. The plane of the page is a mirror plane, and
there is another mirror plane 1. to the page and colinear with C 2 .

C 3 H 6 : There are C 3 and 53 axes 1. to the plane of the carbon ring, which
is a mirror plane. There are three C 2 axes in the plane of the carbon ring, and
three mirror planes 1. to the plane of the carbon ring.

C 6 H 4 F 2: The center of the molecule is an inversion center. There are three
1 C 2 axes that meet at the center of the molecule and three 1. mirror planes

that also meet there.

<P4C4: There is a C 4 axis 1. to the center of the molecule, and C 2 axes pass
through opposite phenyl rings. There are two C 2 axes passing through opposite
edges of the C 4 ring.

1-2. (a) inactive--u; (b) inactive-u; (c) active; (d) inactive-i, u; (e) inactive--u;

(f) inactive-i, rJ'; (g) active; (h) active; (i) active before randomized by rotations.
1-3. Identity = G. (J·L)·M = P'M = H; J·(L·M) = J·K = H. (K'H)'P =

J. P = L; K· (H' P) = K· M = L. 0 - 1 = O. K - 1 = L. Possible orders of
subgroups = 1,2,4. Order 2: (G, P), (G, Ii), (G, J), (G, 0), (G, M). Order 4:
(G, K, L, M), (G, H, M, PJ, (G, J, M, 0). H'K'H- 1 = L. L'0'L 1 = 1.
P- 1. p. P = P. All similarity transformations performed on Hand P give
only Hand P as the products (e.g., K· H· K - 1 .= P).
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1-7 (cont'd.)

E

C 2"

C3

C 2
3

. --
-------- , IC2 :E C3 IC/ C2

--------- -- ---._-- ... . - ._-

C3 C3
2 E C2

, C
2

/1

--- ------ --

C3
2 E C J C2 " C2,

r-----1--------- ---- - .

C2 C2 " C2
,

E C3
2

---

C2
, C2 C 2

/1 C3 E
--

C2 " C2
, C2 C3

2 C3 ,

E

C 2"

,,-- ...., :0", . ,
I ' )- I _, ...........0.-..... ,
I I
\ ,'\' I
',' '\ I" ,,,, ..- -

;" -+~ .......
/ I ,

I I \
I I

~ • ~
\ I I

(0) " +:n ,/
-.-- C

2h

1-8.

1-9.

E C 3 C3
2 ,

"a I' 0', 0',
- - ---

lC 3
2E C3

,
"0', (J t- O',

1-------1--- --- -- -- ._._-~- -- - -_.,'---

C 3 C 3
2 E

,
"0', at, a r

C 3
2 E C 3 "

,
(Jv 0', O'v

1---- --------- ---

"
,

E C 3
2 C 3a v Uv O'v

--- ----_.._--- ---'.'-" ".- -

,
" C3 E C3

2O'v O'v O'v
+--

" k C3
2 C 3 E0' " 0',

E

C 2
3

Subgroups: (E), (E, C 2), (E, C 2'), (E, C 2"), (E, C 3, C /),
Classes: (E), (C 3 , C 3

2
), (C 2 , C 2 ', C 2 ").

1-5. ('"3v

1-6.

-1 -1 -4 -1

1-10. (a) D ooh ; (b) Coov; (e) D Sh ; (d) C 2v ; (e) C 2v ; (f) C,; (g) C 2h ; (h) D 3h ; (i) C
2

,,; (j) C,;
(k) D4d ; (I) D4h ; (m) D 2h ; (n) Td; (0) 0h; (p) Td; (q) D2h ; (r) D 3h .

1-11. (a) 11 (b) 11 2 4

7 7 -2 2

o

1

1 0 0

O'(xz) = 0 - 1

o 0

oo -1

-1 0 0
•

I =o1o
o 0 -1 0 0-1

-1 0 0

C2 (y) =

-1 0 0 1 0 0

<J(yz) = 0 1 0 O'(xy) = 0 1 0

o 0 1 0 0-1

1-12. 1 0 0 - 1 0 0 1 0 0

E = 0 1 0 C 2 (z) = 0 - 1 0 C 2(x) = 0 - 1 0

o 0 1 0 0 1 0 0-1

I

O'(XV)
•

I

- -----+-

Z) O'(xy)

Z)

-1-------

Z) I C 2 (y) i C 2 (x)
-- -- -------;-r- --------
---+_C 2( X)_jC 2(y)

(X)_ E _I C 2(z)

y) C2 (z) I E

O'(xy) O'(xz) O'(yz)

V) ~-(;;)T~(yz)
- ---- - ---

0'( yz) IT(xz)

•

IE
--- - .._------- -- -.- --'--------r----- --. r--;---- ------

E C 2(z) C 2(x) C 2(y) I O'(x
-

C 2 (z) E C 2(y) C 2(X) O'(XY) I

I- -- -- -- -

C 2 (X) C2(Y) E C 2(Z) 0' (yZ) I O'(X,

I --1------- ,
I -----._- - - - - --

L:'2(Y) C2(X) C 2(Z) E +IT(XZ) IT(Y
-------- . __._----

-~(X;) !E ---
- ----

I -
IT(XY) IT(YZ) C 2(

,
I,

-- I-

IT(XY)
•

IT(XZ) IT( YZ) C 2 (Zl( EI
- - - - -- ._- - - -. - - '--'0'- _ -- .. --- --_ ..-. - -

IT(XZ) IT(YZ) IT (Xy) I C2(Y) C 2
--- --- ------

IT(YZ) IT(XZ) •

IT(XY) Cl(X) C 2 (I I

I

IT(XY)

IT(XZ)

E

IT(YZ)

1-7. D 2h
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1 0 0 -1/2 13/2 0 -1/2 -13/2 0 1-25. 1/J2 1/J2 0 1/J2 0 l/ft

1-13. £ = 0 1 0 C3 = -..{3/2 -1/2 0 C l - 13/2 -1/2 0 V· V T = 0 0 1 l/ft 0 -1/J23 -

0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1/J2 -1/J2 0 0 1 0

- 1 0 0
-1/2 -13/2 - 1/2 ..{3/2 01 0 0 0

0 1 0 - V· V-I
13/2 + 1/2

-
0 -1 0

,
-13/2 1/2 0 (J v" = 0U = U =v v

0 1
0 0 1

0 0 1 0 0 1 0

3 3J2 0

1 0 0 V·B·V- I
3J2 9 0

C 3 ' C/ = 0 1 0 0 0 -1

0 0 1
1-26. See Appendix A.
1-27. See Appendix A.

1-14. 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1-28. See Appendix B.

C l
- 1 0 0 0 0 1

,
1 0 03 - U v - (Jv =

0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

0 0 1 1 0 0

" 0 1 0 Q-I'C3 'Q= 0 -1/2 3/2..{3(Jv =

1 0 0 0 -3/213 -1/2
Chapter 2

780

3.84 X 10 J 4

3.56 X 104
.

40% T means A = log(l/T) = 0.3979. If a 0.0100 M solution has 40/;, T
(A = 0.3979), a 0.0200 M solution will exhibit A = 2 x 0.3979 = 0.7958, or
T = IO- A = 0.160 or % T = 16.0. Optical density is the same as absorbance
(0.3979 and 0.7958).
The energy of one 366 nm photon is he/). = 5.43 x 1() - 19 J photon - I.

150 J S-I /5.43 X 10- 19 J photon- I = 2.76 x 10 20 photon S-l The visible

lamp will emir more photons since each photon carries less energy.

-

Jc(nm) 3000 3.00 x 104 3.00 X 105
---

v(cm- I ) 3333 333 33.3
.

V(S-I) 1.0 X 1014 1.0 X 10 13 1.0 X 1012

Jc(nm) 10 200 380

v(cm- I ) 1.0 x 106 5.00 X 104 2.63 X 104

.. ..-

V(S-I) 3.0 X 1016 1.50 x 1015 7.89 X 10 14

. --

2-4.

2-2.
2-3.

2-1.

'.,
I,

~--Ic~--.

1-24.

1-15. See Appendix A.
1-16. See Appendix A.
1-17. See Appendix A.
1-18. 600 = A 1 + A 2 + 2£; £ x E = Al + A 2 + E.
1-19. r I = B1 + E; r 2 = A I + A 2; r 3 = A I + A 2 + BI + B2 + 2E;

r4 = 2B 2 + E.
1-20. A 2 '; E'; AI" + A 2 " + E"; AI' + A 2 ' + E'.
1-21. 2L:" + + 2fl.
1-22. (a) C2v ; (b) C 2 ,,; (c) D Sh ; (d) C.1"; (e) C 2h ; (f) c,; (g) C 2 ,,; (h) D 3h ; (i) C",,; (j) Dcx;,,;

(k) D 3d; (I) D3"; (m) C 2v (since the ring is puckered. If you consider the planar
carbon ring conformation, the symmetry is D4h .) (n) D 2h •

1-23. C2h .
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12-5. £ = "a cos
2rrx
~T + 2rrvt describes a wave moving to the left.

10 X
~~---- dx = A 2

o (1 + X)2 1
+In(l+x)

+ x

I 0

o
1.638.

(ll sing

= 6.725.

Onrr

10

-

2 . Il x rrx . llyn)! I
- Sill ----~ Sill .. ' ane
h 1/ h

1+ x) - -- ---
t+x o

a

-

2

. . d sin(m ~ I1)X
Sill mx Sill I1X x = (- . --

2 111 - 11)

•

uSlllg=0

0.2

1.0

0.4

to.8

'"0.6

a ~/ dx = 2 a sinll1rr~ dx =2 z __'_ sin 2z nrr

.9a a .9a a I1rr 2 4

a

a sin rrx si n~JrX: dx
a aa

sin(m + I1)X
2(m + 11)

the substitution z = I1rrx/a). For 11 1, probability = .00645, 11 = 8, .119,
and for 11 = 100, .100. Classical probability = 1/10, since the distribution
should be uniform.
(p) = 0 for any value of 11. (p1) = 11

2 rr 1fl1/a 1 = (1
2 rr 2 /a 2 for 1//J and

104 1i 2 rr 2 /a 2 for !/Jl00'
As one example, in eg. 2-64, if h = 2a, the energy levels (l1 x = 2, l1 y = 2),
and (l1 x = 1,l1 y = 4) are degenerate.

1i 2 a2 iJ2
-2- '1 2 + '1 2 ~(x, y) = E1//(X, y) = ~

m LX I.y

=:L
'---'*:2-~4'---6;!;---±8 10

x-

Linear: x, dd_, dd
1
1 . Operators in the table are linear.

x x

li 1 d1 . I1rrx 11 1rr 1fl1
Sill dx .

2m dx 1 a 2ma 1

(x 2 ) = A 2 rio X
2
__ dx = A2 (1 + x) - 21n(1Jo (I + X)2

(X)2 = 1.6382 = 2.682. (Jx = 2.011.

2 a. rr X . 3rrx d 0 (. h fl'- Sill --' Sill -- X = uSlllg t e same orrnu a).
a a a a

2-19. Probability =

2-21.

2-20.

2-22.

2-16.

22-18. ~
a

2 a. I1nx
2-17. - Sill --

a 0

( -x"2)xe I =

2rrx-':---'-- + 2rr vt
A

+ cos- 2rrvt
2rrx

A
cos

3.88 x
1.23 x

Standing wave = "a

2rrx
= 2£0 cos A cos 2rrvl.

The maxima and minima of this function occur at the same values of x, regard
less of the value of 1.

. 10 eV electron: J. =

1 MeV electron: }, =

2-11.

10- 10 m, both classically and relativistically.
10- 12 m classically', ,

8.72 x 10- 13 m, relativistically.
250 nm: E = 4.79 X 105 1 mol- 1; P = 1.60 x 10 - 3 kg m s - 1 mol- 1

500 nm: E = 2.39 X 105 1 mol- I ; P = 7.98 x 10 - 4 kg m s- 1 mol-- 1

2000 cm-': E = 2.39 X 104 1 mol-I; p = 7.98 X 10- 5 kg m S-I mol-- I .

Electron: E = 3.97 x 10- 19 1 =p = )'lmE = 8.50 x 1O- 25 kgms- 1.

p (electron) / p(photon) = 639.
}, = 1.67 X 10- 10 m = (J = 50.9°.

Maximum wavelength for ionization: Ni, 248 nm; Na, 538 nm. Kinetic energy
if 230-nm light is used: Ni, 6.26 x 10- 20 1; Na, 4.95 x 10- 19 1.

. iJ2~ li 2

For ~ = e'·x, iJ 2 = - ex2~ and eg. 2-35 becomes ~ (~ex2~) + V~ = E~,
x 2m

iJ21/1
yielding ex = f2m(E - V)/Ii. Similarly, for !/J = cos fix or sin fix, ---2

Y ax
-fJ2~, and fJ = ftn1(r=Vj/li.

c~ is a solution of eg. 2-35 because iJ
2

(ct) = c a2~ , and c will drop out on
iJx iJx

Ii 2 iJ1~
both sides of eg. 2-35. If ~ = ~1 + C!/J1, eg. 2-35 becomes - a 1

1 +
2m x

iJ1!/J2
c ax 1 + V(~1 + C~l) = E(~I + C~l)' which is satisfied since ~I and ~1

are degenerate solutions of eg. 2-35.

d 1

2-12. d-;;i(COS 4x) = -16 cos 4x; eigenvalue = -16.

3xe- x1
/
2 ; eigenvalue = 3.

2-13. E~(x)cj;(t) = iii ~ [!/J(x)cj;(t)] = Ecj;(t) = iii iJcj;(I). This is satisfied by qJ(t) =
ul iJt

e-iEI/"since.Q.(e-iEI/h) = -iEcj;(t)/Ii,yieldingEqJ(t) = ili(-iE)cj;(t)/1i = Ecj;(I).
iJt

00 a 00 ilixe- x '/2 .
2-14. (p) = ~ -ili-

d
~ dx = )2 dx = 0 (odd integrand).

x 2 rr
~oo -00

2-10.

2-6.

2-8.

2-9.

2- 7.

-00

10

2-15.A 2 (1+x)-2dx
o

I=A )TT/io.

n21i2 2 2
E = I1xz + '\.. If h is not an integer multiple of a, the wave functions

2m a h

are Dot degenerate. If h = a, there will be some degeneracy.
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Chapter 3

3-1. The molecule goes from a vibrationally excited state to the vibrational ground
state, emitting energy (hv) in the process.

3-2. Infrared active: a, c, d,f
3-3. B (N 2) = 3.997 x 10- 23 J = 2.01 cm - I => absorptions at 4.02, 8.04, and

12.06 cm - I. B(H 2 ) = 1.209 x 10' 21 J = 60.85 cm - 1 => absorptions at 121.7,
243.4, and 365.1 em - I.

3-4. 2B = 0.714 cm- I = 1.418 x 10- 23 J => re = 1.76 x 10- 10 ill.

3-5. AE(in joules) = hw = hJk"/p => k = p(AE)2/h2 For H 2, AE = 4159.5 cm- I

= 8.2628 x 10- 20 J => k = 514 N m- I. For D 2, k = 530 N m- l

3-6. E(::02) W(::02) d::0 2) 8 => Ee S0 2) is predicted to be
E( O 2) w( O 2) p( O 2) 9
775 cm- l

2330.7
4632.5
6905.4
9149.3

anharmonic

k

2330.7
4661.4
6992.1
9322.8

harmonic

u=O~u=1

u=o ~ u=2
u=o ~ v=3
u=o ~ v=4

qe-·q2 dq = 0 (odd integrand).
-00

n n

fundamental
first overtone
second overtone
third overtone

HCl is 2988.9 cm- I = 100 cm 'c m 'v(cm- I
) = 8.960 x 1013 S'l Then

m s

3-11. (q) _ (p) = 0; (q2) = 5/2a; (p2) = 5h 2a/2; (5q(5p = 5h/2.

1
3-12. First note that the units of We = 2n ~ke/it are s - I. The value of OJe for

using it = 1.627 x 10 - 27 kg, we find D = 1.058 x 10' 26 J = 0.00053 cm - I.

3-13. Heat the sample to increase the population of vibrationally excited molecules
that give rise to anti-Stokes lines.

3-14. 37C12.
3-15. kT = 209 em-I. nj/n, = 0.368.
3-16. 500 K: J = 8.8 "'" 9; 100 K: J = 3.7 "" 4.
3-17. (Graphs not shown.) Slope of eq. 3-58' => B 2 = 1.886 em' I => r 2 I. 142 I\.

Slope of eq. 3-59' => Bo = 1.921 em - 1 => ro = 1.131 A.
B 2 = Be - (5/2)ae Be = 1.929cm- t =>re == 1.1291\.
- - =>
Bo = Be - (1/2)ae ae = 0.0175 em-I

The slopes of eqs. 3-59 and 3-59' should be the same.
3-18. Following the procedure of Problem 3-12, the value of riJ e = 2170.21 cm - t =>

We = 6.506 X 1013 S-I. From eq. 3-24, Dr = Do + 0/2) D\, - (l/4)D)cxr'
Using Do = 1076 kJ/mol, we calculate Do = 8.995 x 104 cm - I per molecule.
Therefore De = 9.103 X 104 cm - I = 1.808 x 10- IS J, using the values of
(lle and wexe in Table 3-3. Equation 3-46 allows us to solve for /3 = nWe ~2It/[jp
= 2.294 x 1010 m- I, since it = 1.1387 X 10- 26 kg. Using these values of

We> it, De> and {3, and adding re = 1.1282 x 10- 10 m (Table 3-8), we calculate
ae = 3.257 x 10- 25 J => ae = 0.0164cm- 1

3-19. As in Problem 3-6, we find (.o( 13 C I60) "'" 2095 cm - I The P branch of 13C'60
is most clearly seen around the J = 20 ~ J' = 19 transition of 12C160. The
intensity of the minor isotope is nearly 10% of the major isotope because the
transmittance is related logarithmically to the concentration.

3-20. u = 4.763 X 102 m S-I => AA/A = 1.589 x 10- 6. At 2000 cm I, )c = 5 X

10- 6 m. A molecule moving toward the source sees light of wavelength
A - ,U = 4.99992055 X 10- 6 m = 2000.00318 cm- I

. A molecule moving
away from the source sees light of wavelength ). + ,U = 5.000007945 x

3-10.

3-7.

3-8. Harmonic potential: p = l/k (at q = 0)
Morse potential: p = 1/2De fJ2 (at q = 0)

I 00 I I
3-9. a e-.q2 dq = a n = I.

n n a

[(2EIVo) - lJ2
- 4[(EIVo) - (E 2IV0 2)J'

{3a is constant if E/Vo is constant and Jl7,;a (or Voa2) is constant. Then consider
the term (a 2 - {32)2/4a 2/32, which can be rewritten

[2~E - 2m(Vo -. EW _ (2E - VO)2
4(2mE)[2m(Vo - E)J 4E(Vo - E)

This is also constant if E/Va is constant.

For t/Jo: (x) = 0, (x 2) = 1/2a, (5x = ~1/2a, (p) = 0, (p2) = h2a/2, (5p
= hFf2, and (5x(5p = h/2. For t/JI, (x) = (p) = 0, (x 2) = 3/2a, (p2)
= 3h 2a/2, and (5x(5 p = 3h/2.

_ h~ d
2

(e± j2m(V E)x;,) + (V _ E)e+ J2m(V E)x;'
2mdx 2

= _ h
2

2m(V _ E)e± J2m(V E)x/' + (V _ E)e+ j2m(V E)xl' = O.
2m h 2

(This holds if V is not a function of x.)
Left of barrier: t/J = Ae iax + Be - iax (a = ~2mE /h).
Right of barrier: t/J = Ce'Px ({3 = ~2m(E + V)/h).
(There is no D term since the particle cannot be moving to the left after passing
through the barrier.) Continuity at the barrier (x = 0) requires A + B = C.
Continuity of the first derivative at x = 0 gives iaA - iaB = i{3C. The

f1 . ff'" B 2 (a - {3)2
re ectlOn coe lClent IS A 2 = (a -+ {3)2 .

Vo = 0.01 eV, a = 100 A, ElVo = 0.9 => T= 0.841. Vo = 0.02 eV, a = 50A,
E/Vo = 0.9 => T = 0.915. Consider the {3a terms in eq. 2-93:

{3a = J2rn(Vo - E)a/h = .j2m(1 --=E/Vo)Voa/h.

2-25.

2-26.

2-24.

2-23.
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5-I

4

-3

30" ,.2C 3

--+-- '--._.---

IE
I

-r,o-, [-18- -0-

l tot 21 - I

l'ib = 3aI + 17 1 + 317 2 + 4e

3-24. E = 1.9 x 10- 13 1 per nucleus = 9.6 x 109 em - I 2.9 X 10 20 s I. This is

a )'-ray energy.
3-25. (a) All modes are infrared and Raman active.

(b) All modes are infrared and Raman active.
(c) All modes are Raman active. The two t 2 modes are infrared active.
(d) Raman: 20"g + + ng' Infrared: rr" + + no.
(e) Raman: 2al' + 3e' + e". Infrared: 3e' + a2'" Inactive: a2"
(f) All modes are infrared and Raman acti ve.
(g) Raman: aIg + eg + t 2g · Infrared: 21 10 , Inactive: t 20 '

(h) All modes are Raman active. 317 2 + 4e are infrared active.
The structure must be linear, since a bent C 20 or C, structure would not yield
two infrared and one Raman active mode. The structure is most likely F-H-F,
since the H-F-F structure would give three infrared and three Raman bands.

The frequency that does not change upon deul eration must be v" which
involves no H or D motion.

I' 'lib 4aI + 4e

(g) °h E 8C 3 6C 2 6C 4 3C 2
• 6S 4 8S 6 3rrh 6rrdI

------- - ----------- - --- ---------- - --.

n r to! I 21 0 -1 3 -- 3 -3 -1 0 5 3

et a 1 9 + eg + t l9 + t 2q + 31 10 + f zu

TVib
- a 19 + eq + 129 + 21 1" + t zu-

(h) D2d E 254 C 2(Z) 2C 2
,

2rrd

3n3eet

- .j3n et

Doppler broadening, therefore, is approxi-

3aI + a2 + 4e2

eet

o

r'X)

'Xi

- en

e

10- 6 m = 1999.99682 cm- 1. The
mately 0.0064 cm - I.

----
13n-y - CD

= O.

h' 2 sin [(E I - Eo - hv)t/21i] cos [(E I - Eo - hv)t/21i](-nt)
3-22. (a) g' 2(E I - Eo - hv)( - h) ... . -

/" 2 t 2l" = \z-{cos2 [(E I - Eo - hv)t/21i] - sin 2 [(E I - Eo - hv)t/21i]}
9

n2t 2
= -h2 (when E I - Eo = hv).

b A h Ifh
. h n 2t 2 _ sin 2 [(E I - Eo - hv)tL~Ii]

() t a elg t, 2h2 (E I _ Eo _ hV)2 '

or n~(EI - Eo - hv) = sin[(E I - Eo - hv)tn/h].
h-y 2

(c) 2(E I - Eo - hv) = 2(1.39)h/nt = O.Olcm- I
= 1.99 x 10- 25 1

=> t = 3 x 10 - 9 s.

3-23. (a) C, E O"h

3-21. e

- -
HFZ DFZ

Vs 675 675

11Js 1550 1140

0 1200 860

•

The lack of coincidental infrared and Raman frequencies suggests a center of
• •
lllverSlOn.

3-28. (a) a' - y and z polarized. [Note that the coordinate system in 3-23(a) is such
that y and z transform as a', and x transforms as a". The C, character table in
Appendix A assumes that the mirror plane is xy instead of yz.] Raman po
larized: a'.

(b) al - z; e - (x, y). Raman polarized: al'

(c) t 2 - (x, y, z). Raman polarized: al'
(d) rr o+ - z; n" - (x, y). Raman polarized: rro'.

I',ib = 2a I + 2e

T tot 15 0 -1 -1 3 al+e+t l + 3t 2

r vib
- al + e + 2t 2-

(d) D c()h E 2C 0',
<P • 2S w

<P ooC 2CO(J t' I

3-27.

Ttot 12 4 + 8c1J 4 0 0 0

l to , 18 0 -2 6 0 2 2aI' + 2az' + 4e' + 2a2" + 2e"

l'ib = 2aI' + az' + 3e' + a2" + eO
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271:c--
5

471:c
5

471:
-sS

271:-s
5

271:
cs

271:s
5

471:
c

5

471:-s
5

471:c
5

471:s-
5

271:
c

5

271:-s-
5

o

~4 -+

271:
c

5

271:s
5

o

1

o

5

~3 +

=>

1

~z +

oo5

1

1

1

1

The stretching symmetry coordinates are then given by:

First, Eland E 2 of the C 5 character table are transformed to real form:

3-33.

,
+ e

,
e
a l' + e'

at' +- a2'

o
2
o
o
1
o

(J I.'

E

o-1

S3
( ' 2

- 3

(Jh

-1
-1

2
-I

o
1

2
2
2
2
3
4

2o
C 2

E
C 2

•o
2
o
o
1
o

t-~~~- ------- -------- -----

'2 -1
E C3

E C/
E E
2 -I
2 -I
2 2
2 -1
3 0
4 I

e'

R
R 2

R3

X(R)
x(R 2)

x(R 3)

XI (R)
X2 (R)
X3(R)

(e) e' - (x, y); a2" - z. Raman polarized: al"
(f) a 1 - z; e - (x, y). Raman polarized: a l'
(g) t 1" - (x, y, z). Raman polarized: a Ig'

(h) h2 - z; e - (x, y). Raman polarized: a 1.

3-29. Using formula C-I in Appendix C, we get the following:

Stretching
basis vectors

~1
271: 471: 471: 271:

+ cS~z + C--~3 + C-~4 -+ C-~5
5 5 5

271: 471: 471: 271:
s-~z + SS~3 - S-~4 - S-~5

5 5 5

~1
471: 271: 271: 471:

+ CS~2 + c-- ~3 + C-~4 + C-~5
5 5 5

471: 271: 271: 471:
s-~z - S-~3 + S-~4 -- S-~5

5 5 5 5

3d (e)
1/21

806

3-31.

v = 0 ~ al';v = 1 ~ e';v = 2 ~ aI' + e';v = 3 ~ aI' + a2' + e'. The first
overtone (v = 2) is allowed in both spectra.

3-30. NH 3 :2.1.x 1O--II S ;PH 3 :3.5 x 1O-8 s ;AsH 3 :4.5 x 106 s.AsR 3 compounds
probably invert slowly enough to be optically active.

3-34.

3-32. D 3h E 2C 3 3C z (Jh 2S 3(J"3
...~.~_._--~- - - ---- ---

V
9 VI VII

in-plane 3 0 -1 3 0 -1
,

+ e
, ba3

V
5a2

out-of-
In-plane basis vectors

3 0 -1 -3 0 1 a2" "
plane

+ e

b!32 + + b!3l2~C(1 - AC(z - AC(3 v2 VI2 v3 V6<ld(e') =
~C(z - ~C(3

+
R,(az') = ~C(1 + ~C(z + ~C(3

t;!33
7I:(a2") = Af31 + Aflz + Afl 3

2Af31
R x' R y(e") =

- ~f32 Af33 Out-of-plane basis vectors
~ va v7 v

lO
~f3z - AIl 3
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I

S(J,.

slope

(C/JeXe)V

'--y--

3 a 1 + e + t 1 + 31z
2 = al + t z

-I -1
o 0

o
1

intercept

These data are plotted below.

I'ot 15
r stretch 4

C 6 H 6 : D 6h E 2C 6 2C 3 C 2 3C 2
,

3C z" •

2S, 2S6 3(Jd 3 (J"I (J },

--- -- -- -------

T(CH) 6 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 () 6 0 2
- U 19 + ez q + hili + ell/-

I'ib a 1 + e + 21 z
Ib"d = e + l z

The table in the text is derived from these symmetry species by inspection.

3-39. \Iv = E v - Eo = [we(v + D- wexe(v + ~)2J _. [werD - c/JeXt.(~)2] (from eq.

3-22)

3-38. In Section 3.5 we found that I'ib for square planar XeF 4 transforms as

al g + big + bzg + a2u + hzu + 2eU' Subtracting r"""h (= al" + h,., + "".
as for trailS M (CO)4LZ, Problem 3-36), we lind I h"d = ["ih -- ['",,,ch _.

h 2g + a2u + h2u + "u' For the tetrahedral struc1ure,

T d I E 8C 3 3C z 6S 4 6(Jd

o 4 2 0

= a 1. + b 1. + eu

(J(YZ)

,

I

o

3

(J(XZ)

2 2 = 2al + b[ + bz
(aU infrared and Raman active)

o

()

---.------

4

------.._-

5 0

Raman: alg + big

T(CO)

002 0

12

infrared: eu

T(CO) 4

2

co
,

CIS

:.--co

tranS

Z"
/0' c

x 0

I(CN) 7 1 1 3 = 3al + az + b l + 2b z

infrared: 3al + b l + 2b z = 6 bands . .
Raman: 3al + a2 + b , + 2b 2 = 7 bands 6 cOincIdences

Pentagonal bipyramid:

DSh E 2C s 2C s
z 5C z (Jh 2S s 2S 5

Z 5(Jv

T(CN) 7

infrared: el' + az" = 2 bands
no coincidences

Raman: 2a I' + ez' = 3 bands
Interpretation: solid-Cz,; solution-D Sh'

3-36. (a) C zv E Cz
va

3-35. Monocapped trigonal prism:
CsH s - : DSh E 2C, 2C s

2 5C z (Jh 'J S 2S 52'-' 5

C z, E C 2 (J (xz) (J (Yz)
------_. ------ ------------

T(CH) 5 0 0 1 5 () ()
._~._- --

260
(b) Fe(CO)4Clz probably has a cis structure with two overlapping bands.

258
•

-I _

(c) CIS
slope = -1.55 em =- We Xe

°1 °1 bl b2
256 Cs3~C12 intercept = 260.6 em-'

we=262.1 em-'
t

.r- 254

trans 'E
u
~

O,g big , eu
, ~ 252

I;:">

3-37. C 3 H 3
+. D 3h E 2C 3 3C z 2S 3 3(J ,

250
• (Jh

slope= -1.54 em-' = - we xe
T(CH) 3

248 Cs3~C131CI() 1 3 0 1 't ' intercept = 257.4 eni'- ai- e

C 4H 4: D4h E 2C4 C z 2Cz' 2C z" • 2S4 2(J v 2(Jd
We = 258.9 em

I (Jh 246
~------ .-- ----

T(CH) 4 0 0 2 0 0 0 4 2 0
244 I I

+ bIg

,

al g + e, I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
v-

512
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terminal
CN

F

FF

F

(d) F

o
II

3-40. (a) CH 3 CH 2 0H (b) H 3 CCCH 3

o 0
') +

= L(Jy +
4 0

bridge

D Eif! 11

··---·r .-- ..
["ot ! 12 4+8qbc-C-C-C

Os(NH 3 )4(N 2b z+ appears to be the cis isomer because there are two N -eN
stretching frequencies. The trans isomer should only exhibit aile infrared active
mode. In I the formal oxidation state of Os is + 5/2 if the two atoms arc equal.
If not, the one on the left is + 3 and the one on thc right is + 2. In II bot h Os
atoms arc formally in the + 5/2 statc. In I each atom of the bridging N 2 has a
different substituent (X-N - N- Y), and one infrared activc N = N strctching
frequency is expected and observed. In II each atom of N z has the same sub
stituent (Y- N = N- Y), and no infrared active N = N stretching frequcncy is
expected or observed.

3-45.

3-46.

,
f-8-7Td

,

v(CN)-a-+

X-C~NX~C-N

[' '0' 9 3 + 6 c ¢ 3 = 3(J + + 3n

[',ib = 2(J + + n (all infrared and Raman active)

(e) CH 3 CH 2 CH 2 N0 2 (f) NH 1 [Note that for spectra (e) and (f) other

OCH 3

structures could have been drawn. Infrared spectra, alone, usually do not
define a unique structure for all but the simplest compounds.]

3-41. 966 v, al P
933 Vd e dp
620 b, a, p
473 il d e dp

3-42. C wv E 2C w'" CfJ(Jv

. ~ ...

o
II

(c) CH 3 COCI1 2 CH 3

•
...-- >---..

o
II

(b) HCN(CH 3 lz

• •• •
liS (CTQ+) lis (CTr/)

1'----<l-1'----<T
8d(7I"Q)

. ... .

The spectra are most consistent with structure D.

v(CN) il d
(J+ n

2097 712

1925 569
2290 449
2219 380
2200 342

2158 321

description: v(CX)
symmetry: (J+

HCN 3311

DCN 2630

FCN 1077
CICN 714

BrCN 574

ICN 470
3-43. A C 2v 4 4 4 2

B C 3v 3 3 3 2

C C4v 2 3 2 1
D C, 4 4 4 3

= 0(e)
"-./"CH 3

/"..,'-/ CH 3
(d)

Using equations 3-58 and 3-59, we plot the following data and find the least
squares slopes indicated:

o
II

(g) CH 3 COCI-I = CH 2

3-48.

(J(XY) (J(xz) (J( YZ)•
1E

[''0' 24 0 - 2 - 2 0 8 2 2
= 4ag + 4b,g + 2b 2g + 2b 3g + au + 3b,u + 4b 2u + 4b 3u

r t"mio,1 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0
= ag + bIg + b2u + b3u

r b'id" 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0
= ag + bIg + b2u + b 3u

[',ib = 4ag(R, p) + 3b 1g (R, dp) + b1g(R, dp) + b3g (R, dp) + au (inactive)

+ 2b'u(ir, z) + 3b 2u (ir, Y) + 3b 3u (ir, x)

3-44.
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Fundamental

,....c
o

to
I
C

structure: A B C [) E F
pOint group: C C" C f)", C, , C, , ,
infrared bands: 3 -' , I 3 3
Raman bands: 3 3 , , , 3-
Only structure [) yields a single infrared hand.

CI-I.1 bending frequencies. Assigning antisymmetric ml,dcs at h,gher frcquencies

than symmetric modes (which is not always conect), we get: 2'i99 l'd(CII)('):

2942· 1',(CII)(ar!: 2249- \,(CNI(a,): 1440-,5d(CH,)lcl: 1~7(),\I( '1I"(il,1

The rcmaining bands, which arc not obviow; without compariso'l to the

spectra of other compounds, arc assigned as follows: 11 1 4 I'('(')({/II:

918 ,5(HCC}('): ~XO b(CCN)(c).
3-51. Labelling the structures A F, from left to right. we derive the followlIlg Inr

I'(CO) frequencies:

h3.00

104.16

146,04

20.76 em - 1

10,38 em-'

20.h5 cm '
10.32 cm-)

--v--

slope

= 13 0

---,---~

~ 64.(,(,

5 106.~4
7 147.9~

') I X9.47

I I nO.X7
13 JE 12

15 -'13.23
17 354.15
19 .W4.X4

slope

cCO> 13 0

1'),52cm-)

9.76cm- 1

(,:U~ 8 0

10-'.-'2 I
14-'.73 )

I X4.03 ,
224.22 4

264.28 5
304.17 h
34188 7

3X-'.~8 8
,

y

20.04 cm- 1

10.02 cm - ,

slope

= 13 2

First Overtone
---- -,

1 3 59.18 0 ~

2 5 98.48 1 5

3 7 137,24 2 7

I ~
,

5L

~
..,,

4 9

5 I I
(, 13

7 I 5
8 17
9 19

Second Overtone -'-52, [)4,' I E

f~~))j-l0 o J- o 7 0 4

= 2a,(R) + 2h,(ir)

The h, modcs are c-polarizcd (parallcl to the long axis of the nwleculcl In thl'

observed spectrum, the bands at 2045 and 19XO cm 'exhibit ;1/1, < I and

are assigned symllletry h, (z-poiarizcd). The band at 2009 cxhihits ,1 /A·· I
and is assigned symlllctry <', IX, r-polarized),

-' - 4a, + a2+ 5<,oI 5/ ' lot

Assignmcnt: 29hh I', a, \',(CH."
1355 \'2 il, ,\(CII.1)
732 \'.1 ill I'(CCI)

~04' 1'4 " \',,(CH.,)
1455 I', <' ,5.1('11.1)
1015 \'Ji I' ,5,,(HCCI)

The ('1-1 3 charactcristic frequcncies werc assigncd as dcscribed for CII/'N

in Problem ~-50, Thc rcmaining two bands wcre assigncd with thc Il1llcle

Using eq. ~-55. we calculate 1'" (using Ii = 1,(,27 x ]0 27 kg):

1', = 1.310 A; 1'2 = 1.327 A: r, = 1.345 A; I'D = 1.291 A (from fundamental).

Using eq. 3-60, we calculate B,. and 'Xc (using the 80 ancl B I values from the

fundamental data, which arc the most accuratc):

~"=13,, - (1/2)~cl =~e 10.47 em-, , =I'c = 1.2821\
B, = 13" - (~/2)'Xc J 'Xc = 0.30 cm

E 8C 3 3C, 6S 4 (,(Jd

f,o, IS 0 - 1 - I 3 = a I + e + II + -'I,

f"b = ill (R) + e(R) + 2t,IR, ir)

Assignment: 3019'-1',,(1,): 2917-\',(il,); 15-'4-,5,,(<,): 130h--,jd(l,),

~-50, r "b was determincd in Problcm 3-23. Bands near ~OOO cm- 1 IJJust be I'(CH).

The band at 2249 must bc dCN). Bands at 1440 and 1376 arc charactcristic

3-49. l~
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involving hydrogen motion at a higher frequency than the mode without
hydrogen motion. The shape of the 2879-cm' 1 band tells us that the symmetry
is U I' The first overtone of vs, with symmetry species U 1 + e, IS the most lIkely

candidate.

4>=90·
y 3dxy

Z2 e4 )1 1 I
-- _._-- ----, _... _.

8Eo
2h 2

III
2 11 2

2

Chapter 4

4-1. orbital 11 ( 111/ nodes
----~.

,_.----- ~- -- ----_..._--_ .. - -- -------

2s 2 ° 0 I

3s 3 ° ° 2

2p ") I + I, ° ° 4-3.~

3d 3 2 + 2, + 1, 0 °
4f 4 3 +3, + 2, + 1, ° 0

4d 4 2 +2, + J, ° 1

4>=270·

Angular part of 4f*,-x') = (r 2 cos 2
() - r 2 sin 2

() cos 2 c/»(r sin () sin <I,!.

The transition energy for H going from the state with quantum number 112
to the state with quantum number 111 is given by:

-Z2e4)1 _Z2 e4/i/I.E = E2 - E 1 = ----.- ~ -.---
8Eo2h21122 8Eo2h21l12

4-2.

C I

.... 3p, Ip (Note that (0, 0) does

not violate the Pauli exclusion
rule because the electrons are
in different orbitals.)

M L M s I ° -I

+ + + - - ..

1 (0" 1) (0" 1) (0,,1)
- +

(0" 1)
- -----

+ + + - - -

° (0" 0) (0" 0) (0" 0)
- +

(0" 0)
.. - _._- .

+ + + - - -

-1 (0" -1) (0,,-1) (0" - 1)
- +

(0" -1) .

Setting the constant term equal to 100hcRH in the Rydberg equation, we
findR H = Z2 e 4)1/800E/h 3 c = 1.097 x IOs cm- l ,whereZ = lforhydrogen,
)1 = 9.1048 x 10 - 31 kg, and e, Eo, h, and c are expressed in SI units. The
highest energy emission corresponds to the 112 .= (fJ -+ IlJ = I transition (i.e.,

capture of a free electron that lands in the 11 == I orbital). Eo _I = 1.097 X

10 5 em - I. This is equal to the ionization energy.

4-4. Cr would have the configuration [Ar] 4s 2 3d4 if the rules were not violated.
4-5. Is 2 means that the orbital angular momentum and the total spin are both

zero .... IS term. d I means. that the orbital angular momentum is 2 and the
spin multiplicity is 2m + 1 = 2 .... 2[) term. The levels of 2[) are 2[)S/2 and
2[)3/2 .

4-6. sp: ~}----X •
8=90

•z 8=0•

•8=270

'ilX
~1()



B

A2

-_._--

jkx 2 ('- 7x
2
/2 dx

A

17.196 em - I

+-t -- +--1

(0" 1, 1,0)(0,,1, 1,0)

++- --:1 t

(0" 1, 1, --1)(0" I, I, -I)
+-+----+1--

(0" 1,0,0)(0" 1,0,0)
. --_. '-

_ ~1l.~_2
4nEol"BI

++- t-+t-+-
(Os, 1, I, --1)(0" 1,0,0)

r~-__A~ "

-+- -+- + -+- -+- -+- +- - -+- -+- -- t- -- - -+- 1- I- j---

(0" 1, 0, -1) (0" 1,0, -1)(0" 1,0, -1) (0,,1,0, ---1)(0" 1,0, _II
t- - -+ +- - I- -+- -;- - -1- -- 1- j- - t

(0" 1,0,-1)(0,,1,0,-1) (0" 1,0,--1)(0" 1,0,···-1)
- + + j -- I

(0" 1,0,-·1)(0" 1,0,-1)

- et:)

_ /12 (V 2
') 1_Ine

/1 k
2 III

1

2

°

Ground state: [Ne]3s 1
""'" 2S 1/2

First excited state: [Ne] 3p l ""'" 2p3/2, 2pl/2

589.15788 nm: 2p 3/ 2 -+ 2S 1 / 2 .

589 75537 . 2p 2 energy separatlOn
. nm. 1/2 -+ SI/2

N: 1s 2 2s 2 2p 3 ""'" 4S 3 / 2

(A) N+' ls 2 2s 2 2p 2 ""'" 3p 3p 3p ID IS'
o 2,1, 0, 2,J..O

(B) N+' ls 22s 12p 3 ""'" 5S 3S 3D 3D 3D lD 3p 3p .Ip. . , 2, t, 3, 2, I, 2, 2, 1, 0,

(C) N+: ls 12s 2 2p 3 ""'"sametermsas(B)

By Hund's rules we expect the following order of transitions:

4S (A) 3p 3p 3p ID 15'3/2 -----t . 0, 1, 2, :!, l. 0

-+ (B) 5S 2 , 3D 3 . 2 . 1 , 3p2.1.0, 3S 1 , ID
2

, 1PI

-+ (C) [same terms as (B)]

In fact, optical spectra indicate that the order of the terms for the ionic con
figuration (B) is 5S < 3D < 3p < ID < 3S < Ip. The terms for the con
figuration Sp3 are derived from the following partial table of microstates:

M~Ms 2 I °
----"--1---... -- - ---- _._.. _ . _ _ . _

3
-----j-- ----.- .--- .-1-------- ------- _

+-+ .. j-

(0" 1, 1, 0)
---+-----+-- ------

--- ---j---_. -----_._--

E=

ZAe2 Z A e 2

4nEol"A 1 4nEol" A2

+ ZAZBe2 + e
2

_

4nEoRAB 4nE o l"12

The terms under the brace are eliminated by the Born-OppenIH:imer approxi
matlOn.

4-8.

4-7.

4-9.

4-10.ff =

-_._-

----

--_.---

._'--'-

------

(- 2, 0)

- - -- -

(-1,0)(1, -2)

(-2, -1)
--'--'--

_. - - -
(2, -2)(], -1)

-- .- - -

(1,0)(2,-1)

-1

- -

(2, 0)

(2, 1)

-- ----

---------_.-

- -(------- _.'--

---

]/2

--------

----------'--

- ---------_.-._--- - -.-

°

- - . ---------

------

-+- - - -+
(-2, - ])(-2, -1)

-_._----

+- -+ -+- -
(-2,0)(-2,0)(-1, -1)

-+- - - +
(-1,0)(-1,0)

+- ---+
(-2,1)(-2,1)

-+- - - \-
(2, -2)(2, -2)

t -

(1,-1)
- -+- -+- -

(1,-])(0,0)

-+- ,- - -+-

(1,0)(1,0)
+ - - +

(2, - 1) (2, - 1)

-+ - - +
(2,1)(2,1)

++ -+- +-+ ++-+--
(2,1, -2)(2,1, -2)(2,1, -2)(2, -1,0)

+ +_ ++++_+ __ I-

(2, - I, 0)( 2, - 1, 0) ( 1, 0, 0) ( 1, 1, - 1)

+ -
(2, 2)

-'----.--.---

------

+-+++-
(2,2,0)(2,1, ])

----------

+ - +
(2,2,])

+ -
(-2,-2)

-'f' 3p lG lD IS
::::>""

-+--_.---

-- .. - _.-_.-._--------
++_+_+_t++-_ +

(2,1,0)(2,1,0)(2,1,0)(2,2, -1)

-+-- -------------------'-

- --+- -----

--{--_._------ ---

---1----------

++ -+- +.-+ +.++--
(2, 0, - 2) ( 2, 0, - 2) (2, 0, - 2)( 1, 0, - 1)

(i,o, -1)(1,0, -1)(2, -1, -1)(-2,1, 1)
4F 4p 2H 2G 2F 2D 2D 2p

::::::;>" "",

1

+ +
(-2,-1)

+ +
( - 2, 0)

-+ -+- -+- +
(-1,0)(1, -2)

t- + -+- t-
(2, -2)(1, -1)

t -+- -+- \-
(],0)(2,-])

-_._.--- --

-.---j------- -

+-1 +++ +
(2,0, -2)(1,0, -1)

+-+ ++ ++
(2, 1, - 2) (2, - 1, 0)

-+- -+ +
(2,1,-1)

-+ -+- +
(2,],0)

I

-4

-3

°

- 1

-2

1

°

2

3

4

-_.----

5

, ,
3 (2,1)

- .- - -1- ----.---
\++ t--++-

2 I (2'._02 (~~~~O)~~)

4

,
M L\f1s

\' _.--- -- - ---- t- -_. --- -- --

I

- -.---1--------.--.-.- .-.---'-
-+- -+ - -+- -- -+- - -+- -+- -+- -+- -

(2,1, -1)(2, 1, -1)(2,1, -1)(2,0,0)
+-- ++--t-

(2,2, -2)( 1, 1,0)

-- -'--1---

d 3: (only a partial table is shown)

MI\~s 3~__

6
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4-11. As R AB increases, the system actually becomes two isolated hydrogen atoms.

4-12. A Z 1(rP, + rPp)(rP, + rPp)dr = 1 = A 2 [J rP,rP,dr + 21 rP,rPpdr + Jct!prPpdr]
= A 2 [1 + 0 + 1]. Therefore A = IIft Similarly, B = IIft
Ea = H(rP, + rPp).Yf(rP, + rPp)dr

= H(rP,£ rP, + rPp£ rP, + rP,£ rPP + rPp,Yf rPp)dr
= H (E 5 rP/ + E5 rP P rP, + EprP,rPp + EprP/)dr = 1(E, + E p).

Similarly, E b = 1(E, + E p)'
4-13. NH 3133 539 1

NF 1115 590 2
O 2 1555 1140 2
N 2 2331 2240 3
NO 1876 1550 2i

4-14, (a) NO+ (b) CP- (c) SiS
4-15. (a) 380 kllmol (b) 494 kllmol (c) 653 kllmol
4-16. NO+ (bond order = 3); CN+ (bond order = 2)

sigma
antibonding

Px lone pair

2 I .sp one pair

•

sigma
bonding

[Note that if the Ib l and 2b 2 Spl orbitals are added correctly, Ih 2 and 2h 2

are pure C(2py) orbitals. The carbon 1al and 3a, orbitals will be S2 p (not
Spl) hybrid orbitals directed between the H atoms. Linear (,Hz should have
2 unpaired electrons in the Inu orbitals of Problem 4-17. Bent CH z will have
no unpaired electrons unless the 2a 1 and 1h 1 lone pair orbitals are closer in
energy than the spin pairing energy (the energy of repulsion of two electrons
in the 2a I orbital].

(b) E1 = N I
2 S(2sa + 2s,,)£"(25a + 25,,)dr = N12(2Ha~ + 2li"I,J

(since H a~ = H bbl· Similarly, E1 = N /(2H a" + 4H", + 2H"f' + Hee ) and
E 3 = N /(2H aa + 2Ha" - 4H", + H ee ).

(c) The secular equation is:

H I1-E

(a) 1 = N / 1(2sa + 2Sb)2 dr = N 1
2 J[(2sa2sa) + 2(2sa2s,,) + (2,,,25,,)] dT

= N/[1 + 0 + 1]. Therefore, N I = I/Ji Similarly, N 2 = [1/(3 + 4S)J!,
and N 3 = [1/(3 - 4S)]',

25 '"ro

x

z
y

1...;...'0

•

Cf.) (Jv I

Be HH

2 2 2 0 0 0 + + (Ju +
2H (Is) - (Jg

Be(2s) 1 1 1 I 1 1 (Jg +

Be (2pz) 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 (Ju +

Be (2p" 2py) 2 2crP 0 -2 2crP 0 nu 4-19.

OCXDO 20:+
U

0 0 (2) 20;+
9,

.~

t l7Tuc'W

Oc>oO ICT.+ -+-U

0 0 0 10;+ +9
H-Be-H

4-17.

There are two sigma bonding orbitals, zero pi bonding orbitals, zero occupied

lone pair orbitals, and zero unpaired electrons.

4-18, C 2v E C 2 (J(xz) (J(Yz)

H 21 -ES21 H 22 -E H 23 ·ESl3 = 0

H 3l -ES 3l H 3rES 3z HJ3·E

where Hij = St/fi*.Yflj;jdr and Sij = 1~/i*lj;jdT.

2H(ls) 2 0 0 2 al + b2 4-20. D roh E 2C 'X.
q,

CfJ (J l' I 2S oc
q,

Cf.) C Z

3C(Spl) 3 1 1 3 2al + bl ._------
-~-----

C(Px) 1 -I 1 -1 b l 4(px'py) 8 8crP 0 0 0 0 = In" + 2n u
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2-ng*
, ,r ,I,4,23, D" I,
, E 2("

,

2S" ,x)C 2I 'XJ (J!. I
,,

-,------ - --- -I-" _______,,, - -----,--
I

1\ 2H(ls)
,

7 2 2 0 0 + ,
21Tu

,
0 ---

(J I! + rT"
I
~ --

2C(2s) 2 2 2 0 0 0 + ,
I ' -

rTiJ + rT".- .~,

2C (2p,)
i

2 2 2 0 0 0
, +, --

rT" + rT". -,,
l1Tg + + 2C(2px,2py) I 4 4ccj) 0 0 0 0 --

71." f- 71."'-

-tt- -#-

-It-
-It-
-It-

,

slgm(J
bonding

pi bonding

pi antibonding

,
sigma

antibonding

2 ..... If /I

= l.lh + l'
<

0;+
U

0;+g
0;+

g

0;+
U

0;+
U

ag+

1Tg

-1

7S 3

o

o

-4
-,- ,

-2

o
c:::x:J

o ED
C--H

O ('21v
CE>C:) CJ><:)

o 0

(jJ)

c::><::D
(jJ) (jJ)
H--C

I J' ,£z = 6(1--- S) (2rjJl - cj)z - (p3)y{(2<jJI - 4)2 - (PJ)dT

1 (4H 11 - 2H 12 - 2H 11 - 211 21 + If 22 + 1l , .1 - 2//.\ 1
6(I-S) .

+ H 32 + H 33 )

1
= j ~ 5(H;; - Hij)'

}:, 3 = __1 S(/)2 - cj) 3) J( (p 2 - 11>3) lIT = '1' -~ c (ff;; - Hi).
7(1··S) "

Orbitals of the same symmetry will be extensively mixed.

4-25, [)3h I E 2C J
,
I.... ,---T-'"

4C(2pz) I 4 1

Px lone pair

. b2 pi antibonding --

++

.>8 8 . b2 pi bonding

)

,
sigma

antibonding

We expect C 4 to have six sigma bonding electrons in three sigma bonds and
four lone pair electrons, with one lone pair on each terminal carbon atom,
C

4
therefore has six bonding pi electrons, C 4 - will have seven bonding pi

electrons and will be more stable.

4-21. 7,7,1, 1,0, Energy: sigma < pi < pi* < sigma*,

4-22, C 2p E C 2 er(xz) er(yz)

H + r.-----

3H (Is) 3 1 3 1 = 2al + bl ;C=C-H z
2C(2s) 2 2 2 2 = 2al H
2C(2px) 2 -2 2 -2 = 2b 1

2C(2py) 2 -2 -2 2 = 2h z
2C(2p,) 2 2 2 2 = 2Ul 4-24.

,

sigma
bonding

IIa2

e" -t--t-

Orbitals of the same symmetry will be extensively mixed. There will be two unpaired electrons,
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(d) E = Hap, + bP2 + CP3 + Cp4)·;lY"(apl + bp2 + CP3 + cp4)dT
= a2H ll + abH I2 + acH I3 + acH l4 + baH2! + b2H 22 + bcH 23

+ bcH 24 + caH 31 + cbH 32 + c 2H 3: + c 2H 34 + caH 41 + cbH42
+ c 2H 43 + c 2H 44

= a:(a 2 + b 2 + 2( 2) + fI(2ab + 4bc + )c 2) (since Ii;; = a: and
Hij = {3)

= 1.00a: + 2.17 f3

cdH" - E) + C2H12 + C3H!3 = 0
c l H 2, + c2(H 22 - E) + C3H23 = 0
c,H 31 + C2H32 + c3(H 33 - E) = 0

These equations must be solved simultaneously for each value of E (= 'l. +
)2{3, a:, a: - J2f3). For if; I (E I = a: + 12{3), we get:

c, (-J2{3) + C2(f3) + C3(0) = 0 = C2/C I = 12
cdf3) + C2(-J2{3) + C3({3) = 0
cdO) + C2(f3) + C3(-J'2f3) = 0 =C3/C2 = 1/)2 =C3/Cl = 1

The form of if; I is therefore N dp I + 12p2 + P3)' This is normalized as
follnws:

1 = N I
2 S(PI + J2P2 + P3)2dT

= N,2 S(PI 2 + 2J'2P1P2 + 2PIP3 + 2p/ + 2)2p2P3 + p/)dT

= N 1
2 (1 + 0 + 0 + 2 + 0 + 1) = N, = ~

if;2 and if;3 are similarly derived.

4-31.

4-32. Td E 8C 3 3C2 6S4 6Ud

.__.. _-

4 ligand sigma 4 1 0 0 2 UI + 12
1 metal s 1 1 1 1 I (I,

3 metal P 3 0 -1 -1 1 12
5 metal d 5 -1 1 -1 1 12 + e

3

4 0
= 11 9 + blq + b," + b 3 "

2 2

€~27
b1u

b2u """"-

eg -+- -+- "'-<---+1
a -It- ._......-tt-

2u D dis'or'i~ D
4h 2h

1

o

o

I

u(xy) u(xz) u(yz)

.- 4 2

€z~
Og

,'-----~~---'

antibonding

•

1

o

o

•

I

1

,

o

o

o

o

1

o

2C 2
" . 2')I • 4

1

o

o

_._-_ ...- ...__ ._.._--_.. - . __._.. -

€ d € 21
b3U b2g

, I
~

nonbonding

3

2

o

I X 1 I l'

o -2

3

~:~
Og

~__~~~--_J

bonding

-_.---_. -_.__ ..--_.._..__..._--

2H(ls) I 2

4B(hybrids) 4

Fig. 4-43

orbitals 3

Of the orbitals in Fig. 4-44, (J9 + ~ Ill" and (r" + ~ a2,,'

4C(p,) 4 0

_ - -_.--- -_ .. -_. -_.__._ .. _._._.._-- ._-

4-29.

4-27.

4-28.

4-26.

E = a: + .j3f3, a:, a:, a: - .j3 (I

4-30. (a) C2" I E C 2 (J(xz) u( vz)
_.-.---1-- .... -_._- -

p-L-L+L+L p-L-L+L+L p-L--L+L+L
3t2

z I 2 3 4 Y 2 4 I 3 X 3 2 I 4

20,s-L-L-L-L
I 2 3 4

» 1 -:-1 21
2dxy dxz

d
yZ

H II Ie
di dl 2-y

H " -11 It2
p+L+L-~L p+~+-L-L-L p+L+L-L-L
z I 2 4 Y 4 I 3 X 3 2 I 4

H la,
s+L+4 L+L

I 3 4

(The 211 orbitals will also have some anti bonding ligand character: e.g.,
dxy - L! - L 2 + L 3 + L 4 .)

delocalization
energy

= 0.962 (J

-f!-

+±-
f3

2(i

(c) -2{1

-{i

1 0 0 x I

1

1

=0

- 2 2 - 4 = 112 + 3b 1

+ C2P2 + C3(P3 + P4), 1/1(112) = P3 - P4'

4

4C(2pxl 4

if;(b 1) = C,PI

(b) x 1 0 0

1 xli

o 1 x 1

o 1 1 x
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o 0
C--C-C ~+() 0 Ie

o 0
C--C-C -

() 0 2e

2e

() Q
C-C-C

o 0
() ()
C-C-C

o 0

°

I r----oo:
Y,C z,C

2

4 ° -4 °

Allene:

D2d E 254 C 2 2C 2 ' 2()d

4C(2p)

=> N = Xo -j.

nx
cos dx

2xo

ljJ*
r

Xo 2 nx
cos --dx = 1

2xo
-x()

nxcos-
2xo

- X o

nx
N cos .

2xo

1E = -,
Xo

Ze 2

4nEo
= 2T.

Z2 e4J.1.
<K)=T~<V)= -T=' 22'/'2'SEo 11 1

J
_m Ze 2 JII Ze 2

. <v2) = r , ~ .
2Eol1hJm e 2Eol1h

For H(ls), Z = 1 and 1<v 2
) = 2.19 X 10 6 m S-1 = 0.7% c.

For C5+, Z = 6 and flv 2
) = 2.63 X 10 7 m S-1 = 9% c.

4- 34. ljJ =

4-33. <V)

= Eo > Eo·

8 ° ° -4 ° ° ° -8 4 °8C(2p)

Tetramethylenecyclobutene:

D4h E 2C4 C2 2C 2 ' 2Cz"
1/2

+ - +
(1,1,0)

3/2

2

3

\
ML\M s

\
~--'-~-+~~-~---f---~~~~~--'~'-------'

4-35.

+ + +
(1,0,-1)

1

°

+- + ++-
(1,1, - 1)(1,0,0)

---~~+--,------+-----
++ -+- +-+ +

(1,0, -1)(1,0, -1)(1,0,-1)

-+- --4-

202U

+

+ +
+ +

The signs in these figures denote the signs of the p orbitals on one side of the
molecular plane. The lb l " and 2a2" orbitals will be nearly degenerate, and,
10 fact, are degenerate within the Huckel approximation.

°

Only one component of each orbital
is shown. The 12 pi electrons will
occupy the three lowest energy levels.
Nodes are indicated by dotted lines.

2c¢

25 <Pen
•

!

-2

I
I
I

I
I,

E 2C <P cD () v00

--~ --~._----

10 lOc¢ °
I , ,
I I I, I I

, ,
I I, I

,
I,

I,
I

~ , I
~,

I
,

I
I I ,
I I I
I

, ,
I I ,

r

'- '- '- '-' '-'

- , ~ ~,,
I

:,
'" I

I

4-36. Carbon suboxide:

D ooh
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real

-I -5 0 0 1o5 0

(See Problem 3-33 for the transformation of imaginary characters into
form.)

5C(2p)
----.- t-----....--. --.---.. --------- __

4-38.

!/J, (a2") = N, (PI + P2 + P3 + P4 + PsJ
Ip2(el") = N 2(PI + .309pz - .809p3 - .809p4 + .309psJ
!/J3(e,") = N 3( .951p2 + .588p3 - .588p4 - .951psJ
!/J4(e/') = N 4(PI - .809pz + .309p3 + .309p4 - .809ps)
t/J 5(eZ") = N ,( .588p2 - .951p3 + .951p4 - .588ps)

4-39. E = rt. + fJ, ex + (2 + Jew fJ, [J. + (2 - J3)l fJ; delocalization energy = 0.899 Ii.
4-40. (aJ The molecule is in the yz plane.

2

2a~'

2e"

-

+

-2 -6 0o6

+

-

6C(2p)

Trimethylenecyclopropane:

D3h E 2C 3 3C z CTh

p

o
130

1
(n)

p

(b)

(c) 3b, has more P(3p) character, and the energy of this orbital will vary more
with the nature of X than the energy of 2b l . The correlation diagram agrees
with this prediction.

la~r

Ie"

+

-

4-37. T d

+-#-
17j 77"2

Tetroene

(

- I

-++
17j

Triene

y

Lx

--#
17j

Diene
-II

-8

Diene
CZv

Y 'SP
Triene Lx

CZV

-9

eV
-10

.~

17'2 (b2)

~
Tetraene

DZd ()~,~~~~~
17',,17'2 (e)

4-41.

H(s)

-1 1
1 1
o 2

-1
1
o

o
1
1

3
1
4

/.===\
I \, \, \

I \
I \

" ' \I , \
\ I ...., \
\ I " •
\ I "
\ I
I I
\. II
1\ ,I
I I II
I \ II
, \ II

! '. ----'l..- " /
I ~/I" --«" I

" I
" tl I

Cis)

C(p)

The forms of the 1al, 1t z , 2al, and 2t z orbitals of methane are similar to the
forms of the 1al, 1t z , 2al, and 3t z orbitals of the tetrahedral ML 4 complex in
Problem 4-32. The photoelectron spectrum is assigned as follows:

(larl z (1t z)6 ..... (lal)2(ltz)5. 14 eV-area 3
..... (larl l (It 2)6. 23 eV-area 1

3C(p)
C(s)

4H(s)
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2C, 2C 2 5C 2
•

25, 0
3 25, () 5ad4-42. D'd E I

5-4.
,
--~ ---- -- - ---- - - - -------- . --------

JOC(2p) 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,
= (J!y -+ al u + el q + el g + e!u + ez u

The orbitals of Problem 4-38 can be used to make ferrocene carbon group
orbitals out of the two cyclopentadienyl rings as follows: a'g: 1//, - 1/;,; a2,,:

I/; , + !/J,; e,g: !/J2 - Ih, !/J3 - t/J3; e 2g : t/J4 - 1/;4' !/Js - !/J5; 1',,,: 1// 2 + Ih,
,I, + .1, . I' - .•1, + II, II, + .1, . By inspection of the D Sd character table,1.f'3 l.f'3,Zu· 0/4 f/4' P5 0/5

the Fe orbitals interact with the cyclopentadienyl orbitals as follows: d"

U 19 ; d.XZ1 d yz - ely; dxl yl, d xy - ely; s - u 1q ; P:: - U2u; Px' Pv - ell/"

Chavter 5

)2 1"",/3(1)/1(2)['X(I)/1(2) + {J(I)'X(2)J dT'2 =

)1 _L:I(I)'X(I)dT, ~,/1(2){J(2)dT2 + l/I(I)/I(!)dT, e,/1(2)'l-(2)dT2

I
11[0'1 + l'OJ = 0. The orthogonality Of!/J3 and 1/J4 is shown in a similar

v
manner.

5-5. (a) singlet (b) singlet, triplet (c) singlet, triplet (d) quartet, doublet (e) sextet,
quartet, doublet

5-6. (a) 3n, 'n (b) zn" (c) 32:+, 32:-, 3L1, '2:+, '2:-, 'L1 (d) 'A,' (ground state) and

'E", 3E" (excited state) (e) 2A z" (f) 3B 2, 'B2 (g)'E,', 3E 2', 'E,', 'E2' (h) 2E,"
(i) 'A,. (ground state) and 3T,g, 3T2g , 'T,g, 'T2q (excited state) (j) 32'" I,

32: - 3 h' + , - ,
II , LJ u , £...u , L u , L1 u

5-7. (1',.)2 = 'A 19 + 'E 2q + 3A zg ; (e 2ul 2 = 'A,g + 'E)g + 3A 2g ;

(eI9)2(e2g)2 = (3)'A,g + 3A,g + 'A,g + 'A 2g + (2)3A 2g + (3)'E 2• + (2)·1E
2q

,

5-8. 4A 2g , 2Eg, 2T,g, 2T2g

energy_

"'c
GOc.-
.-

t
>--

5-9.
(a) 5637.5 em -, (b) Eoo + 887 em - ,
(c) Eoo - 1167.3 em - ,

'A-- 2

----~ I

5-1.

rc
In 2

'X/3dT, l/i'XdT 2

'" .., e I

/3/1 dT I 1, a'XdT 2
e,

'X'XdT,

E(v)dv =

,
- 2

'00

= ~ [1 + 0 + 0 + IJ 1 (singlet --> singlet, allowed).

('X/3 - /Ja)(a/3 + /la)dT 12 = 0 (singlet --> triplet, forbidden).

b1g '
A g.(b 2q ) ~ b3q

\ ag <- allowed, z-polarized

o

(b) 1= 7.59 X 104 M-' cm- 2 (c)f = 3.29 X 10- 4

Similarlv 1
J' 2

5-10. (a) Lorentzian: I =

5-11. '2

5-12. Ground state: 'A g ; excited states: 3B 3,,, 'B 3u ; IA'j --> 3B 3 ,,: spin forbidden =
E ;::::; 10- s_1; 'A g --> lB 3u : fully allowed = E ;::::; 10 3-10 5

5-13. Ground state: 2A 2"; excited state: 2E'; spin allowed but orbitally forbidden =
E;::::; 1-10 3. Pyramidal structure: 2A, --> 2E, fully allowed, E;::::; 10 3--10 5

b 3"(x)
5-14. B2"(b,g) b2"(y)

b1"(z)
•

•

I

1/Je,(A) = [ag + (I)CT g+ (2)J [a(l)a(2)J "'h'''''. [CT. I (2)CT g +(1)] ['X(2)a(1)J

+ 1/J es(A)
!/J",(B) = [CT/ (I)CT u+ (2)/1(1)/3(2) + CT" + (I)CT/ (2)/I(I)/1(2)J "'''''''.

[CT g+ (2)CT" \ (1)/1(2)/3(1) + CT"' (2)a. + (I)/3(2)/I(I)J = + !/J",(B)

(a) (la+)2(2a+)2(3a I )2(4a')2(1rc)3(5CT+)' .
(b) (lag +)2(1CT,/)2(2ag +)Z(2CT,,+)2(1rc,,)4(3CTg +)2(lrc.)4(3CT" +)2(4CTq+)2(4a" ~)2(2rc,J\

(c) (lCT+)2(2CT+)2(3a ' )2(1rc)3(2rc)'

(d) Ground state: (la,')2(1e')4
Excited state: (lu,')2(1e')3(luz")'

(e) (a,')2(e')4(u2")'

(f) (lb,)2(1u2)' (2b.J'
(g) (Uz',)2 (I'I ")3 (1'/)1

(h) (a2")2(e,")3

(i) Ground state: (a,g)2(eq)4{t,")6{t2g)6
Excited state: (u,g)2(e q)4(t1")6(t 2g )S(eg)'

(j) (lag +)2(1CT" +Y(2ag+)2(2CT" ')2(1 rc")4(1rc g)3 (2rc,,) ,

5-3.

5-2.
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5-20. Angular momentum: 71: = 1 unit; <5 = 2 units. 2 + 1 = 3 => <D state' 2 ~ I =,
1 => Jl state. The possible angular momentum microstates of(71:)3 are 1 + I + I,
which is forbidden by the exclusion rule, and 1 - I + I, which gives a II state.

5-21. Oz e1:g-) configuration is ... (l71: g)2 The lowest energy ionization gives
.. . (I71: g )' => zJlg state. Oz ('Ll g) has the same configuration as 0 z er' -), and the
lowest ionic state is the same zJl state produced by ionization of Oz (~1:g -). Since
Oz ('Ll g) lies 7882 cm - 1 (= 0.98 eV) above Oz e1:g -), its IE should be 12.08 
0.98 = 11.10 eV. The states produced by the second ionization of Oz ('Ll g) will
be different from those of OZer'g -) because the outer (171:g)Z shell will have a
different arrangement of its electrons in each case:

37,483 cm - I

IS
~- 2u

11.' I

0 I
A

i

10° i,

\0
1 I IlJ I
°

,

V.o
,

5-15. E(lOY)

by inspection since the ground state is totally symmetric and the excited state
does not transform as x, y, or z. (171:")3 (3G g+)z(l71:g)' => '1:" + + '1:"' + ILl"

+ 32,'"+ + 31:"- + 3Ll".(3G/)'(3G/)' => '2,'"+ + 31:/.
5-19. We will work the operations E, Coc.,p, and Gv only:

Et/J6 = t/J6;
Cf/t/J6 = i[(X cos ejJ - Y sin ejJ)z + (X sin qJ + Y cos (WJ

= aX X (coszejJ + sinZqJ) + yy(coszejJ + sinzejJ)J 1/16;
G,,t/J6 = aX X - (- Y)( - YlJ = t/J6'
Et/J, = t/JI;

Ca,,pt/Jl = ~[(X cos ejJ - Y sin ejJ)(X sin ejJ + Y cos ejJ)

- (X sin ejJ + Y cos ejJ)(X cos ejJ - Y sin ejJ)J

~ [X Y(coszejJ + sinz(PJ - Y X(coszejJ + sinzejJ)J t/JI;

1
Gvt/JI = ..j2[X( - Y) - (- YlXJ = -t/Jl'

(Note that in Section 5.5-C we have taken rotation to be counterclockwise,
which is opposite to the convcntion used earlier in this book. The direction of

rotation should not affect any of our conclusions.)

11: + 11: - 'A 3~ + 3~ - 3A E . d"' "' LJ", "'" , "'" ,'LJ". xClte state geometry:

5-25. (a) k l = 1.8 X JO z s-';k3 = 18s-' (b) <Do = 0.91

(c) slope = 5 x 10 z M-' = kz =>kz =9.9 X 104 M-'s"
k, + k3

5-26. It z ---> 2a, => 'T z, 3Tz. It z ---> 2t z => lA" 'E, IT I , 'Tz , 3A" 3E, 'T I , 3Tz . There

are two fully allowed ('A I ---> IT z) transitions.
5-27. (See Problem 4-23.) ground state: ... (71:")4 = '1: g '; excited state: ... (71:")3 (71: g ) 1

,H
/

C-C
/

H

5-24. (a) i£[fr*] = 0 = I a - k, [D*J - kz[D*J[AI

= [D*J(k l + kz[AJ + k 3 )

(b) <Do = k,[D*J __.k1__ (c)
[D*J(k , + k3 ) k, + k3

(d) <Do/<DA = ~..±.kLi- k z [AJ = 1 +
k, + k3

5-22. The electron is removed from an antibonding orbital.
5-23. Brz (v = 1) / Br z (v = 0) = 0.21. The band 298 cm ' below 0-0 is the hot band,

Brz(v = 1) ---> Brz + (v = 0).

5-28. n 2 3 4 5 6 7 g 9 10
E(kK): 46.1 37.3 32.9 29.9 27.5 25.6 24.4 22.4

5-29. 71:z ---> 71:3*: lA, ---> lA, (z-polarized). n+ ---> 71:3*: lA I ---> IB z (y-polarized).

71:z ---> 71:3 *: In z-polarization, only a I modes may serve as vibronic origins.
In x-polarization, only b, modes may serve as vibronic origins.
In y-polarization, only bz modes may serve as vibronic ofligins.

n+ ---> 71:3 *: In z-polarization, only b z modes may serve as vibronic origins.
In x-polarization, only az modes may serve as vibronic origins.
In y-polarization, only a 1 modes may serve as vi bronic origins.

allowed
allowed
allowed

(b) forbidden
allowed
allowed

(forbidden). This could be determinednl/ n "-'
+ BG .

"

(c) The band near 22 kK is 'A'B ---> IAzg.
E = IE + vibrational energy = IE + WeV - (Uexev(v + 1) (see eq. 3-23).
Peaks are expected at 15.43, 15.70, 15.96, 16.21, 16.44, 16.65, ... eV. Since the
vibrational levels of Oz will be closer together than those of Hz, and since the
value of Yo will be very nearly the same for both, the Franck-Condon maximum
in the photoelectron spectrum of Oz will occur at a higher value of v' than in

the spectrum of Hz.

G" + + G"' + Ll"5-18. 1: +
9

5-17.

5-16. (a) a,u bl " e"
e" e" a," + az u + b,u + hz"
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~ symmetries of possible
~----- vibf'Jnic origins

" e"
E' az

Al
,
~

e' ,
+

,
+ e'al az

" "
Al

, az
A I'

az
~ •, ,

e e

" "
A z

, az
A I'

at
~,

e e

zTzg , 'A Ig , 4A zg .

First appearance: M-S-C = N. Second appean'nce: M-N = C = S.

(e) 546.2 cm~l: (az") 107; 591.8, 593.5: (e') 17'i; 703.9: (a z") 97; 7[8.2, 722.7:
(e") 19?; 756.0, 765.2, 774.1: (a/ + e') 20t 831.5, 835.0: (e') 167; 927.9.
(az")8?;954.6.(a[')4?: 1076.3, 1082.5:(az" x e" = e')9?,20?

(f) 3A
I

'

5-35. (a)
(c)
(d)'N=N ~ 11 n (bu)

•• " x -it-- TT (au)
C2h H n+ (a~

Both IL -> n * and n -> n * are orbitally allowed. Since n -> n * transitions are
generally much weaker than n -> n * transitions, and at lower energy, we assign
the 347-nm band as n -> n* and the intense band n -> n*.
IA I -> IB z , 3B z (y-polarized)

+ + + + +

~z + + + - 2+ - ,. - 5-36.
+ 2+ +
N N N N N 5-37.
b, b, °2 b, °2 b

l

5-30.

5-32.

5-31.

Lowest n -> n* is IA I -> 'B z (allowed). (Even if the order of the pi orbitals is
reversed, the transition is allowed.)

5-38.

5-33. The electronic transition is orbitally forbidden, so coupling with a totally
symmetric vibration cannot make the transition allowed.

I
A

5-34. (a) / \ / \ (b) 'A 's 'A --- I

e>NONG e>NONG 9 ---- IE t 2I ---- ---- ,
IT?

2
\ / ~

,,,, , 3Tn+ n , ,, ,- , , ,, ,, , ,, ,, ,
... (ag)z(bl.)1 (b 3 ul l = 1.3B

, ,
(c) , ,

IE
, ,Zg , ,

/
,

... (a g)l(b I Y(b 3 ul l = '.3B
,

I
G

, ,
IT?

,3u ,
/,

'T,
'A

, ,

(d) b3• b I.
--, - , - 'TB zg b z• A g forbidden -au -, , -3p

- I3
T

•

b I. b3• , ' T2 et2
,

\ - 3T,,
b3• \ ,

ag
,

lAg -> [B 3u ; big and \
,

0-0 allowed for bzg modes /

3T2,, /

B3u bz• A g = big , ,/,
may serve as vibronic origins. 'T

,'<,
\

b I. bzg '0 -2 - \--
'E

\ ,
(e) A: tAg -> IB ·B·IA -> [B 3u

, ,
2g , . 9 , ,,,

Band Assignment Band Assignment Band Assignment
, , ,, ,, ,,

X, 76 (possibly 246) YI 56 ZI 13 1
,,

\0 ,
3T.

, \

X z 7656 Yz 56 Zz 13 15 1 , ,,o 0 3
F

I , ,
X 3 7656 Y3 56 Z3 13 15Z 3T

, ,, ,o 0 2 , \ I
AX 4 7656 ~A2

, ,, , I,
The hot band at 30,242 em - 1 (598 em - I below band B) is 5? .

,
IE 2, e

•

•
3A2

Free Ion Weak field Strong field
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/ 1\
I

-----c --,--

2 +
_-"--__.L.-_ I

l.O
C\J
C\J
lCi <t
C\J r0 2

-=-<_Ll.O. - n
co lCl
o <t
<t-o
C\J

( +)2( + 0 0••• 20"9 20"u) (l7Tu)

14,021 em'

High spin: COF 6
3
-; low spin: Co(H 2 NCH 2 CH,NH 2)/+. The discontinuity

occurs at the point where the spin pairing energy is equal to ,J o. To the left,
Ll o < P and complexes are high spin. To the right, ;J o > P and complexes
are low spin.
(a) Cl(3p) electrons are held more tightly than Br(4p) electrons.
(b) It is easier to add electrons to Os(IV) (OsCI 6

2
-) than to Os(III) (OsCI 6

3
):

5-46.

5-44.

5-45.

5-43.e 3
g

Weak
field

Free
Ion

5-39.

5-40.
5-41.

5-42.

Any drawing you try for the excited state will not have five unpaired electrons.
Yes, because H 2 0 lies lower in the spectrochemical series than ethylene
diamine.

________ 2
E

5-47.
5-48.

5-49.

5-50.

Quartet and doublet.
Ground state: 3 I -. Excited states: 3[] and' I7. As~;ignments: 3 I - -.
'I + (22 kK), 311 (30 kK), ,[] (31 kK).
SAg, 3T,g, 3T2g , 3Gg , 3Hg, 'A g, 'G g, (3) 'Hg.

(The ordering of the two highest configurations is not certain.)

(The order of the 4 T, and
4 T2 infrared transitions can
not be assigned without
some kind of calculation.)
An octahedral d 3 complex
such as V(H 20)/ + will
have the same state diagram
as a tetrahedral d 7 complex.

,

•
••
•

•

•

••

•
••

•

e4 t3 ..:~
2 ,'/,<

--,'
'"

".

'.
e3t 4 .;::,

2 4:::·
--=--,~..,:..

'~'.• •. '.•••••
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0.20 1613 1613 R E

0.39 3146 1573 R 2 E
,

R 3 E0.58 4678 1559 !

0.76 6130 1532 I X(R) 3,

0.94 7582 1516 ! [X(R]P 27,,,
x(R 2)1.11 8953 1492 3

1.28 10324 1475 X(R 3) 3

1.45 11695 1462 X(doublet) 8
eq. 5-23

1.62 13066 1452 x(quartet) 1
1.78 14356 1436

1.94 15647 1422

In h, the f orbitals will transform as Tzu + Gu·

2.754292...
20.89440 ..

2.077542 ...
1.13603 l. ..
6.586123... _ 2p + 2D

0.9999999... _ 4S

C 1> - 28.7'
if)

C 21> ~ 57·,'
/ ':f)

C 31> ~ 86.1'
'l:.J

------_.---

1 1
3 2.754292 ..
5 3.831834 ..
7 3.967864 ..

5
P
D
F

energy than that of HCN since the n* orbital will have more N (2p) character
and will probably be lower in energy than the HCN n* orbital.

5-54. (a) (Case 5, Section 5.3-D) 3p, '5, 'D. (b) (Case 3) IS, 'P, 'D, 3S, 3p, 3D.
(c) (Case 3) 'D, 3D. (d) (Case 3) 'P, 'D, 'F, 3p, 3D, 3F. (e) 3F, 3p, 'G, 'D, '5. (f)
(Case 6) We will work this out in detail, using the arbitrary angle 4) = 28.T,
as described in the text of Appendix B. We transform the K character table
as follows:

IE(v) - IE(O)(cm -I)IE(v) - IE(O)(eV)

I E 12C 5 12C 2 20C 3 15C 25

.---_.- ------ ,- --_.

.J(f) 7 -1.61803399 ... 0.61803399 ... 1 -1

T2 3 - 0.61803399 ... 1.61803399 ... 0 -1

G 4 -1 -I 1 0

T2 +G 7 - 1.61803399 ... 0.61803399 ... 1 -1

5-52. v IE(eV)

0 16.53

1 16.73
2 16.92

3 17.11
4 17.29

5 17.47

6 17.64

7 17.81

8 17.98

9 18.15
10 18.31

11 18.47

5-51 . (E) = 7' (C) = sin (7[2)(2n/5) = _ 1 61803399 .. (C 2) = sin (7/2)(4n/5)
. X 0 ,x 5 sin (n/5) . ... ,x 5 sin (2n/5)

= 061803399 . (C) = sin (7/2)(2n/3) = l' (C) = sin (7/2)(n) = - 1.. . ... ,x 3 sin (n/3) ,x 2 sin (n/2)

1400L-!-I-:2~3~4~5~6J;-:7~8;!;-:9::'-1f;;0:-f.1I'--
v-

It will probably be a weaker Lewis base since the density of n electrons is
decreased. The dipole moment should decrease in magnitude (and perhaps
change sign). The /I --> n* transition of NNH + will probably be lower in

A 2U (V;):u A,ga'g. Only if Vi = a'9 is the integral not zero. (c) There will
2u

, which says that the 1ransition is allowed and z-

transition moment integral will have the symmetry

A eu A _ eg
211 1(/ -

al u ' al g

polarized. (b) The i6

be no hot bands at 5 K. (d) One possible assignment is the following: A,31,;
B, 25; C, 2535; D, 2~; E, 2635; F, 26; G, 2635; H, 2i;; I, 2i;36; .1, 28; K, 2631,;
L, 28. The average value of v3 ' is 132 cm - " which is higher than V 3 . The average
value of v2 ' is 244 cm - '. Peak C might also contain the 15 transition. Peaks
F, I, and L might contain 16, 16, and Ii;, respectively, giving v,' :::-0 369 cm-'.

5-57. 30'u + is weakly bonding. 1nu is strongly bonding. 20'u + is weakly antibonding.
5-58. The octahedral d 8 species will have the same diagram as a tetrahedral d 2

species (Problem 5-38).

5-55. (a) allowed, t/teilt/te ~ P(P)S ~ S + P + D. (b) allowed, P(P)S ~ S + P
+ D. (c) forbidden, D(P)S ~ P + D + F. (d) allowed, D(P)P ~ S + 2P
+ 3D + 2F + G. (e) forbidden, F(P)P ~ P + 2D + 3F + 2G + H. (f) for
bidden, S(P)S ~ P.

5-56. (a) ... (b 2g )2 = 'A,g ground state. ... (h 2g)'(b,Y = '.3A 2u excited state. The
transition moment integral for the 'A,g --> '/l2u transition transforms as

-I -I
slope =-18.8 cm....wexe=18.8 cm
Intercept = 1616cni!-iiie =1635crril

•

1500

1600

~IE

v

5-53.
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5-59. From the graph we find the following: At 330 nm, slope = -1.03 x 10- 2

min- 1 => k = 2.38 x 10- 2 min- 1 = 3.97 x [04 S -1 Intercept = -0.5[7

= log [Co(EO j - EO;)] => EO; = 667 (since EO j = 1277). At 340 nm, slope
- 9.60 x 10- 3 min- 1 => k = 3.52 X 10- 4 s- t. Intercept = -0.5[4 => EO; =
505.

Index

-1.4L--~'::--=,=--=,=--:!'-:=--=,=-~,=--=':.--=':.--
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

time

For any compositIOn of the solution, the ratio [M-XY]/[M-YX] =

KdKl is constant. Therefore the spectrum of the product will always be a

multiple Df the spectrum of this ratio ([M - X Y]/[M -- YX]), and we are

effectively looking only at two superimposed spectra: that of free X Y and that

of bound X Y. Isosbestic points will be exhibited by such a system despite the
presence of three chromophores (X Y, M - X Y, M - Y X), since two are always

present in a constant ratio.

B, Mulliken symbol, 49
B, Rotational constant, 101
p, Exchange integral, 289, 291, 296
p, Spin wave function, 233
Basis functions, 50
Bathochromic shift, 374
Bathochromic substituents, 378
BCh, normal modes of vibration, 147,

182-84
B,Ho, normal modes of vibration, 148, 149
Beer's Law, 66
Bending modes, 172-82
I ,2-Benzanthracene, electronic spectrum,

365
Benzene ring. See also C,;Ho

ir spectrum, 203
Benzenoid band, 378
Block diagonal matrix, 40
Blue shift, 374
Bohr radius, 227
Boltzmann distribution, 117
Bond energies of diatomic molecules, 105
Bond order, 258,261, 262, 263

Atomic orbitals, 225-32
cartesian functions, 232
energies, 233
shapes, Appendix D

Au,Clo
normal modes of vibration, 172. 173
symmetry coordinates, 171

Auxochrome, 374
Azimuthal quantum number, 227
Azulene emission, 358

A, Absorbance, 66
A. Mulliken symbol, 49
ao, Bohr radius, 227
a, Polarizability, 98
a, Spin wave function, 233
Abbreviations for vibrations, 145
Abelian group, 12
Absorbance, 66
Absorption, 357
Acetic acid, ir spectrum, 209, 210
Accidental degeneracy, 85
Adiabatic ionization energy, 334, 335
Alcohols, ir spectrum, 208-10
Alkenes

electronic spectra, 369, 371, 372
ir spectra, 203

Alkynes, ir spectra, 203, 208
Amide group, ir spectrum, 209, 213
Amines, ir spectrum, 209
Ammonium ions, ir spectrum, 209
Angular momentum

electron spin, 233
orbital, 229, 239, 243, 347, 348, 355
total (spin + orbital), 239

Anharmonic oscillator, 106-8
energy levels, 106, 114, 124

Anisole, electronic spectrum, 313
Anomalous polarization, 199
Anthracene, electronic spectrum, 361
Antibonding orbitals, 250
Anti-Stokes radiation, 94, 100, 118
Antisymmetric stretching, 175
Ar, photoelectron spectrum, 244
Associativity, II

/
330 nm

-0.9

-1.2

~

1-1.0
.,l-8'-1.1
...J
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544 Index Index 545

Bonding orbitals, 250
Born-Oppenheimer approximation, 246, 316
Bosons, 316
Boundary conditions, 81
Br" photoelectron spectrum, 355, 356
Broadening of spectroscopic lines, 128, 129
Butadiene, photoelectron spectrum, 295
I-Butene, ir spectrum, 203, 207

C" Point group, 14
C,', Rotation axis, 23
C,", Rotation axis, 23
C",,, Point group, 24
C" Point group, 15
c., Point groups, 15
Cn , Rotation operation, 7
Cnn , Point groups, 19
C"'" Point groups, 16
C" Point group, 14
Carbonyl group (organic)

ir spectrum, 209
Carbonyl stretching modes (inorganic), 186-

89, 223
f3-Carotene, electronic spectrum, 371, 372
C(CH20H)" Raman spectrum, 162, 164
CCl" Raman spectrum, 94, 95, 129, 162, 163
C2D" fundamental frequencies, 186
Center of mass, 137
Center-of-mass coordinates, 110
CH2 vibrations, 203, 206
CH3

photoelectron spectrum, 283
vibrations, 206

CH3+, mo scheme, 280--84
CH,

electronic spectrum, 368-69
photoelectron spectrum, 283

C2H,
electronic spectrum, 369, 371
fundamental frequencies, 186
mo scheme, 276-79
photoelectron spectrum, 279, 295

CoHo
electronic selection rules, 378
electronic spectrum, 379, 381, 388, 392
electronic states, 377, 378
mo scheme, 296, 297, 380
phosphorescence, 391-93
vibrational frequencies, 387
vibronic analysis of 260 nm band, 386-89

Character of a matrix, 47
Character tables, 48-54, Appendix A
Charge transfer transitions, 395, 409-10
CH3CI,

electronic spectrum, 368, 370
ir spectrum, 223-24

1,3,5-CoH3 D3

emission spectrum, 394

vibrational frequencies, 394
I-Chloronaphthalene, electronic spectrum,

364
CH30H, ir spectrum, 208
Cholesterol, ir spectrum, 210
Chromophore, 374
(CH,),S02' ir spectrum, 162, 163
Class, definition, 13

characters, 49
Classification of molecules into point

groups, 29-33
CIF" vibrational spectrum, 197-98
CIO,F,-'BF,-, vibrational spectra, 96
CO

electronic spectrum, 313
rotational energies, 102
vibrational spectrum, 121-27

CO2

mo scheme, 267-71
normal modes of vibration, 144

CO,2-, ir spectrum, 212
CoCI/-, electronic spectrum, 406
Co(en),CI2 +, electronic spectrum, 343
Co(H20)62+, electronic spectrum, 404, 406
Collisional energy transfer, 134
Combination bands, 165, 386
Commutation, 7, II
Configurations, atomic, 232-34

table of, 236, 237
Conjugate operators, 13
Conjugated pi systems, 291
Conservative systems, 71
Constants, values, Appendix E
Continuous absorption, 344
Conversion factors, Appendix F
Correlation diagram

for diatomic molecules, 258, 260
for transition metal complexes, 399, 400

Coulomb integral, 249, 288
Cr K a emission line, 243
Crystal field splitting, 300, 397
Crystal field theory, 300, 395-98
Cs+Cl,-, resonance Raman spectrum, 198-

200
Cu(Il) complexes, electronic spectra, 402
Cubic groups, 24
Cyclohexylamine, ir spectrum, 211

D oon , Point group, 24
D n , Point groups, 20
D nd , Point groups, 22
D nn , Point groups, 23
1'.0, Crystal field splitting energy, 300, 397
\12, Del squared, 71
Dahllite, 212
Davisson-Germer experiment, 69
d-d Transitions, 395, 402-8
De Broglie equation, 68

De Broglie, L. V., 68
Debye, 97
Decomposition of reducible representations,

55-57, 142-43
Degeneracy, 3, 85, 117
Degenerate states, 324-30
Degenerate vibrations

symmetry coordinates, 178-84
symmetry of wave functions, 164-67,

Appendix C
Degrees of freedom, 136
Del, 71
Delocalization energy, 291, 296
Depolarization ratio, 162
Diatomic molecules

bond energies, 105, 108,261,262,263,
264, 266

bond lengths, 127, 261, 262, 263, 264, 266
electronic configurations, 261, 262, 263,

266
energy levels, 265-66
force constants, 105, 108
molecular orbitals, 253-66
quantum mechanics of rotation and

vibration, 109-17
rotation, 100-103
rotational constants, 127
vibration, 104-9
vibrational constants, 105

9, I0-Dibromoanthracene, electronic
spectrum, 461

Dielectric constant of free space, 64
p-Difluorobenzene

electronic spectrum, 383
vibrational frequencies, 382
vibronic analysis, 381-86

Dihedral mirror plane, 19, 22, 23
Dimension of a representation, 49
Dipole moment, 97, 152, 153

of excited state, 363
Dipole moment operator, 155, 159, 331
Direct product, 57

symmetric and antisymmetric com
ponents, 326-27

tables, Appendix B
use of tables, 327

Dodecahedral symmetry, 24
Doppler effect, 129
d Orbitals, shapes of, Appendix D
Doublet state, 321

E, Identity operation, 6
E, Mulliken symbol, 49
C, Imaginary characters, 54, Appendix B
E, Extinction coefficient, 66, 332, 333, 341,

373, 407
Eo, Dielectric constant of free space, 64
Eigenfunctions, 73

Eigenvalues, 73
Einstein (energy unit), 64, 367
Einstein, A., 63
Electric dipole transition, 332
Electric quadrupole transition, 332
Electromagnetic spectrum, 2
Electron deficient bonding, 286
Electronic configuration, 315
Electronic states, 323-30
Electronic transitions, 310
Energy density of light, 64
Energy of light, 63
Energy operator, 72
Emission

lifetime, 360
spontaneous, 134
stimul3ted, 134

EPA solvent, 364
ESCA, 243
Ester, ir spectrum, 209
Euler equation, 54, 65
Even function, 77, 79
Exchang~ integral, 249, 253, 288, 289, 296
Excitation spectrum, 365
Expectation value, 77
Extinction coefficient, 66, 332, 333. 341,

373, 407

F, Mulliken symbol, 49
f, Oscillator strength, 332
fac, Facial isomer, 188
F" photoelectron spectrum, 355, 356
Fermi remnance, 167
Fermion,;, 316
Feynman, R., 411
First order kinetics, 358-59
Fluorescence, 88, 357-66
Fluorescence lifetime, 360
F,O, normal modes of vibration. 174
Force constant, 104, 105, 108, 109
f Orbital,;, shapes of, Appendix [)
Force, electrical, 130
Formaldehyde. See H,CO
Franck-Condon factor, 331-34, 344, 358,

389
Franck-Condon principle, 333, 334
Frequency, 62
Functional groups, characteristic ir fre

quencies, 202, 204-5
Functional group analysis, 201-14
Fundamental transition, 107

g, Gerade symmetry, 50
Gaussian line shape, 336
Gaussian probability distribution, 76
Gerade symmetry, 50
Groups, definition, II
Group orbital, 276, 283



546 Index Index 547

Guest, 360

:;e, Hamiltonian operator, 72, 226, 246
H 2

electronic states, 343-45
photoelectron spectrum, 346

Hamiltonian operator, 72, 226, 246
Harmonic oscillator, 104-5, 113

energy levels, 108, 114
HBr, Morse potential well, 107
HCI

rotational energies, 103
vibrational energies, 108
vibrational spectrum, 222

HCN, rna scheme, 274-76
H,CO,

electronic structure, 372, 373
rna scheme 280, 281
photoelectron spectrum, 335
vibrational frequencies in ground and

excited state, 314
[(HEDTA)Fe,IO'-, electronic spectrum, 408
Heisenberg uncertainty principle, 86-88,

135
Helium discharge lamp, 242, 279
Hermite polynomial, 114
Hermitian property, 250
Heroin hydrochloride, ir spectrum, 209, 211
Herzberg, G., 307
Hexane, ir spectrum, 202
3-Hexyn-l-ol, Raman spectrum, 208
High spin configuration, 396
H 2 0

electronic spectrum, 369
rna scheme, 370
normal modes of vibration, 139, 174

Hooke's Law, 104
Horizontal mirror plane, 19,23
Host, 360
Hot bands, 165, 340, 386, 388
Huckel theory, 288-98

allyl moiety, 293
benzene, 296
butadiene, 290
cyclic systems, 298
ethylene, 289
linear systems, 298

Hund's rules
first rule, 234, 239
second rule, 239
third rule, 241, 245

HW,(CO)lo-, rna scheme, 286-87
Hydrogen bonding, effect on ir spectrum,

209,210
Hydroxyl group, ir spectrum, 208-10
Hyperchromic effect, 374
Hypochromic effect, 374
Hypsochromic effect, 374

I, Integrated absorption coefficient, 332
I, Moment of inertia, 101
I., Point group, 24, 328
i, Inversion operation, 9
ICI, electronic spectrum, 365, 366
Icosahedral symmetry, 24, 328
Ideal mixed crystal, 360
Identity matrix, 49
Identity operation, 6
Imaginary characters, 54, 177, 182,

Appendix B
Improper rotation, 8
Index of refraction, 63
Induced dipole moment, 98
Infinite point groups

decomposition of representations, 56,
142-43

Mulliken symbols, 54
Infrared spectroscopy

molecular interpretation, 97-98
phenomenon, 93

Integrals, symmetry of, 153, 154
Integrated absorption coefficient, 332
Intensity of light, 64
Internal conversion, 357-60
Intersystem crossing, 357, 358
Inverse matrix, 41
Inverse operations, 7, 8, 9, 12
Inverse polarization, 199
Inversion doubling, 168-70
Inversion operation, 9
Inversion time, 170
Irreducible representation, 42, 46, 138
Isosbestic point, 416, 417, 418
Isotope separation, 365-66

J, Rotational quantum number, 101, 112,
113,114,118

J, Total angular momentum, 239, 241, 243
Jablonski diagram, 357
Jahn-Teller theorem, 402
jj coupling scheme, 241, 242

K, Point group, 398
Kh , Point group, 24
k, Force constant, 104, 105, 108, 109
Kilokayser, 344
Kinetic energy, 68, 71, 246
kK, Kilokayser, 344
Koopmans' theorem, 243, 335

L, Orbital angular momentum, 235, 243
I, Azimuthal quantum number, 227
A, Orbital angular momentum of a diatomic

molecule, 348
A, Wavelength, 62
Lactose, ir spectrum, 129
LCAO method, 245-52, 267

Huckel theory, 288
Legendre polynomial, 113
Levels, 239, 241, 243
L'Hopital's rule, 134, 398
Light

absorption, 66
energy, 63
energy density, 64
intensity, 64
momentum, 64
plane polarized, 62
summary of properties, 67

Lifetime
of a reaction, 359
of a state, 88

Linear operator, 80
Local symmetry, 5, 218
Lone pair electrons, 267, 280
Lorentzian line shape, 336
Low spin configuration, 396
LS coupling scheme, 238, 239, 242
LSD, ir spectrum, 209, 212
Luminescence, 361

M, Transition moment integral, 132, 152,
155,331,338

MI., 235
Ms , 235
m, Rotational quantum number, 112, 113
m" Magnetic quantum number, 227
m" Spin quantum number, 233
/1., Dipole moment, 97
/1., Reduced mass, 101
Magnetic dipole transitions, 332
Magnetic quantum number, 227
Magnetic resonance spectroscopy, 88
Many-valued functions, 79, 80
Mastodon tooth enamel, ir spectrum, 212,

214
Matrices, 36

multiplication, 36, 37
orthogonal, 60
similarity transformation, 41
transpose, 44, 60

Matrix isolation, 360
Maxwell-Boltzmann distrihution, I 17
mer, Meridional isomer, 188
Mercury arc lamp, 94
N-Methylacetamide, ir spectrum, 213
Methylaniline, ir spectrum, 211
N -Methylcarbazole, electronic

spectrum, 362
Microstate, 235
Mirror image relationship, 361---{)3
Mirror plane, 6, 19, 22, 23
Mixed valence compounds, 410
Mn(H,O)6"' , electronic spectrum, 404, 407

Molar absorptivity, 66
Moment of inertia, 101
Momentum of light, 64
Momentum of a particle, 69, 77
Momentum operator, 78
Morse potential, 106, 107, 123, 308
Mulliken :;ymbo!s, 49, 54
Multiplication of matrices, 36, 37
Multiplication table, II, 12, 14, 16, 19, ) 1,28
Multiplici1.y, spin, 238, 336

table of, 329
Mutual exclusion rule, 159

n, Principal quantum number, 227
n --> 7T* 1ransition, 373, 374
11 --> (T* Transition, 368
v, Frequency, 62
V, Wave number, 63
N 2

electronic states, 346-47
photoelectron spectrum, 415

N H ,j, inversion, 168
Ni(el1):J 2+, electronic spectrum, 405
Ni(H ,0)" u, electronic spectrum. 405
Nitriles, Ilaman spectrum, 208
Nitro group, electronic spectrum. 375-76
NO., normal modes of vibration, 174- ,
Nodes, 8/, 229

and em:rgy, 271
Nonbonding orbital, 265, 280, 283
Nonradialive process, 357
Normal c'Jordinate, 137
Normal modes of vibration, 135-48,

170-"13
Normalization, 75, 248
Nuclear rotation, 150-51

0, Point group, 24, 398
o h, Point group, 24
O2

electronic spectrum, 351
electrouic states, 328, 347-54
electrollic wave functions, 350-54
excited state lifetimes, 349, 350
photoelectron spectrum, 355

o Branch, 123
0ctahedral symmetry, 24
Odd function, 77, 79
OH Group, ir spectrum, 208, 209, 210
Operator!;, 6

dipole moment, 155, :UI
linear. 80
polarizahility, 155
quantum mechanical, 78
symmetry, 6-9

Optical activity, 9
Optical bt'ighteners, 366
Optical d'~nsity, 66



548 Index Index 549

Orbital angular momentum of
diatomic molecules, 348

Orbitals
antibonding, 250, 251, 254, 255, 268
bonding, 250, 251, 254, 255, 268
non bonding, 265, 280, 283

Orbitals, atomic, 225-32
cartesian functions, 232
energies, 233
shapes, Appendix 0

Order of a group, 12
Orgel diagram, 403
Orthogonal matrices, 60
Otihogonality,74
Oscillator strength, 332
Overlap integral, 248, 253, 289
Overtone, 107, 164-66
Overtones of degenerate vibrations,

165-66, Appendix C

P, Spin pairing energy, 396
7T ---> 7T* Transition, 369, 378, 379

Parity, 382
Particle in a box

one-dimensional, 80-82
three-dimensional, 82-86

Pauli exclusion rule, 233, 235, 238, 316-18
P Branch, 123
Percent transmittance, 66
Phenylacetylene, ir spectrum, 203, 207
Phosphorescence, 357, 360

benzene, 391-93
I ,3,5-C I;H ,,0 ",394
lifetime, 360

Photoelectron spectra
Ar, 244
Br 2, 355, 356
butadiene, 295
CH 3,283
CH.,283
C 2H 4,279, 295
F 2,355,356
H 2, 346
H 2CO, 335
N 2, 415
O 2, 355
spirononenes, 305
1,1,4,4-tetrafluorobutadiene, 295

Photoelectron spectroscopy, 242-45,
334-35

Photochemistry, 365
Photon, 63, 316
Physical constants, values of, Appendix E
Pi bond, 279
Planck, M., 63
Plane polarized light, 62
PO.3-, ir spectrum, 212
Poi nt groups

classification of molecules, 29-33
definition, 14
description, 14-27
summary table, 26

Polar coordinates, III
Polarizability, 98, 152
Polarizability operator, 155, 159
Polarizability tensor, 153
Polarization

electronic spectra, 340-41, 342
vibrational spectra, 160-64

Population of energy levels, 117-20
p Orbitals, shapes of, Appendix 0
Potential

electric, 130
gravitational, 3

Potential barrier, 88-92
Potential wells,

electronic, 358, 359
for SO 2, 308-9
for unstable states, 344, 345

Pre-resonance Raman enhancement, 199
Prime-double prime symmetry, 50
Ptincipal axis, 22
Principal quantum number, 227
Progression forming mode, 385
Projection operator, 181, 182
Pyrazine

electronic spectrum, 391
vibrational frequencies, 390

Pyrene emission, 358
Pyridine, electronic spectrum, 379, 381

q, Normal coordinate, 137
Q Branch, 123
Quantum mechanics

postulates, 68-80
vibration and rotation, 109-17

Quantum number, 81
Quantum yield, 367
Quartet state, 322
Quenching, 360, 367

R x , R y , Rz, 53
R e, Rotation matrix, 39, 61
p, Depolarization ratio, 162
Radiative process, 357
Radius of curvature, 109
Raman, C. V" 100
Raman polarization, 161
Raman scattering, 94, 100
Raman spectroscopy,

molecular interpretation, 99
phenomenon, 94

Rate constant, 359
Rayleigh scattering, 94, 100
R Branch, 123
Re 2C1s 2--, electronic spectrum, 314, 413-15

Red shift, 374
Reduced mass, 101
Reducible representation, 42, 43, 44
Reflection coefficient, 90
Reflection operation, 6
Refractive index, 63
Relaxation process, 134, 357
Representation, matrix, 37
Resonance, 98
Resonance energy, 291, 296
Resonance Raman effect, 198-200
Rigid rotor, 100-103
Rings plus double bonds, formula, 215
Rotamer, 15
Rotation, nuclear, 150-51
Rotation, symmetry of, 54, 142
Rotational envelope, 128
Rotational states

degeneracy, 118
population, 118, 120

Rotation matrix, 39, 61
Rotation operation, 7
Russell-Saunders coupling scheme, 238
Rydbe!g equation, 232
Rydberg transitions, 368-69, 373

5, Spin angular momentum, 235, 243
5", Improper rotation, 8
5", Point groups, 24
~, Mulliken symbol, 54
u, Reflection, 6
u, Standard deviation, 77
u d, Dihedral mirror plane, 19, 22, 23
u h, Horizontal mirror plane, 19, 23
u v, Vertical mirror plane, 16, 23
(T ---> u * Transitions, 368
Sampling techniques, ir spectroscopy, 93
Saturation, 134, 135
S branch, 123
Schrodinger, E., 70
Schrodinger equation, 70-73, 323
Secular determinant, 250, 288
Selection rules, 96, 151

diatomic molecules, 123
combination bands, 164-67
electronic, 330-41
hot bands, 164-67
infrared, 123, 152, 156, 159
inversion doubling, 168
orbital, 337-38
overtones, 164-67
Raman, 123, 152, 156, 159
spin, 331, 336-37
vibronic, 338-41

Separation of wave equation, 84
Shape factor, 133
Shell, atomic, 227
Similarity transformation, 12, 41, 45

Simultaneous pair excitations, 407
Simultaneous transitions, 350, 407
Singlet state, 315, 321,324,352,357
Single-valued functions, 79, 80
Site symmetry, 212, 391
Slater determinant, 318
Smekal, A" 100
Sodium "0" line, 241
Solvent effe.:ts, 312, 313, 374
s Orbital, shape of, Appendix D
Space groups, definition, 14
Special point groups, 24
Spectrochemical series, 397
Spectroscopy, 1, 93
Speed of light and refractive index, 63
Speed of a molecule, 129
Spherical h3.rmonics, I J3
Spherical symmetry, 24
Spin multiplicity, 321
Spin-orbit splitting, 355-56
Spin pairing energy, 396
Spin quantum number, 233, 235, 243
Spontaneous emission, 134
Standard de viation, 77
Standing W3ve, 68
Stark effect, 363
State, 62, n

atomic, 2:\4-41
atomic, table of, 236, 237, 240
electronic, 323-30
electronic, table of, 330

Stationary slate, 72, 323-30
Stereographic projection, 16
Stern-Volmu equation, 367
Stimulated emission, 134
Stokes radiation, 94, 100, 118
STP, ir spectrum, 209, 214
Stretching mode analysis, 186-88
Stretching modes, 170-84
Subgroup, 12
Subshell, at'Jmic, 227
Symmetric ~;tretching, 175
Symmetry

electronic states, 323-30
electronic wave functions, 316, 350-54
molecular orbitals, 253
molecular vibrations, 138-50

Symmetry coordinates, 170-85
Symmetry element, 6
Symmetry operation

definition, 6
effect on basis functions, 37-40, 51-54,

61, 139·-42,254-57,352

1; Mulliken symbol, 49
T, Transmittance, 66
T Ii, Point group, 24
T h, Point group, 24



550 index

Tanabe-Sugano diagram, 409
Temperature

etkct on populations, 128
effect on spectra, 128--29,210, 314

Ternl's, electronic, 324
Term symbols, 324
1,1,4,4-Tetrafiurobutadiene, photoelectron

spectrum, 295
Tetrahedral symmetry, 24
Ti(H 20) <; :It, electronic spectrum, 402
Toluene, ir spectrum, 203, 207
Trace of a matrix, 47
Transition metal complexes

energy levels, 395--408
mo scheme, 299-302
states, 398, 399, 405

Transition moment integral, 132, 152, 155
331,338

Transition probability, 133
Transitions, I, 130, 235
1r-anslation, symmetry of, 142
Transmission coefficient, 90
Transmittance, 66, 94
Transpose matrix, 44, 60
Triplet state, 315, 321, 324, 352, 357
Tunneling, 90, 168

U, Ungerade symmetry, 50
Uncertainty broadening, 88
Uncertainty principle, 86-88, 135
Ungerade symmetry, 50
Unimolecular process, 358, 359
2:l 5U, Isotope separation, 366

Vacuum ultraviolet, 344
Variation theorem, 245--46
Vectors, 35, 36
Vertical ionization energy, 334, 335
Vertical min'or plane, 16, 23
V(H 20) ,; .>t, electronic spectrum, 403

Vibrational constants, diatomic molecules,
105

Vibrational relaxation, 357, 358
Vibrational states, population, 118, 119
Vibrational transitions, 310
Vibrations, abbreviations, 145
Vibrations, symmetry of, 138-50
Vibronic origins, 341, 382,385-87
Vibronic transitions, 311, 312, 384, 385, 393
Vinyl group, ir spectrum, 203

Wave, equation for, 64-65
Wave function, 70

anharmonic, 116
atomic, 227-31
degenerate, 74
electronic, 245, 316-18
inversion doubling, 168-69
meaning, 74-80
momentum from, 77
normalization, 75
probability, 75
properties, 79
rotation, 113
rotation-vibration, 110
spin, 316-22
symmetry of vibrational functions, 154
translational, 110
vibrational, 114, 154-55, 164-67

Wavelength, 62
Wave number, 63, 101
White light, 133

XeF 4

vibrational spectra, 190-97
normal modes of vibration, 145--46,

176-82
XeOF 4, fundamental frequencies, 197

w, Vibrational constant, 104
Zero point energy, 104,310
Zero-zero band, 311, 361-63, 382, 388
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